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Preface

We are pleased to present the Workshop Proceedings of the Twenty-fifth Inter-
national Conference on Case-based Reasoning (ICCBR-17), held on June 26th -
29th in Trondheim, Norway.

This years brings three workshops: the Computational Analogy Workshop
(CAW), the Case-based Reasoning and Deep Learning Workshop (CBRDL), and
the workshop on Process-oriented Case-based Reasoning (PO-CBR). This years
also features the proud tradition of the Doctoral Consortium and the Computer
Cooking Contest.

We would like to thank all who contributed to the success of this workshop
program, especially the authors and presenters who provided the research in-
sights comprising the essential substance of the workshops. We would also like
to thank all of the program committee members for their contributions leading
to high-quality submissions, and especially lthe workshop organisers for their
hard work over the past year developing a compelling collection of workshop
programs.

Our special thanks go to the program chairs, David W. Aha and Jean Lieber;
the local chair, Odd Erik Gundersen; and the publicity chair, Kerstin Bach,
for their continuous support, efforts in planning the event, and assistance with
producing the proceedings.

We hope that authors and other participants enjoy and are invigorated by this
year’s workshop program and also find valuable resources in these proceedings
for furthering their research. We look forward to a fruitful exchange of ideas in
Trondheim.
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Preface

Computational Analogy and Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) are closely related
research areas. Both employ prior cases to reason in complex situations with
incomplete information. Analogy research often focuses on modeling human cog-
nitive processes, the structural alignment between a case/source and target, and
adaptation/abstraction of the analogical source content. While CBR research
also deals with alignment and adaptation, the field tends to focus more on re-
trieval, case-base maintenance, and pragmatic solutions to real-world problems.
However, despite their obvious overlap in research goals and approaches, cross
communication and collaboration between these areas has been progressively
diminishing. CBR and Analogy researchers stand to benefit greatly from in-
creased exposure to each others work and greater cross-pollination of ideas. The
objective of this workshop is to promote such communication by bringing to-
gether researchers from the two areas, to foster new collaborative endeavors, to
stimulate new ideas and avoid reinventing old ones.

In this second edition of the ICCBR Workshop on Computational Analogy,
8 papers have been selected for presentation (on 9 submissions) from researchers
coming from USA, France, and Japan).

A first set of contributions concern formal aspects of the analogical inference,
its complexity and evaluation. Henri Prade and Gilles Richard provide a state
of the art on analogical-proportion based inference. As recent results show that
affine Boolean functions can be predicted without error by means of analogical
proportions, the authors discuss how one might take advantage of this result to
refine the scope of application of the analogical-proportion based inference to
subparts of a Boolean function that may be assumed to be “locally” linear.

Also contributing to formal analogy research, Yves Lepage addresses the
problem of answering analogy questions of the type A :B :: C :D between word
forms where the unknown is D. The author proposes to add a new criterion
for partial determination of the solution to an analogy question: the pairwise
indices of the positions of the characters. A character-position matrix is built
which assigns a probability to each character and position in the answer D of
an analogy question A :B :: C :D.

Two papers adress the issue of the evaluation of an analogical inference. The
work of Pierre-Alexandre Murena and his colleagues aim at testing the hypothe-
sis that the relevance of an analogical solution can be measured by the complexity
of the analogy. In order to compute the complexity, they propose some specifica-
tions for a prototype language used to describe analogies in a basic alphanumeric
micro-world domain. Joseph Blass and his colleagues take another approach to
evaluation. Starting from the observation that inferred facts are, even if the rea-
soning technique is sound, only as accurate as the assumptions upon which they
are based, they propose a domain-independent method to evaluate inferences for
analogical reasoning, via a prototype system.
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II

Another set of contributions concern analogy for reuse and adaptation. Scott
Friedman and his colleagues explore how analogical mappings can be used to
help humans and computers negotiate to define shared goals and collaborate
over the fulfillment of those goals. Their application domain is plan localization,
the problem of establishing the set of steps within the plan that are candidates
(potentially after some adaptive repair actions) for next actions given the worlds
unforeseeen changes. Fadi Badra develops a qualitative modeling approach of
the case-based analogical inference, and proposes a language to represent and
symbolically reason upon differences between cases. This language can be used
to represent both similarity paths and adaptation rules.

A last contribution uses machine learning techniques to learn how to solve
analogical equations in the domain of Natural Language Processing. Rashel Fam
and Yves Lepage analyse the characteristics of a data structure called an ”ana-
logical grid”, which can be used to predict new word forms (morphological forms)
from purely surface level observations of the words found in text. In particular,
the saturation of analogical grids is measured against their size. Reported results
show that the logarithm of the saturation of an analogical grid is linear in the
logarithm of its size, and the relation between the saturation and the size of an
analogical grid is almost independent of the size, the genre and the language of
a text.

June 2017 Fadi Badra and Tarek Besold
Program Chairs

Computational Analogy Workshop 2017
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A study of the saturation of analogical grids
agnostically extracted from texts

Rashel Fam and Yves Lepage ?

IPS, Waseda University
2-7 Hibikino, Wakamatsu-ku, Kitakyushu-shi, 808-0135 Fukuoka-ken, Japan

fam.rashel@fuji.waseda.jp, yves.lepage@waseda.jp

Abstract. Analogical grids aim to capture the organization of the lexi-
con of a language. We conduct experiments on analogical grids extracted
in four different languages with different morphological richness. We
study the saturation of analogical grids against their size. We observe
that the logarithm of the saturation of an analogical grid is linear in the
logarithm of its size. More surprisingly, the coefficients of this log-log
linear relation are extremely close across all four languages, even when
the size or the genre of the corpus vary.

Keywords: analogical grids, saturation, organization of lexicon.

1 Introduction and background

show : shows : showing : showed
walk : walks : walking : walked
open : opens : opening :
study : : studying :
read : reads : reading :

makan : dimakan : memakan : makanan
minum : diminum : meminum : minuman
main : : : mainan
beli : dibeli : :

Fig. 1. Analogical grids in English (left) and Indonesian (right).

Figure 1 shows two examples of analogical grids, one in English, the other
one in Indonesian. Such analogical grids may be automatically constructed from
the set of words contained in a text. Each cell in an analogical grid either con-
tains a word form or is empty. As exemplified in Figure 1 (left), a column (or a
row) in an analogical grid usually exhibits similar word forms for different words:
e.g., infinitive, present 3rd person singular, present participle, etc. for different
English verbs on the left of Figure 1. Analogical grids are not paradigm tables,

? This work was supported by a JSPS Grant, Number 15K00317 (Kakenhi C), entitled
Language productivity: efficient extraction of productive analogical clusters and their
evaluation using statistical machine translation.
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i.e., they are not the result of a linguistic formalization with explicit lexemes
and exponents as in standard works in morphology, but they constitute a pre-
liminary step in that direction. Analogical grids too give a compact view of the
organization of the lexicon, but they are the output of an empirical procedure,
e.g., the one introduced in [4].

Analogical grids can be used to study word productivity in a given language
as in [12, 9, 6]. They can also be used to make comparisons across languages
as in [4], where the goal is to explain unseen words by using analogical grids
automatically built from the set of all words contained in texts in 12 different
languages.

In this paper, we report an interesting phenomenon observed when building
analogical grids in various different languages using the method in [4]. This phe-
nomenon relates the saturation of the obtained analogical grids to their size. The
experimental results show that the coefficients which characterize the relation
would not be influenced by the size, the genre or the language of the texts used.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces basic notions related
to analogical grids. Section 3 presents our experiments on four languages with
different richness in morphology. It analyzes the results and explores the relation-
ship between the saturation and the size of analogical grids. Section 4 presents
further experiments to inquire the relation. Section 5 gives conclusion.

2 Basic notions

In this section, we mathematically define the basic notions related to analogical
grids. The method to extract such analogical grids has already been presented
elsewhere [8, 4].

2.1 Illustration with toy data

Anto memakan nasi dan meminum air. Nasi itu dibeli di pasar. Di pasar,
Anto melihat mainan. Anto senang main bola. Setelah main, Anto suka
minum es dan makan cilok. Makanan dan minuman itu juga dia beli di
pasar. Es dan cilok memang enak dimakan dan diminum selesai olahraga.

air anto beli bola cilok dan di dia dibeli dimakan diminum enak es itu juga
main mainan makan makanan melihat memakan memang meminum
minum minuman nasi olahraga pasar selesai senang setelah suka

Fig. 2. A text in Indonesian (above) and the list of words extracted from it (below).
Words appearing in Figure 1 (right) are boldfaced.

The top of Figure 2 is a forged example text in Indonesian, a language which
is known for its relative richness in derivational morphology. We intentionally do

12



not give its translation into English to place the reader in the agnostic position
of the computer in front of such data. The list of words, sorted in lexicographic
order, that can be extracted from this text, is given at the bottom of Figure 2.

From this word list, some commonalities between words can be identified at
a glance. An example is the word makan and the word makanan. Another is the
words bola and beli which share the same consonants in the same order: b and
l. However, the existence of only one pair is not enough to support the evidence
that two words are actually in relation one with the other. On the contrary, for
the words makan and the word makanan, the same ratio is seen to hold between
several other word pairs from the same text, like minum and minuman, or main
and mainan. These actually reflect a phenomenon in Indonesian morphology by
using the suffix -an which builds a noun from active verb.

In standard linguistics, a systematization of these relationships between word
forms is given by paradigm tables, which is the result of linguistic formalisation.
Here, we agnostically extract analogical grids relying on a formal relationship
between words, proportional analogy. The right part of Figure 1 shows the ana-
logical grid extracted from the set of words given in Figure 2.

2.2 Analogical grids

An analogical grid is a table of dimension M × N as defined by Formula (1).
As illustrated by Figure 1, analogical grids extracted from texts usually contain
empty cells. (Caution: there is no importance in the order of lines or rows.)

P 1
1 :P 2

1 : · · · :Pm1
P 1
2 :P 2

2 : · · · :Pm2
...

...
...

P 1
n :P 2

n : · · · :Pmn

∆⇐⇒
∀(i, k) ∈ {1, . . . , n}2,
∀(j, l) ∈ {1, . . . ,m}2,

P ji : P li :: P jk : P lk

(1)

The definition of analogical grids in Formula (1) implies that for any four
word forms at the intersection of two rows and two columns form a proportional
analogy between sequences of characters [7, 13]. A proportional analogy is defined
as a relationship between four objects where two properties are met:

(a) equality of ratios (defined hereafter) between the first and the second terms
on one hand, and the third and the fourth terms on the other hand, and

(b) exchange of the means (the second and the third terms can always be ex-
changed).

A : B :: C : D
∆⇐⇒
{
A : B = C : D
A : C = B : D

(2)

According to Formula (1), we can get many analogies from analogical grids
in Figure 1. Figure 3 shows three of them.

We define the ratio between two words in Formula (3) as a vector of features
made up of all the differences in number of occurrences in the two words, for all

13



makan : makanan :: main : mainan

makan : memakan :: minum : meminum

minum : diminum :: beli : dibeli

Fig. 3. Some analogies extracted from analogical grid in Figure 1 (right).

the characters, whatever the writing system, plus, the distance between the two
words.

A : B
∆
=


|A|a − |B|a
|A|b − |B|b

...
|A|z − |B|z
d(A,B)

 makan : makanan
∆
=


−1
0

...
0
2

 (3)

In Formula (3), the notation |S|c stands for the number of occurrences of char-
acter c in string S. The last dimension, written as d(A,B), is the edit distance
between the two strings. This indirectly gives the number of common characters
appearing in the same order in A and B.1

The above definition of ratios captures prefixing and suffixing. Although we
do not show it here, this definition also captures parallel infixing or interdigita-
tion, well-known phenomena in semitic languages [1, 14]. However, reduplication
or repetition (e.g. consonant spreading) are not captured by this definition.

makan : makanan main : mainan makan : main makanan : mainan
−1
0

...
0
2

 =


−1
0

...
0
2

 &


1
0

...
0
3

 =


1
0

...
0
3


⇒

makan : makanan :: main : mainan

Fig. 4. The two ratios between pairs of words for the first analogy in Figure 3.

This formal definition of word ratio in Formula (3) gives the same vector for
the ratios makan : makanan , makan : namakan , and makan : mnaakan . This
is due to the use of insertion and deletion as the only edit operations.

The purpose of working with analogical grid, and not only with individual
analogies, is that Formula (1) imposes more constraints for a word form to enter

1 The only two edit operations used are insertion and deletion, hence, d(A,B) =
|A|+ |B|−2× s(A,B). |S| denotes the length of a string S and s(A,B) is the length
of the longest common sub-sequence (LCS) between A and B.
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a grid: a word form in a grid must satisfy all analogy relationship with all sur-
rounding word forms in the grid. The word form makanan in the analogical grid
of Figure 1 (right) is the only word form which fits in, among makanan, namakan,
or mnaakan. For example, as proved below, using the words main and mainan
from the analogical grid, the inequality between the ratios makan : main and
namakan : mainan implies that there is no analogy between these four words.
The same holds for the word form mnaakan. In all these cases, the inequality
comes from different edit distance values.

makan : main namakan : mainan
1
0

...
0
3

 6=


1
0

...
0
5

 ⇒ makan : main 6:: namakan : mainan

The above discussion shows that there should be a relationship between the
size of the analogical grids and the freedom in filling an empty cell in an analog-
ical grid.

2.3 Size and saturation of analogical grids

We simply define the size of an analogical grid as its number of rows multiplied
by its number of columns. The analogical grids in Figure 1 has a size of 4×5 = 20
(left) and 4× 4 = 16 (right) respectively.

Let us now turn to the number of empty cells of an analogical grid, or rather
the number of non-empty cells which we call its saturation2. We compute it
using Formula (4) which will give a saturation of 80 % (left) and 75 % (right) for
Figure 1.

Saturation = 100− Number of empty cells ×100

Total number of cells
(4)

3 Experiments

3.1 Data used

We carried out experiments on a multilingual parallel corpus created from the
translation of the Bible collected by Christodoulopoulos3 [10]. We selected four
languages with different richness in morphology: English, Russian, Modern Greek,
and Indonesian. The reason for using a multilingual parallel corpus is the need
to draw conclusions across different languages in a reliable way. Table 1 presents
statistics on the corpus. For each text in each language, we first extracted the
list of all words, and finally built all analogical grids.

2 In [2, p. 79], saturation is the maximal proportion of word forms attested for any
one lemma of a given paradigm. Here we use the term for each entire grid.

3 http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0787820/bible/
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Language
# tokens

(N)
# types

(V )
Length of types
avg±std. dev.

# grids
Time

(h:min)
English 792,074 12,498 7.03± 2.18 12,855 45
Indonesian 648,606 15,641 7.84± 2.63 25,752 2:04
Modern Greek 706,771 36,786 8.49± 2.49 69,173 11:03
Russian 560,524 47,226 8.26± 2.73 60,035 10:34

Table 1. Statistics on the Bible corpus and number of analogical clusters and number
of analogical grids produced in each language with the time needed to produce them

3.2 Analogical grids obtained
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Fig. 5. Number of analogical grids with the same size in each language. Logarithmic
scale on both axes. From left to right: English, Indonesian, Modern Greek and Russian.
Same ranges along the axes for all languages.

Table 1 shows the number of analogical grids produced in each language.
These numbers show that English produced the lowest number of analogical
grids. Indonesian produced twice as many tables as English. Modern Greek and
Russian produced five times more tables than English. Modern Greek produced
a larger amount of analogical grids than Russian despite its lesser number of
analogical clusters. To summarize, languages with poorer morphology tend to
produce less analogical grids than languages with richer morphology, which meets
intuition.

Let us recall that, by construction, on the contrary to many previous works
in morphological induction [11, 5, 3, etc.], our analogical grids do not contain in
any way information about word frequency, word context, nor the frequency or
distribution of morphemes or the like.

3.3 Size and saturation of analogical grids

The graphs at the bottom of Figure 5 show the number of analogical grids with
the same sizes in each language. Most of the analogical grids have a small size.
The number of analogical grids with the same size decreases gradually as the
size increases. Languages with a richer morphology produce bigger analogical
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grids in average and also more analogical grids for a given size. All of this meets
intuition.
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Fig. 6. Saturation of analogical grids against size in each language. From left to right:
English, Indonesian, Modern Greek and Russian. Algorithmic scale on both horizontal
(size) and vertical (saturation) axes. Saturation (in ordinates) in the range [0 %, 100 %]
(top) and in the range [50 %, 100 %] (bottom). Same ranges along the horizontal axes
for all languages for the same range of saturation.

We now turn to the study of the saturation of analogical grids compared
to their size. The top of Figure 6 shows saturation against size for analogical
grids in each language. Analogical grids with smaller sizes tend to have higher
saturation. Some tables are extremely sparse. Because of the logarithmic scale
on the y-axis, the bottom half is for tables with a saturation less than 1 %.

In all cases, the plots exhibit a similar linear shape in logarithmic scale across
all languages. This would correspond to Formula (5). We confirmed the similarity
by the computation of the coefficients a and b for each language, as obtained by
the least squares method. These coefficients are presented in Table 2. They are
almost the same in all languages.

log(saturation) = a× log(size) + b (5)

As mentioned in Section 2.2, intuitively, analogical grids with higher satura-
tion are more reliable to fill in because there are more word forms around the
empty cells as supporting evidence. However, it may not always be the case. For
instance, an analogical grid for regular English verbs extracted from any text is
very hollow but empty cells can be filled in a reliable way.

4 Discussion and further experiments

Let us make a first remark on the type of the observed relation. This is not yet
another instance of a Zipfian law, because, in the present case, the objects are
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not ranked individually according to their frequency (number of occurrences).
In a Zipfian law, the x-axis stands for the list of individual objects ranked by
frequency. Recall also that our analogical grids do not encapsulate any infor-
mation about the frequency of individual words whatsoever. In our graphs, two
analogical grids with the same size have the same abscissa. If they also have the
same saturation, they have the same ordinate and are thus plotted as the same
point.

Language Data and size
Range for saturation

[0%,100 %] [50%,100 %]
a b a b

English Bible 100.0 % -0.480 0.510 -0.366 0.332
50.0 % -0.479 0.507 -0.372 0.343
25.0 % -0.476 0.499 -0.368 0.336
12.5 % -0.474 0.491 -0.361 0.323

Europarl (same size as Bible) -0.481 0.516 -0.365 0.333

Indonesian Bible 100.0 % -0.481 0.518 -0.371 0.343
Modern Greek ” -0.479 0.514 -0.369 0.342
Russian ” -0.482 0.520 -0.370 0.342

Table 2. Linear coefficients for each language; and for different sizes and different
genres in English.

The interesting fact that comes into light is not so much the fact that the
relation between size and saturation of analogical grids be a log–log relation, but
the fact that it exhibits very similar slopes in all four languages. A reasonable
explanation is that these coefficients are independent of the language because
they characterize the corpus used. The corpus is defined by its size and its genre.

We first inquired whether the coefficients depend on the size of the corpus
used. We performed the same experiment in English and let the size of the corpus
vary: a half, a quarter, an eighth of the original size. The computation of the
coefficients led to very similar results as shown in Table 2.

We then inquired the influence of the genre and performed the same experi-
ment with the same size of text in English again. We chose the Europarl corpus
for this experiment. Again, the computation of the linear coefficients led to very
similar results, as shown in Table 2.

Further experiments with more parameters varying are required to confirm
that the coefficients of the relationship between saturation and the size are al-
ways very similar. However, for the time being, we observe that the parameters
are relatively close at least for these four languages whith different richness in
morphology.
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5 Conclusion

We studied analogical grids in different languages with different morphological
richness. These analogical grids were automatically built from actual texts, us-
ing a technique which has been presented in previous work. Without surprise,
languages known to be richer in morphology produce bigger and more analogi-
cal grids than languages less rich in morphology. Empty cells in such analogical
grids are interesting because they could be filled by words that should then be
tested against the actual language.

We studied the relation between size and saturation in analogical grids. Ex-
perimental results clearly showed that the logarithm of the saturation of an
analogical grids linearly depends on the logarithm of its size. This is not so
surprising. More interestingly, the computation of the coefficients characterizing
this log-log linear relation led to the result that, across all the four languages
used, and even when having size and genre varying in one language, these coef-
ficients are almost always the same: the relation between the saturation and the
size of an analogical grid would be almost independent of the size, the genre and
the language of a text.
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Abstract. We show how to answer analogy questions A : B :: C : D
of unknown D between word forms, by essentially relying on the basic
arithmetic equality D[iB − iA + iC ] = B[iB ] − A[iA] + C[iC ] on char-
acters and positions at the same time. We decompose the problem into
two steps: specification and decoding. We examine several techniques to
implement each of these two steps. We perform experiments on a set of
positive and negative examples and assess the accuracy of combinations
of techniques. We then evaluate the performance of the best combination
of techniques on a large set of more than 40 million analogy questions
from the training data of a shared task in morphology. We obtain the
correct answer in 94 % of the cases.

Keywords: Formal analogy, analogy questions, character–position arith-
metic.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we address the problem of answering analogy questions of the type
A : B :: C : D between word forms where the unknown is D. Our proposal
consists in relying essentially on the intuitive basic arithmetic equality D =
B − A + C. We propose to write this arithmetic equality using characters and
positions at the same time:

D[iB − iA + iC ] = B[iB ]−A[iA] + C[iC ] (1)

The use of this arithmetic equality is directly inspired by the famous equality
between vectors proposed in [7] to answer analogy questions between words in
the framework of distributional semantics. This is now referred to as vector
arithmetic and is always exemplified with:

−−−→queen ≈
−−→
king−−−→man +−−−−→woman (man : king :: woman : queen) (2)

? This work was supported by a JSPS Grant, Number 15K00317 (Kakenhi C), entitled
Language productivity: efficient extraction of productive analogical clusters and their
evaluation using statistical machine translation.
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This paper gives empirical support for the use of Equality (1) to answer
analogy questions (which only involve commutation1) between word forms (not
meaning). For relevance to morphology, no knowledge other than equality of
characters is used, i.e., order of letters in an alphabet, or the like, is not used.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows how the answer
to an analogy question can be specified by a character–position matrix computed
using Equality (1). Specification refinements are introduced to solve problematic
cases. Section 2 shows that decoding the answer from the character–position
matrix can be viewed as an assignment problem and thus solved using a standard
algorithm. Section 4 summarises the two previous sections by giving an algorithm
for the proposed method. This proposed method is validated by two series of
experiments in Section 5.

2 Specifying the answer of an analogy question

2.1 Known features of the answer to an analogy question

From previous research [4,10,2,3], it is known that the answer D to A : B ::
C : D is partially determined. In particular, its length, which characters it con-
tains, and their number of occurrences, are known. In mathematical notations:

A : B :: C : D ⇒

{
|D| = |B| − |A|+ |C|
|D|c = |B|c − |A|c + |C|c, ∀c

(3)

where |X| stands for the length of string X and |X|c for the number of occur-
rences of character c in string X. The above equations are yet another instance
of the general arithmetic equality D = B − A + C. In addition, some work [6]
states that the LCS distance, noted d below, between the pair of terms is equal:

A : B :: C : D ⇒

{
d(A,B) = d(C,D)

d(A,C) = d(B,D)
(4)

2.2 Character–position arithmetic

In analogies of commutation, pieces are combined and exchanged to compose
the four different terms of the analogy A, B, C and D. It is always possible to
put some pieces in common to A and B in correspondence with some pieces in
common to C and D (or the same by exchanging B and C in this statement).
For instance, in

hearty : unheartily :: lucky : unluckily, (5)

1 See [5] or [6, middle of p. 161]. We exclude analogies of repetition, e.g., Indone-
sian guru : guru-guru :: pelajar : pelajar-pelajar; reduplication, e.g., Ancient Greek
λύω : λέλυκα :: παύω : πέπαυκα; and mirroring, e.g., abc : wxyz :: cba : zyxw.
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the pieces ‘heart’, common to A and B, and ‘luck’, common to C and D,
correspond. They are exchanged on each side of the symbol ::. We can write
A[1 . . . 5] = B[3 . . . 7] = heart and C[1 . . . 4] = D[3 . . . 6] = luck; and further

D[3 . . . 6] = luck = B[3 . . . 7]−A[1 . . . 5] +C[1 . . . 4] = heart−heart + luck,

where 3 = 3−1+1 and 6 = 7−5+4. This equality combines several instances of
Equation (1) for several instances of indices (iA, iB , iC , iD): (1, 3, 1, 3), (2, 3, 2, 3),
. . . , (5, 7, 4, 6)

To summarise the previous remarks, Proposition (6), which embeds Equal-
ity (1), can be laid as a hypothesis to be tested. Importantly, it only makes sense
if either A[iA] = B[iB ] or A[iA] = C[iC ] holds, i.e., if either (iA, iB) or (iA, iC)
are match points in the matrices representing A : B and A : C (see Figure 1).

A : B :: C : D ⇒

∀iD ∈ N / 1 ≤ iD ≤ |D|,
∃(iA, iB , iC) ∈ N3 /



1 ≤ iA ≤ |A|
1 ≤ iB ≤ |B|
1 ≤ iC ≤ |C|

iD = iB − iA + iC

D[iD] = B[iB ]−A[iA] + C[iC ]

(6)

2.3 Specification of the answer using a character–position matrix

Enforcing Proposition (6) allows to specify the solution of an analogy question as
illustrated in Figure 1. For each index in the string D, all possible combinations of
indices in A, B and C corresponding to match points in matrices A : B and A : C
are examined and the number of instances of Equality (1) for that index in D
is memorised in matrices B : D and C : D. By adding up these values for each
character that we know will appear in D, and for each index in D, a character–
position matrix can be built, from which the answer can ultimately be decoded.

b �
� a

c a d b

. 1 ? 1 .
1 . ? . 1

1. Specification
−−−−−−−−−−−→

character
position \ c d

1 . 1
2 1 .

2. Decoding
−−−−−−−−−→ d c

Fig. 1. Specification of the answer of the analogy question ab : ac :: db : x using
character–position arithmetic. The characters in the answer and their number of oc-
currences are known: { c : 1, d : 1}. The black squares (�) in the upper part on the left
visualise the match points in the matrices A : B and A : C. The lower part gives the
number of instances of Equality (1) in each cell of matrices B : D and C : D using the
match points and character–position arithmetic. In the middle, the character–position
matrix summarises the evidence for each character and position (. stands for zero).
This character–position matrix can be decoded into the answer dc on the right.
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2.4 Virtual beginning and end match points

We now turn to a first problematic case where Proposition (6) is not verified,
although it should be: work : sing :: you work : you sing. In this case, no triple
of indices in A, B and C can be found for the first position in D corresponding to
the character y. The character y in D can only come from the same character in
C in the first position, as it does not appear in B. However, no character in A is
equal to any character in B, so that there is no match point. So Proposition (6)
does not hold.

Now, Proposition (6) holds for `worka : `singa :: `you worka : `you singa
where beginning and end markers are added in the previous example. In that
case, for position iD = 1 in D corresponding to character y, the triple of indices
(iA = 0, iB = 0, iC = 1) in A, B and C is such that: D[1 = 0− 0 + 1] = C[1] = y
and A[0] = B[0] = ` . The addition of such markers is tantamount to the
insertion of virtual match points in the matrices representing A : B and A : C.
On our set of positive examples (see Section 5), Proposition (6) holds for all
examples when adding such virtual match points

2.5 Match points inside diagonal bands

We turn to a second problematic case for Proposition (6). Taking all possible
match points into account may give too much weight for some of them, leading
to wrong answers. This is the case for leaf : leaves :: wolf : D. Taking into
account all possible match points in the matrices A : B and A : C leads to 10
instances of Equation (1) voting in favour of D[1] = l, and only 7 in favour of
D[3] = l (while the situation is balanced for D[1] = w and D[3] = w with 8
equations each). This leads to the incorrect answer ‘lowves’ instead of ‘wolves’.

The work in [4] considers only match points lying on the edit distance traces
in A : B and A : C, to create the answers to analogy questions. We follow this
idea, but not as strictly. In [9, p. 106, illustrated on Figure 3], it is proven that
the match points on edit distance traces between strings X and Y lie inside a
diagonal band in the edit distance matrix. This diagonal band can be equivalently
defined by Inequality (7) which uses the notion of similarity between two strings,
i.e., the length of their longest common subsequence, noted s below, instead of
the notion of edit distance.

− |X|+ s(X,Y ) ≤ iY − iX ≤ |Y | − s(X,Y ) (7)

On the previous example, restricting to match points inside diagonal bands de-
limited by Inequality (7) in all matrices yields more instances of Equality (1)
favouring D[3] = l (4 equalities) over D[1] = l (1 equality only), and no more
equalities to support D[3] = w; this leads to the correct answer ‘wolves’.

2.6 Re-estimating values in the character–position matrix

We turn to a third and last problematic case for Proposition (6). For the analogy
question in German setzen : setzte :: lachen : D, the character–position matrix
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built as described above somehow hesitates for the but last position between t
and e: 2 instances of Equality (1) support D[5] = t, 6 support D[5] = e, 1
supports D[6] = t, and 4 support D[6] = e. This leads to the incorrect answer
‘lachet ’ instead of ‘lachte’.

The situation is similar to the one encountered in statistical machine trans-
lation where word-to-word correspondence probabilities should be re-estimated
from the mere evidence that they appear in corresponding sentences. The answer
consists in using the expectation–maximisation (EM) algorithm to estimate a
probability distribution that will maximise the entropy over all possible word-to-
word correspondences. The problem here is similar. Words in the source and tar-
get languages in machine translation correspond to character and positions in the
character–position matrix. When applying the EM algorithm to the character–
position matrix on the previous example, the probabilities for the previous char-
acters and positions are re-estimated as follows: p(D[5] = t) = 0.29 now exceeds
p(D[5] = e) = 0.25, and p(D[6] = e) = 0.32 exceeds p(D[6] = t) = 0.28. This
leads to the correct solution ‘lachte’.

3 Decoding the answer of an analogy question

3.1 Solving an assignment problem

In the previous section, we showed how a character–position matrix can be built
which assigns a probability to each character and position in the answer D of
an analogy question A : B :: C : D. The final problem is thus an optimal
assignment problem where each position should receive a character and each
character should go to a position in D without conflict. This problem can be
solved by the Hungarian method, or Kuhn’s algorithm [1]. In our setting, we
look for a solution of the assignment problem with a maximal cost.

It has also been shown that the Hungarian method is in fact the limit of
an entropy maximisation problem [8]. So, we implement a naive and imperfect
algorithm which works as follows. We assign each (possibly repeated) character
to a position by scanning all characters in increasing order of entropy over all
available positions. We assign a character to the position where it gets its highest
probability. As several characters may have the same entropy simultaneously,
we choose positions so as to avoid conflicts. If conflicts cannot be avoided, we
simply stop the process and output no solution for the analogy question. Else, the
characters and positions just assigned are removed, the entropies are computed
again for the remaining characters and positions, and the process is repeated
until all characters have been assigned to a position. If some remaining character
cannot be assigned to any position, no solution is output.

This strategy is more prone to fail than the Hungarian method, and should
thus be considered as a loose baseline.

3.2 Plurality of answers

There may be no answer, one answer or several answers to an analogy question.
For instance, the analogy question abcabc : gh :: mnkl : D has no solution; the
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analogy question easy : uneasy :: known : D has only one possible answer: D =
unknown; and the analogy question aa : ab :: aaa : x has two possible answers
only, aab or aba, if considered as an analogy of commutation (see Footnote 1).

From the solution delivered by the Hungarian method, it is possible to look
in the character-position matrix and enumerate all other solutions of same cost
by performing all possible exchanges between characters and positions.

4 Overview of the proposed method

4.1 Sketch of the method

Algorithm 1 Solving an analogy question A : B :: C : x.

def Solve(A, B, C):

# 1. Specify the answer by a character-position matrix, M.

ComputeKnownFeatures(A, B, C)

M [iD][cD] = 0 for all cD ∈ D and iD ∈ {1, . . . , |D|}
for each (iA, iB) / InsideDiagonal(iA, iB) and A[iA] == B[iB ]:

for each (iC, iD = iB − iA + iC) / InsideAllDiagonals(iA, iB, iC, iD):

M [iD][C[iC ] ] += 1

# Do same thing as above by exchanging B and C.

...

M = ExpectationMaximisation(M)

# 2. Decode the character-position matrix.

list of pairs (iD, cD) = HungarianMethod(M)

return EnumerateAllSolutions(M, list of pairs (iD, cD)))

def ComputeKnownFeatures(A, B, C):

s(A,B), s(A,C) = similarity(A,B), similarity(A,C)

s(B,D), s(C,D) = s(A,C)− |A|+ |B|, s(A,B)− |A|+ |C|
|D| = |B| − |A|+ |C|
for each character c:

occ]_in_D[c] = occ]_in_B[c] - occ]_in_A[c] + occ]_in_C[c]

def InsideDiagonal(iX, iY ):
return −|X|+ s(X,Y ) ≤ iY − iX ≤ |Y | − s(X,Y )

def InsideAllDiagonals(iA, iB, iC, iD):

return all(InsideDiagonal(iX , iY ) for (X,Y ) in [(A,C), (B,D), (C,D)])

Algorithm 1 sketches the method as already illustrated in Figure 1. After
computing the features of the answer, a character–position matrix is built and
its cells are filled using the character-position arithmetic. The values in the
character–position matrix are then re-estimated using the expectation–maximisa-
tion algorithm. Decoding is performed using the Hungarian method. This out-
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puts one answer. An enumeration of all character–position exchanges of same
cost yields all possible answers.

4.2 Complexity analysis of the method

We give a very rough analysis of the complexity of the method. Computation
of similarities or enumeration of the match points are basically square in the
length of the strings, so that the most costly component in the algorithm is
solving the assignment problem by the Hungarian method, known to be cubic in
the size of the square matrix, i.e., cubic in the length of the solution in its best
implementation. The convergence of the EM algorithm is difficult to estimate2.

It is interesting to observe that the method is linear in the size of D in the
best case, i.e., when A = B. In that case, the diagonal band is reduced to the
main diagonal in the matrix A : B. Consequently, the character–position matrix
exhibits a degenerated form where each character in C is assigned the same
position in D as in C. Such a matrix is a degenerated case for the Hungarian
method, which returns a solution in one pass over the matrix.

5 Experiments

To inspect the accuracy of our proposed method, we use an in-house data set
of 160 examples, 113 positive examples and 47 negative examples. Most of the
positive examples are from various languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, German,
etc. They address complex phenomena, like parallel infixing, as in:

(German) sprechen : ihr aussprächet :: nehmen : ihr ausnähmet

In addition, some formal positive examples address incrementing problems:

abc : abcabc :: abcabcabc : abcabcabcabc
ab : aabb :: aaaaaabbbbbb : aaaaaaabbbbbbb

The purpose of the negative examples is to test the ability of our method not to
deliver an incorrect answer. The negative examples are of the type:

ab : aabb :: aaabbb : aaabbbba

where the answer proposed, aaabbbba, is incorrect; the only correct answer, when
restricting to analogies of commutation, is aaaabbbb. In this case, an algorithm
that would blindly output all possible combinations of four a’s and four b’s in
any order would have the incorrect answer in its set of solutions; it would thus
fail the test.

We test different combinations of components: for the specification of the
answer, use of all possible match points vs. only those inside diagonal bands

2 We set the convergence threshold to the reciprocal of the number of cells in the
character–position matrix, i.e., 1/|D|2. In general we observe convergence after a
very small number of steps.
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(Sect. 2.5), and use of the EM algorithm to re-estimate values in the character–
position matrix vs. no use (Sect. 2.6); for decoding, use of the Hungarian method
vs. our loose baseline (increasing entropies) (Sect. 3.1).

The results in Table 1 show that each of the components contributes to
accuracy. Considering only match points inside diagonal bands allows to jump
from below 66 % accuracy to almost 80 % and above. The EM algorithm may
be of no utility or may add around 5 % in accuracy. As expected, the Hungarian
method always beats our loose baseline by at least 5 % in accuracy. The best
accuracy obtained is 91 % when decoding using the Hungarian method.

Match points
inside
diagonal band

EM algorithm Decoding method Recall Precision Accuracy

No
No

Increasing entropies 98 41 57
Hungarian method 98 50 64

Yes
Increasing entropies 98 41 57
Hungarian method 98 53 66

Yes
No

Increasing entropies 99 70 78
Hungarian method 99 82 87

Yes
Increasing entropies 99 81 86
Hungarian method 99 88 91

Table 1. Testing 8 different configurations to output the answer specified by character-
position arithmetic. The best configuration is the last one.

Table 2 details the confusion matrix for the best configuration. Recall, pre-
cision and accuracy are computed in the standard way, and were reported in
Table 1. This confusion matrix shows that the weakness of the method lies in
too many negative predictions on positive examples. This is measured by a rel-
atively low precision of 88 %.

Positive predictions Negative predictions Total

Positive examples TP = 99 (62 %) FN = 14 ( 9 %) 113 ( 71 %)

Negative examples FP = 1 ( 0 %) TN = 46 (29 %) 47 ( 29 %)

Total 100 (63 %) 60 (37 %) 160 (100 %)

Table 2. Confusion matrix for the verification of analogies on 113 positive examples
of analogies and 47 negative examples in the best configuration (see Table 1, last line).

This relatively low precision will now be nuanced by results on a much larger
dataset which supposedly reflects more real analogy questions. This dataset is
from Task 1 of Track 1 of SIGMORPHON 2016 Shared Task: Morphological
Reinflection. We use all the offered languages: Arabic, Finnish, Georgian, Ger-
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man, Hungarian, Maltese, Navajo, Russian, Spanish and Turkish.3 We extract
analogy questions from such data by considering all analogies of form filtered by
morphological features. For each analogy, four different analogy questions can be
asked, each of the four terms becoming the answer.4 As an example in Spanish,
the four following questions correspond to the same analogy:

alterado : alterada :: adeudados : x ⇒ x = adeudadas
alterada : alterado :: adeudadas : x ⇒ x = adeudados
adeudadas : adeudados :: alterada : x ⇒ x = alterado
adeudados : adeudadas :: alterado : x ⇒ x = alterada

The number of analogy questions obtained in each language is given in Table 3.
The total number over all languages exceeds 40 million analogy questions. For
half of the languages, the percentage of correct answers is equal to or higher than
95 %. The total number of correct answers over all questions in each language
reaches 94 %.

Language
Number of anal-
ogy questions

% of correct
answers

Arabic 381,132 94
Finnish 3,076 95
Georgian 7,256,156 87
German 349,796 91
Hungarian 15,157,368 94
Maltese 10,000 97
Navajo 18,588,020 97
Russian 66,672 99
Spanish 95,564 95
Turkish 729,092 86

Total 42,636,876 94

Table 3. Solving analogy questions extracted from all training data of Task 1 of
Track 1 from SIGMORPHON 2016 Shared Task for the best configuration of our
proposed method (last line in Table 1)

6 Conclusion and future work

We showed how to answer analogy questions A : B :: C : D of unknown D be-
tween strings of characters, by essentially relying on an intuitive basic arithmetic
equality: D[iB − iA + iC ] = B[iB ]−A[iA] +C[iC ]. We decomposed the problem
into two steps: specification and decoding. We performed experiments on a set

3 https://github.com/ryancotterell/sigmorphon2016/tree/master/data/. We
use all the files of the type <language>-task1-train.

4 This is not the task proposed in SIGMORPHON Shared Task, which consists in
a machine learning task: predicting a word form given a lemma and morphological
features after having learnt from the training data.
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of positive and negative examples and measured the contribution of each of the
components in accuracy. We further assessed the precision of the method on a
very large set of more than 40 million analogy questions from the dataset of a
shared task in morphology. We obtained the correct answer in 94 % of the cases.

As future direction, we want to carry on in testing the efficiency of the
character–position arithmetic. For instance, it remains to inspect whether re-
stricting further to those match points lying on edit distance traces helps or
harms and whether we can dispense with the EM algorithm.
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Abstract

Cognitive systems face the challenge of pursuing changing goals in an open world with
unpredictable collaborators and adversaries. Considerable work has focused on auto-
mated planning in dynamic worlds, and even re-planning and plan repair due to un-
expected changes. Less work explores how humans and computers can negotiate to
define shared goals and collaborate over the fulfillment of those goals. Our work takes
a domain-general approach to plan localization, the problem of establishing the set of
steps within the plan that are candidates (potentially after some adaptive repair actions)
for next actions given the world’s unforeseeen changes. We use analogical mapping to
help agents determine the nearest states in a diverse plan relative to the current world
state, identifying both the maximal satisfied states that the world conforms to presently,
and the closest desired states adjacent to satisfied states that are both achievable by an
action and makes progress toward the goal. These are demonstrated in a system called
CLiC. The system’s overall purpose is to engage in symmetric dialog with human users
about goals and recommended actions to achieve those goals. Both the human and the
system may choose to take those actions, or describe them to the other party. They may
not always do what they are told. Preliminary results indicate that our approach suits
collaborative situated agents with flexible goals in open worlds.

1 Introduction

Sometimes plans fail. The issues of uncertainty and exogenous events dominate, and re-
quire plan adaptions during execution of the plans. Progress in AI automated planning
research has developed different approaches to plan adaptation [12, 10, 1, 14], but de-
spite these advances, the problem of analogically identifying the most relevant goals and
states in plans to achieve when a failure occurs in the world is still under-explored. This
paper describes an approach to plan localization that addresses unexpected changes in
the world, primarily due to well-intentioned collaborators.

Our approach is different than most work on reactive plan monitoring and repair.
For instance, our system does not track whether the last action was precisely matched,
since it exists in an open world without full knowledge of actions and paths to success.
As other agents act in the world, it examines the world and reasons about the progress
that has been made, if any. Our system identifies the plan states that are most similar
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to the world state, and uses analogical inferences to resume (or re-enter) the plan at
the most preferred state. Our approach (1) computes a plan locale, (2) opportunistically
identifies a plan reentry state if the locale is not a recognized future plan state, and
(3) selects actions to enter to that re-entry state from the observed world state. For
instance, in a block-building domain, the collaborator may have placed two or three
blocks at once in an unexpected configuration, putting the world in an unexpected state,
but the world state may analogically similar to a more desirable planned state (e.g.,
with slightly different block configuration), and we can change the world to satisfy
that desirable state given some small action. Our approach enables the system to take
opportunistic advantage of these situations and also take action despite setbacks.

By using analogical similarity matching to compare the world against future states
in a diverse plan tree we can compute two different states of interest:

1. The best satisfied state: the state in the plan that is satisfied and closest to the goal,
where distance ties are broken by structural similarity.

2. The nearest similar desired state: the plan state following a satisfied state that is
most structurally similar to the current world state.

The satisfied and desired states comprise the locale, which is where the agent should
focus its development of a next action to execute. Given the desired state found by this
localization process, the system attempts to improvise actions— computed online via
analogical inference— that will transition the world back into the plan by transitioning
to the desired state. We call this the opportunistic plan reentry. Localization and reentry
flexibly allow the agent to react to setbacks in the world as well as exploit unexpected
world changes to more quickly achieve goals. This does not require a complete plan
of all possible world states, but the more diverse and complete the plan is, the more
resilient the localization behavior will be.

We have implemented this approach in CLiC, a dialogue-oriented agent that col-
laboratively builds block-based structures in a visual environment shared with a hu-
man collaborator. The high-level plan localization approach is illustrated in Figure 1
with a working example. The human collaborator suggests a goal structure in language,
and CLiC uses its conceptual knowledge to envision that goal and any mentioned con-
straints. It then generates a diverse plan via regression to the current (empty table) state.
CLiC both issues linguistic directives so that the user can move blocks, or alternatively,
it responds to user directives by taking actions to move blocks on the table to incremen-
tally achieve the shared goal. At each step, if the user responds unpredictably, e.g., by
placing two blocks instead of one, or not placing them where directed, CLiC uses ana-
logical plan localization to re-establish it’s perceived position in the plan by matching
against the shared world state. In this process it re-aligns which real blocks correspond
to which planned blocks, and then proceeds to improvise new directives to move the
plan forward, e.g., “push block 8 together with block 6,”.

We continue with a description of CLiC’s planning, plan revision, and the task
of collaborative building in Section 2. In Section 4, we describe our domain-general
analogical plan localization approach, which we empirically support in Section 5 with
multiple scenarios of CLiC utilizing this approach to flexibly mitigate and exploit unex-
pected changes in the world. We close with a brief discussion of related work (Section 6)
and future work (Section 7).
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(1.) User directive: “Let’s build a 3-step staircase.” (2.) Envisioned Goal

(3.) Plan generated by regressing from goal.

(4.) CLiC localizes
world state within plan. (5.) analogical inference(s) from

preferred plan state yields new goals:

(6.) CLiC directive: 
“Push block 8 together with block 6.”

(touching-horizontal b6 b8)

satisfied
state preferred

state

Fig. 1. CLiC localizes the unexpected world state within its plan via analogical mapping, and then
selects an action via analogical inference. This allows it to re-enter the plan at a desirable state.

2 Background: CLiC & Collaborative Building

We are developing CLiC for DARPA’s Communicating with Computers program, a
program about contextually-grounded multi-modal communication with machines. We
are presently working in two collaboration-oriented test domains: (1) collaborative goal
selection and construction of structures using blocks and (2) a system for discussions
with biologists about modeling and evaluating biochemical pathways. The basic CLiC
reasoning infrastructure is shared across these domains. CLiC is a subsystem of a larger
integration with the TRIPS agent-based dialog system architecture [4]. CLiC provides
the domain reasoning for the dialogs occurring in both domains, and does planning and
action selection, as well as responses to the user. Agents from the TRIPS system do the
natural language understanding and maintain the state of the dialog as a high level goal
tree, issuing high-level collaborative goals to CLiC.

CLiC reactively pursues collaborative goals by directly acting in the world or issu-
ing linguistic directives to the user [11], and sometimes asking questions when more
information is required to formulate a reasonable objective. In the biocuration domain,
CLiC coordinates domain-specific biological modeling and reasoning agents, devel-
oped by other collaborators, to achieve collaborative goals with biologists. The rest of
the paper focuses on the collaborative block-building setting, since CLiC’s biocuration
setting does not presently demand advance planning.
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In the blocks world domain, the human collaborator suggests a named structure to
build, e.g., row, stack, wall, staircase, with additional specifiers for size. CLiC uses con-
ceptual knowledge to envision (as a set of logical and spatial relations over blocks) the
form to be constructed. This is shown in Figure 2(a). When the user issues subsequent
revisions to the goal, such as specifying sizes or colors— some of which may involve
conflicting constraints— CLiC transforms these revisions into rules representing the
specified constraints and then runs these rules to revise the goal. The result is illustrated
in Figure 2(b), which is the same goal after being told “the blocks should be green” and
then “the tops should be red.”
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Fig. 2. Simplified semantic graph of a to-be-built staircase goal envisioned by CLiC, including a
sequence of imaginary stacks with imaginary blocks: (a) the initial envisionment; (b) the envi-
sionment after CLiC is told “the blocks should be green” and then “the tops should be red.”

When CLiC receives a new goal, or when a goal is modified, it performs a simple
plan regression search to generate a diverse plan from the solution state to the initial
(empty table) state. One such plan graph CLiC generates to build a three-step staircase
is shown in Figure 1. Unless specified by the user, the plan states are agnostic as to
which specific blocks are used, what color they are, and the orienation of the structure
(e.g., whether the staircase ascends to the right or left).

After agreeing on a goal— and in absence of additional directives and questions
from the user— the rest of the block-building proceeds by (1) plan localization, (2) ac-
tion selection, (3) action execution, and (4) awaiting collaborator actions before looping
again. Before describing the plan localization approach that is our focus here, we briefly
review the theory and implementation of CLiC’s analogical reasoning.

3 Background: Analogy & Similarity

CLiC uses a domain-general implementation of the Structure-Mapping Theory [8] with
a greedy algorithm similar to the Structure-Mapping Engine [5].

Structure-mapping takes two relational semantic graphs as input— a base and a
target— and greedily computes a best mapping (i.e., nodes that correspond between
base and target). Structure-mapping is a maximal common subgraph (MCS) problem,
with the following hard constraints:
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– One-to-one: a node in the base can match to at most one on the target, and the
reverse. (This follows from the definition of MCS and isomorphism.)

– Parallel connectivity: two relational nodes can only correspond if their arguments
also correspond.

– Identicality: relations (or attributes) can only correspond if their predicates (or
categories) correspond.

Structure-mapping specifies an additional soft constraint:

– Systematicity: higher-order structures (e.g., relations over other relations or func-
tions) are preferred over independent facts.

Structure-mapping computes a similarity score σt
b between the base b and target t, which

is a weighted sum of nodes put into correspondence (higher-order relational nodes are
weighted higher to implement systematicity). Intuitively, σt

b increases with the number
of nodes in the mapping and with the systematicity of the nodes in the mapping, all else
being equal. This is the objective function to maximize in the MCS solution. We use it
to rank similarity: for a base b, target t1 is more similar than target t2 if σt1

b > σt2
b .

Finally, structure-mapping produces analogical inferences between base and target
graphs. These analogical inferences are relations and attributes that are excluded from
the mapping (i.e., they have no match in the MCS), that describe elements that are
in the mapping. Analogical inferences can be projected from base-to-target or target-
to-base. For example, suppose blocks in the world world-b1 and world-b2 corre-
spond to blocks in a plan state plan-b1 and plan-b2, respectively, and the relational
statement (touching-horizontal plan-b1 plan-b2) is asserted in the plan, but
the corresponding statement is not asserted in the world. Structure-mapping will pro-
duce the analogical inference (touching-horizontal world-b1 world-b2) as
a projection in the world graph. Analogical inferences are relations or attributes pro-
jected whenever symbols correspond across graphs (e.g., 〈world-b1, plan-b1〉 and
〈world-b2, plan-b2〉) and one graph lacks a relation or attribute over the correspond-
ing elements (e.g., (touching-horizontal world-b1 world-b2) is not asserted,
so it is inferred). These inferences are not provably sound, but as we discuss next, they
can be used very practically for improvising actions in the world.

4 Approach

CLiC’s analogical plan localization runs whenever the world changes. For the purpose
of illustration, suppose the task is to build a three-step staircase out of cubed blocks
(comprised of six blocks in total) and CLiC is directing the human user how to build
the structure. Suppose also that there is a single block b6 on the table, and CLiC selects
a planned action and tells the user, “Put block B6 on the table, and push B6 together
with B8.” This directive— should the human user obey it— would traverse a single
edge in the plan graph and result in a transition to a planned state.

Now suppose that instead of putting b6 next to b8, the user put b6 on the table apart
from b8 and then immediately put b7 on top of b6, as shown in Figure 1, bottom left.
CLiC’s plan localization runs after this unexpected (and undirected) world change.
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The plan localization algorithm is given the world state w and sets its current state
c to the initial state (e.g., STATE342 in Figure 1), and then performs a best-first search:

1. If c is the goal state, the world satisfies the goal. Return success.
2. Otherwise, compute N as c’s next immediate states in the plan graph.
3. Compute next state c′ with highest similarity to the world: c′ = maxn∈N σn

w.
4. If the w to c′ mapping has no analogical inferences to w, w satisfies state c′ then

set c = c′, loop to step 1.
5. Otherwise, return c as best satisfied state ssat and return c′ as desired state sdes.

This best-first search uses structural similarity as a guide through the state space of the
plan to orient the agent within the plan. The agent has now approximated the best state
in the plan whose conditions have been satisfied ssat and a structurally similar state that
might be opportunistically re-entered sdes.

The algorithm then computes actions that will change the world to satisfy sdes by
computing analogical inferences in the mapping from w to sdes: all analogical infer-
ences from sdes into w are treated as requirements to satisfy sdes. In the case described
above (where b6 is not touching b8), the system can force the world into STATE339
in Figure 1 by achieving the analogical inference (touching-horizontal b6 b8).
This action will allow CLiC to jump form its previous locale with one block (i.e.,
STATE341) two steps ahead (i.e., to STATE339) by exploiting the unexpected change.

5 Experiments

We present four scenarios where CLiC localizes itself and achieves its goal, despite
unexpected changes in the world and unexpected starting conditions.

5.1 Change spatial relations to reenter plan

In Section 4, we used the scenario in Figure 1 (on page 3) to outline the approach. In
this scenario, the goal is to build a staircase. With a single block on the table, CLiC
directs the human to put another block next to it; however, the user instead stacks two
blocks on the table apart from the first. CLiC uses analogy to find the similar, desired
plan state with a stack of two blocks and another block touching it on the table. The
analogical inference is that the B6 and B8 should be touching, so it directs the user to
push them together. This improvisation allows CLiC to reenter and complete the plan.

5.2 Utilize unexpected structure toward the goal

In this scenario, shown in Figure 3, the human suggests building a three-block stack.
CLiC suggests stacking a second block on B1, but the human instead stacks B10 B11
apart from B1. CLiC then localizes this state to the penultimate state using the new
B10/B11 entities, and refocuses effort on the B10/B11 stack instead of the initially-
suggested B1 stack, with the directive “How about you put B12 on B11?”
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ACT 1: human follows CLiC’s directive. ACT 2: human disregards CLiC’s directive,
places two blocks apart from B1.

User-specified goal: “let’s build a stack with three blocks.”

CLiC Plan Graph:

after ACT1before ACT1 after ACT2

CLiC: How about you 
put B1 on the table?

CLiC: How about you 
put B11 on B1?

CLiC: How about you 
put B12 on B11?

sat des sat satdes des

Fig. 3. CLiC exploits an unexpected change to refocus its effort toward the goal.

5.3 Reframe a symmetric goal with analogy

Staircases can be built in either direction, unless otherwise specified. In the Figure 4
scenario, CLiC and the human reach a state where a row of three blocks are on the
table, and a fourth block is on top of the middle. From here, the staircase could still
be built in either direction. CLiC suggests building in one direction, but the human
disregards and puts a block on the other side.

CLiC reacts to this unexpected change by still localizing the world into the penul-
timate state and directing the user to put B3 on B2 to complete the staircase in the
direction the collaborator determined.

5.4 Exploit starting conditions to enter a plan near the goal

In the scenario shown in Figure 5, the human places a four-block row on the table,
with a fifth block on top, before specifying the staircase goal via dialogue. CLiC re-
actively localizes the already-developed world into its plan, identifying penultimate
state STATE1988 as the desired state sdes. The fourth block B4 on the table corre-
sponds to a second-row block in the planned state, so the analogical inferences include
(touching-horizontal b10 b4) and (on b4 b3). CLiC achieves these spatial
relations by stacking B4 on B3 and then subsequently achieves the goal state.

This illustrates that analogical plan localization is useful for orienting the agent in
unexpected starting states in addition to reconciling unexpected changes in the world.
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ACT 4: human places B12 on B1. ACT 5: human puts B2 on B11 instead of B10,
building staircase in opposite direction.

User-specified goal: “let’s build a staircase with three steps.”

CLiC Plan Graph:

after ACT4
before ACT4

after ACT5

CLiC: How about you 
put B12 on B1?

CLiC: How about you 
put B2 on B10, and put
B2 and B12 together?

CLiC: How about you 
put B3 on B2?sat

des sat

sat
des

des

Fig. 4. CLiC reflects its goal staircase in the opposite direction to accommodate the collaborator.
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START: human places blocks 
and then suggests goal.

ACT 1: CLiC moves 
B4 to new location.

User-specified goal: “build stairs with three steps.”

CLiC Plan Graph:

after ACT1
at START

after ACT2

sat des
sat

sat
des

ACT2: CLiC completes 
the stairs with B11.

Fig. 5. CLiC adapts an existing scene via analogical inference to enter a plan near the goal state.
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6 Related Work

Many AI planning systems have addressed re-planning, and plan repair. Decades of
work on reactive planning (e.g., [12]) have investigated insertive and destructive ap-
proaches to reconciling the world state with plan states. The approach described in this
paper differs from these AI reactive replanning and plan repair methods in that our ap-
proach uses structurally similar states to opportunistically repair plans, rather than just
replanning from scratch given the current situation. As such it is somewhat similar to
a case-based adaptation approach, though the adaptations are not made on prior cases,
but on the initially developed plans for the goal.

Approaches for replanning from scratch [3] are fundamentally different than the
approach described in this paper, since replanning generates new plans from the current
state to the end of goals of a planning problems; conversely, our approach identifies
opportunities for the agent to re-enter the plan, and then the existing plan can be reused.

AI plan repair typically focuses on locally repairing hierarchical plans when the
system identifies a discrepancy during execution. For instance, replanning approaches
like HOTRiDE [1] and SHOPLifter [10] are closely related to the case-based plan adap-
tation techniques proposed in the RepairSHOP system [14].

Approaches to diverse planning (e.g., [2, 13, 9]) have generated measurably diverse
plans to cover more space of possible outcomes and explore possible state discrepan-
cies in plans a priori, before execution. Among these are Coman & Munoz-Avila’s
work describing how to use case-based similarity/analogy methods in order to generate
semantically-different plans. Unlike these approaches that use analogy and similarity
to identify differences among diverse plans, our approach uses analogical reasoning to
compare the world to the plan, orient the agent, and select actions.

7 Discussion & Future Work

We presented an approach to analogical plan localization that allows agents to flexibly
recompute their locale of execution in a plan after drastic or unexpected world changes.
In this setting, the plan is not considred as a strict policy for execution in the world;
rather, it provides an ordering over partial world states that can be opportunistically
reentered and traversed.

Our choice of analogy is particularly useful in a block-building domain. For in-
stance, if our plan states that a blue block should go on a red block, it does not matter
which specific blue block we choose. This means that analogical mapping can flexi-
bly re-frame which actual blue block corresponds to the planned blue block in order
to accommodate other entities and spatial relations in the analogical mapping. Other
domains that allow substitution of entities will likewise benefit from this approach,
whereas highly-specific goals are less amenable, e.g., if the goal in a logistics domain
is for a specific truck to arrive with specific cargo at a specific location.

Our approach of localization via analogy is not limited to plans; we are using similar
approaches to build systems that read articles and then localize extracted information
within large models [7], akin to event recognition and information fusion. In this setting,
extracted material– such as an abstract desription of an event– may localize against
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many concrete events in a large model, so we use a constrained similarity-based retrieval
model similar to MAC/FAC [6].

Near-term future work includes validating this approach on other planning domains,
as we believe that PDDL will support analogy. Other considerations include scaling to
situations with larger branching factor, where CLiC’s exhaustive regression planning is
not tractable. In these cases, we could utilize HTN planning with diversity (e.g., [9]) to
cover a subset of the plan space and support plan localization.
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Abstract. This paper proposes a domain-independent method to evaluate infer-

ences for analogical reasoning, via a prototype system. The system assigns ana-

logical inferences confidences based on the quality of the mapping and the sys-

tem’s confidence in the facts used to generate the inference.  An initial imple-

mentation is applied to two domains. 

Keywords: Analogical Reasoning, Inference Evaluation, Confidence. 

1 Introduction 

Any reasoning system which asserts facts through the processing and manipulation of 

previously known information ought to have a measure of confidence in the accuracy 

of those newly asserted facts. Even if a given reasoning technique is sound, inferred 

facts are only as accurate as the assumptions upon which they are based. For example, 

systems that reason via formal logic produce reliable inferences, but if the reasoning 

environment is complex enough, or a particular axiom is missing, contradictions may 

pass undetected. Furthermore, forward chaining systems overgenerate inferences, while 

backchaining systems are directed, but require a known goal for reasoning.  On the 

other hand, probabilistic systems such as Bayes Nets [1] are good at determining how 

likely a particular inference is, but require a lot of training data or carefully hand-tuned 

priors.  Analogy is a case-based reasoning technique that constructs an alignment be-

tween two cases, with a preference for shared structure, and uses that structure to make 

inferences from one case to another [2].  Inspired by human cognition, analogical rea-

soning does not require a fully articulated domain theory and can work from single 

examples and partial information.  However, the inferences made by an analogical rea-

soning system may not be correct, and while there are evaluation measures based on 

the structure of the mapping and candidate inferences, all of the methods used in previ-

ous systems have been domain and/or task specific. 

This paper proposes a unified approach to evaluating and scoring analogical infer-

ences.  It integrates logical reasoning, analogical reasoning, and probabilistic reasoning 

to provide confidence estimates for analogical inferences.  We present an initial imple-

mentation and some experimental results as a proof of concept of these ideas. 
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1.1 SME, SAGE, and Cyc 

The principles underlying our system are domain general. Our implementation uses 

the Structure-mapping Engine (SME, [3]) and a supplemented Cyc knowledge base [4].  

What is important about the Cyc ontology for the present paper is that it provides mi-

crotheories.  Microtheories serve as contexts, e.g. one microtheory might describe mod-

ern-day Chicago, while another describes Chicago as it was during the Fire.  Microthe-

ories can inherit from each other, e.g. when performing social reasoning, a common 

microtheory to include is HumanActivitiesMt, which as its name suggests, describes 

things people commonly do.  Microtheories enable locally consistent reasoning, even 

though the knowledge base (KB) taken as a whole is inconsistent, e.g. there are mi-

crotheories describing different, incompatible fictional worlds.  For analogical reason-

ing, we implement cases as microtheories, which enables reasoning to be done with 

respect to different cases locally.  All reasoning is done with respect to a context, that 

is, a microtheory and all of the microtheories it inherits from.   

SME [3] is a computational model of analogy that computes mappings between two 

structured cases, a base and a target. Each mapping includes correspondences between 

elements in the two cases, candidate inferences based on those correspondences, and a 

structural evaluation score calculated based on the structural similarity between the two 

cases. The higher the score, the more similar the cases and the more trusted the map-

ping. The Sequential Analogical Generalization Engine (SAGE [5]) uses SME map-

pings to create generalizations between cases. These generalizations can then be used 

as cases for further SME comparisons. Rather than keep only facts common to all gen-

eralized cases, SAGE generalizations are a joint distribution over the facts in all con-

stituent cases. Each fact is stored in the generalization together with its probability, that 

is, the proportion of cases in that generalization that contains it. Only facts whose prob-

ability falls below a preset threshold are not included in the generalization. This scheme 

allows the generalization to maintain information about which facts are likely, not only 

which are universal. For example, consider a generalization composed of three cases 

that describe dogs: a Golden Retriever, a yellow Labrador, and a Dalmatian. The gen-

eralization will have the fact that a dog has 4 legs with probability 1.0 and the fact that 

it has yellow fur with a probability of 0.67. The inference evaluation system makes use 

of these probabilities, along with the structural evaluation score. 

2 Inference Evaluation 

When the system reasons its way to a new fact in a context, it can either be certain it is 

true, certain it is false, or somewhere in between. The system uses disjointness reason-

ing, logical contradiction and implication, and the parameters of SME mappings to de-

termine the system’s confidence that an inference is true. All reasoning is done with 

respect to the context in which the inference is to be asserted. 
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2.1 Disjointness Reasoning, Contradiction, and Implication 

If the system has inferred that an entity is of a certain type, and there is already a con-

textualized assertion that it is of another type that is by definition disjoint from the first, 

the system simply rejects that inference.  For example, if Fluffy is a dog, it cannot assert 

that it is a cat unless it first retracts that it is a dog.  In the Cyc knowledge base, certain 

collections are marked as disjoint collection types, such that if an entity is an instance 

of one of those types, it cannot be an instance of another.  When our system detects that 

an inference is of the form (in-Context ?context (isa ?entity ?newType)), 

it gathers all the other declarations of that entity’s type in context ?context.  If any of 

those other types are disjoint with ?newType, then the system rejects the inference.  

Inferences can also be rejected if they are contradicted by known implication rules.  If 

there is a rule of the form A -> ~I, where I is the analogical inference, and A is known 

to be true, the inference can be rejected.  Similarly, if there is a rule of the form I -> 

A, and A is explicitly known to be false, the inference can be rejected. 

Implication is similar: If there is a rule of the form A -> I, and A is true, the infer-

ence has been confirmed. Similarly, if there is the rule ~A -> I, and A is known to be 

false.  The confidence in the implied fact is a function of the confidence assigned to the 

facts used to imply it.  Contrapositives of the rules for implication and contradiction are 

generated on-the-fly.  We do not assume rules are sufficiently complete to generate all 

inferences generated by analogy. Even if they were, analogy would be useful for focus-

ing logical reasoning. The system makes use of forward chaining in a targeted fashion, 

only for verification, which is more efficient than simply forward-chaining. 

2.2 Inferences from Analogical Reasoning 

When the system derives an inference using an analogical mapping, it may be able to 

directly prove or disprove it.  Failing that, it is desirable to have a measure of the extent 

to which the inference is trusted.  The normalized SME match score is one such signal. 

Another is the degree to which the facts the inference is based on (in the base and target 

cases) are trusted. If the base case is a SAGE generalization, then the fact probability 

in the generalization tells us how likely that fact is within that generalization. For a non-

generalized case, the system does not know the extent to which the case itself is an 

outlier or whether any one fact in the case is core to the overall concept that the case 

encodes.  Inferences from individual cases should be trusted less than high-probability 

generalization facts, since there is evidence from the generalization that the high-prob-

ability facts are more common.   

Putting it all together, analogical inferences are assigned confidence scores thus: 

P�Inference	 = ���ℎ����� ∗ �������� ∗ � ��	
� � ��� !� "#$$%��

 

The BaseTrust is as described above: If the base case is a SAGE generalization then: 

BaseTrust = � ��,	
- � -�"! "#$$%��
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And otherwise it is set to the default normalizing value (currently, 0.7).   

Given this formula, confidence scores are always on the interval (0, 1): normalized 

match scores are on that interval, and fact confidence scores are on the interval (0, 1].  

Confidence cannot be zero since zero-confidence facts are simply suppressed, rather 

than asserted with confidence zero.  Normalized match scores are a measure of the 

degree of overlap between cases, rather than the total amount of information being 

mapped from one case to another. These can be low but are never zero: for a mapping 

to be generated at all, there must be some degree of overlap. 

We use a product, rather than, say, a sum, of these components to keep confidence 

on the (0,1) interval. Intuitively it makes sense that a fact inferred from many facts 

should be trusted less than one inferred from only a few (if we are equally uncertain of 

the supporting facts). The more facts used to support an inference, the greater the 

chance that one of them is false and that the inference is therefore invalid.  If the con-

fidence scores were allowed to be greater than one, then the confidence of inferences 

might become greater as we moved further out along inference chains. 

The system uses a Truth Maintenance System, which has a single argument to mark 

a belief as in or out. This renders combining evidence from multiple arguments moot. 

2.3 Implementation 

In the current implementation, facts that are assumed (for example, the details of the 

case that is to be reasoned about) have a confidence of 1.  Our inference evaluator first 

tries to determine whether an inference is contradicted or implied; if it fails, it checks 

whether that inference is from analogy and scores it appropriately, and otherwise, as-

signs it the default normalizing score.  Contradiction and implication are handled using 

backward chaining from axioms in the knowledge base, using resource bounds. 

In our implementation, all inferences are given a confidence score and a reason for 

that score.  The reason is the facts and axioms that were used to generate the score. For 

implied facts, the score is the product of the confidences of the facts that imply it (be-

cause perhaps those antecedents are not trustworthy).  Contradicted facts are currently 

simply rejected, although in future implementations they will be scored based on the 

likelihood of the facts used to reject them.  Confidence scoring for analogical inferences 

is described above.  SME mapping scores can be normalized in three different ways, 

all of which are on in the interval [0:1].  The base normalized score is a measure of how 

much of the base case is mapped in the mapping, that is, how much of the base case 

overlaps with the target case.  If the target is much larger than the base but the base is 

highly alignable with a sub-set of the target, the base normalized score will be quite 

high even if the match score is low.  The target normalized score is the corresponding 

measure for how much of the target case is mapped, and the normalized score is the 

average of the base and target normalization scores. The default is the average normal 

score. Base normalization tends to be used in recognition tasks, where covering the 

entire base is the criteria, whereas target normalization tends to be used in reasoning 

tasks, where finding precedents that can lead to inferences within a more complex sit-

uation is important. 
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3 Evaluation 

We tested the confidence scoring and contradiction components of this initial imple-

mentation on two tasks: Analogical Chaining and Moral Reasoning.  Analogical Chain-

ing is a commonsense reasoning technique that elaborates a case description by re-

peated analogy to small cases called Common Sense Units (CSUs) [6].  These CSUs 

can be extracted automatically from natural language, and are thus easy to provide to 

the reasoning system.  As analogical chaining uses analogical reasoning, it does not 

require a fully articulated domain theory or rules constructed by experts, can reason 

with partial knowledge, and can use the same case for prediction or explanation.  Ana-

logical chaining has been tested on questions from the Choice of Plausible Alternatives 

commonsense reasoning test (COPA, [7]). As analogical chaining asserts inferences by 

analogy, then asserts new inferences building on those previous inferences, it is very 

valuable to give it a measure of confidence in those inferences.  

We examined the performance of the inference evaluation system on 11 COPA ques-

tions, whose internal representations were automatically extracted from the English text 

of the question using EA-NLU [8]. These questions were selected because they require 

repeated analogical inference (i.e., chaining) to solve.  The system had a case library of 

around 50 cases it could retrieve and reason with. For every question tested, the confi-

dence scores assigned to inferences were lower the further down they were along the 

inference chain; this means the inferences that enabled the system to answer the ques-

tions had lower confidence scores than the intermediate inferences used to infer them, 

reflecting the system’s lower confidence the further out it went from established facts.  

Inference scores ranged from 0.02 (for an inference made only using facts from the 

COPA question itself) down to 1×10-6 (for an inference several steps removed from the 

question facts).  All but three questions did not involve any dead-end reasoning: ana-

logical chaining found the correct answer for those questions without exploring any 

fruitless inference chains. We will examine two cases that involved dead-end reasoning 

in detail.  

One question asks: “The egg splattered.  What was the cause of this?” The answers 

are “I dropped it” and “I boiled it.”  The system first hypothesized that the egg splatter-

ing was caused by some unknown violent impact, and assigned that inference a confi-

dence score of 0.01 (low inference scores are discussed below).  It then hypothesized, 

as an alternative explanation for the egg splattering, that the egg hit the floor.  This did 

not involve the abstract impact from the first inference, but was based only on the ques-

tion facts. However, the mapping had a lower match score than the first, so it was given 

a confidence of 0.0004. The system then pursued, in separate reasoning contexts, ex-

planations for the first two inferences. In the system’s case library was a case describing 

how an object was violently impacted when it was hit with a rock, so it hypothesized 

that perhaps the unknown impact on the egg was caused by a rock. Despite being based 

on a higher confidence inference (the first inference asserted, where p=0.01), this in-

ference had a low match score and therefore resulted in a score of 2×10-6.  Finally, the 

system used a fourth case to explain the inference that the egg hit the floor by hypoth-

esizing that it was dropped. Despite being based on a lower-confidence fact than the 

inference about the rock, this inference had a higher match score and thus received a 
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confidence of 2×10-5.  While low, this score is still an order of magnitude higher than 

the dead-end hypothesis about the rock based on more highly-trusted initial inference.  

Another question asks: “The truck crashed into the motorcycle on the bridge. What 

happens as a result?” The answers are “The motorcyclist died” and “The bridge col-

lapsed”.  The automatically constructed question representations involve only one state-

ment about a motorcycle (and no motorcyclist) but several statements about the crash-

ing event (who was involved, where it happened, etc.). The system retrieves cases based 

on what is present in the case, so it began by reasoning about a familiar case involving 

a vehicle crashing. In that case the vehicle was an airplane, so the system first posited 

that perhaps the crash in question involved an airplane malfunctioning (p= 8×10-5). The 

system then retrieved a story about a child falling out of bed and crashing onto the floor.  

It used this case to posit that the crash was caused when the truck fell out of bed (p = 

9×10-5). Building on the airplane inference, it hypothesized that the airplane lost power 

(p=1×10-6), then that the motorcycle lost power, (0.012), and finally, having exhausted 

its knowledge of crashes, that the motorcyclist dies (p=2×10-5).  In this case the correct 

inference has a lower confidence score than all but one of the dead-end inferences.  

This example illustrates the pitfalls both of Analogical Chaining and of the inference 

evaluation system. After the system had posited the airplane, it was all too happy to 

continue reasoning about it, and the match scores were high enough along that reason-

ing chain (and low enough for the case that gave it the answer) that those erroneous 

inferences were scored much higher than the one that seems obvious to humans (hu-

mans of course have much prior knowledge the system lacks). The system can be led 

astray and mask the utility of useful inferences if it marks even one incorrect inference 

as highly probable. Furthermore, it seems wrong to give the system a hard-and-fast rule 

stating that airplanes cannot be involved in car crashes. Such a situation may be ex-

tremely unlikely, which could be recognized by accumulating cases in a generalization 

about car and motorcycle crashes, but, as Hollywood has shown us, it’s not impossible.  

This raises an important point about the interplay between analogical reasoning and 

first-principles reasoning.  Analogical learning can provide explicit evidence of what 

can happen, because analogical generalizations provide structured, relational probabil-

istic representations of what has happened.  But analogical learning only implicitly 

gathers evidence about what cannot happen.  First principles reasoning is better at ruling 

out the kinds of things that are impossible (e.g. vehicles cannot fall out of beds because 

they cannot fit in them).   

MoralDM is a computational moral reasoning system that makes decisions by anal-

ogy to moral generalizations [9,10].  In one experiment, generalizations are formed 

from cases that either involve the principle of double effect [11], or do not.  This prin-

ciple states that harm caused as a side effect of preventing a greater harm is morally 

acceptable, but not harm caused in order to prevent that greater harm.  The canonical 

example illustrating this principle is that most people say it is morally acceptable to 

switch a trolley that will hit five people onto a side track where it will hit one person 

(double effect), but not to instead push someone in front of the trolley to save those 

same five people (not double effect).  In these moral generalizations, the facts indicating 

whether the case involves double effect and which case-specific action should be taken 
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have probability 1, whereas the facts specific to the case (whether it is a trolley or tor-

pedo doing the harm, for example, how many people are hurt, or what the mechanisms 

are to save those people) have lower probabilities.  We took the inferences made in 

reasoning about moral cases by analogy to these generalizations and checked them with 

the inference evaluator. This was both to test the generalization normalizing component 

and to get a sense of whether even highly trusted inferences have low scores (the map-

pings that generate these inferences have high unnormalized scores).  While the scores 

for the high-confidence facts are still quite low (in all cases approximately 0.02), the 

scores for the low-confidence facts are much lower, corresponding to the lower propor-

tion of constituent cases in which they appear. In the same mapping where the decision 

fact was scored at 0.02, for example, the fact about the form the harm took was scored 

at 0.005. This example demonstrates the utility of taking generalization fact probability 

into account: had these inferences been made by analogy to an ungeneralized case, the 

inference evaluator would have given them both scores of 0.014. Using generalization 

probabilities gives the system a means to assess different inferences from the same 

mapping.  

4 Related Work 

Most previous work on analogical inference validation has been domain specific. For 

example, Ouyang and Forbus used first principles reasoning within the physics problem 

solving domain to validate candidate inferences produced by SME [12]. While the val-

idation improved their system’s performance, a complete domain model had to be as-

sumed. Similarly, Klenk and Forbus used a small set of hand-encoded heuristics to ver-

ify candidate inferences during transfer learning [13]. While these were not a complete 

domain model, the heuristics were specific to inferences that could be made in the test 

domain. While the system described in this paper allows for domain-specific verifica-

tion (i.e. through implies statements), it is domain-general. Furthermore, unlike previ-

ous systems which rated an inference as true or false, the current system allows for 

intermediate rankings. 

Similar intermediate rankings have been used to evaluate inferences derived by non-

analogical reasoning systems. Examples include fuzzy logic networks [14], Bayesian 

Logic models (BLOG, [15]), and Markov Logic Networks (MLNs, [16]). By assigning 

a fuzzy truth space to antecedents, fuzzy logic networks are able to derive fuzzy truth 

values for inferred consequents. They allow for incomplete domain knowledge, but do 

require a handwritten set of rules. Fuzzy rules can be used in combination with data 

sampled in a particular space to rule in or out inferences made within that space ([17]). 

Fuzzy logic networks assign qualitative truth values (e.g. “mostly true”) to inferences, 

rather than calculating a quantitative confidence measure.  

BLOG models and MLNs calculate numerical probabilities for inferences. BLOG 

models do so by defining a probability distribution over a set of possible worlds deter-

mined by prewritten axioms. A Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain Monte Carlo ap-

proach can then be used to make inferences from the distribution [18]. Using MCMC 

increases the time and computational cost of inference scoring in these models. MLNs 
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take a different approach: they define a Markov Network over a set of first-order logic 

sentences and constants, such that a node exists for each grounding of each predicate 

and a connecting feature exists for every possible grounding of each sentence [15]. 

Weights are assigned to these features based on the likelihoods of the sentences they 

describe. A probability distribution is then specified over the ground network. The 

structure of the network can be learned, given the sentences their possible groundings 

[19]. The disadvantage of MLNs is scaling: the network grows with additional predi-

cates, as well as additional potential groundings. This also means that every potential 

grounding of every potential predicate must be present in the training set. 

The presented inference evaluation technique could be used in other analogical rea-

soning systems that score (or could score) the quality of their matches (that is, which 

have a measure similar to SME’s match score).  For example, inferences in AMBR 

([20]) have evidence accrued in favor and against them, based on semantic and struc-

tural similarity. Top scoring hypotheses are asserted into the reasoning environment, 

but the amount of evidence in favor of them is not.  If this evidence were stored as a 

confidence measure of facts as they are asserted, future inferences could be made not 

only on the basis of evidence in favor or against them, but the degree to which that 

evidence is itself believed. 

In HDTP (e.g. [21]), analogical mappings are constructed via a process of anti-uni-

fication.  For example, a formula p1(a) in a base and p2(a) in a target is replaced in the 

mapping by a general predicate P(a), where P is a generalization of both predicates p1 

and p2. A measure of similarity of P to p1 and p2 could be used to score inferences made 

using formula P(a); the scores of those inferences could then be used to score future 

inferences made using those inferred facts.  In HDTP, inferences are checked for logical 

consistency; expanding logical consistency checks for inferences is the next extension 

to be performed on our system.  

5 Future Work 

Even mappings with high unnormalized match scores, indicating a high quality match, 

may have low normalized match scores, depending on the relative size of the cases and 

how much information is left out of the mapping.  In the current implementation, low 

confidence scores assigned to analogical inferences were driven largely by low normal-

ized mapping scores. Small cases with little structural overlap should yield low-confi-

dence scores, since the mappings used to generate the inferences are not seen by the 

system as being particularly reliable, informative mappings (as indicated by the low 

score). However, while analogical inferences should have lower scores than logically 

implied inferences, they should not be vanishingly low. One possibility is to use the 

highest normalized score as a multiplier in calculating inference confidence scores, ra-

ther than always using the same mapping score normalizing function.  Each function 

provides different information, but a high score in either indicates that the mapping 

includes a high degree of overlap from one case to another. Scoring inferences using 

the highest normalization score will still involve incorporating the score of the match, 

the score of the justifying target facts, and the probability of the generalization facts.   
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Given the ubiquity of certain role predicates (objectActedOn, performedBy, etc.) 

analogical chaining can make some inferences that, to a human, seem quite silly.  Hav-

ing the ability to rule out those silly inferences using logical forms of commonsense is 

desirable but is not being done in the current implementation. The Cyc knowledge base 

contains millions of axioms, but we are currently only using a small subset (the dis-

jointWith axioms).  We plan to explore reasoning techniques that enable us to exploit 

more of this knowledge, especially horn clauses and implication statements, for con-

straint-checking (e.g. [22]). 

Contradictions should perhaps be asserted with a confidence proportional to the 

scores of the facts contradicting them, rather than suppressed entirely.  If facts are seen 

as relatively likely, then the contradiction is also likely. If contradictions are asserted, 

they will must signal which facts contradict them, to keep reasoning consistent. 

Many analogy inferences involve positing skolem entities. These are entities present 

in the base and participating in the candidate inference but which are not present in the 

target.  For example, the event in which the egg was impacted in the above example 

was posited as a skolem variable.  Fundamentally, however, these are open variables, 

and implication can help resolve them. Contradiction works in a similar way, but in-

stead can only rule out resolutions: just because a rule says that a particular individual 

cannot fill a role does not mean that it says that no one can. 

Finally, further testing is needed on a wider range of domains, as well as further 

empirical testing of the analogical inference confidence scoring. While we have veri-

fied the implication and contradiction through disjointness components of the inference 

evaluation system are functioning properly, these need to be empirically tested. We can 

thereafter examine accruing and weighting evidence for and against facts. 

6 Conclusion 

We presented an initial implementation of a system to evaluate analogical inferences, 

which have no guarantee of being correct.  The system can identify certain inferences 

as being more likely than others, but further evaluation and extension of the system is 

needed. Nonetheless, this seems to be a promising direction for inference validation 

and assessment, and points towards a method for resolving skolem variables in analog-

ical inferences. 
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Abstract. Analogical reasoning is a central problem both for human
cognition and for artificial learning. Many aspects of this problem re-
main unsolved, though, and analogical reasoning is still a difficult task
for machines. In this paper, we consider the problem of analogical rea-
soning and assume that the relevance of a solution can be measured
by the complexity of the analogy. This hypothesis is tested in a basic
alphanumeric micro-world. In order to compute complexity, we present
specifications for a prototype language used to describe analogies. A few
elementary operators for this language are exposed, and their complex-
ity is discussed both from a theoretical and practical point of view. We
expose several alternative definitions of relevance in analogical reasoning
and show how they are related to complexity.

Keywords: Analogy, Complexity, Relevance

1 Introduction

Analogical reasoning is a fundamental ability of human mind which consists in
establishing a mapping between two domains based on common representations.
Analogies are involved in particular in the use of metaphors, humour [11] and
in scientific research [4]. It is also the key ability measured in IQ tests [16].
Although it is perceived as a very basic and natural task by human beings,
transferring this ability to computers remains a challenging task, whether for
detecting, understanding, evaluating or producing analogies. A typical analogy
can be expressed as follows: ‘b’ is to ‘a’ what ‘d’ is to ‘c’, which will be written a
: b :: c : d. This problem involves two domains, called source domain and target
domain. The analogy is based on the pairing of the transformation a : b in the
source domain and the transformation c : d in the target domain. Several models
have been developed so far to cope with analogical reasoning, but they are based
on complex modelings and huge computing power, which is not plausible from
a cognitive point of view. For example, softwares such as Copycat [8] and its
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2 A complexity based approach for solving Hofstadter’s analogies

successor Metacat [14] explore the possible mappings between the two involved
problems (source and target problems).

The question of relevance is central in analogical reasoning in the sense that
it defines the quality of the considered mappings. Because infinitely-many com-
mon properties can be found between two objects, a relevance measure has to be
found to disqualify properties of little interest [6]. Moreover, several criteria may
be considered to measure relevance of a mapping: the number of common proper-
ties [18], the abstraction level of the shared properties, structural alignment [5],
pragmatic centrality [10] or representational distortion [7].

Inspired by some previous works [3], [15], [1], we consider in this paper that
relevance in analogical reasoning can be measured by description length and
Kolmogorov complexity (which is its formal equivalent). We propose the prin-
ciples for a new generative language which can be used to describe analogical
problems. Although it is presented in the domain of Hofstadter’s analogies (i.e.
analogical problems in alphanumerical domain), its principles are general and
could be used in several other contexts. The idea of such a language is similar to
the idea developed by [17] in the context of sequence continuation. This language
offers a strict general framework and offers a cognitively plausible and generative
description of analogies.

2 Representation bias for Hofstadter’s micro-world

2.1 Presentation of Hofstadter’s problem and its variant

In order to study general properties of proportional analogy, Douglas Hofstadter
introduced a micro-world made up of letter-strings [9]. The choice of such a
micro-world is justified by its simplicity and the wide variety of typical analogical
problems it covers. The base domain of Hofstadter’s micro-world is the alphabet,
in which letters are considered as Platonic objects, hence as abstract entities.
Elementary universal concepts are defined relatively to strings of letters, such as
first, last, successor and predecessor. To this domain is added a base of semantic
constructs defined by Hofstadter: copy-groups, successor-groups and predecessor-
groups [8]. The typical problem considered by Hofstadter in this micro-world is
the

We consider a slightly modified version of Hofstadter’s problem. Our modi-
fications correspond to an extension of the micro-world.

First, we consider an additional base alphabet: the number alphabet. This
alphabet adds an infinite number of elements to the problem but does not make
the base problem more complicated. Furthermore, this addition encourages the
use of user-defined base structures and raises the issue of transfer between differ-
ent domains. In particular, the analogy equation ABC : ABD :: 123 : x seems
very basic for a human mind while it corresponds to a change of representation
from the world of letters to the world of numbers. Besides, the use of other base
alphabets can be justified by some prior knowledge of the users: for instance, it
can be thought that the problem ABC : ABD :: QWE : x will admit a simple
solution for any system familiar with the English keyboard layout.
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A complexity based approach for solving Hofstadter’s analogies 3

Secondly, we consider a mapping from numbers to any base alphabet. This
operation was discarded by Hofstadter’s rules but seems important to us. The
problem ABC : ABD :: ABBCCC : x relies on a such a mapping: the string
ABBCCC is naturally described as “n-th letter of the alphabet repeated n times
for n ∈ {1, 2, 3}”.

The third major difference between our approach and Hofstadter’s original
works lies in the consideration of descriptive groups. While Hofstadter’s ap-
proach is merely descriptive, we adopt a generative formalism in which the way
strings were formed is taken into account. The static description of copy-groups,
successor-groups or predecessor-groups is replaced in our framework by methods
such as copy, succession or predecession.

2.2 Complexity-based description

In this paper, we will focus on the resolution of analogy equations of the form A :
B :: C : x where x is unknown. We submit that the solution of such an equation
is given by x = arg minx C(A,B,C,x) where the function C corresponds to the
(minimum) description length for the four terms. Such a hypothesis is related to
the well-known philosophical principle of Occam’s razor stating the best choice
is the shortest.

A strict definition for the description length is offered by algorithmic theory of
information with Kolmogorov complexity [13]. Basically, the complexity CM(x)
of a string x corresponds to the length (in bits) of the shortest program on a
Universal Turing Machine (UTM) M that produces x.

In practice, this quantity is not calculable, hence only upper-bounds are used
to estimate the complexity of an object. An upper-bound corresponds to a re-
stricted choice of programs or equivalently to the choice of a limited Turing
Machine. In this paper, we consider a particular machine by defining an elemen-
tary language. The language we develop is an ad hoc construction encoding a
theory of the domain of interest.

We do not consider here prefix codes, ie. decodable codes in which no code
word can be the prefix of another code word. To cope with decoding, we consider
that the code is space-delimited, which means that costless delimiters are present
in it. This idea is in use in the Morse code for example. Morse code encodes letters
by sequences of dashes and dots (ie. with a binary alphabet). A full word is given
by a succession of letters separated by short breaks. These breaks are not part of
the Morse code but are used to indicate the transition from one letter to another.
In such contexts, the delimiters are supposed to be processed by the physical
layer of the system, hence to ensure a uniquely decodable code while having no
influence on complexity.

2.3 A generative language

Based on the specifications listed above, we develop a prototype language de-
signed to produce and solve analogies. We present here the global characteristics
of our language.
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4 A complexity based approach for solving Hofstadter’s analogies

As mentioned, a major difference between our perspective and Hofstadter’s
works is the generative point of view. Largely inspired by Leyton’s theory of
shapes [12], we consider a description of the process generating analogies rather
than a description of the analogies themselves. Any string will result from a
transformation of the base alphabet: for instance, ABCDE is perceived as the
sequence of the first five letters in the alphabet and ZYX as the sequence of the
first three letters in the reversed alphabet.

In order to integrate this sequential transformation of an original string, we
consider that the machine has access to a one-dimensional discrete tape. At each
time step, the machine writes on this tape or modifies the previously written
string. Thus, the base operation consists in copying the alphabet onto the tape.
Thus, the generative procedure consists in a sequence of operations read from
left to right and separated by commas. The operations are applied one by one
and refer to understandable manipulations. Even if any operation may be incor-
porated to the language, we will consider here only a restricted set of predefined
transformations, called operators {O1,O2, . . . }. The complexity of an operator
is independent of the operation it performs. An upper bound of this complexity
is the rank of the operator in the list of operators. For instance, the complexity
of operator O1 is equal to 0, no matter how complex the corresponding operation
actually is.

Besides, the instruction next_block is used to move to the next term in the
analogy definition. For the analogy A : B :: C : D, the order of the blocks is
A, B, C and D.

The core of the language is the use of a triple memory: a long-term domain
memory, a long-term operator memory and a short-term memory. A string or a
new operator can be put into short-term memory by means of the instruction
let. The short-term memory can be accessed with the key instruction mem.

More precise information on the exact grammar chosen for the language can
be found as supplementary material on the authors’ webpage.

2.4 Basic operators

The list of operators available for the language determines the bias of the ma-
chine. The more operators are given to the system, the more sophisticated the
obtained expressions can be.

The most basic set of programs is empty: it corresponds to a system capable
of giving letters one by one only. Such a system is sufficient in some contexts.
Consider for example the real problem of learning declension in a language.
In order to learn a declension, students learn by heart a single example and
transfer the acquired knowledge to new words. This corresponds for instance to
the analogy rosa : rosam :: vita : vitam for a simple Latin declension. This
analogy is encoded by the following code:

let(‘r’,‘o’,‘s’,‘a’), let(‘v’,‘i’,‘t’,‘a’),

let(?, next_block, ?, ’m’),

mem, 0, mem, 2, next_block, mem, 0, mem, 1;
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A complexity based approach for solving Hofstadter’s analogies 5

This program has to be interpreted as follows: In the first line, the groups
‘rosa’ and ‘vita’ are put in short-term memory. The second line defines a new
operator which displays the argument, switches to the next block, displays the
argument again and finally adds the character ‘m’. The third line retrieves the
just-defined operation and applies it successively to the two words, also retrieved
from memory.

In order to build effective descriptions for more complex systems, additional
operators can be defined. A list of possible operators is given in table 1.

Name Description Example

copy Repeats the group a given num-
ber of times. Equivalent of Hofs-
tadter’s copy-group.

‘a’, copy, 4; outputs aaaa

sequence Outputs the sequence of the first
n elements of the group. Equiva-
lent of Hofstadter’s copy-group.

alphabet, sequence, 3; out-
puts abc

shift Shifts the subgroups of n posi-
tions.

alphabet, shift, 3; outputs
defg...yz

shift_circular Circular version of the shift op-
erator

alphabet, shift_circular, 3;

outputs defg...yzabc

reverse Reverses the order of elements in
a group.

alphabet,sequence,3,reverse;

outputs cba

find Searches all occurrences of a
group given as parameter.

‘a’,‘b’,‘a’,find,‘a’,copy,2;

outputs aabaa

find Selects last group ‘a’,‘b’,‘a’, last, copy, 2;

outputs abaa

Table 1. Example of operators used by the language.

2.5 Using memory

The strength of the proposed language lies in its use of a triple memory to access
elements of different nature: a long-term domain memory Md storing domain
descriptions (e.g. alphabets), a long-term operator description Mo storing sys-
tem procedures to modify objects, and a short-term memory storing temporary
elements. Managing memory is of major importance when it comes to producing
programs of minimal length.

The access to elements in long-term memories Md and Mo is hidden in
the language for simplicity purpose, but it cannot be ignored. The designation
of support alphabets (alphabet, numbers, utf8, qwerty-keyboard...), hence
of the domain, and the designation of operators (copy, sequence, find...) are
treated as proper nouns to encapsulate an access to an ordered memory. The
rank of entities in memory is a characteristics of the machine and cannot be
changed.
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6 A complexity based approach for solving Hofstadter’s analogies

The user is in charge of the management of short-term memory. Entities
(operators or strings) are stored in memory with the let meta-operator and
accessed with the mem meta-operator. For example, the instruction let(‘a’)

will store the generation of a but the string is not written on the band. It will be
written only when invoked from memory. The short-term memory is organized
as a stack (hence last-in first-out): the parameter given to the mem operator is
the depth of the element in the stack.

Using short-term memory is not compulsory to describe a string: the language
syntax does not prevent from repeating identical instructions. However, in a
context of finding a minimal description (which is the purpose of our framework),
using memory is an important way to pool identical entities.

3 Relevance of a solution

3.1 From language to code

The principles outlined in previous section form a simplified grammar for our
generative language. They are not sufficient yet to calculate the complexity of an
analogy. The missing step is the formation of a binary code from an instruction.

The basic idea we use to obtain an efficient code consists in using a positional
code in lists. This code associates element 0 to the blank symbol, 0 to element 1
and increments of 1 bit at for each element (0, 1, 00, 01, 10...). Using this code,
the complexity of the n-th element of a list is dlog2 ne.

The global description of the language is organized as a list of lists: a word is
designated by the path inside the sequence of lists. For instance, the code for the
character d corresponds to the code of domain memory (1), alphabet (0) and d

(01), hence 1,0,01. The code is not self-delimited: the delimiter is the comma
symbol and can delimit a blank symbol. For instance, the number 2 is encoded
by 1,,00. Because a language word corresponds necessarily to a tree leaf, the
code is uniquely decodable.

The complexity of an instruction is determined from the corresponding code.
We propose to consider that the complexity corresponds directly to the number
of bits required in the code. For instance, the complexity of the character 2 will
be the number of bits in 1,0,0, hence C(2) = 3. The same reasoning is applied
to any instruction, including complex instructions describing complete analogies.

A way to build a cognitively plausible language encoding would consist in
evaluating the ordering based on human experiments. Such experiments will have
to be made in future research.

3.2 Relevance of a description

Several acceptable instructions can generate a given string. For example, the
string abc can be produced either by alphabet, sequence, 3; (instruction 1)
or ‘a’,‘b’,‘c’; (instruction 2) or alphabet, sequence, 2, ‘c’; (instruc-
tion 3). These three instructions do not seem equally satisfying from a human
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point of view. We submit that the difference in terms of relevance can be quanti-
fied by their description length. Using a specific code description, the description
lengths for the three previous instructions are respectively DL1 = 8, DL2 = 10
and DL3 = 12. In this example, it is clear that the instruction with minimal de-
scription length corresponds to the most relevant description of the string. As a
first step of our reasoning, we state that the most relevant generative description
of a string is the description of minimal description length. An upper-bound for
the Kolmogorov complexity of a string is defined as the description length of
the most relevant instruction which outputs the string of interest. Despite the
huge restriction applied to a general UTM by the choice of our language, the
complexity remains non computable: its computation requires an exploration of
all instructions producing the string, hence of an infinite space. Several solutions
can be adopted in order to build the optimal program. First, greedy approaches
would impose a research bias by the mean of a locally optimal exploration of
the space of programs. Additionally to this guided exploration of the space of
programs, a resource-bounded research can be considered [2].

3.3 Relevance of a solution for an analogy equation

Using the version of Kolmogorov complexity obtained by our system as described
above, it is possible to apply the minimum complexity decision rule.

In order to evaluate the way human beings react to analogy problems, we
proposed an experiment with several Hofstadters analogy problems.

Participants were 68 (36 female), ages 16-72, from various social and educa-
tional backgrounds. Each participant was given a series of analogies. The series
were in the same order for all participants, and some questions were repeated
several times in the experiment. All analogies had in common the source trans-
formation ABC : ABD. The main results are presented in Table 2.

The results presented in Table 2 confirm that in most cases the most chosen
solution corresponds to a minimum of cognitive complexity. The complexity is
calculated here using our small language and the coding rules exposed earlier.
Its limits are visible with the two examples ABC : ABD :: 135 : x and
ABC : ABD :: 147 : x. In these examples, the language fails at describing the
progression of the sequence “two by two” (1-3-5-7) or “three by three” (1-4-7-10)
which would decrease the overall complexity.

However, despite the simplicity of the language used to calculate the com-
plexity, it is noticeable that the most frequent solution adopted by the users
corresponds a complexity drop. This property is not verified with only two prob-
lems: for the problem ABC : ABD :: 122333 : x, the large value of the
complexity in the most frequent case is due to the limitations of the language
which fails at providing a compact description of the complete analogy because
of a too rigid grammar. In the case of the analogy ABC : ABD :: XYZ : x,
adding the circularity constraint has a cost in the language, while it seems to be
a natural operation for human beings.

The experiment also reveals a major weakness of our modeling: The descrip-
tions provided by our language are static and do not depend on the environment.
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8 A complexity based approach for solving Hofstadter’s analogies

Problem Solution Propostion Complexity

IJK IJL 93% 37
IJD 2.9% 38

BCA BCB 49% 42
BDA 43% 46

AABABC AABABD 74% 33
AACABD 12% 46

IJKLM IJKLN 62% 40
IJLLM 15% 41

123 124 96% 27
123 3% 31

KJI KJJ 37% 43
LJI 32% 46

IJK IJL 93% 37
IJD 2.9% 38

135 136 63% 35
137 8.9% 37

BCD BCE 81% 35
BDE 5.9% 44

IJJKKK IJJLLL 40% 52
IJJKKL 25% 53

XYZ XYA 85% 40
IJD 4.4% 34

122333 122444 40% 56
122334 31% 49

RSSTTT RSSUUU 41% 54
RSSTTU 31% 55

IJJKKK IJJLLL 41% 52
IJD 28% 53

AABABC AABABD 72% 33
AACABD 12% 46

MRRJJJ MRRJJK 28% 64
MRRKKK 19% 65

147 148 69% 36
1410 10% 38

Table 2. Main results of the survey. For each problem, only the two main solutions
are presented, with their frequency and the corresponding complexity.
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On the contrary, the variations of the average answering time and the changes
in the answers (when a same problem is repeated at several places) indicates
clearly that having faced similar structures in the past helps in solving a new
analogy. Finally, the relative relevance of two solutions is not necessarily suffi-
cient to explain human preference in this matter, though. For instance, on the
first problem, a large majority of people choose the IJL answer despite the
small complexity difference. This possible divergence is related to research bi-
ases which are not taken into account in our approach. This effect is particularly
visible with the more difficult analogy equation ABC : ABD :: AABABC :
x. Very few humans notice the structure A-AB-ABC, hence the corresponding
solution x = AABABCD. However, the structure A-AB-ABC is perceived as
more relevant when presented.

We have shown that complexity offers a criterion to compare two given so-
lutions to an analogy equation. This sole property is not sufficient in practice
to obtain an analogy solver. Since the space of solutions is infinite, additional
hypotheses must be considered in order to restrict the exploration space.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to interpret analogical reasoning as a complexity
minimization problem and to solve an analogy equation by taking the solution
minimizing total complexity. Our approach relies on a restricted Turing ma-
chine: we proposed basic rules defining a small language adapted to Hofstadter’s
analogies. The language has been chosen to be generative (hence consistent with
Leyton’s theory of shapes) and not self-delimited (which allows compression with
unspecified parameters). We gave general principles governing such a language.
The system is flexible in the choice of the operations that can be involved for
the description of an analogy. This language is associated to a code directly used
in the computation of complexity. We use this code to measure the relative rel-
evance of descriptions for a same string and the global relevance of a solution
to an analogy. We used this code to measure the complexity of several analogies
and noticed that the minimum complexity solution corresponds in most cases to
the most frequent solution given by human beings.

Although the considered case might seem restrictive, our approach applies on
a wider range of problems. Humans often justify their analogies with a seman-
tic description. We consider our developed language as such. Similar languages
can be developed for other analogies. Several issues remain open. A future re-
search would be to develop a system able to generate descriptions automatically,
hence to solve analogy equations automatically. The question of the performance
evaluation of an analogy solver remains open: our framework measures only the
relevance of a single solution. Some work has to be done to offer either a the-
oretical measure of the global quality for an analogy solver or an experimental
validation of its efficiency. Finally, a real investigation on an extension of this
language to other domains is needed in order to conclude on its actual general-
ization properties.
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Abstract. This paper contributes to a line of research that consists
in applying qualitative reasoning techniques to the formalization of the
case-based inference, and in particular, to its adaptation phase. The im-
portance of capturing case differences has long been acknowledged in
adaptation research, but research is still needed to properly represent
and reason upon case differences. Assuming that case differences can be
expressed as a set of feature differences, we show that Category The-
ory can be used as a mathematical framework to design a qualitative
language in which both case differences, similarity paths and adaptation
rules can be represented and reasoned upon symbolically.

Keywords: case differences � qualitative modeling � similarity path � adaptation

1 Introduction

Qualitative modeling provides formalisms that focus on how people represent
themselves and reason about dynamical systems. Qualitative representations
partition continuous quantities, and turn them into entities that can be rea-
soned upon symbolically [8]. The case-based inference aims at finding a com-
plete description of a target problem by transferring information from a set of
past problem-solving episodes, called cases, that are indexed in memory. Adap-
tation is the part of this process that aims at modifying a retrieved case when
it can not be reused as it is in the new situation. Previous work on applying
qualitative modeling techniques to adaptation includes a qualitative represen-
tation of relationships between quantities (called variations in [3]), such that
co-occurrences of variations (called co-variations in [4]) can be interpreted as
qualitative proportionalities. These proportionalities have been shown in [4] to
play a great role in different commonsense inferences, and in particular, it has
been suggested that adaptation was essentially an “analogical jump” performed
on such proportionalities.

In existing formalizations, adaptation is recognized as being part of the case-
based reasoning cycle [1], but surprisingly, the adaptation step is not included
in the case-based analogical inference [17]. A study of the literature shows the
adaptation step is always performed after the analogical inference (i.e., retrieval,
mapping, and transfer) has taken place, and only aims at modifying its result.
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Some adaptation methods such as critique-based adaptation [11], or conservative
adaptation [14] are used to resolve inconsistencies in the reused source case,
whereas others such as differential adaptation [9], case-based adaptation [6] or
adaptation by reformulation [15] modify the reused source case in order to fit the
requirements on the target case. One of the reasons why adaptation is left out of
the case-base inference is that adaptation essentially consists in reasoning on the
differences that exist between two cases. While the importance of capturing case
differences has long been acknowleged in adaptation research (see for example
[13], for a recent review), research is still needed to properly represent and reason
on case differences.

Establishing a difference between two states is the result of a comparison
process. Comparisons are qualitative judgements that play an important role
in similarity assessment and in the analogical inference. According to [12], “ a
comparison assembles two elements in order to come up with a third term that
will tell their relationship ”. Comparison involves three ideas: the source of the
comparison, the target of the comparison (what the source is compared to), and
their relationship. For example, one could compare a sheep (the source) to a
goat (the target), on how they forage (their relationship): a sheep would graze,
whereas goats are browsers. Comparisons are usually made with respect to a
particular feature (or property), shared by the objects under comparison, and
which can be measured, like the size, the weight, or the type of forage [21].
Some results even suggests that people use aggregated features inferred from
the features of individual objects to compare collections of objects [20].

Assuming that case differences can be expressed as a set of differences in
feature value, we show that Category Theory can be used as a mathematical
framework to design a qualitative language in which both case differences, but
also “horizontal” connections of variations (similarity paths), and “vertical” con-
nections (adaptation rules) can be represented and reasoned upon symbolically.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section provides some preliminary
definitions. Feature comparisons are modeled in Sec. 3 as labeled arrows, and
formalized in Sec. 4 as morphisms of a category. Two constructions are made on
such categories: products (Sec. 5), and paths (Sec.6). In Sec.7, comparisons are
ordered by generality using a subsumption relation. Finally, Sec.8 concludes the
paper.

2 Preliminaries

Category theory is the mathematical study of algebras of functions [2]. A cat-
egory consists of a set of objects and a set of arrows. For each arrow f , there
are given objects dompfq and codpfq called the domain and the codomain of
f . We write f : A ÝÑ B to indicate that dompfq � A and codpfq � B. For
two arrows f and g such that codpfq � dompgq, there is a given arrow g � f
called the composite of f and g. For each object A, there is a given arrow
1A : A ÝÑ A called the identity arrow of A. Arrows satisfy the associativity
law : h � pg � fq � ph � gq � f for all f : A ÝÑ B, g : B ÝÑ C, and h : C ÝÑ D.
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Identity arrows verify f � 1A � 1B � f � f for all f : A ÝÑ B. An arrow
f : A ÝÑ B is called an isomorphism if there is an arrow g : B ÝÑ A such
that g � f � 1A and f � g � 1B . A groupoid is a category in which every ar-
row is an isomorphism. The category Rel is the category where objects are sets
and arrows are binary relations. The identity arrow on a set A is the identity
relation: 1A � tpa, aq P A � A | a P Au. Given f � A � B and g � B � C, the
composition g � f is defined as: pa, cq P g � f iff Db P B | pa, bq P f and pb, cq P g.
Categories are mathematical structures which underlying structure is a quiver,
i.e., a directed graph where loops and multiple arrows between two vertices are
allowed, on which the definition of a category adds constraints on identity mor-
phisms, associativity, and composition. A path in the graph of a category is a

sequence
c1ÝÑ

c2ÝÑ . . .
cnÝÑ of arrows of C such that for all i, domp

ci�1
ÝÝÝÑq � codp

ciÝÑq
A path category (or free category) generated by a directed graph is the category
where the objects are vertices, and arrows are paths between objects. A func-
tor F : C ÝÑ D between two categories C and D is a mapping of objects to
objects and arrows to arrows that preserves domain and codomains, identities,
and composition: F pf : A ÝÑ Bq � F pfq : F pAq ÝÑ F pBq, F p1Aq � 1F pAq,
and F pg � fq � F pgq � F pfq. The product C � D of two categories C and
D is the category of pairs and arrows. Its objects have the form pC,Dq, for
C P C and D P D, and its arrows have the form pf, gq : pC,Dq ÝÑ pC 1, D1q for
f : C ÝÑ D P C and g : C 1 ÝÑ D1 P D. Compositions and units are defined
componentwise, i.e., pf 1, g1q � pf, gq � pf 1 � f , g1 � gq, and 1C�D � p1C, 1Dq.

3 Modeling Feature Differences

We are interested in modeling the comparison between two values of a same
feature. In the following, the term feature denotes either a binary variable (i.e.,
a variable which takes one of the two values 0 or 1), or a nominal variable (i.e., a
variable which takes nominal values, like the color), or a quantity (i.e., a variable
which take values on ordinal, interval, or ratio scales [18]). The term feature space
denotes the set of values taken by a particular feature.

A straightforward way to represent a comparison from a source A to a target
B is to trace an arrow from A to B and to label this arrow with a term that
represents their relationship. For example, an arrow named g Ñ b can be used
to represent the relationship in which the forage differs from g(raze) to b(rowse)
from source to target (Fig. 1). The distinction between the source and the target

A B
gÑ b

Fig. 1: A comparison of two feature values represented by a labeled arrow.

of a comparison makes the process by essence directional. It can be noted that
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this remains true even if the underlying relation is symmetrical. To illustrate
this, consider the symmetrical binary relation brother, which relates two people
when they are brothers. For two brothers A and B, both brotherpA,Bq and

brotherpB,Aq hold (by symmetry), but A
brother
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ B and B

brother
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ A represent

two different comparisons.
When the source and the target of the comparison are values of a same feature

space, the comparison relation is transitive: if A can be compared with B and B
with C, then A can be compared with C [5]. Besides, the relation is invertible,
by which we mean that it is not possible to compare an object A to an object
B without also being able to “reverse the viewpoint” and compare B with A
with another relationship (possibly the same). For example, if a sheep A can be
compared to a goat B with the relationship g Ñ b (g stands for graze, and b

for browse), then an inverse relationship bÑ g can be used to compare B to A.
It can be noted that feature value comparisons constitute a special case among
similarity relationships. In the general case, similarity relationships are neither
transitive nor invertible. For example, if Ted went to the same school as John
and John went to the same school as Mary, it does not entail that Ted went to
the same school as Mary. Comparisons may also not be invertible in simili (“a
tree is like a man”) or metaphors (“love is a battlefield”): we might say “a man
is like a tree”, meaning that a man has roots, but not “a tree is like a man” [21].

4 Formalization

Feature spaces can be formalized as categories, which we will call feature cat-
egories. The objects are the values of the feature space, and arrows represent
comparisons between these values. Category Theory seems to be a natural set-
ting to represent such comparisons, since arrows (also called morphisms) are
the main “building blocks” of categories as mathematical structures. The cat-
egorical notion of composition of arrows corresponds to the transitivity of the
comparison relation. Besides, each object of a category must be related to itself
by an identity arrow. So representing a feature space as a category requires to
distinguish identity arrows from difference arrows. Identity arrows, like dÑ d or
�, have the same object as origin and destination, and express commonalities.
Difference arrows, like dÑ m of  , have different origin and destination objects,
and express differences. As all arrows are invertible in a feature category, the
obtained category is a groupoid.

For example, the category Bin (Fig. 2) represents the quantity space of
Boolean values, by taking as objects the two Boolean values 1 (True) and 0
(False), and as arrows the possible comparisons between these values. Feature
categories may also represent quantity spaces. For example, consider the category
C , in which objects are elements of N, and there are three arrows

�
ÝÑ,

 
ÝÑ, and

¡
ÝÑ. The arrow

�
ÝÑ is the identity arrow that links every integer x P N to itself.

The arrow
 
ÝÑ (resp.,

¡
ÝÑ) links two integers x and y whenever x   y (resp.,

x ¡ y). Every arrow
 
ÝÑ is invertible since y ¡ x holds whenever x   y. The

category Area (Fig. 3) represents location areas of apartments. Its objects are
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10

1Ñ 0

0Ñ 1

1Ñ 10Ñ 0

Fig. 2: The example category Bin, in which objects represent the Boolean values
0 and 1, and arrows represent comparisons between these values.

the three nominal values d(owntown), m(idtown), and u(uptown), and its arrows
the nine possible comparisons between them.

u

md

dÑ m

mÑ d

u
Ñ
m

m
Ñ
uu

Ñ
d

d
Ñ
u

dÑ d mÑ m

uÑ u

Fig. 3: The example category Area, in which objects represent the three ar-
eas d(owntown), m(idtown), and u(uptown), and arrows represent comparisons
between areas.

4.1 Semantics

Feature categories are interpreted on a set (like a set of patients, of cooking
recipes, etc.). Let X denote such a set. The semantics of a feature category
C on a set X is given by a functor .I : C ÝÑ Rel, called the interpretation
functor, which maps each object of the category C to a subset of X , and arrows
to subsequent binary relations. The functor .I generalizes the notion of binary
variation. The definition of a binary variation as proposed in [3] corresponds to
the indicator function of .I , when it is restricted to a given arrow of C.

If there exists a field function ϕ : X ÝÑ C, which maps each element of X to
an object of C, the interpretation functor .I can be defined to map each object
a of C to its inverse image by ϕ in X , i.e., to the set of elements of X which
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take the value a for the property ϕ:

aI � tx P X | ϕpxq � au for an object a of C

paÑ bqI � aI � bI � X � X for an arrow aÑ b of C

For example, let X be a set of patients, and ϕ : X ÝÑ C  be a field function
that associates to each element of X an object of the category C , representing
the age of the patient. The interpretation functor .I : C  ÝÑ Rel maps each
age value n P N to the set of patients having that age, and maps each compari-
son to the corresponding binary relation. The binary relation p

 
ÝÑqI is the set of

pairs pa, bq of patients such that b is (strictly) older than a. Likewise, let X be
a set of apartments, and ϕ : X ÝÑ Area be a field function that associates to
each element of X an object of the category Area. The interpretation functor
.I : Area ÝÑ Rel maps each nominal value to the set of apartments having the
corresponding location area, and maps each comparison to the corresponding bi-

nary relation. The binary relation p
mÑd
ÝÝÝÑqI is the set of pairs pa, bq of apartments

such that a is located in midtown and b is located in downtown.

5 Representing Differences on Multiple Features

The product C1 �C2 � . . .�Cn of n comparison categories C1, C2,. . . ,Cn has
as objects the n-tuples pa1, a2, . . . , anq where ai is an object of Ci, and as arrows
the n-tuples pa1 Ñ b1, a2 Ñ b2, . . . , an Ñ bnq, where ai Ñ bi is an arrow of Ci.

For example, p
mÑd
ÝÝÝÑ,

�
ÝÑq is an arrow in the product Area � C , and could be

used to represent the comparison between an apartment located in midtown and
an apartment located in downtown, both having the same price.

The interpretation functor .I is extended to products in such a way that
an element x P X is in the interpretation of the product if it is common to all
interpretations of Ci’s:

pa1, a2, . . . , anq
I �
£

i

ai
I for n objects ai of Ci

pa1 Ñ b1, a2 Ñ b2, . . . , an Ñ bnq
I �
£

i

pai Ñ biq
I for n arrows ai Ñ bi of Ci

6 Similarity

6.1 Analogy as Shared Differences

Two pairs are analogous when the same comparison can be made between them.
When comparisons represent relations, this idea is consistent with the idea of
analogy as a transfer of a relational structure, as outlined by Structure-mapping
Theory [10]. For example, in the Andromeda galaxy, the X12 planets resolve
around the X12 star, which can be represented as comparisons of the form

“A:X12 planet
resolve around
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ X12 star”. An analogy can be made between the
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Andromeda galaxy and the solar system, by mapping these comparisons with

comparisons such as “A:solar system planet
resolve around
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ sun”. But the idea

of analogy as shared comparisons can be generalized to the comparisons made
to establish feature differences, that do not represent relations. For example, a
same comparison g Ñ b can be made from a sheep to a goat and from a cow
to a moose: cow graze, whereas moose browse. As a result, a cow is to a sheep
what a moose is to a goat.

The same idea can be applied to logical proportions, which can be seen as
shared comparisons. For two propositional variables x and y, there are four
indicators: I1px, yq � x ^ y, I2px, yq � x ^ y, I3px, yq � x ^ y, and I4px, yq �
x^y, and each logical proportion is defined by two distinct equivalences between
these indicators [19]. For example, two pairs px, yq and pz, tq are in analogical
proportion if I2px, yq � I2pz, tq and I3px, yq � I3pz, tq, i.e., if x ^ y � z ^ t and
x^ y � z^ t (here, � denotes the logical equivalence). Let Cx, Cy, Cz, and Ct

be the feature categories constructed as in Fig. 4. The category Cx contains the

xx

xÑ x

xÑ x

xÑ xxÑ x

Fig. 4: The category Cx, with two objects (x and x) for a propositional variable
x, and arrows represent changes between these values.

two objects x and x for the propositional variable x. The interpretation functor
.I is defined using the valuation function v, which is a function from the set of
propositional variables to t0, 1u, seen as the class of all subsets of a one-element
set (0 is the empty set and 1 is the one-element set):

aI � vpaq P t0, 1u for an object a of Cx

paÑ bqI � aI � bI � t0, 1u � t0, 1u for an arrow aÑ b of Cx

The arrow pxÑ x, y Ñ yq of the product Cx �Cy is interpreted as the binary
relation px Ñ x, y Ñ yqI � vpx^ yq � vpx^ yq. Two pairs px, yq and pz, tq are
in analogical proportion if the interpretation of the two arrows px Ñ x, y Ñ yq
and pz Ñ z, t Ñ tq are the same, i.e., if px Ñ x, y Ñ yqI � pz Ñ z, t Ñ tqI .
Likewise, two pairs px, yq and pz, tq would be in paralogy if the interpretation of
the arrows pxÑ x, y Ñ yq and pz Ñ z, tÑ tq are the same.

6.2 Similarity Paths

Let C be a feature category. A similarity path of C is a combination of arrows

of C. For example,
dÑd
ÝÝÝÑ �

dÑm
ÝÝÝÑ is a similarity path in the category Area. The

free category FpCq generated by C is the category that has the paths of C as
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arrows. This definition can be extended to the product Π � C1�C2� . . .�Cn

of n comparison categories C1, C2,. . . ,Cn. A path in Π is an arrow of the free

category FpΠq generated by Π. For example, (
dÑd
ÝÝÝÑ,

 
ÝÑq � p

dÑm
ÝÝÝÑ,

�
ÝÑq is a path

in the free category generated by the product Area�C .
The interpretation of a similarity path on the set X is given by the in-

terpretation functor .I which by definition of functors, preserves composition:

p
c
ÝÑ �

d
ÝÑqI � p

d
ÝÑqI � p

c
ÝÑqI . Here, the composition operation � on the arrows of

the category Rel is the usual composition of binary relations. This definition can
also be extended to the product Π � C1�C2� . . .�Cn of n feature categories
C1, C2,. . . ,Cn: for two sets of arrows ci, di P Ci,

pp
c1ÝÑ, . . . ,

cnÝÑq � p
d1ÝÑ, . . . ,

dnÝÑqqI � p
d1ÝÑ, . . . ,

dnÝÑqI � p
c1ÝÑ, . . . ,

cnÝÑqI

For example, for an apartment srce P X located in downtown, and an apartment
tgt P X located in midtown, the pair psrce, tgtq is in the interpretation of

the similarity path p
dÑd
ÝÝÝÑ,

 
ÝÑq � p

dÑm
ÝÝÝÑ,

�
ÝÑq if there is an apartment pb such

that srce p
dÑd
ÝÝÝÑ,

 
ÝÑqI pb p

dÑm
ÝÝÝÑ,

�
ÝÑqItgt, that is, such that the location of pb is

downtown and its price is strictly greater than the price of srce, and equal to
the price of tgt. This definition is consistent with the notion of similarity path,
which is defined in [16] as a sequence of relations

srce � pb0 r1 pb1 r2 pb2 . . . pbq�1 rq pbq � tgt

such that the pbi’s are problems and ri’s are binary relations between problems.

7 Ordering Differences

7.1 A Subsumption Relation

A subsumption operator � enables to order comparisons by generality. Let C1

and C2 be two feature categories. For an arrow
c1ÝÑ of C1, and an arrow

c2ÝÑ
of C2, we write

c1ÝÑ�
c2ÝÑ to represent that whenever an A can be compared to

B using the comparison
c1ÝÑ, then A can be compared to B using comparison

c2ÝÑ. For example, in Π � Area � C , the subsumption relation
dÑm
ÝÝÝÑ�

 
ÝÑ

represents the fact that any apartment located in downtown is more expensive
than any apartment located in midtown. The subsumption operator � can also
relate the arrows of two product categories ΠC � C1�C2� . . .�Ck and ΠD �
D1 �D2 � . . .�D`. For example, if ΠC � C  �Area represents comparisons
between the number of rooms and the location of apartments, and ΠD � C 

represents comparisons in price, then p
�
ÝÑ,

mÑd
ÝÝÝÑq �

 
ÝÑ represents the fact that for

a same number of rooms, an apartment located in downtown is more expensive
than an apartment located in midtown.

Subsumption relations
c1ÝÑ�

c2ÝÑ are interpreted as set inclusions in X � X :

c1ÝÑ�
c2ÝÑ if

c1ÝÑ
I
�

c2ÝÑ
I
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This definition extends naturally to product categories:

p
c1ÝÑ, . . . ,

ckÝÑq � p
d1ÝÑ, . . . ,

d`ÝÑq if p
c1ÝÑ, . . . ,

ckÝÑqI � p
d1ÝÑ, . . . ,

d`ÝÑqI

A subsumption relation corresponds to the notion of co-variation, that is de-
fined in [4] as a functional dependency between variations, and may be used to
represent adaptation rules.

7.2 Analogical Jump

An analogical ”jump” consists in making the hypothesis that a subsumption
relation on comparisons holds for a given pair of objects. From a logical point
of view, an analogical jump is defined in [7] as the following hypothetical rule of
inference:

if P pxq � P pyq and Qpxq, then we can infer Qpyq

For example, Bob’s car and John’s car share the property P of being a 1982
Mustang GLX V6 hatchbacks, and Bob’s car has the property Q of having a
price of 3500 $. The inference is that the price of John’s car should also be
around 3500 $. This schema can be rephrased using comparisons:

from x
P
ÝÑ y, infer x

Q
ÝÑ y

In this schema,
P
ÝÑ and

Q
ÝÑ are two comparisons representing respectively that

an element shares the property P with another element, and that it shares the
property Q. This inference consists in making the hypothesis that the subsump-

tion relation
P
ÝÑ�

Q
ÝÑ on comparisons holds for the pair px, yq. Such inference

can also be made when the comparisons represent differences. For example, if
ΠC � C �Area represents comparisons between the number of rooms and the
location of apartments, and ΠD � C  represents comparisons in price, then the

subsumption relation p
�
ÝÑ,

mÑd
ÝÝÝÑq �

 
ÝÑ can be applied to a pair px, yq of apart-

ments to infer that an apartment y located in downtown is more expensive than
an apartment x with the same number of rooms, but located in midtown.

8 Conclusion

Category Theory seems to be a natural setting to represent the feature compar-
isons made when establishing case differences. We showed that it can be used to
and to design a qualitative language in which both case differences, similarity
paths and adaptation rules can be represented and reasoned upon symbolically.
We believe that such results open the way to new qualitative formalizations
of the case-based inference, that would be able to integrate both retrieval and
adaptation in a same analogical process.
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A discussion of analogical-proportion based inference
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Abstract. The Boolean expression of an analogical proportion, i.e., a statement
of the form “a is to b as c is to d”, expresses that “a differs from b as c differs from
d, and vice-versa. This is the basis of an analogical inference principle, which is
shown to be a particular instance of the analogical “jump”: from P (s), P (t), and
Q(s), deduceQ(t). Roughly speaking, an analogical proportion sounds like a sort
of qualitative derivative. A counterpart of a first order Taylor-like formula indeed
exists for affine Boolean functions. Affine functions can be predicted without
error by means of analogical proportions. These affine functions are essentially
the constants, the projections, the xor-based functions, and their complements.
We discuss how one might take advantage of this state of fact for refining the
scope of application of the analogical-proportion based inference to subparts of a
Boolean function that may be assumed to be “locally” linear.

1 Introduction

Analogical proportions are statements of the form “a is to b as c is to d” that have
been introduced at the time of Aristotle by mimicking numerical proportions. Such
statements are appealing since they relate comparisons inside pair (a, b) to comparisons
inside pair (c, d), by suggesting that “a differs from b in the same way as c differs from
d”, and for symmetry reason that “b differs from a in the same way as d differs from c”.

Following a series of works aiming at formalizing the idea of analogical propor-
tion in different settings, a Boolean logic modeling has been proposed almost a decade
ago. This modeling formally acknowledges the above intuitive reading of an analogi-
cal proportion. The analogical-proportion based inference amounts to postulating that
if analogical proportions hold on a series of features used to describe four situations
a, b, c, d, such a proportion may also hold for other related attributes as well.

It turns out that such a view has been proved to be quite effective for classifica-
tion tasks in particular. A natural question is then to try to understand why and in what
respect. This question is not straightforward. An interesting clue has been recently ob-
tained when showing that if (and only if) the classification function is an affine Boolean
function, then the analogical-proportion based inference always predicts the right class
[5]. This confirms previous experimental observations.

It also echoes some informal remarks pointing out the fact that an analogical pro-
portion may be reminiscent of a qualitative notion of derivative. Indeed affine Boolean
functions satisfy a first order Taylor-like formula as recalled in this paper. Since any
Boolean function is piecewise linear (in terms of affine Boolean functions), one may
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2

wonder if one cannot take advantage of these facts for a better adjustment of the scope
of the analogical-proportion based inference inside areas where the classification func-
tions would be presumably linear.

The Boolean logic modeling of analogical proportions provides a simple basis for
computing the result of an analogical inference. The paper mainly aims at pointing
out the interest of a functional view of Boolean expressions when discussing analog-
ical proportion-based inference. The paper first restates the notion of analogical pro-
portion and its Boolean logic modeling. It then discusses the nature of the analogical
proportion-based inference, first showing that it is a particular instance of a general
“analogical jump” pattern, then explaining its link with affine Boolean functions, be-
fore discussing how we might take advantage of this situation for a better focusing of
the analogical proportion-based inference.

2 Analogical proportion

Analogical proportions are statements of the form “a is to b as c is to d” like “Queen
is to King as Woman is to Man”, or “Paris is to France as Madrid is to Spain”. In
this paper, we assume that i) a, b, c, d are described in terms of Boolean features and
they can be represented by the vector of their values on these features, and that ii) the
relevant features are the same for a, b, c, and d. This second hypothesis is obviously
not satisfied in the second example, indeed a and c belong to a conceptual universe (the
one of cities) distinct from the one of b and d (the one of countries). Such more tricky
proportions are discussed in [14].

2.1 Boolean logic modeling

The analogical proportion “a is to b as c is to d”, denoted a : b :: c : d in the following,
intuitively suggests that a differs from b as c differs from d and b differs from a as
d differs from c”. In this subsection, a, b, c, and d are just Boolean variables, which
pertain to the same unique feature for four items. The analogical proportion is logically
expressed as [16] by the quaternary connective:

a : b :: c : d , ((a ∧ ¬b) ≡ (c ∧ ¬d)) ∧ ((¬a ∧ b) ≡ (¬c ∧ d)) (1)

Note that this logical expression of an analogical proportion put forward dissimilarity,
in agreement with the idea that analogy is as much a matter of dissimilarity as a matter
of similarity. Similarity appears in the logically equivalent expression

a : b :: c : d = ((a ∧ d) ≡ (b ∧ c)) ∧ ((¬a ∧ ¬d) ≡ (¬b ∧ ¬c)) (2)

This latter expression states that what a and d have in common (positively or nega-
tively), b and c have it also in common.

Table 1 gives the truth table of a : b :: c : d. We can see that a : b :: c : d is true for
6 patterns: 0000, 1111, 0011, 1100, 0101 and 1010 (in bold in Table 1 ) .

It is easy to see that the logical expression of a : b :: c : d satisfies the key properties
of an analogical proportion, namely
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a b c d a : b :: c : d a b c d a : b :: c : d

0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1
Table 1. Boolean valuations for a : b :: c : d

.– reflexivity: a : b : a : b
– symmetry: a : b :: c : d⇒ c : d :: a : b
– central permutation: a : b :: c : d⇒ a : c :: b : d

Moreover, it is also worth noticing that the analogical proportion is independent with
respect to the positive or negative encoding of a considered feature: a : b :: c : d =
¬a : ¬b :: ¬c : ¬d. Besides, with this definition, the analogical proportion is transitive
in the following sense: (a : b :: c : d) ∧ (c : d :: e : f)⇒ a : b :: e : f .

A simple extension of the definition of analogical proportion to Boolean vectors in Bn

of the form a=(a1, ..., an) is as follows: a : b :: c : d iff ∀i∈ [1, n], ai : bi :: ci : di.

2.2 Equation solving

It is an acknowledged property of analogy to be creative. In this modeling, this is related
to the following equation solving problem: find x such as a : b :: c : x holds true, a,
b, and c being given. It is easy to see that the equation has no solution in two cases:
1 : 0 :: 0 : x and 0 : 1 :: 1 : x. When it exists the solution is clearly unique. It was first
suggested by [11,12] that x can be computed as

x , c ≡ (a ≡ b)
where≡ is the equivalence connective s ≡ t , (¬s∨ t)∧ (¬t∨ s). Moreover, note that
s ≡ t = ¬((s∧¬t)∨(¬s∧ t)) = ¬(s⊕ t) where⊕ is the xor connective (exclusive or).
Thus it is clear that c ≡ (a ≡ b) can be rewritten as c ≡ (a ≡ b) = ¬(c⊕ ¬(a⊕ b)) =
a ⊕ b ⊕ c since ¬s = s ⊕ 1 and 1 ⊕ 1 = 0. Connectives ≡ and ⊕ are associative
operators. Thus, we can write x = a ⊕ b ⊕ c and Table 2 shows the values of x in the
6 cases where equation a : b :: c : x has a solution, as well as in the two remaining
cases where there is no analogical solution for a : b :: c : x. In these two latter cases
corresponding to patterns 0110 and 1001, we have a reverse analogy [19,20], where “b
is to a as c is to d” holds rather than “a is to b as c is to d”.

a 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
b 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
c 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0

x 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1

Table 2. Solving a : b :: c : x

.
Remark Interestingly enough, the eight patterns appearing in Table 2 with an even

number of 0 and of 1 are involved in the four homogeneous logical proportions (which
includes the analogical proportion and the reverse analogical proportion) [19]. The eight
remaining patterns among the 24 = 16 patterns of Table 1, which have an odd number of
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0 and of 1 (and are at the basis of heterogeneous logical proportions [20]), appear in the
columns of Table 3. The computation of the fourth line in such a case from the first three
lines, in an equation now denoted a/b//c/x, is then given by x = a⊕ b⊕ c⊕ 1. This
is an interesting operator that takes the majority value in a, b, c (the 6 first columns),
provided that it does not lead to unanimity (the last two columns).

a 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
b 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
c 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1

x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0

Table 3. Solving a/b//c/x

.
2.3 Analogical proportions induced by the comparison of two objects

As soon as we have two distinct Boolean vectors a and d, it is possible to find two other
vectors b and c such that a : b :: c : d. Indeed, letAgr(a,d) be the set of indices where
a and d agree and Dis(a,d) the set of indices where the two vectors differ. Let us now
consider two new vectors b and c such that : ∀i∈Agr(a,d), ai=bi=ci=di (all equal
to 1 or all equal to 0) and ∀i∈Dis(a,d)(bi=ai and ci=di) or (bi=¬ai and ci=¬di).

For instance, a = 0110,d = 0011, Agr(a,d) = {1, 3} and Dis(a,d) = {2, 4}.
Then b = 0111 and c = 0010 make a : b :: c : d true. This may be viewed as instances
of the equation solving problem a : x :: x′ : d with two unknowns x and x′. Obviously,
we have always a solution: x = a and x′ = d or x = d and x′ = a. But as soon
as Dif(a,d) contains at least two indices as in the above example, we have solutions
where the four vectors a,x,x′,d are distinct, as shown in the example. The creation of
(b, c) from a and d is illustrated in [10] on images, using a non logical approach.

2.4 Non Boolean attributes

Real life datasets rarely involve Boolean features only. There may be a mix between
Boolean and nominal feature (like color), or real-valued features. In the case of nom-
inal attributes, it is quite common to binarise in the following way: for instance color
can take three values red, green, blue which will be coded as 100, 010, 001 (using fea-
tures as isRed, isGreen, isBlue). Then we are back to the Boolean case. The case
of real-valued features is more sophisticated and needs the tool of multi-valued logic
to be properly handled. We refer the interested reader to [21,7] for a comprehensive
development. Nevertheless, in this paper, we strictly stick to the Boolean case.

Another important issue is to get the relevant feature to code a given problem. We
do not focus on this issue here as we consider the vectors coming from existing datasets,
so the coding has already been done.

3 Analogical proportion-based inference

We have seen that we can obtain the solution x, when it exists, of an analogical pro-
portion equation a : b :: c : x as x = a ≡ b ≡ c = a ⊕ b ⊕ c. The analogical
proportion-based inference principle [23] can now be stated as follows:

∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ai : bi :: ci : di holds
∀j ∈ {n+ 1, ..., p}, aj : bj :: cj : dj holds
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This is a form of analogical reasoning where we transfer knowledge from some compo-
nents of our vectors to their remaining components, tacitly assuming that the values of
the n first components determine the values of the others. An important particular case
of this pattern is when p = n + 1, which corresponds to the situation in classification
where the (n+ 1)th component corresponds to the class of the item described by the n
first features. Note also that this pattern is a tool for guessing missing values in a table,
a problem, which has been considered for a long time [1]. Let us now examine how this
inference pattern can be related to a more usual “analogical jump” pattern.

3.1 An instance of a general “analogical jump” pattern

In its simplest form, analogical reasoning, without any reference to the notion of pro-
portion, is usually viewed as a way to infer some new fact on the basis of a single
observation. Analogical reasoning has been mainly formalized in the setting of first or-
der logic [6,13], and in second order logic [9]. A basic pattern for analogical reasoning
is then to consider 2 terms s and t, to observe that they share a property P , and knowing
that another propertyQ also holds for s, to infer that it holds for t as well. This is known
as the “analogical jump” and can be described with the following simplified inference
pattern, leading (possibly) to a wrong conclusion:

P (s) P (t) Q(s)

Q(t)
(AJ)

Making such an inference pattern valid would require the implicit hypothesis that
P determines Q inasmuch as 6∃u P (u) ∧ ¬Q(u). This may be ensured if there exists
an underlying functional dependency, or more generally, if it is known for instance that
when something is true for an object of a certain type, then it is true for all objects of
that type. Otherwise, without such guarantees, the result of an analogical inference may
turn to be definitely wrong.

To link the above analogical pattern with the concept of analogical proportion, it
is tempting to write something like: P (s) : P (t) :: Q(s) : Q(t) since we have 4
terms which obey, at least from a syntactic viewpoint, the structure of an analogical
proportion. Indeed, it is sufficient to encode each piece of information in a binary way
according to the presence or the absence of P , Q, s, or t in the corresponding term, and
we get the encoding d of Q(t) via the equation solving process as in Table 4. In that

P Q s t
a 1 0 1 0 P (s)
b 1 0 0 1 P (t)
c 0 1 1 0 Q(s)

−−− −−− −−− −−− −−− −−−
d 0 1 0 1 Q(t)

Table 4. A syntactic view of analogical jump

case, a = P (s), b = P (t), c = Q(s),d = Q(t) are encoded as Boolean vectors where
the semantics carried by the predicate symbols P and Q is not considered.
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In [26,2,15,3], the authors take a similar inspiration where, starting from Boolean
datasets and focusing on binary classification problem, they apply the following infer-
ence principle (and obtain competitive results on benchmark data sets):

a : b :: c : d

cl(a) : cl(b) :: cl(c) : cl(d)
AP

It means that if 4 Boolean vectors build a valid analogical proportion, then it should
be true that their classes build also a valid proportion. Starting from this viewpoint, in
the case where a, b, c are in a sample set, i.e., their classes are known, and d being the
object to be classified, if the equation cl(a) : cl(b) :: cl(c) : x = 1 is solvable (in that
case, we say that the triple (a, b, c) is class solvable), they allocate its solution to cl(d)
just by applying the previous principle. Experiments highlight the predictive power of
this principle. Let us understand whyAP principle is just a particular instance of (AJ):

– Considering a and b as Boolean vectors in Bn, the vector k = a − b belongs
to {−1, 0, 1}n and summarizes the result of the comparison between a and b. So
given such a vector k, we define the predicate Pk(a, b) := (a− b = k).

– Then we can consider 3 predicate symbols Q1, Q2, Q3 defined as follows:
1. Q1(a, b) := (cl(a) = cl(b))
2. Q2(a, b) := (cl(a) = 0) ∧ (cl(b) = 1))
3. Q3(a, b) := (cl(a) = 1) ∧ (cl(b) = 0))

Let us note that the Qi’s are pairwise mutually exclusive predicates. Using these predi-
cate symbols, the following rule:

Pk(a, b) Pk(c,d) Qi(a, b)
Qi(c,d)

is just an instance of (AJ). Moreover, it states that when the difference a − b equals
to c− d, then the relation between cl(a) and cl(b) is the same as the relation between
cl(c) and cl(d). If we notice that a : b :: c : d is just equivalent to Pk(a, b) ∧ Pk(c,d)
(in the exact sense of the formal definition of the analogical proportion applied compo-
nentwise), and Qi(a, b) ∧Qi(c,d) entails cl(a) : cl(b) :: cl(c) : cl(d), we obtain:

a : b :: c : d
cl(a) : cl(b) :: cl(c) : cl(d)

which is exactly the expression of AP used in [2].
In pattern AP , we transfer the identity of differences pertaining to pairs (a, b) and

(c,d) to the relation between their classes. It enables us to predict the missing informa-
tion about d, usingAP as an extrapolation principle. This is clearly a form of reasoning
that is not sound, but which may be useful for trying to guess unknown values.

3.2 Link with affine Boolean functions

As already mentioned [4], an analogical proportion of the form “cl(b) is to cl(a) as b
is to a” sounds a bit like the expression of the qualitative derivative of a function cl un-
derlying the classification process, since the derivative of a function f in a is the limit
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when x −→ a of the ratio f(x)−f(a)
x−a , which is a matter of comparing two algebraic

differences1. Moreover, considering the 6 patterns that make true the analogical propor-
tion, it can be also noticed that if there is a change from a to b, there should a change in
the same direction from c to d. Besides, it has been observed that once extended from
Boolean to graded scales, the analogical proportion-based inference provides a linear
interpolation mechanism [7]. This is due to the fact that in this case a : b :: c : d = 1
if and only if d − c = b − a (where a, b, c, d ∈ [0, 1]) and the solution of the equation
a : x :: x : d = 1 is x = a+d

2 .
In fact, it has been recently formally proved [5] that the AP principle is sound as

soon as the labeling function is an affine Boolean function (this means in practice that
the function is a constant, a projection, an xor function, or an ≡ function, over some
subsets of the n attributes). Moreover it can be shown that there is no other Boolean
function for which this is true [5].

It is well-known that any Boolean function can be put in a polynomial form where
the sum is taken as⊕ and the product as the min [22]. With a functional view of Boolean
expressions in mind, one can use the notion of qualitative derivative and define a Taylor-
like development of a Boolean function; see, e.g., [17,25]. For instance, consider the
linear function f(x, y) = x ⊕ y (indeed a polynomial of degree 1 and arity 2). Then it
can be checked (see Table 5), that we can write a Taylor-like development of the form:

f(x, y) = f(a, b)⊕ ∂fx (a) ∧ (x	 a)⊕ ∂fy (b) ∧ (y 	 b) , Σ(x, y)

where s	 t = s⊕ t since s	 t = x⇔ s = t⊕ x, and where all the partial derivatives
are equal to 1 here. One can also rewrite the above equality as f(x, y) 	 f(a, b) =
(x 	 a) ⊕ (y 	 b), which is indeed the Boolean counterpart of what holds for affine
functions in Rn.

x y a b f(x, y) = x⊕ y f(a, b) = a⊕ b ∂f
x (a) ∧ (x	 a) ∂f

y (b) ∧ (y 	 b) Σ(x, y)

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 1

0 1 0 1 1 1 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 1

0 1 1 1 1 0 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 1

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 1

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 1 ∧ (0	 0) = 0 1

1 0 1 1 1 0 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 1 ∧ (0	 1) = 1 1

1 1 0 0 0 0 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 0

1 1 0 1 0 1 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 1 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 1 ∧ (1	 0) = 1 0

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 1 ∧ (1	 1) = 0 0

Table 5. Taylor-like expression of the linear function f(x, y) = x⊕ y

.
1We may also remember that the idea of differential has inspired adaption methods in case-

based reasoning for solving numerical problems [8], even if case-based reasoning deals with cases
one by one rather than handling triples of cases.
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3.3 Adjusting analogical proportion-based inference

Since analogical proportion-based inference works perfectly for predicting affine Boolean
functions, it is natural to wonder if given a training set T it would not be possible to
cover it with a piecewise affine Boolean function.

The answer is yes, ... and in many different ways! It is easy to see that we just need
two pieces. Indeed let f(x1, · · · , xn) be an affine function. In a binary classification
problem, any function (be affine or not) partitions T into two parts Tf and Tf⊕1 on
which respectively f and f⊕1 correctly predict the class (since f⊕1 is just ¬f ).

If the classification in T obeys an affine Boolean function f then either Tf or Tf⊕1
is empty. This also means that the application of the analogical-proportion principle
will amount to apply function f to a new item to be classified (or function f⊕1 if Tf
is empty). So if the training set T is covered by an “almost” linear function, this means
that one of the two subsets of the partition of T is very large with respect to the other.

When the training set is not covered by a unique affine Boolean function, this means
that there exist triples that lead to false predictions when applying AP . Then we might
think that it happens more often when a, b, c do not all belong to the same subset in
some partition induced by a function f . So an idea for “almost” linear functions, would
be to look for the affine Boolean functions such as Tf (or Tf⊕1) is the largest possible
subset, which would make easier the finding of triples such as all the three a, b, c are
in it. However another issue is to wonder if some partitions are more appropriate than
others for guessing the class of a particular new item.

Generally speaking, the issue is to find a way to identify those triples that are “sus-
pect”, i.e., likely to yield a faulty prediction, among a set of candidate triples that en-
ables you to apply AP . Indeed in case of multiple triples, which is the usual situation,
we apply a voting procedure among the predictions of the applicable triples, where
sometimes the faulty triples are the majority. How to restrict this voting procedure to
“good triples”? Another idea may come from a careful examination of the way triples
are built and of the meaning of pairs inside, as first suggested in [4].

In Table 6, we have reordered the vectors in a particular way. Indeed the table shows
that building the analogical proportion a : b :: c : d is a matter of pairing the pair
(a, b) with the pair (c,d). More precisely, on features or attributes A1 to Aj−1, the
four vectors are equal; on attributesAj toAr−1, a = b and c = d, but (a, b) 6= (c,d).
In other words, on attributes A1 to Ar−1 a and b agree and c and d agree as well.
This contrasts with attributes Ar to An, for which we can see that a differs from b as
c differs from d (and vice-versa). In columns we recognize the 6 patterns that makes
the analogical proportion true. There are two cases, either cl(a) = cl(b) (and then
cl(x) = cl(c)), or cl(a) 6= cl(b) (and then cl(x) = cl(b)). In the first case, it suggests
that the particular change observed between a and b on features from Ar to An does
not affect cl in the context defined by the values of the features fromA1 toAr−1 where
a and b are equal. Applying AP amounts to assuming that this absence of effect is true
in other contexts of values of features from A1 to Ar−1. So the smaller the number
of features from Ar to An, the more cautious. A similar reasoning can be done when
cl(a) 6= cl(b) where the change on the features from Ar to An should be responsible
of the change of class in the context of the values of the other attributes. Observe also
that if we have two pairs (a, b) and (a′, b′) such as a′ : b′ :: a : b, while a : b :: c : x,
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then by transitivity we have a′ : b′ :: c : x. Thus transitivity agrees with the idea that if
a change has an effect (or no effect) in some context, then it may be the same elsewhere.

A1 ... Ai−1 Ai ... Aj−1 Aj ... Ak−1 Ak ... Ar−1 Ar ... As−1 As ... An cl

a 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 cl(a)

b 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 cl(b)

c 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 cl(c)

x 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 0 ... 0 1 ... 1 cl(x)?

Table 6. Pairing pairs (a, b) and (c, d)

A last idea would be to consider “continuous” analogical proportion and to solve
interpolative equation a : x :: x : b. In a Boolean setting, such an equation has no
solution, except in the trivial situation where a = b, then x = a. In the associated class
equation one has necessarily cl(a) = cl(x) = cl(b). Then one may relax a : x :: x : b
to a subset of features and makes sure that x is between a and b in the sense that
max(h(a,x), h(x, b)) ≤ h(a, b), where h is the Hamming distance. In such a case,
we have a variant of nearest neighbors methods.

We have emphasized the role played by affine Boolean functions, suggesting that
the training set in a classification problem might be restricted to subsets of examples
more relevant for a new item to be classified. These subsets of examples should be
covered by some affine Boolean function. Finding them remains an open question.

4 Conclusion
The paper has intended to provide an advanced discussion of the analogical proportion-
based inference principle in the Boolean case, in a classification perspective. As already
said, analogical proportion-based inference is also available for nominal and real valued
data. The application of analogical proportions to regression is an open problem; then
the agreement between a qualitative and a quantitative view of these proportions is cru-
cial (see, e.g., [24] on such issue in learning); in that respect the main gradual extension
[21,7] clearly distinguishes between situations where the changes from a to b and from
c to d are in the same direction, and where the changes are in opposite directions.

Generally speaking, some authors, e.g., [18], view qualitative reasoning as made of
components such as: comparison, categorization, identification of relations, and emer-
gence of a meaning. Analogical proportions seem to offer an interesting mixture of at
least two or three of these ingredients [14]; the proper understanding of their interrela-
tionships is still to be further explored.
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Abstract: The Siamese Neural Network (SNN) is a neural network archi-
tecture capable of learning similarity knowledge between cases in a case base by
receiving pairs of cases and analysing the di�erences between their features to
map them to a multi-dimensional feature space. This paper demonstrates the
development of a Convolutional Siamese Network (CSN) for the purpose of case
similarity knowledge generation on the SelfBACK dataset. We also demonstrate
a CSN is capable of performing classi�cation on the SelfBACK dataset to an
accuracy which is comparable with a standard Convolutional Neural Network.

Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning · Siamese Neural Networks · Categori-
sation · SelfBACK

1 Introduction

Similarity knowledge is an essential component of an e�ective Case-Based Rea-
soning (CBR) system, but its generation can be a daunting task. Large complex
datasets, where inter-feature relationships may exist, present a challenge to tra-
ditional similarity generation measures. Although similarity-based retrieval can
o�er numerous advantages during the retrieval phase, this can have a large initial
cost. It is little wonder that recent research is targeting methods of harnessing
deep learning methods to improve similarity knowledge generation.

A Siamese Neural Network (SNN) is a deep learning architecture which can
learn similarity knowledge at a case-to-case level. SNNs have proven e�ective at
learning similarity knowledge for a range of di�erent domains including smart-
phone gesture classi�cation and face veri�cation [2, 4]. This paper presents the
application of an SNN architecture to the SelfBACK1 dataset2, which contains

1The SelfBACK project is funded by European Union's H2020 research and innovation pro-
gramme under grant agreement No. 689043. More details available: http://www.selfback.eu

2The SelfBACK dataset associated with this paper is publicly accessible from
https://github.com/selfback/activity-recognition
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the accelerometer data for 34 users labelled with one of 6 activities. The main
contribution of this paper is to demonstrate the successful application of an SNN
as a means to develop similarity knowledge within a case base. In addition, this
paper demonstrates that an SNN can perform a classi�cation task on a level
which is competitive with a typical Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).

This paper is organised into the following sections. Section 2 gives an
overview of the research regarding learning similarity measure for use in CBR,
as well as the SNN architecture and how it may be used as a means to develop
similarity knowledge between cases which can be used for classi�cation. Section
3 contains a description of the SelfBACK dataset and how it was used within
the context of the presented research. Section 3 also describes our evaluation
and details the setup of our experiments, including our classi�cation method
and network architecture, as well as pair creation method. Section 4 contains
the results of our experiments and Section 5 highlights further work we aim to
complete within this research area.

2 Related Works

2.1 Learning Similarity Measures

Learning e�ective similarity measures between cases can counter many of the
issues that plague the retrieval phase of CBR systems, such as retrieving suitable
results from extremely large and complex case bases, or retrieving results for
cases where some features cannot be explicitly described [10]. However, the
process of learning similarity knowledge can itself present an issue, and as such
it has been the focus of much research.

Knowledge-Intensive Similarity Measures (KISMs) have been shown to im-
prove retrieval in case bases where domain-speci�c knowledge is a key component
[11]. While the main intention of standard similarity measures is to numerically
quantify the simillitude between two cases based upon explicit feature values,
K-ISMs use domain-speci�c knowledge to weight more important features for
return [5]. This has been shown to improve retrieval accuracy in complex do-
mains, and domains that rely on expert knowledge to query. However, the
acqusition and encoding of domain-knowledge into similarity measures is an ex-
tremely expensive process which can often require the input of a domain expert.
One of the advantages of the presented SNN architecture is that it can weight
features automatically without the input of a domain expert and is signi�cantly
less time-consuming.

2.2 The Siamese Neural Network Architecture

An SNN architecture consists of two neural networks that share identical weights
and are joined at one or more layers. SNNs receive case pairs as input to both
the training and testing phases to develop simlarity knowledge at an object-to-
object level. An example architecture is shown in Figure 1. During the training
phase, these pairs are labelled as either `genuine' (if the examples share the
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same class) or `impostor' (if the examples are of di�erent classes). This allows
the network to develop a multi-dimensional space based upon cases features,
where `genuine' pairs are pushed closer together and `impostor' pairs are pulled
further away from each other. The output of the identical neural networks (or
`sub-networks') are feature vectors for each member of the input pair. The
distance between these vectors is measured at the similarity layer to ascertain
whether they belong to the same class based upon a threshold.

Figure 1: Siamese Neural Network Architecture

SNNs use `contrastive loss', which was introduced in [4]. Contrastive loss is
calculated by summing the results of the individual loss formulas for genuine
and impostor pairs. Genuine pairs are penalized by loss LG for being too far
apart, while negative pairs are penalized by LI if their distance falls within the
given margin value. Sub-network weights are then updated by backpropagating
the loss with respect to the weights. This means that genuine pairs are pushed
closer together over the course of training, whilst ensuring that impostor pairs
maintain at least a set distance apart. The similarity metric is therefore directly
learned by the network, as it is implicitly de�ned by the loss function.

The equations for contrastive loss are detailed in Equations (1), (2) and (3).
YA and YP are binary values which are equal to 0 for genuine pairs and 1 for
impostor pairs, where YA is the actual label, YP is the predicted label and M
is the margin.

LG = (1− YA)YP 2 (1)

LI = YA(max(M − YP , 0))2 (2)

L = LG + LI (3)
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2.3 Similarity and Classi�cation in SNNs

Initially made popular by [4] to identify similarities for face veri�cation, many
research e�orts have taken advantage of an SNN's capability to develop simi-
larity knowledge, in areas ranging from smartphone gesture classi�cation [2], to
similar text retrieval [11]. In [11], the authors demonstrate that their SNN can
outperform state-of-the-art text similarity measures by mapping term vectors to
a low dimensional space. Their results indicate that the SNN can signi�cantly
outperform other methods on both low and high dimensional data. The draw-
back was that the algorithm did not scale well to large amounts of examples.

Although introduced as a method of signature veri�cation and binary clas-
si�cation [3], recent research has shown that SNNs are able to generalise to
multiclass classi�cation. In [6], the authors demonstrate that a Convolutional
Siamese Network (CSN) can achieve very close to the state of the art and hu-
man levels of recognition in a one-shot learning setting on the omniglot dataset,
which contains 40 distinct classes. A CSN is a type of SNN where the parallel
neural networks are replaced with two identical Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs). A CNN itself is a feed forward neural network which arranges its neu-
rons in multiple dimensions in order to operate e�ectively on high dimensional
data. One of the main advantages of using CNNs is that they can learn local
feature detectors and are fairly robust to distortions of network input [7].

In [1], the authors demonstrated visual search on multiple domains by per-
forming nearest neighbour on the output feature vectors from an CSN. Their
�ndings showed that CSNs could be used to learn the similarity between im-
ages and that a nearest neighbour algorithm could be performed to retrieve the
most similar images for a given example. Their �ndings demonstrated that the
feature vectors produced by a CSN have potential use as a means to increase
utility of more conventional classi�cation techniques.

We can observe from the range of examples above that SNNs are capable of
learning similarity knowledge and performing classi�cation upon a wide range
of domains. However, there remain areas which require further exploration. In
particular, literature regarding the structuring of pair creation is lacking, as is
research which utilises SNNs within ensemble classi�ers.

3 Evaluation

The aims of this paper are two-fold; to show that an SNN could generate simi-
larity knowledge within a case base, and to demonstrate the performance of an
SNN as a method of human activity classi�cation. To this end, we performed
two experiments upon the SelfBACK dataset.

3.1 The Dataset

The SelfBack dataset consists of time series data collected from 34 users per-
forming di�erent activities over a short period of time. Data was collected by
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mounting a tri-axial accelerometer on the thigh and right-hand wrist of partic-
ipants at a sampling rate of 100Hz as they completed a script of set activities,
performing each for an average of three minutes [9]. Frequency coe�cients were
obtained by applying Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) and Discrete Fourier
Transforms (FFT) to the raw accelerometer data.

Our experiments used the thigh dataset due to time limitations. Data was
split into 5 second windows, meaning that there were between 160 and 180 cases
per user and 1,500 features per case. This resulted in 6,084 cases of thigh data.
These were then labelled as one of 6 activities (standing, upstairs, downstairs,
walking, jogging, sitting) to create the full dataset.

3.2 Experimental Setup

Firstly, we implemented a Convolutional Siamese Network (CSN) upon the raw
accelerometer thigh data, DCT thigh data and FFT thigh data. Pairs of cases
were fed into the CSN and the convolutional sub-networks of the CSN learned to
produce representative feature vectors of each case. We tested that the network
had learned feature vectors which were representative of the original cases by
measuring the euclidean distance between pair vectors at the similarity layer and
comparing this to a threshold to identify whether a pair of examples belonged
to the same class (a genuine pair) or to di�erent classes (an impostor pair). If
we identi�ed that the distance between the genuine pair was less than a certain
threshold (i.e. the space that should exist between cases of opposing classes)
and the distance between the impostor pair was greater than this threshold,
then we could reasonably assume that the case had been mapped to the correct
space (or a very close approximation of it). We therefore used the percentage
of correctly identi�ed pairs as our accuracy metric.

Secondly, we implemented a CSN and CNN to perform classi�cation on the
raw thigh accelerometer data. The raw data was used in order to demonstrate
a comparison between the two architectures which was una�ected by prepro-
cessing of the data. For this experiment, we completed a similar process to the
previous experiment until the CSN had learned representative feature vectors
for each case in the test set. Each feature vector from the test set was then
compared with 6 randomly selected class representative vectors generated from
cases in the training set. The distance between the unlabelled test vector and
each class representative vector was measured, and the test case was identi�ed
as belonging to the same class as the nearest class representative vector. The
accuracy of the experiment was the percentage of correctly classi�ed cases.

3.3 Network Architecture

A CSN was constructed from 2 sub-networks, which had 2 convolutional layers,
a �attening layer and 2 fully connected layers. The �rst layers used tanh activa-
tion functions, while the �nal layer used a softmax function. The network was
optimised using Stochastic Gradient Descent and the hyperparameters in Table
1. The output of the sub-networks was a representative feature vector for each
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case member of the pair. Euclidean distance between these vectors could then
be measured and compared with the threshold.

Parameter Value

Learning Rate 0.01

Learning Decay 0.000001

Nesterov Momentum 0.9

Table 1: CSN Hyperparameter Settings

In order to be comparable with the CSN, the CNN created for comparison
purposes was a close replica of one of the sub-networks outlined above. The only
major di�erence was the use of categorical cross-entropy for the loss function
and backpropagating this loss with respect to the weights.

Implementations were run for10 epochs as the loss had reached a su�ciently
low value by this point. Experiments were repeated 5 times and a mean per-
centage of accuracy calculated. There were many random elements at numerous
stages of all implementations and so running for multiple iterations and taking
the mean of the result accuracy was the only method to ensure that results were
legitimately indicative of network performance.

3.4 Splitting the Dataset into Training and Testing

Data was split between train and test sets using leave-p-out cross-validation
(LPOCV), meaning that the test set comprised of cases from p users, while
all remaining users made up the training set. LPOCV was used due to the
real-world constraints of the SelfBACK project, which involves being able to
identify users' activities based upon their similarity to other users. This o�ered
an improvement in accuracy over randomly splitting the dataset, though the
larger training set caused minor over�tting. Experiments were completed with
p set to 5 and 10, to test the e�ect that increasing test set size had on results.

At run time, the dataset is normalised using standard normal distribution,
Equation (4), where µ is the mean of the training set and σ is the standard
deviation of the training set. These values were taken from the training set
because the test data represented a population of unknown size and distribution.

x ∈ X | x− µ
σ

(4)

3.5 Pair Creation

Pair creation in all experiments was completed after the data had been split into
training and test sets to ensure that there was no cross contamination which
could e�ect the results. For pair creation, we de�ned d as the number of cases
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in the full dataset and p as the number of cases to be left out for testing. The
training set therefore contained n = d− p cases.

Initially, we attempted to exhaustively create all pairs by matching every case
with every other case. However, this resulted in the creation of

∑d
1 cases, which

made pair formation extremely slow. Instead, two pairs were created for every
case in the dataset; a genuine pair (with a random case of the same class) and an
impostor pair (with a random case of a di�erent class). This meant that every
case was represented at least twice. We enforced equal genuine and impostor
pair creation because generating truly random pairs led to an imbalance of more
impostor pairs than genuine, at a ratio of approximately 5:1, and had a negative
e�ect on classi�cation. The number of training and test pairs were therefore 2n
and 2p respectively.

4 Results

4.1 Learning Similarity Knowledge with a CSN

The CSN was able to develop good similarity knowledge for all three time and
frequency representations of the thigh dataset, though best results were obtained
from the thigh DCT data. This is indicated by the percentage of correctly
identi�ed pair relationships, which is shown in Table 2.

SelfBACK Thigh Data Test User Set Pair Identi�cation Accuracy

Raw 5 93.57

DCT 5 94.33

FFT 5 93.87

Raw 10 92.17

DCT 10 94.30

FFT 10 93.00

Table 2: CSN Pair Identi�cation Accuracy on the Thigh Dataset

Even the minimum result of 92.17% obtained on the raw thigh dataset using
L10OCV demonstrates that more than 92% of test cases have been mapped to
appropriate feature vectors. With this in mind, distance between these vectors
can act as a proxy for similarity measurements at a case-to-case level. These
results support the argument that cases of the same class are grouped closer
together within the feature space and lend evidence to the idea that the CSN
can be used to form the basis for similarity-based retrieval in a CBR system.

4.2 Comparing a CSN and CNN on the SelfBACKDataset

As a classi�er, the CSN did not perform as well as the CNN, although it acheived
over 90% classi�cation accuracy on both experiments. Although the CSN per-
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formed competitively on the L5OCV, the CNN displayed much higher accuracy
on the L10OCV experiments, as shown in Table 3.

Architecture Test User Set Classi�cation Accuracy

CSN 5 90.75

CNN 5 91.77

CSN 10 90.03

CNN 10 92.60

Table 3: CSN and CNN Comparison on Human Activity Classi�cation

These results indicate that the CSN requires more training data to be able
to classify cases than a typical CNN does. The low variance in results across
iterations, and resistance to increasing test set size, by both architectures, sup-
ports the idea that they generalise well even to large test sets. Although the
CSN did not perform as well at classifying cases as the CNN, we argue that
the generation of similarity knowledge as a by-product of the classi�cation pro-
cess is a non-negligible contribution. The main bene�t of using the CSN over
a traditional CNN implementation is that the output of the CSN produces fea-
ture vectors of the original case base which are good representations of how
each case �ts into the case base as a whole and allows direct, accurate distance
measurements as a proxy for measuring similarity between cases.

On re�ection, there may be a couple of reasons that the CSN did not perform
as strongly on the classi�cation task as the CNN. A more structured method
of classifying the output test feature vector, such as exhaustive k-nn sorting or
informed class representative selection, could potentially o�er better classi�ca-
tion results and may be worth further study. It is a distinct possiblity that
the class representative which was randomly selected for comparison with the
test vector was a poor representative of the class, and that may have in�uenced
the classi�cation of test cases. Exhaustively comparing the test case with all
training cases, or using a method of selection to pick class representatives may
improve classi�cation accuracy.

5 Conclusion and Further Work

We have demonstrated that a CSN is capable of learning similarity knowledge
on the SelfBACK dataset. In addition, we have demonstrated that a CSN can
use this similarity knowledge to perform human activity classi�cation on the
SelfBACK dataset and can perform competitively with a CNN on this task.

In future work we would like to further explore SNN's capacity to develop
simlarity knowledge between cases in order to determine whether this could be
used in some manifestation to develop similarity knowledge between features.
Our end goal is to use this similarity knowledge in order to populate the simi-
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larity arcs which exist between information entities in a Case Retrieval Network
(CRN) [6]. If this could be applied, it would o�er an inexpensive method to
develop e�cient coverage of extensive case bases and reduce the initial cost of-
ten associated with CRNs in this task. In addition, it would be interesting to
explore di�erent methods of pair generation and di�erent methods of utilising
the similarity knowledge generated by a CSN for classi�cation.
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Abstract. A CBR approach to Human Activity Recognition (HAR) uses the
kNN algorithm to classify sensor data into different activity classes. Different
feature representation approaches have been proposed for sensor data for the pur-
pose of HAR. These include shallow features, which can either be hand-crafted
from the time and frequency domains, or the coefficients of frequency transfor-
mations. Alternatively, deep features can be extracted using deep learning ap-
proaches. These different representation approaches have been compared in pre-
vious works without a consistent best approach being identified. In this paper, we
explore the question of which representation approach is best for kNN. Accord-
ingly, we compare 5 different feature representation approaches (ranging from
shallow to deep) on accelerometer data collected from two body locations, wrist
and thigh. Results show deep features to produce the best results for kNN, com-
pared to both hand-crafted and frequency transform, by a margin of up to 6.5%
on the wrist and over 2.2% on the thigh. In addition, kNN produces very good
results with as little as a single epoch of training for the deep features.

Keywords: human activity recognition, feature representation, deep learning

1 Introduction

Human activity recognition (HAR) is the computational discovery of human activity
from sensor data and is receiving increasing interest in the areas of health care and
fitness [3]. This is mainly driven by the need to find innovative ways to encourage
physical activity. An example of a health application of HAR is SELFBACK 1 [1],
an EU funded project that is developing a self-management system for patients with
Lower Back Pain. The motivation for this work is driven by the need for an effective
HAR component for SELFBACK, which is required to accurately measure adherence
to physical activity targets.

HAR is generally considered as a classification problem where a classifier is trained
to identify user activity from sensor data. A CBR approach to this problem makes use of

1 http://www.selfback.eu/
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a kNN classifier in order to facilitate similarity-based reasoning and explanation. How-
ever, the effectiveness of a kNN classifier depends on the quality of the feature represen-
tation used. Different feature representation approaches have been proposed for HAR,
from shallow hand-crafted features to frequency transform features e.g. Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) and Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCT) coefficients, and more re-
cently, deep learning approaches. All these approaches have had some degree of success
and setbacks in performance [6]. It is our view that none of the previous works provides
a clear answer to which feature extraction approach is best. Also, previous works have
evaluated these feature representation approaches on combinations of different types of
data-sets with different mixes of sensor locations and classifiers. In this work, we focus
on the feature representation for the kNN classifier using data from two popular body
locations, wrist and thigh.

The main contribution of this work is an empirical evaluation of 5 different feature
representation approaches across three different classes of features i.e. shallow hand-
crafted features, shallow frequency transformation features and deep CNN derived fea-
tures, for kNN, using sensor data collected from two common body locations, the wrist
and the thigh. Wrist data is more prone to random noise compared to data collected at
other body locations (e.g. thigh) due to increased variations in movement and posture
possible with the hand while undertaking activities. Our goal in this work is to under-
stand which of these feature representations is better suited for the kNN classifier and
to analyse any differences in feature performance that may exist between the wrist and
thigh.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we highlight important
related work on feature representation for HAR. Our dataset is described in Section 3.
Evaluation is presented in Section 4 and conclusions in Section 5.

2 Related Work on Feature Representation for HAR

Many different feature extraction approaches have been proposed for accelerometer
data for the purpose of activity recognition [3]. We broadly classify these into hand-
crafted, frequency-transform and deep features.

2.1 Hand-crafted Features

This is the most common approach to HAR and involves the computation of a number of
defined measures on either the raw accelerometer data (time-domain) or the frequency
transformation of the data (frequency domain) [5]. These measures are designed to cap-
ture the characteristics of the signal that are useful for distinguishing different classes
of activities. In the case of both time and frequency domains, the input is a vector of
real values −→v = v1, v2, ....vn for each axis x, y and z. A function θi is then applied
to each vector to compute a single feature value. Typical time domain features include
mean, standard deviation and percentiles [10]; while typical frequency domain features
include energy, spectral entropy and dominant frequency [2]. The time-domain and fre-
quency domain features used in this work are presented in Table 1
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Time Domain Features Frequency Domain Features
Mean Dominant frequency

Standard deviation Spectral centroid
Inter-quartile range Maximum

Lag-one-autocorrelation Mean
Percentiles (10,25,50,75,90) Median

Peak-to-peak amplitude Standard deviation
Power

Skewness
Kurtosis

Log-energy
Zero crossings

Root squared mean
Table 1. Hand-crafted features for both time and frequency domains.

While hand-crafted features have worked well for HAR, a significant disadvantage
is that they are domain specific. A different set of features need to be defined for each
different type of input data i.e. accelerometer, gyroscope, time-domain and frequency
domain. Hence, some understanding of the characteristics of the data is required. Also,
it is not always clear which features are likely to work best [5]. Choice of features is
usually made through empirical evaluation of different combinations of features or with
the aid of feature selection algorithms [9].

2.2 Frequency Transform Features

Frequency transform features extraction involves applying a single function φ on the
raw accelerometer data to transform this into the frequency domain, where it is ex-
pected that distinctions between different activities are more emphasised. The main dif-
ference between frequency transform and hand-crafted features is that the coefficients
of the transformation are directly used for feature representation without taking further
measurements. Common transformations that have been applied include Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFTs) and Discrete Cosine Transforms (DCTs).

FFT is an efficient algorithm optimised for computing the discrete Fourier transform
of a digital input. Fourier transforms decompose an input signal into its constituent sine
waves. In contrast, DCT, a similar algorithm to FFT, decomposes a given signal into
it’s constituent cosine waves. Also, DCT returns an ordered sequence of coefficients
such that the most significant information is concentrated at the lower indices of the
sequence. This means that higher DCT coefficients can be discarded without losing
information, making DCT better for compression.

For frequency transform feature extraction, a transformation function (DCT or FFT)
φ is applied to the time-series accelerometer vector −→v of each axis. The output of φ is
a vector of coefficients which describe the sinusoidal wave forms that constitute the
original signal. Accordingly the transformed vector representations, x′ = φ(x), y′ =
φ(y) and z′ = φ(z), are obtained for each axis of a given instance. Additionally we
derive a further magnitude vector, m = {mi1, ...,mil} of the accelerometer data for
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each instance as a separate axis, where mij is defined as mij =
√
x2ij + y2ij + z2ij .

As with x′, y′ and z′, we also apply φ to m to obtain m′ = φ(m). The final feature
representation is obtained by concatenating the absolute values of the first l coefficients
of x′, y′, z′ and m′ to produce a single feature vector of length 4× l. The value l = 80
is used in this work, which is determined empirically. Further information on feature
representation using DCT and FFT can be found in [7].

2.3 CNN Feature Extraction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been applied for feature extraction in
HAR, due to their ability to model local dependencies that may exist between adjacent
data points in the accelerometer data [8]. CNNs are a type of Deep Neural Network
that is able to extract increasingly more abstract feature representations by passing the
input data through a stack of multiple convolutional operators [4], where each layer in
the stack takes as input, the output of the previous layer of convolutional operators. An
example of a CNN is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Illustration of CNN

The input into the CNN in Figure 1 is a 3-dimensional matrix representation with
dimensions 1× 28× 3 representing the width, length and depth respectively. Tri-axial
acceleromter data typically have a width of 1, a length l and a depth of 3 representing the
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x, y and z axes. A convolution operation is then applied by passing a convolution filter
over the input which exploits local relationships between adjacent data points. This op-
eration is defined by two parameters, D representing the number of convolution filters
to apply and C, the dimensions of each filter. For this example, D = 6 and C = 1× 5.
The output of the convolution operation is a matrix with dimensions 1 × 24 × 6, these
dimensions being determined by the dimension of the input and the parameters of the
convolution operation applied. This output is then passed through a Pooling operation
which basically performs dimensionality reduction. The parameter P determines the
dimensions of the pooling operator which in this example is 1 × 2, which results in
a reduction of the width of its input by half. The output of the pooling layer can be
passed through additional Convolution and Pooling layers. The output of the final Pool-
ing layer is then flattened into a 1-dimensional representation and then fed into a fully
connected neural network. The entire network (including convolution layers) is trained
through back propagation over a number of generations until some convergence criteria
is reached. Detailed description of CNNs can be obtained in [4].

Note that once the CNN is fully trained, it can used to provide feature representa-
tions for use with other types of classifiers e.g. kNN. This is achieved by cutting off the
trained network after the final pooling layer and just before the fully-connected neural
network. Each training example is then passed through the convolutional network in
order to obtain an abstract representation which is used to train the kNN classifier. A
similar operation is performed for each test example to obtain an abstract representation
which is passed to kNN for classification.

3 Dataset

A group of 34 volunteer participants was used for data collection. The age range of
participants is 18 - 54 years and the gender distribution is 52% Female and 48% Male.
Data collection concentrated on the activities provided in Table 2.

Activity Description
Walking Walking at normal pace
Jogging Jogging on a treadmill at moderate speed
Up Stairs Walking up 4 - 6 flights of stairs
Down Stairs Walking down 4 - 6 a flights of stairs
Standing Standing relatively still
Sitting Sitting still with hands on desk or thighs

Table 2. Details of activities classes in our dataset.

This set of activities was chosen because it represents the range of normal daily ac-
tivities typically performed by most people. Data was collected using the Axivity Ax3
tri-axial accelerometer 2 at a sampling rate of 100Hz. Accelerometers were mounted

2 http://axivity.com/product/ax3
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on the right-hand wrists and right thighs of the participants. Activities are evenly dis-
tributed between classes as participants were asked to do each activity for the same
period of time (3 minutes).

4 Evaluation

Evaluations are conducted using a leave-one-person-out methodology where each user’s
data is held out for testing in turns, while the remaining 33 are used for training. In this
way, we are testing the general applicability of the system to users whose data is not
included in the trained model. Performance is reported using macro-averaged F1 and
kNN is used for classification with euclidean distance and the parameter k = 5.

The representations included in our comparison are as below:

- Time: Time domain hand-crafted features
- Freq: Frequency domain hand-crafted features
- DCT: DCT frequency features
- FFT: FFT frequency features
- CNN: CNN deep features with soft-max classifier
- CNN-kNN: CNN deep features with kNN classifier

For the CNN, after experimenting with different parameter settings, the final config-
uration used for thigh data had 3 convolution layers with 150, 100 and 80 convolution
filters respectively. The configuration used for wrist data had 5 convolution layers with
the same numbers of convolution filters as the thigh data in the first 3 layers and 60 and
40 convolution filters in the fourth and fifth layers respectively. Each convolution layer
was followed by a max pooling layer. A convolution filter of size 10 and pooling size of
2 were used on all convolution and pooling layers respectively. The last pooling layer is
connected to a fully connected network with 2 hidden layers, where the first layer had
900 units and second layer had 200 units. A dropout probability of 0.5 was used for
each hidden layer. The final output layer had 6 units representing the 6 activity classes
in our dataset and uses soft-max regression. Loss is computed using cross-entropy and
the network is trained using back-propagation for 200 epochs.

4.1 Results

Results of our comparative evaluation are shown in Figure 2. The best results for both
thigh and wrist are achieved using deep features (CNN and CNN-kNN). This highlights
the fact that kNN, using deep features, can rival the performance of state-of-the-art deep
learners, while still providing the ability for similarity-based reasoning and explainabil-
ity that makes kNN desirable. In general, HAR performance is higher using thigh data
compared to wrist by a margin of up to 14.7% (for DCT). This indicates that the thigh is
a much better position for HAR compared to the wrist. However, the benefit from deep
feature representations is consistent on both wrist and thigh.
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Out of the shallow features (Time, Freq, DCT and FFT), the best performance is
achieved using DCT. This is consistent with our previous findings [7]. However, in
comparison with DCT, CNN-kNN produces 6.5% and 2.2% improvement on the wrist
and thigh respectively. Both improvements are statistically significant at 95% using a
paired t-test.

Fig. 2. Results of different representations(Time, Freq, DCT, FFT, CNN, CNN-kNN)

It is known that one of the major bottleneck of applying deep learning is the amount
of time required for training. Hence, it is important to understand the effect of training
time on the performance of both CNN and CNN-kNN. Particularly, we would like to
see the level of performance that can be achieved with minimum training time. Figure 3
presents the results of CNN and CNN-kNN at between 1 to 5 epochs of training for the
wrist (left) and thigh (right).

Fig. 3. Results for CNN and CNN-kNN after training for between 1-5 epochs.
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Note that CNN-kNN outperforms CNN on both wrist and thigh at all 5 training
epochs. Also, the performance of CNN-kNN is good (on par with Freq) even after
a single epoch of training. These results are an important finding of this work and
demonstrate the robustness of kNN in effectively using deep features, irrespective of
the amount of time spent on training.

Finally, we analyse the effect of the depth of our network on the quality of deep
features we are able to extract for kNN. Figure 4 shows the performance of CNN-kNN
with different numbers of convolution layers between 3 and 5. Note that the best per-
formance for the thigh is achieved using 3 convolution layers (0.949) and performance
gradually decreases with the addition of more convolution layer (0.947 for 4 and 0.937
for 5). In contrast, performance on the wrist produces a significant increase (at 95%
using a paired t-test) with additional layers from 0.73 for 3 layers to 0.84 for 5 layers.
This indicates that deeper layers are required for effective feature extraction on more
difficult datasets. However, a relatively shallow architecture seems sufficient for easier
datasets.

Fig. 4. Results for CNN-kNN at different depths between 3-5 convolution layers.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented an analysis of different feature representation ap-
proaches for the purpose of human activity recognition using kNN. These feature rep-
resentation approaches can be broadly categorised into three classes: handcrafted, fre-
quency transform and deep features. Evaluation is conducted using accelerometer data
collection from two different body locations: wrist and thigh. Results show deep fea-
tures to significantly out-perform the other representation types on both wrist and thigh
by a margin of over 6.5% on the wrist, and 2.2% on the thigh. In addition, our eval-
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uation shows kNN to be very effective at using deep features, even when a minimum
amount of time spent in training these deep features.

Future work will investigate the use of RNN for feature extraction due to their ability
to model the sequential relationship inherent in the time series accelerometer data.
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Abstract. It is a common situation to have lots of recorded data that
you want to use for improving a process in your organization or make
use of this data to provide new services or products. Starting with one
primary data set we describe a system that enhances this data set to
a level such that it can be used by a deep learning system. This deep
learning system then creates a model based on this data set, trying to
predict operational windows for marine operations. Using this model
the system extracts cases for use in a CBR-system aimed at providing
operational support. This paper describes the partial implementation
and results of this system.

Keywords: Data Science, Deep Neural Networks, Data Analytics, Case-based
Reasoning

1 Introduction
Critical operations are often meticulously planned and subject to many pa-

rameters that decide if and how these operations are performed. Some of these
parameters are called operational time windows, which in marine environments
often are connected to external factors such as weather.

This paper uses machine learning to predict favorable operational time win-
dows or warn of unfavorable operational windows, so that critical operations
can be planned with better accuracy, e.g. when the operation should ideally
take place. One way of doing this is to look at historical data of previously exe-
cuted operations. By combining data on successful and unsuccessful operations
with the relevant context of that operation, we create a data set that can be
used to find indicators for success or failure in advance. Which context that is
relevant is dependent on the nature of operational window; wind and fog are im-
portant contexts for aviation, while waves and current are important for marine
operations but not aviation.

This paper focuses on marine operations, and we analyze event data captured
from boats moving in and out of zones connected to aquaculture installations.
Next, we calculate the duration of these events and connect them to the relevant
context and the associated success or failure classification.

The data used in this analysis is gathered as part of the EXPOSED project1.
This project aims to develop enabling- and applied technologies for exposed
1 http://exposedaquaculture.no/en/
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2

aquaculture operations. The work we describe aims to improve planning of op-
erations on aquaculture installations on exposed locations.

The data is a subset of boats moving across geofences attached to aquacul-
ture installations. This system consists of two zones around every aquaculture
installation in Norway: One outer zone 400 meters from the outer points of the
structures holding the fish themselves (not including the control building/fishfeed
silos). The inner zone is 20 meters from the structure. These limits are in ad-
herence to government regulations that no boat should fish within the outer
zone and no boat should move within the inner zone unless the boat is there to
operate on the installation.

An example of geofencing zones are shown in Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1: The Green line show the outer geofence zone, the red line shows the inner
geofence zone.

An event is created each time a boat crosses any of the geofence zones,
marking the time. Table 1 below shows an example of a typical event.

Event ID Location-ID Vessel Name Time LocationZone EventType
81766 12966 Vessel A 2014-09-02 21:39:32 1 1
81767 12966 Vessel A 2014-09-02 21:40:11 1 2

Table 1: This table shows an example of two events of a vessel entering (Event-
Type=1) and leaving (EventType=2) the outer zone (LocationZone=1) of loca-
tion 12966.

In data gathered in the EXPOSED project, the aquaculture industry reports on
several possible problems with fish feed carriers interacting with aquaculture instal-
lations: Approaching the feed barges, often placed in shallow waters; Knowing which
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barge container to fill with what feed; Planning according to weather and route to
enable the installation crew to attend the operation; And the fact that impact and
currents from the boat can damage the installation.

As our data only gives us the time spent in two different proximities to the aqua-
culture installation there will be limits to which types of operational problems we can
detect, and it will be very hard to discern between different causes (other than bad
weather which is very general) of any detected problem.

The architecture of the full decision support system for EXPOSED is illustrated in
Fig. 2. In this paper we only present results from parts of the system. Future work will
integrate these results with the other modules (e.g. knowledge models) to complete the
system to a state where it can be verified in the field.
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Fig. 2: The architecture of the planned systems. The parts implemented are
highlighted, the case base and the future state is highlighted in red as being the
current target for development.

Our main hypothesis is that given enough contextual weather data a deep neural
network should be able to predict the length of a maritime operation at a aquaculture
installation, enabling us to predict favorable operational windows. The main contribu-
tion of this paper is to show the reader the process of gathering, collating, filtering of
data and subjecting this data to an analysis.

This paper is structured as follows; Section 2 introduces related work and our work
in the light of this previous work. Section 3 describes the methods used in our work
as well as the data sources used. Section 4 shows the result of our experiments, while
section 5 presents the conclusion along with a discussion of the results.

2 Related work
In this work we aim to extract cases from a time series of events, CBR research has

been done on several aspects of automatic case-authoring.
In CBR there has been a lot of focus on how to measure competence and utility of

a case-base [1,2]. In [3], they do this via reversing deletion policies constructed in [4]
that try to improve case base utility without degrading competence.
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Several works [5,6,7] use NLP to extract cases from structured and unstructured
([8,9,10]) text.

More specifically connected to the task of extracting cases from time series is the
work done by Bach et.al. [11] where they employ clustering of time-series events in
time and space, in combination with other detection methods. Funk et. al [12] uses
different models of how predictive (or discriminatory) different time-series patterns are
to different medical diagnosis of stress. For more insight into work done in time-series
analysis connected to CBR research we suggest chapter 3.3 in [13]

The work presented in this paper shares the approach of Bach et al. [11] in that we
try to extract the useful data points from the time series via clustering and filtering.
Our work differs from the previous work in that we have very few verified cases apriori
or during learning. In other words, the time-series is in all practical sense unlabeled for
our use. We will try to apply common knowledge about how long an operation usually
takes to perform. Then we can extract failed operations from the even time series to
create cases that exemplify failed operations.

3 Method
To enable the deep learning system to correctly model and predict the time spent

at an installation, we need to provide it with as much context data as possible for each
of the event data points. In addition, we need the data to be as noise free as possible,
thus we want to filter away operations that naturally have a high degree of variation
in time spent at the location. We address these two requirements by combining the
primary data set with other data sets, to enable us to provide filtering and context. An
illustration of this process can be seen in Fig. 3 . Below we describe each of the data
sets.
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Fig. 3: This figure illustrates how the different data sources are combined and
filtered to provide the deep learning system as much context as possible.

Boat data set As mentioned in the introduction we do not want to analyze all
the traffic data of all of the boats. To verify that our method is usable in at least
one instance, we want to look at a specific type of boat that has stable characteristics
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when it comes to the parameters (e.g. time and stability of time) of the operations it
executes on the installation. We chose fishfeed boats in this case, as they only do one
type of operation. That way we do not need to deduce the type of operation from the
event data (one less hidden variable). In addition, this operation should be stable in
the time it takes to execute it. To filter the data accordingly we need to combine the
event data set with a data source that describes the boats. We can then easily extract
the fishfeed boats.

NORA10 data set NORA10 [14,15] is a data set that describes output of a
precise weather model (hind-cast), that is validated by measurements. It has a higher
resolution (10km) than most other models (e.g. the much used ERA2 model with 80km
resolution) as it is re-sampled for this specific region around Norway. We sample this
model for each of the installations and at each time of each event (in the case of long
events we use the median time of the event). We sample every datatype that we think
will have an impact on the time spent on an operation: wind speed, wave direction,
wind direction, significant swell wave height and significant wave height.

Exposure data set SINTEF EXPOSED has produced a data set [16] that de-
scribes the degree of exposure for a large number of the installations that are used in
the event data set. This data set provides a level of exposure for 360 degrees around the
installation (from 0 to max, where max is no land in sight). We combine our weather
data with this (described above), thus we combine the wind direction of the wind with
how exposed the location is in the direction of the wind using a filter that combines
exposure level from +/- 10 degrees around the direction of the wind.

3.1 Extracting time spent in zones.
The data set needs to contain the time spent in the zones around the aquaculture

installations. The raw data only contains events of entering and exiting the zones. To
extract this we sequentially find each exit from a zone then search backwards for the
entry to that zone by the same boat, then compute the time spent in that zone.

3.2 Grouping events close in time
After converting all discrete events into events with a duration, we still ended up

with a lot of extremely short events. This is most probably caused by boats trying
to stay close to the installation but the dynamic positioning system moves them in
and out of the inner or outer zones. To counter this fact we grouped all events with
the same boat at the same location within 1 hour into one event. However, after this
grouping there is still 63% (or 244) of the events within the first 10 minute window.
These are events within a zone that is less than ten minutes in duration and without
another event in the same location within one hour of the original event. There are
three possible explanations for these strange events: 1. The boat is passing through
the location, and not returning for at least one hour. Or otherwise briefly enters and
exists the zone, without this fact having any effect on the operation. 2. The boat
tries to perform an operation at the location but has to abort and leaves within ten
minutes. 3. The event was not registered correctly when the data was gathered. The
most probable cause for most of these events are boats that travel through the zone
heading for another location. This hypothesis can be tested by removing outer zone
events from the distribution. As the inner zone is small, very few of these big fishfeed
carrier boats would drive through the inner zone of an aquaculture installation when

2 http://www.ecmwf.int/en/research/climate-reanalysis/era-interim
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heading somewhere else. We can still see 244 events that are of duration 10 minutes
or less within the inner zone of an aquaculture installation. Figure 4 looks at the 1
minute distribution within the first 10 minutes to try to find the causes for the high
number of short stay events. And once again we can see that many of the events are
very short, with very few events lasting more than 3 minutes. This further supports
our first hypothesis.
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Fig. 4: Distribution of events over length of stays in all inner zone after grouping
all events within a 1 hour time window. Zoomed into the first 10 minutes.

One problem with our approach so far is that some events are very far apart in
time as well as having different zone types. One example being one boat having a 0
second stay in the inner zone of location 31437 at 18:23 the 28th of November, however
the boat entered the outer zone of the same site at 17:04 the same day, and exited zone
1 of that location at 18:24. We can then conclude that the boat spent approximately
1 hour and 20 minutes at the location in the outer zone, then very briefly entered the
inner zone before leaving the location. Again supporting the first hypothesis. From this
we can see that including inner zone in analyzing fishfeed carrier operations adds very
little information to our analysis as the fishfeed carriers do not enter the inner zone
when transferring fishfeed. As a consequence we discard the inner zone data. We are
still left with 2401 events with a duration shorter than 10 minutes. Fig 5 shows the
distribution of these events length in stay. We can see that most of these are shorter
than 5 minutes, and most probably does not represent actual maritime operations (or
failed tries), but rather traveling through the zone. Thus we discard events shorter than
10 minutes, giving us the final distribution shown in Fig. 6.

3.3 Predicting the operational time using Deep Learning
To extract cases that exemplify instances where the weather conditions stops a

fishfeed operation from being successfull, we are currently building a deep learning
model aimed at predicting the time spent at the installation, with the given weather
and level of exposure at the time and location. The input to the model is: draft and
length of the boat, wind speed3, distance between the model grid point and actual site
coordinate, wave direction3, wind direction3, maximum level of exposure at location,
significant swell wave height3, month, hour, wind effect (wind speed combined with

3 Measured at the closest grid point in NORA10
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Fig. 5: Distribution of events over length of stays in all outer zone after grouping
all events within a 1 hour time window. Zoomed into the first 10 minutes.
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Fig. 6: Distribution of events over length of stays in all outer zone after grouping
all events within a 1 hour time window. With all stays smaller than 10 minutes
removed.

exposure levels in the wind direction +/- 10 degrees) and significant wave height. The
output of the model is the amount of time spent on the installation.

The regression was implemented using python. We used sklearn for preprocess-
ing and scaling (MinMax scaling) of input data (including regression target). The
Keras library for deep learning was used for the regression itself, with a input layer
of inputcolumns + 1 = 14 nodes. We used 3 hidden layers with 13 nodes each and a
output layer of 1 node. All nodes used the ReLU activation function.

4 Results
The current results show that there is little information in the gathered data

(through the NORA10 model and exposure levels) that account for the variance shown
in the time spent at the locations. The neural network models presented in the previous
Section 3.3 gets very low accuracy (0.11%, which means the predictor is very slightly
better than just outputting the average) in terms of predicting how long a fish feed
boat stays at a aquaculture installation. Figure 7 shows the length of all of the events in
the chronologically in blue and the predicted length in orange. The "Time Spent" axis
is normalized values of the time spent in near a installation where y = 1.0 represents
the longest stay recorded in the training data. There are obvious differences between
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predicted and true values; predicted values consistently returns too high values, and
fails to predict short stays. A cross validated (cv = 5) hyper parameter grid search
was performed and showed no better performance at 10 hidden layers with 56 nodes
in each hidden layer.

Fig. 7: This shows the DNN model try to predict the amount of time spent at
a installation in orange, and the actual time spent in blue. The X-axis is simply
the record number, where the record are ordered along the time axis.

After we received the disappointing results we created scatter plots of two weather
variables in relation to the length of stay at the installations. Typically most would
assume there would be a pattern of some correlation between the weather and the
length of stay. However Figure 8 shows that neither wind (8a) or waves (8b) reveals
any obvious correlation patterns against time spent at installations.

In addition we did a principal component analysis of the data, to discover if there
where any clear principal components that could contain the variance in the data. The
components returned: C = (0.127, 0.117, 0.109, 0.099, 0.091, 0.039, 0.034, 0.028, 0.020, 0.011
, 0.008, 0.004, 0.002, 0.000) Where the sum of components sum(C) = 0.6967 indicating
that the total of the components could account for little of the variance. Finally we
tried a standard method for non-linear regression as a base-line result to measure the
DNN against. We tried Epsilon-Support Vector Regression (SVR) which scored with a
coefficient of determination R2 = −0.83 which is worse than constantly predicting the
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Fig. 8: Scatter plot illustrating correlation between the weather and the time
spent at the installation

mean of the target (which would give R2 = 0.0). This final result shows in the context
of the other results listed above us that the data set may not contain the features
needed to predict the length of the stay at a installation.

5 Conclusions and future work
We started the work with a hypothesis that whether or not a fishfeed boat operation

(loading of fishfeed from boat to barge) succeeded depended on the weather, and that
such a failure could be detected from the length of time the fishfeed boat stayed at
the aquaculture installation. Our analysis did not find any deterministic correlation
between the weather and location data and the length of the stay at the installation.
There can be many reasons for this, we will try to list some of the reasons we think
are probable;

The first possibility is that despite our efforts to remove noise from the data, the
data still contains noise. This includes the three factors listed in the introduction section
and other possibilities we have not considered.

Second, given the size of the boats and their stability, they can operate during
harsh conditions. In addition these boats are expensive in operation, and even more
expensive if they fail to deliver feed at the appointed time, possibly starving the fish at
the installation. Thus these boats are already subject to careful operational planning.
It may therefore be that there is none to very few failed fishfeed operations in the data
captured. An additional consequence is that the time spent during operations has very
low variance.

Extending this work would start with confirming these possible explanations for
the lack of correlation found in our data. We would also like to gather further data,
extending the number of events beyond the current 2700. This would enable us to train
and test our models with more rigor and less uncertainty.
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1 Workshop overview 

The third workshop on Process-oriented Case-based Reasoning (PO-CBR) is dedicated 
to address the challenges of integrating Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) with process-
oriented research areas like Business Process Management, Workflow Management 
and Planning. Consequently, several types of processes are in the interest of this work-
shop, mainly business processes, software processes, planning processes, and search 
processes. 

Business Process Management (BPM) is a set of activities aimed at defining, exe-
cuting, monitoring and optimizing BP, with the objective of making the business of an 
enterprise as effective and efficient as possible, and of increasing its economic success. 
Such activities are highly automated, typically by means of the workflow technology. 
BPM activities, and BP optimization in particular, may ask the enterprise to be able to 
flexibly change and adapt the predefined process schema, in response to expected situ-
ations (e.g. new laws, reengineering efforts) as well as to unanticipated exceptions and 
problems in the operating environment (e.g. emergencies). 

The agile workflow technology is the technical solution which has been invoked to 
deal with such adaptation and overriding needs. In order to provide an effective and 
quick workflow change support, many agile workflow systems share the idea of re-
calling and reusing concrete examples of changes adopted in the past. To this end, Case-
based Reasoning (CBR) has been proposed as a natural methodological solution. 

Software Processes can be studied from different points of view. In the Software 
Engineering field, artifacts like models, diagrams, etc. define Software Development 
Processes that can be reused to generate new applications. There is also a significant 
trend on reusing different software components to compose a workflow that models the 
behavior of a system. Web Services, Scientific Software or Product Lines are some 
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examples of such approaches. In this topic we cannot forget a closely related domain 
like Planning. All these areas are related to Software Processes and can take advantage 
of the CBR paradigm to reuse existing solutions, components, compositions or plans. 

As a matter of fact, in recent years many examples of CBR-based process change 
reuse and workflow adaptation support have been proposed in the literature. The work-
shop should serve as a means for exchanging novel as well as more consolidated ideas 
and examples in the field, and to identify promising research lines and challenges for 
the future. Furthermore, the automatic monitoring and anomaly detection (real time or 
retrospective) in Business processes, including the automation of decision support on 
Business Process execution and design is becoming important. Finally, the reuse of 
knowledge across Business processes and workflows, cold start challenges and case 
base maintenance are other challenges in this area. 

This year the PO-CBR workshop also hosts two papers focusing on health-care ap-
plications. 

 
1.1 Key workshop areas of interest 

The Key areas of interest for the workshop are: 

• Methodological issues: 
─ Case-based representation of process knowledge (by workflows, traces, plans, 

etc.)	
─  Case-based retrieval for process optimization 	
─ Similarity measures for process optimization	
─ Experience reuse in PO-CBR	
─ Case-based adaptation for process optimization	
─ Extraction of process knowledge	
─ Visualization and explanation of process knowledge	
─ Cross-process knowledge reuse	
─ Maintenance of business process knowledge	
─ process-oriented transfer learning	

 
• Applications, systems and tools:	
─ PO-CBR applications in Business Process Management, Software Processes, E-

Science, Web Science, E-Governance, E-Health, product development, search, 
games, cooking, and further application domains 

─ Evaluating CBR tools for PO-CBR 
─ Agile workflow technology with CBR components 
─ CBR in (commercial) workflow management tools 	
─ Applications of PO CBR in Health	

• Lessons learned in PO-CBR investigations  
• Challenge tasks for CBR systems in the context of business processes, software pro-

cesses, planning processes, search processes, monitoring processes and decision sup-
port processes 
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Abstract. This paper proposes a case-based reasoning methodology to 

automatically choose the most appropriate optimization algorithms and 

respective parameterizations to solve the problem of optimal resource scheduling 

in smart energy grids. The optimal resource scheduling is, however, a heavy 

computation problem, which deals with a large number of variables. Moreover, 

depending on the time horizon of this optimization, fast response times are 

usually required, which makes it impossible to apply traditional exact 

optimization methods. For this reason, the application of metaheuristic methods 

is the natural solution, providing near-optimal solutions in a much faster 

execution time. Choosing which optimization approaches to apply in each time 

is the focus of this work, considering the requirements for each problem and the 

information of previous executions. A case-based reasoning methodology is 

proposed, considering previous cases of execution of different optimization 

approaches for different problems. A fuzzy logic approach is used to adapt the 

solutions considering the balance between execution time and quality of results 

Keywords: Case Base Reasoning, Optimization Algorithm, Classification  

1 Introduction 

One of the main objectives of computational intelligence is to impart systems with 

the ability to reproduce human-like reasoning. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is an 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) approach to learning and problem solving based on the past 

experience, which is usually stored in a case-base (CB) [1]. CBR also captures new 

knowledge, making it immediately available for solving new problems. AI techniques 

have excelled in problem-solving as a good solution over conventional techniques.  

                                                           
1 1This work has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under the Marie Sklodowska-Curie grant agreement No 641794 (project DREAM-GO) and a 

grant agreement No 703689 (project ADAPT); and from FEDER Funds through COMPETE program and 

from National Funds through FCT under the project UID/EEA/00760/2013 
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CBR has been used in many application domains, one of them being in solving 

power and energy systems. In [2] a CBR system for building energy prediction is 

proposed, with the aim at identifying operation issues and proposing better operating 

strategies. Simplified models based on CBR to predict the hourly electricity 

consumption of an institutional building are proposed in [3]. A CBR method providing 

online decision-making for optimization of coal-blend combustion was investigated in 

[4]. The estimation of the energy performance of new buildings using CBR is studied 

in [5]. These are relevant contributions that cover some problems in the energy domain. 

However, many urgently needed issues in this area are still not addressed, such as the 

energy resource operation and planning.  

The Optimal Resource Scheduling (ORS) problem, however, requires extremely 

heavy computational models, depending on the amount and diversity of the considered 

resources, and on the depth of network validation and analysis. For this reason 

deterministic approaches are, most of the times, inadequate [6]. Metaheuristics are 

proving to be the most suitable alternative, since they are able to reach near-optimal 

solutions in much faster execution times [7]. These algorithms do not guarantee the 

optimum global solution, but in turn the response time is much lower compared to the 

traditional exact algorithms that guarantee it. Many of these methods have also been 

applied in the resolution of the ORS problem [6, 8]. 

The question remains, however, on how to make most use of the whole set of 

available algorithms, depending on the needs and characteristics of each problem. 

Metaheuristic methods are able to provide approximate solutions in fast execution 

times, while deterministic approaches need larger times to compute, but are able to 

provide the optimal solution. Some work has already been made with the application 

of CBR systems to similar problems, namely in [9], which presents a study to try 

finding the ideal parameters to apply in evolutionary algorithms. In this work a CBR 

methodology is used to estimate the best parameter setting for maximizing the 

performance of evolutionary algorithms. However, in the present work authors propose, 

not only to adapt the parameterization of a certain algorithm to meet the requirements 

of execution time versus quality of results, but also to choose the most appropriate 

algorithm and respective parameterization taking into account the availability of several 

distinct algorithms of different natures. 

This paper thus proposes a CBR based approach that, given the problem 

characteristics and requirements, and considering an historic CB log of past executions 

of each algorithm to solve the energy resource optimization problem with different 

settings, suggests the most appropriate algorithm to apply and the respective 

parameterization. A problem-driven approach is applied in the retrieve and revise 

phases, considering the specificities of the different considered variables, and a fuzzy 

logic based approach [10, 11] is used in the revise phase to adapt the solutions to the 

requirements of the new problem, namely considering the balance between execution 

time and quality of results. 

After this introductory section, section 2 describes the CBR approach proposed in 

this paper. Section 3 presents the experimental findings of the application of the 

proposed approach to a historic CB log of previous executions done by the authors’ 

research team. Finally, section 4 presents the most relevant conclusions of this work. 
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2 Proposed CBR approach 

In this problem, each historic case contains the set of information that is presented 

in Table 1. The process for which the CBR is oriented refers to choosing the method to 

use in the problem characterized with different parameters expressed in Table 1. There 

are 3 types of classification: type A indicates the parameters used for assessing the 

similarity between case studies, type B indicates the parameters used to determine the 

quality of each algorithm, and type C are the output parameters. The ID refers to the 

identification of each case study. The ORS problem contains the type of objective 

function, where 1 means single-objective optimization problem and 2 corresponds to 

multi-objective optimization problem. The ORS function parameter refers to which is 

the ORS problem for the corresponding case study, as can assume 4 states: 1 means 

minimizing the cost, 2 is minimizing the cost and GHG emissions, 3 is minimizing the 

cost and demand difference, and 4 is minimizing the cost and voltage deviation. 

Table 1. Case structure 
Type of parameter Designation 

 ID 

A (Similarity) 

A1 
ORS problem 

ORS function 

A2 

Period 

Bus 

No. DG quadratic 

EVs 

Congestion power (kW) 

B (Quality) 
Objective function 

Execution time (s) 

C (Decision) 
Algorithm  

Parameters 

The Period refers to the number of periods of the ORS problem, e.g. 24 hourly 

periods. The Bus parameter corresponds to the number of buses that compose the 

distribution network of the case study. This parameter influences the execution time of 

the algorithms. The No. DG quadratic refers to the number of DG units using the 

quadratic function for their operation cost. The parameter EVs indicates the number of 

electrical vehicles used in each case study. The Congestion power refers to the average 

amount of congestion power of the case study. All these parameters are used by the 

CBR systems to choose the similar cases. The ORS problem and ORS function 

parameters have a distinct classification of A1, because they are firstly used to filter the 

cases that were solved for similar ORS problems, i.e. it is mutually exclusive: either a 

past case is of the same type as the case to be solved or not. On the other hand, all the 

other Similarity (type A) parameters, are classified as A2, which means that the 

similarity between past and current case can be calculated and represented by a value 

(in this case as a percentage of similarity for each of these parameters). 

The type B parameters are those that enable determining the quality of the results. 

The Objective function indicates the objective function result obtained by the 

algorithm. In the case of multi-objective problems, both objective functions are stored 

in this parameter. Execution time contains the time that the algorithm took to solve the 

ORS problem for the corresponding case study. These two parameters are used to select 

the best algorithms after the CBR approach obtains the similar historic cases by 

analyzing the type A parameters. 
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Once the quality of the solutions (type B) of the similar cases (type A) is assessed, a 

decision is made on which methods and respective parameterizations are the most 

adequate (using the type C parameters). The Algorithm parameter is the name of the 

algorithm used to solve the case study. Parameters contains the parameters used in each 

algorithm to solve the historic case, as can be seen in Table 1. These two last parameters 

are type C, because they contain the information on which algorithm and parameters 

were used to solve the problem. After describing the content of each parameter in the 

historic cases, the different phases of CBR system is describe in following steps. 

2.1 Retrieve  

Analyse the A1 parameters for selecting the cases containing the same type of 

problem (ORS problem) and type of function (ORS function). Each historic case is 

filtered according to the value of the ORS problem parameter, given by equation (1).  

𝐹𝐻𝐶
1 = {

𝐻𝐶𝑗  , 𝐻𝑗(𝐴1(𝑖)) = 𝐶𝑆(𝐴1(𝑖))

0 , 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 
 

∀𝑗 ∈ {1,…𝑁𝐻𝐶}; 𝑖 = {𝑂𝑅𝑆 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚} 

(1) 

Where, FHC
1  contains the historic cases that were filtered by equation (1). The terms 

HC and CS correspond to the historic case and current case study, respectively. The 

index j refers to the ID of each historic case, while index i corresponds to ORS problem 

parameter. NHC refers to the total number of historic case studies in the database. 

Then, the historic cases filtered as (FHC
1 ) are also filtered if they have the same value 

for the ORS function, by equation (2). 

𝐹𝐻𝐶
2 = {

𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)
1 , 𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)

1 (𝐴1(𝑖)) = 𝐶𝑆(𝐴1(𝑖))

0 , 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

∀𝑗 ∈ {1,… ,𝑁𝐻𝐶
𝐹1}; 𝑖 = {𝑂𝑅𝑆 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛} 

(2) 

Where, FHC
2  contains the historic cases that were filtered by equation (2), and index 

i corresponds to ORS function parameter. NHC
F1  corresponds to the total number of 

historic cases filtered in (1). The historic cases with ORS problem equal to 2 (multi-

objective problems) that have ORS function equal to 2, 3 or 4, i.e. minimizing the cost 

and other competitive objective, are all considered for a current case study with the 

same ORS problem and containing the same information for the ORS function 

parameter (2, 3 or 4). The idea with this condition is to separate problems with distinct 

objective function.  

Determine the cases that are similar to the current one through the use of A2 

parameters. For each historic case (FHC(j)
2 ) the similarity percentage of each A2 

parameter (PHC(j)
A2(i)

) is calculated by equation (3). 

𝑃𝐻𝐶(𝑗)
𝐴2(𝑖) =

{
 
 

 
 
𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)
2 (𝐴2(𝑖))

𝐶𝑆(𝐴2𝑖)
, 𝐶𝑆(𝐴2(𝑖)) ≥ 𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)

2 (𝐴2(𝑖))

𝐶𝑆(𝐴2𝑖)

𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)
2 (𝐴2(𝑖))

, 𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)
2 (𝐴2(𝑖)) ≥  𝐶𝑆(𝐴2(𝑖))

 

∀𝑗 ∈ {1,… ,𝑁𝐻𝐶
𝐹2}; ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, … ,𝑁𝐴2} 

(3) 
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where, NHC
F2  is equal to the number of historic cases filtered in previous step by equation 

(2), while NA2 corresponds to the total number of A2 parameters. The similarity 

percentage is calculated by dividing the value of each A2 parameter (A2(i)) between the 

historic and current cases (or vice versa - allowing avoiding similarities over than 

100%). Then, the average similarity is determined, which corresponds to the similarity 

percentage of each historic case, and is given by equation (4) 

𝑃𝐶𝐻𝐶(𝑗) =
1

𝑁𝐴2
×∑𝑃𝐻𝐶(𝑗)

𝐴2(𝑖)

𝑁𝐴2

𝑖=1

 

∀𝑗 ∈ {1,… ,𝑁𝐻𝐶
𝐹2}; ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, … ,𝑁𝐴2} 

(4) 

For a current case with parameters (e.g. Period, Bus or EVs) very close to a historic 

one, the similarity percentage of each historic case j (PHC(j)) will tend to 100%. Finally, 

filter the historic cases with a similarity percentage (PHC(j))  higher or equal to 75%. 

𝑆𝐶𝑗 = {
𝐹𝐻𝐶(𝑗)
2 , 𝑃𝐻𝐶(𝑗) ≥ 0.75

0, 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 

∀𝑗 ∈ {1,… ,𝑁𝐻𝐶
𝐹2} 

(5) 

Where, set SCj contains all the similar cases. 

2.2 Reuse 

Extract the algorithms that are used in the similar historic cases and their quality 

parameters (type B of Table 1). The same algorithms with different parameters can be 

considered multiple times, if it is used in multiple similar cases. Steps 3, 4 and 5 are 

only applied if there is any similar historic case study, otherwise, the CBR systems will 

select all the algorithms that can solve the chosen ORS problem. 

First, filter the algorithms with different parameterization that were used to solve the 

similar cases, as described in equation (6). 

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 = 𝑆𝐶𝑗(𝐶(𝑖)) 

∀𝑗 ∈ {1,… ,𝑁𝐻𝐶
𝐹2}; 𝑖 = {𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑦; 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠} 

(6) 

Where, index i indicates the parameters of type C from Table 1. Second, the average 

execution time (B parameter) of all cases solved by the same algorithm and 

parameterization (equation (6)) is determined, because the same algorithm and 

parameterization might be used by multiple similar cases, which is given by (7). 

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑀𝑒𝑡 =
1

𝑁𝑆𝐶
𝑀𝑒𝑡  ∑ 𝑆𝐶𝑗(𝐵(𝑖))

𝑗 ∈ 𝑆𝐶𝑀𝑒𝑡

 

∀ 𝑀𝑒𝑡 ∈ {1, … ,𝑁𝑀𝑒𝑡}; 𝑖 = {𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒} 

(7) 

Where, 𝑆𝐶Met refers to the set of all similar cases that were solved by the same 

algorithm and parameterization with index Met. NSC
Met contains the number of similar 

cases solved by the same algorithm and parameterization with index Met. NMet refers to 

the total number of algorithms with different parameterization in  (6). 

Finally, the average objective function (type B parameter) of all cases solved by the 

same algorithm and parameterization is also calculated using the previous equation (7). 

These values are stored in variable FunMet. Before applying this equation, the objective 

function values are normalized, because the cases can have objective function values 
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with different magnitudes. The number of considered historical cases is crucial, because 

with many cases this process can become heavy and slow, so a good historical cases 

selection (retain phase) is important. 

2.3 Revise 

Choose the most appropriate algorithms to solve the current case study through the 

use of a fuzzy method. The variables TimeMet and FunMet, determined in previous step, 

are used by the fuzzy method. First, create the membership function (𝜇𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒) related to 

time (efficiency), which is represented in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Membership function of efficiency  

The membership function has dynamic intervals to be adapted to every case study. 

The membership function starts at the minimum Time among all methods equation (7) , 

the second value of this function is the maximum time defined by the VPP in the input 

data, which is represented as MaxTime. The maximum Time occupies the other extreme 

of the membership function. The remaining values (y3, y4, y5, y6 and y7) are 

proportionally distributed between the MaxTime and the maximum time. The TimeMet 

equation (7) of each method Met is classified based on this membership function, which 

indicates how much far the Time is from the MaxTime (i.e. NEGATIVE, VERY 

SMALL, SMALL, MEDIUM, BIG or VERY BIG). 

Secondly, the membership function (μFun) related with objective function 

(effectiveness), is created, which is represented in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Membership function of effectiveness 

This membership function also has dynamic intervals, as it starts with the minimum 

Fun among all methods, while the maximum Fun is placed in the other extreme of the 

function. Just like the previous one, the remaining values are proportionally distributed 

between the minimum and maximum Fun. The FunMet is be classified based on this 
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membership function, which also indicates how far the FunMet of each method Met is 

from the minimum Fun. 

Then, select the algorithms considering the 𝜇𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 and μFun classifications by 

equation (8). 

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 = {

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑡, 𝜇𝑀𝑒𝑡
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑁𝐸𝐺𝐴𝑇𝐼𝑉𝐸

𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑𝑀𝑒𝑡 ,
𝜇𝑀𝑒𝑡
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = {𝑉𝐸𝑅𝑌 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐿; 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐿}

𝜇𝑀𝑒𝑡
𝐹𝑢𝑛 = {𝑉𝐸𝑅𝑌 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐿; 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝐿𝐿}

 

∀ 𝑀𝑒𝑡 ∈ {1, … ,𝑁𝑀𝑒𝑡} 

(8) 

The methods with 𝜇𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 equal to NEGATIVE, which means an execution time 

below the MaxTime, are accepted to solve the current case, without considering their 

effectiveness classification (μFun). The other methods with a time slightly higher than 

MaxTime, which have VERY SMALL and SMALL efficiency classification (𝜇𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒), 

are accepted if they also have an objective function close to the minimum, which are 

VERY SMALL and SMALL classifications for the effectiveness membership function 

(μFun). All methods that are classified as bigger are automatically excluded, since their 

execution time is too big to useful for the considered problem or the results quality is 

too low (big difference from the best methods).  

Finally, the fuzzy confusion matrix, which joins the two membership functions 

(𝜇𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 and μFun), is applied to take actions regarding the methods with VERY SMALL 

and SMALL classifications. Basically, these methods are changed in terms of their 

parameterization to reach a lower execution. The amount of these changes will be given 

by the fuzzy confusion matrix, which can be consulted in the fuzzy confusion matrix 

presented in Table 2. This enables to consider methods that would be excluded because 

they are above MaxTime, but have good objective function results.  

Table 2. Fuzzy confusion matrix for small and very small classifications of 

effectiveness and efficiency 
Efficiency Classification Effectiveness Classification Action to take 

VERY SMALL 
VERY SMALL Very small reduction 

SMALL Small reduction 

SMALL 
VERY SMALL Small reduction 

SMALL Big reduction 

2.4 Retain 

Evaluate the possibility of storing the results of the current case study in the database 

of historic cases. Determine the similarity of the current case study (PCS) by applying 

the equations (4) and (5), include the current case in the database of historic cases, if its 

similarity percentage is lower or equal to 95%, defined as equation (9). 

𝐻𝐶 = {
𝐶𝑆, 𝑃𝐶𝑆 ≤ 0.95
0, 𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒 

 (9) 

A current case with a percentage higher than 95% is not adding new value to the 

historic cases, since it is only bringing useless information to the processed. 
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3 Results 

This section presents the experimental findings concerning the application of the 

proposed methodology to a new case. 21 previous cases are considered in the CB, which 

refer to different executions of several algorithms with different parameterizations, to 

different variations of the ORS problem. The new case is defined by the next 

conditions: {ID=_; ORS problem=1; ORS function=1; Period=24; Bus=37; No DG 

quadratic= 3; EV’s=2000 and Congestion power= 730}, B and C parameters present in 

Table 1 will be find by CBR methodology. 

To carry out the CBR process, the new case must contain all elements of group A 

(Similarity). Table 3 shows the results of the different methods selected by the 

equations corresponding to the group of similarities. Please refer to [8] for a detailed 

description of the optimization methods shown in the last column of Table 3. 

The results of equations (1), (2), (4) and (5) are related to the retrieve process, and 

equation (6) is already the initial phase of the reuse process, where similar cases are 

identified. As can be seen, the cases filtered by the ORS problem and ORS function are 

the same (20 cases). By applying the calculation of the total similarity (equation (5)) 4 

cases are excluded, being 16 cases considered similar to the new case.  

Table 3. Results similarity  
Equation (1) - case ID Equation (2) - case ID Equation (4) Equation (5) Equation (6) 

1 1 0,4842822 X - 

2 2 0,2817593 X - 

4 4 0,9922183  RSA 

5 5 0,9953471  HSA 

6 6 0,9956742  ERS2A 

7 7 0,995853  PERS2A 

8 8 0,9958794  SADT 

9 9 0,9942107  GA 

10 10 0,9928798  PSO 

11 11 0,9953506  PERSGA 

12 12 0,9953364  PERSPSO 

13 13 0,9956334  GADT 

14 14 0,995663  PSODT 

15 15 0,9960788  MINLP 

16 16 0,9613657  PERS2A 

17 17 0,9615992  SADT 

18 18 NaN X - 

19 19 0,9988149  PERS2A 

20 20 0,9998657  SADT 

21 21 NaN X - 

Table 4 presents the efficiency classification, as result of the efficiency fuzzy 

variable, and the effectiveness classification of the application of each of the selected 

methods to the selected cases. In Table 4, the 16 similar cases are filtered by method, 

and may have different configurations within the same method. In this case, the average 

of these configurations (execution time and objective function) is made. In Table 4, 12 

methods are present which means that there are repeated methods. Being that PERS2A 
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and SADT repeated three times. The values are sorted by execution time value, in an 

ascending order. The fuzzy results related to the value of the objective function, i.e. the 

effectiveness of each method and respective parametrization in solving the previous 

problem identified as similar to the new case. Table 4 also presents the decision results, 

which are a direct output from the confusion matrix that combines the fuzzy results for 

efficiency and effectiveness of each method. 

Table 4. Efficiency and effectiveness results 

Method 
Equation 

(7) Time (s) 

Equation (7) 

Objective 

function 

Confusion Matrix Type of 

modification 
Efficiency Effectiveness 

ERS2A 54,1 23944,94 NEG.* - 

RSA 174,28 24375,45 NEG.* - 

PERS2A 189,43 25415,76 NEG.* - 

SADT 393,4367 25446,97 NEG.* - 

PERSPSO 482,88 23986,35 
VERY 

SMALL 
VERY SMALL 

Very small 

reduction 

PSODT 544,11 23946,32 
VERY 

SMALL 
VERY SMALL 

Very small 

reduction 

PSO 550,91 24291,86 
VERY 

SMALL 
SMALL Small reduction 

HSA 598,35 23985,04 
VERY 

SMALL 
VERY SMALL 

Very small 

reduction 

PERSGA 635,67 23984,61 
VERY 

SMALL 
VERY SMALL 

Very small 

reduction 

GADT 673,47 23949,94 
VERY 

SMALL 
VERY SMALL 

Very small 

reduction 

GA 1731,54 24125,38 - - Excluded 

MINLP 94941,85 23895,53 - - Excluded 

*Equation (8)  

In Table 4 are expressed the decision results obtained by the CBR system. As it can 

be seen, if the classification in the efficiency process is Negative, the method will be 

accepted without any change. On the other hand, if the classification is any other, the 

value of the objective function is analyzed, the classifications medium, big and very 

big, are excluded at the beginning. The confusion matrix is only executed for the 

methods classified as very small and small. The result of the confusion matrix gives the 

type of modification that is required to execute so that the given method can obtain an 

execution time value lower than the one defined as MaxTime by 400 seconds.  

By applying the rules of the fuzzy processes, the possible methods to solve the 

problems went from 12 to 10, and the MINLP and GA were excluded. The ERS2A, 

RSA, PERS2A and SADT methods were accepted without any change. The remaining 

methods are subjected to a certain type of change to be performed, which regards the 

adaptation of the method’s parameterization, e.g. using a smaller number of iterations 

or a smaller number of particles in the PSO to achieve faster results.  

4 Conclusions 

This paper presented a CBR methodology to support the choice of the methods to 

use in solving the energy ORS problem. The proposed method includes a fuzzy based 

process to determine the changes in parameterization that should be applied to each 

method that is considered promising to solve a new case with specific characteristics. 
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It is clear that this method brings advantages when compared to a manual process, 

because choosing manually hardens the effectiveness of the choice, and the time spent, 

e.g. in the choice of parameters. 

The performance of CBR systems is highly correlated with the number of cases that 

it imbues. Even so, the presented results suggest as final result a considerable number 

of methods to solve the problem, all of which with expected small execution times and 

good quality of results for the envisaged problem. This means that the presented 

methodology was effective in the selection and classification of the methods. The 

modifications to be performed in the methods, as result from the fuzzy process, enlarge 

the scope of possible methods to be applied, as rather than excluding such methods for 

being just a bit slower or presenting a bit worst quality of results than other methods, it 

still considers the most promising ones as possible solutions, subject to a degree of 

changes that would make them suitable to solve the problem as well.  

As future work, it is intended to develop a method for deciding which parameters to 

modify to obtain the given value of maximum execution time, according to the results 

of the fuzzy process. It is also proposed to apply decision trees in the process of retrieve. 

Finally, the process of reviewing can be enhanced with the help of an expert, in order 

to build an expert system to perform the revision of the changed parameters. 
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Abstract. Workflow execution in the cloud is a novel field for process-
oriented case-based reasoning (PO-CBR). In contrast to traditional PO-
CBR approaches where the focus is usually on single workflow instances,
an entire set of workflow instances is considered that are currently run-
ning on cloud resources. While traditional methods such as running a
workflow management tool monolithically on cloud resources lead to
over- and under-provisioning problems, other concepts include a very
deep integration, where the options for changing the involved workflow
management tools and clouds are very limited. In this work, we present
the architecture of WFCF, a connector-based integration framework for
workflow management tools and clouds to optimize the resource utiliza-
tion of cloud resources for workflow by Case-Based Reasoning. Experi-
ence reuse contributes to an optimized resource provisioning based on
solutions for past resource provisioning problems. The approach is illus-
trated by a real sample workflow from the music mastering domain.

1 INTRODUCTION

Resource provisioning for workflow execution is a well known issue in work-
flow management. It has been solved for on-premise systems by load balancing
components, for instance. However, in cloud computing, resources are provided
on-demand. Thus, workflow management in the cloud has to deal with scalable
resources. Standard load balancing approaches are not capable to deal with this.
Novel business concepts for workflow execution in the cloud emerge. One of
these concepts is workflow as a Service (WFaaS) as introduced by [17, 9]. The
Workflow Management Coalition [18] defines a workflow as “the automation of
a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or
tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set
of procedural rules”. A task, also called activity, is defined as “a description of
a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process. An activity may be
a manual activity, which does not support computer automation, or a workflow
(automated) activity. A workflow activity requires human and/or machine re-
sources(s) to support process execution” [18]. The idea of WFaaS is to execute
activities within a cloud. A cloud vendor [3] is a company that offers services
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in the cloud, for example the execution of a workflow. However, the vendor is
not always a cloud provider. Even if renting the required cloud resources by a
third party provider, the vendor is responsible for maintaining the service level
agreements (SLA) for the own costumers. An SLA defines agreements between
the provider and the customer about different aspects of the quality of service.
For example, an SLA can be specified for the execution time of the workflow.
To prevent an SLA violation, the vendor may rent more resources than required
(over-provisioning) but this will reduce the profit. On the other hand, if the
vendor rents less resources than required (under-provisioning) this can lead to
violations of the SLA. Violations of an SLA create high costs and a loss of
reputation [16]. Thus, the optimal management of resources is an important as-
pect for cloud computing [6] in general and, particularly, for WFaaS vendors. It
is challenging to find a good balance between over- and under-provisioning of
resources [4]. A straight-forward solution to provide resources is the static way.
This means, the system does not adjust itself to a changing situation. Obviously,
this will lead to under- or over-provisioning [16]. A more dynamic approach is
preferable. Existing approaches range from rather simple, rule-based solutions,
such as observing the number of open connections to a cloud resource [14] to
sophisticated, algorithmic solutions [15].
Knowledge and experience management methods [7] provide an alternative solu-
tion approach focusing on the reuse of experience. In this paper, we investigate
Case-based reasoning (CBR) as a method for optimizing the provisioning of cloud
resources by experience reuse. This work is an extended version of the approach
we introduced in ICCBR 2014 [13]. We will introduce the architecture of WFCF
(Workflow Cloud Framework) a connector-based integration framework for work-
flow management tools and clouds that aims to optimize the resource utilization
of cloud resources for workflows by means of CBR. WFCF follows a shallow inte-
gration approach, i.e. it is independent of the chosen workflow management tools
and cloud systems. The idea is to have a set of WFCF components that are in-
dependent of the workflow management tools and cloud systems. A tool-specific
set of connectors interacts with the actually used tools and system. Further, we
will present the details how the problem solving component of the architecture is
realized by means of PO-CBR. The benefits of using PO-CBR is twofold namely
the reduction of costs for the vendor by reducing over-provisioning and SLA
violations and, second, a better cost estimation based on experience.

2 WFCF ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we will explain the architecture of WFCF and its components.
Starting with the overall architecture, we show the details of the monitoring and
management components and how they interact.
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2.1 Overall architecture

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the WFCF, which we will explain
in the following. The architecture can be divided roughly in three parts: the
environment, the monitoring component and the management component. The
environment are the cloud and the workflow management tool that is used by
the customer. Ideally, WFCF will use the already offered information and man-
agement methods of the tools, so that additional changes are not necessary.
Therefore, WFCF will use offered log files, databases and API’s for monitoring
the environment and to configure the cloud. CWorkload is the monitoring com-
ponent. It collects information from the environment and combines data across
the different layers (the cloud layer and the workflow layer) to one status model
of the system. We had done initial tests for the cross layer monitoring aspect of
CWorkload in [10]. The management component recognizes current or upcoming
problems within the system. This could be for example violated SLA’s, violated
constraints or resource over-provisioning. If a problem occurs, the management
component searches for a solution and reconfigures the cloud. We will explain
this in more detail in section 2.3.

Fig. 1. Architecture of WFCF

2.2 Monitoring

The main components of WFCF work independently from the actually used
environment. To work properly, WFCF needs information about the status of
the actually running workflow instances and the resource utilization of the cloud.
The basic idea is, to connect the used workflow engine and cloud to WFCF with
connectors. This allow the usage of different engines and clouds without or just
small adaptions. For further details, please have a look at our previous work [12].
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2.3 Management

Whereas the monitoring component observes the environment, the management
component configures it. This means, the management component starts and
stops virtual machines or PaaS container, scales resources and migrates con-
tent. Figure 2shows the management component in more detail. After CWork-
load has built the WFCF CloudWF Status, CProblem is the part of WFCF
which interprets the current status of the environment that is recorded as the
WFCF CloudWF Status. Besides the CloudWF status, there is another archive,
the Global SLA // Constraint Archive, where global constraints and SLA’s are
stored. The Global SLA // Constraint Archive contains SLA’s and constraints
that are valid for all workflows of a user. There are several different problems
that can occur and which CProblem will identify, e.g., violated SLA’s. We are
planning that CProblem does not only check the current situation, but also do a
forecast to identify upcoming problems and over-provisioning. A workflow defi-
nition contains all information about the structure of the workflow. For example,
the name of the tasks and their order. Via the workflow definitions, for example,
CProblem can recognize if a certain web service is going to be used in the future
by a currently running workflow instance. If not, WFCF can shut down the VM
or container to save money. Another possible scenario could be that currently,
there is no violated SLA, but in the near future, several tasks with high resource
demand will be started, which can probably lead to a SLA violation, so WFCF
should scale up the resources to avoid this problem. Forecasting SLA violations,
however, could be a difficult task. To decide if the start of some resource inten-
sive tasks lead to a SLA violation is not as easy as to recognize if a web service
has not started yet. A simulations seems a proper way to identify these kind of
problems. Therefore, CProblem interacts with CSimu. We are planning to use
CloudSim [1] as the core of our simulation part. CSimu will simulate the execu-
tion of the tasks with the current cloud status and will show if this will lead to a
SLA violation. If any problem is unidentified, CProblem extends the CloudWF
status with annotations about the problems. This new annotated model is the
WFCF CloudWF Problem. Such annotations could be, for example, web service
x is not longer needed or SLA y is currently violated. Whereas CWorkload is the
core of the monitoring component, the WFCFSolver is the core of the manage-
ment. Similar to CWorkload, the solver has two jobs. First, the solver searches
for a new cloud configuration that solves the current problems. Then it finds a
reconfiguration path from the current cloud configuration to the new solution.
In the last step, the solver sends the reconfiguration steps to the WFCF Config-
urator as shown in Figure 1. The reconfigurator then will do the reconfiguration
job. There are several possible approaches to find a new cloud configuration. We
will choose Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) as our solving strategy.

3 CBR FOR PROBLEM SOLVING

In this section we take a closer look how the WFCFSolver will solve the cloud
management problems with CBR methods. As mentioned in Section 1, the idea
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Fig. 2. Management of WFCF

of CBR is that similar problems have similar solutions. If a problem situation
occurs the system retrieves experience by searching a similar situation from the
past. In our case a problem situation is a cloud configuration with a problem,
such as violated SLA’s. This is the retrieval step. The key to experience retrieval
is a good notion when some kind of experience is relevant for a certain situation.
This knowledge is captured in the similarity measure [7]. The reuse step of CBR
is to use the solutions from the past for the current problem. In our case, the
solution contains re-configuration steps. This for example could be the to start
new VM’s or to migrate containers to another VM.
A problem situation is recorded as WFCF CloudWF Problem. Figure 3 shows
an example of a simple CloudWF Problem. This example contains one VM, two
containers for the required web services and a bunch of workflow instances cur-
rently being executed. The image depicts not the entire workflows but the tasks
that are currently active within the instances. Most of the workflow instances
are derived from the same workflow definition and are in the same state of exe-
cution. At this point, the task Task 1 uses the web service web service 1 while
Task 2 uses web service 2. In addition, there is another workflow instance (in
the bottom right corner). This instance is probably from a different workflow
definition, or the instance is in a different state of execution. The current task
of this instance is task 217 and for its proper execution, a web service that has
not yet started is required. This example also includes the constraint that the
average resource utilization must not extend 75% for reasons of performance.
The example CloudWF Problem includes also three problems. The resource uti-
lization of the CPU and memory of VM1 is too high and a new web service must
start for Task 217. More complex CloudWF Problems may involve several VM’s,
containers and workflow instances.
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Fig. 3. Example representation of a case

A case base is an archive of previous problems and their solutions. The case
base is not depicted in Figure 2, because it is part of the solving strategy and not
part of WFCF itself. The solver will search the case base for similar problems in
the past. In our previous work [11], we have introduced the idea of a similarity
function for cloud configurations. For the similarity of a cloud configuration, we
consider the following aspects as important.
The provided resources. Two VM’s are similar, if they have a similar set of
resources available. For example, two VM’s with a quad core processor should
be more similar than a VM with a dual core processor and a VM with a quad
core. The idea is, that VM’s with a similar set of resources should handle gen-
eral workload similar, where VM’s with a different set of resources maybe lead
to other results, for example you can not migrate a container that requires a
quad core, if the VM only have a dual core. The same applies to containers.
The resource utilization. VM’s with a similar resource utilization, for exam-
ple average CPU usage, should be considered as similar. If the utilization differs
significantly, a solution that is valid for one case could be invalid for the recent
case. For example if the disk space utilization for a VM vm1is 20% and for an
another vm2 100%, the system can not migrate a container to vm2, because of
the lack of free disk space, while a migration to vm1 is feasible. The same applies
to containers.
The assigned SLA’s and whether they are violated or not. If two cloud
configurations have a similar set of SLA’s, the configurations should be consid-
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ered as similar. Different SLA’s or the violation of different SLA’s can lead to a
situation, where a problem of the one case is not a problem in another case. For
example if a cloud configuration includes an SLA on availability and the other
doesn’t, the availability can be a problem in the first case while it is not in the
second. That leads to the situation, that a solution that mends the availability
problem for one case is not applicable for the other case.
The executed workflow instances and their workflow definitions. The
number of the started instances and the structure of the workflow definitions
can have a high impact on the requirements for resources and for started web
services. For example, if an instance of a workflow is started that requires a
certain web service, every solution that does not include this web service is not
valid. The structure of the workflow definitions also specifies which tasks will be
started next.
To determine the similarity of two cases, we use a composite, distance-based sim-
ilarity function based on the aspects introduced before. The similarity of each
aspect in two cases is computed by a particular local similarity function. The
local similarity values are aggregated by means of a sum of weighted aspects.
For example, the similarity function of the resources provided for a VM is based
on a taxonomy, and analog for containers. For the size of the provided resources,
we have been inspired by Amazon EC2 instances [5] for nodes and OpenShift
[2] for containers. For other aspects, we use mainly standard distance functions.
For example to determine the distance between the resource utilization for VMs
vmuti, we use the Euclidean distance for the resource vectors of CPU, mem-
ory, storage, network traffic, and so on. The utilization values are provided in
percentage. The distance of the resource utilization vmutil is calculated by the

Euclidean distance vmutil(p, q) =

√
n∑

i=1

(qvmi − pvmi )2, where p is the vector of

n utilization values for the first case and q for the second case. For example,
qvm1 = 50 is the utilization of the CPU qvm1 with a value of 50%. p2 is the uti-
lization of the memory and so on.
The similarity function for the workflow aspect of our approach is ongoing work.
Each workflow instance has 0 to n active tasks. These are the tasks that are
currently executed. We are planning to consider the currently active tasks, as a
bag of tasks in our similarity function. In addition, another relevant set of tasks
can be derived from the workflow definition namely the set of tasks that will
be active in the near future. We call this the bag of tasks approaching next. We
assume, these two bags of task should be an important part within the similarity
function. The similarity of two individual tasks will be determined by its service
characterization, the size of its input data and the name of the task. Two tasks
are similar if they have the same characterization (for example CPU intensive)
and if the size of the input data and the name of the task are similar. However,
we have not decided yet how to implement the similarity function for bags of
tasks finally.
For the reuse step, a solution is a cloud configuration without problems. The
solver will search for a similar problem and use the solution for this old problem
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or the solution can serve as a starting point for a new solution. Anyways, the
solver will send the solution back to CProblem to check if the solution comes
up with new problems. CProblem will check and simulate the solution and give
feedback to the solver. This will be repeated until a solution is found or another
condition is fulfilled. This could be, for example, a time limit. In this case, the
solution with the least significant problem will be chosen. The usage of CBR
also opens the opportunity for post-mortem analysis and improvement of the
stored solution, while WFCF is otherwise idle. This lazy learning can also be
used, if there is no similar soluation, or when the case base is empty. In such a
case, a simple rule based approach can generate a first placement for the current
situation and a post-mortem analysis can improve the result afterward, for the
next time, a similar situation approaches. In addition to the case base, there is
the WFCF Cloud Resources and Service Archive. This archive contains infor-
mation about the available type of containers, VM’s, web services and so on.
This archive helps the solver to find valid solutions. Similar to the connectors in
the monitoring part, the Cloud Service Explorer is a connector to the cloud to
discover available sizes and services and store them in the Resources and Service
Archive.

4 EXAMPLE

To demonstrate the idea of WFCF, we will give a running example. As our
example domain, we chose music workflows to mastering music. The purpose
of such a workflow is to transform and process a music file. This includes to
normalize and limit the volume of the sound, increase or reduce the sample rate,
convert from mono to stereo or reverse and adding special effects like fading
and compressing the size of the music file. Figure 4 shows an example workflow.
The workflow is modelled in BPMN [8]. To simplify the image, figure 4 does not
show the input and output files of the web services. The workflow starts with
the Init Workflow Parameter tasks to initialize the workflow by a human. The
user chooses some parameter for the later mastering. The following two tasks
are also human tasks require along with the first one no cloud resources. The
following tasks are all based on web services and alter the music file each time.
For example, the task normalize normalizes the volume of the music file, while
the task fading adds a fade-out effect to the end of the music. Let us assume
that task choose file is currently active.

CProblem realizes that, in the near future, the task normalize will start. This
task requires the web service normalize web service that is not available at the
moment and this is a problem. CProblem prepares the WFCF CloudWF Prob-
lem and annotates that this web service is required. Because of the simple cloud
configuration and because no SLA’s are involved, no simulation from CSimu is
needed. The WFCFSolver searches its case base for a case where a web service
is required and no container is currently started. Let us assume that the WFCF-
Solver finds such a solution and this solution includes to start a container with
the needed web service. The solver will send this solution back to CProblem to
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Fig. 4. Sample workflow of mastering music

check if the solution includes new problems. This, however, is not the case. The
solver can now start to plan the reconfiguration. After the solver is done, the
WFCF Configurator starts a container with the web service.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced the architecture of WFCF, a connector-based in-
tegration framework for workflow management tools and clouds. The goal of
WFCF is to provide a way to integrate different workflow management tools
and clouds, while also optimizing the resource utilization of the used cloud re-
sources by PO-CBR. To achieve this goal, WFCF uses multiple concepts. The
connector’s concept allows in a modular way to integrate workflow tools and
clouds by using their usual management and monitoring concepts and without
the need for special requirements to the used tools. The monitoring component
of WFCF analyzes the run time behavior and resource usage of tasks for a bet-
ter understanding of their needs and also combines information of the workflow
management tool and the cloud to a status model for future analysis and forecast
of problems. The management component analyzes this status model for prob-
lems by using a combination of simulation and static methods. When a problem
occurred or can be forecasted, the management component uses CBR to find a
similar problem in the past and solve the problem based on the past solution.
WFCF aims at a shallow integration of cloud and workflow management tools
for flexible combination of tools and the optimization of resource usage. We be-
lieve that the use of PO-CBR will lead to the reduction of costs for the vendor
by reducing over-provisioning and SLA violations and, second, offer the oppor-
tunity for a better cost estimation due to experience, while the approach should
be less compute intensive and therefore faster as other solutions. Currently, we
are working on a prototypical implementation of the of the architecture to eval-
uate the concept in future. For our future evaluation, we are planing to compare
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WFCF with Cloud Socket. An open issue is to design the similarity functions
in detail and the WFCF CloudWF Status model in a universal way without
dependencies of the actually used tools. Another future task is the acquisition
of a larger set of problems that should be recognized and solved and also to in-
vestigate how strong is the impact of different optimization goals (for example,
reduce costs or reduce SLA violations), for different solutions.
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Abstract. The goal of the EVER project (Extraction and Processing of Proce-
dural Experience Knowledge in Workflows), funded by the German Research
Foundation, is to investigate new methods in Process-Oriented Case-Based Rea-
soning and related fields for extracting, representing, and processing procedu-
ral experiential knowledge in Internet communities. This paper summarizes the
main achievements of the first funding period of this project. The main research
addressed the extraction of workflows from textual sources in Internet Commu-
nities, the similarity-based retrieval of workflows for a particular goal of a user,
and the automatic adaptation of retrieved workflows.

1 Introduction

Today’s Social Web allows people in a community of practice to post their own expe-
riences in a diversity of content repositories such as blogs, forums, or Q&A websites
[22]. However, today there is no automated support for reusing these rich collections of
personal experience. Current search functions available merely consider experience as
text to be indexed as any other text and searched as any other document. The objective
of the EVER project (Extraction and Processing of Procedural Experience Knowledge
in Workflows) is the analysis, the development, and the experimental application and
evaluation of new knowledge-based methods, particularly from process-oriented case-
based reasoning (POCBR) [7,8,13], information extraction, and machine learning.

The EVER project is funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG) and led
by the Universities of Trier and Frankfurt. During the first funding period from 2011
– 2016, the project focused on the reuse of procedural experiences published by pri-
vate people in Internet Communities such as cooking web sites. In this regard, it was
investigated whether workflow technology and POCBR can help to analyze and reuse
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procedural experiential knowledge from these Internet communities. In the course of
this project, several significant contributions to POCBR research have been made, par-
ticular in the fields of workflow extraction from text, workflow retrieval, and workflow
adaptation. The methods have been consistently evaluated in the domain of cooking
recipes. This paper presents a summary of those achievements and shows, how they are
connected to draw an overall picture of POCBR.

2 Architecture for POCBR

The overall architecture of our POCBR approach in the EVER project is illustrated in
Fig. 1. First, procedural experience is gathered from Internet communities (or alter-
natively from repositories of workflows in the Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) format) and stored in a suitable representation. More precisely, a case base of
semantic workflows is constructed by extracting workflows from textual sources. The
workflows in this repository can be reused, i.e., for a particular problem situation a suit-
able process represented as workflow can be suggested. This is primarily achieved by
retrieving the best matching workflow from the repository. If required, the workflow
is automatically adapted according to the requirements and restriction in the particu-
lar scenario. The required adaptation knowledge is automatically learned from the case
base. In addition to these steps (which basically correspond to the phases of the R4-CBR
cycle [1]) we also include specific methods for user interaction, enabling a conversa-
tional POCBR approach [30]. In the following section, we will summarize our research
related to various components of the architecture.
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3 Semantic Workflows as Case Representation

In order to formalize procedural experience, we employed semantic workflows as case
representation. Broadly speaking, a workflow consists of a set of activities (also called
tasks) combined with control-flow structures like sequences, parallel (AND) or alterna-
tive (XOR) branches, as well as repeated execution (LOOP). In addition, tasks consume
and produce certain data items, or objects, depending on the workflow domain (e.g., in-
gredients in the cooking domain). Tasks, data items, and relationships between the two
form the dataflow. For the given application domain, a cooking workflow describes the
preparation steps required and ingredients used in order to prepare a particular dish.
Here, the tasks represent the cooking steps and the data items refer to the ingredients
being processed by the cooking steps. An example cooking workflow for a sandwich
recipe is illustrated in Fig. 2.

As a basis for the project, we developed a graph-based representation of semantic
workflows that further enables to compute similarities between two workflows [2]. In
a semantic workflow the individual workflow elements are annotated with ontological
information. In particular, tasks and data nodes are linked into domain-specific task and
data ontology and can be further specified by properties, e.g. to represent context factors
or resources. In the cooking domain a taxonomy of cooking ingredients and cooking
steps is consequently constructed. Within the developed POCBR system CAKE ontolo-
gies are represented in an object-oriented fashion while a (partial) transformation into
OWL has been developed.

4 Automatic Workflow Extraction from Text

Prior to reasoning with procedural knowledge, the available experience is transformed
into a suitable and formal process representation. More precisely, we developed a novel
framework for automated workflow extraction [23], which transforms textual descrip-
tions of processes into semantic workflows. Here, from the textual description the
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Fig. 2. Example workflow from the domain of cooking.
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preparation step (saute) and the ingredients consumed (onion, green pepper) are iden-
tified and transformed into a workflow fragment. A stepwise extraction of the entire
process description thereby constructs a complete workflow.

The developed extraction methods are able to identify the activities of the process
[27], organizing them in a control flow [24], and enriching the control flow by data
flow information [26]. For the latter, we additionally investigated an alternative ap-
proach to complete missing data-flow information [21] by learning completion opera-
tors from a set of revised workflows within the repository. The framework implements
a pipe-and-filters architecture. Different extraction steps can be implemented as inde-
pendent components (filters), which can be composed to an extraction sequence (pipe).
Consequently, this allows the flexible reuse and exchange of filters. For the basic lin-
guistic analysis of the textual descriptions, methods from natural language processing
have been applied. We used the developed framework to extract a repository of cook-
ing workflows from 35,000 online recipes. The source code of the workflow extraction
framework as well as the repository are available for download under open source li-
censes1.

5 Similarity-based Workflow Retrieval

For reusing the extracted procedural experiences, the workflow repository is searched
for the best matching workflow using similarity-based retrieval methods. In order to
capture the scenario or problem situation, a specific workflow query language POQL
[20] was developed. The query may include single workflow elements as well as entire
workflow fragments (e.g., sub-workflows), which are either marked as desired or unde-
sired. Furthermore, also generalized workflow elements such as generalized tasks and
generalized data items can be specified.

POQL can then be used to trigger a similarity-based retrieval for the workflow best
matching the requirements and restrictions defined, for which several methods have
been developed. Most basically, we developed a semantic similarity measure for se-
mantic workflows [2] which is based on a workflow ontology. The semantic similarity
of workflows is defined as an optimization problem for the mapping of workflow ele-
ments from the query to the mostly similar elements of case workflow. Various search
algorithms and respective heuristics have been developed to efficiently compute this
similarity [2]. As an alternative approach to the developed semantic similarity mea-
sures, we investigated similarity measures based on the trace index of a workflow [25].
A trace index is created by analyzing all potential execution traces. Similarity of work-
flows is then computed by comparing the trace indices of workflows.

Moreover, several methods have been developed aiming at improving the efficiency
of similarity search within the repository, which is particularly important when the
workflow repository grows. For this purpose, a two-level retrieval method has been de-
veloped [6]. Additionally, we investigated new methods for workflow clustering based
on the developed semantic similarity measures [4]. In particular, we developed various
algorithms that explore this cluster structure as an index structure for retrieval [14].
1 www.wi.informatik.uni-frankfurt.de/index.php?option=com content&
view=article&id=126
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6 Automatic Workflow Adaptation

We aim at supporting the users in situations in which the best matching workflow from
the case base does not sufficiently fulfill the query. This requires that the workflow is au-
tomatically adapted according to the given restrictions and requirements, i.e., workflow
elements or fragments are added or deleted according to the particular needs.

For that purpose, we developed several workflow adaptation methods. Since such
adaptation methods usually require a significant amount of domain-specific adaptation
knowledge, we additionally developed new methods that allow to automatically learn
the required adaptation knowledge from the workflow repository. Hence, we distinguish
between a learning phase of adaptation knowledge and a problem solving phase in
which for a given query the best matching workflow is adapted such that it matches the
particular problem scenario at best (see Fig. 3). The developed adaptation methods can
mostly be classified into transformational adaptation, compositional adaptation and
adaptation by generalization [9].

More precisely, we developed two transformational adaptation methods, which dif-
fer in the representation of the adaptation knowledge. In both approaches, adaptation of
workflow cases is performed by chaining several transformation steps w

α1→ w1
α2→

. . .
αn→ wn = w′ which iteratively transform the retrieved workflow w towards the

adapted workflow w′. This process is a search process with the goal to achieve an
adapted workflow which is as similar as possible to the query. Thus adaptation is consid-
ered an optimization problem. In case-based adaptation [10] the individual transforma-
tion steps are represented as so called adaptation cases which are learned automatically
from the workflow repository [12]. An adaptation case represents a particular previous
adaptation scenario by capturing the information about how to transform a particular
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6

origin workflow to a corresponding goal workflow. It can be applied if it matches at a
certain position within the workflow to be adapted. The operator-based adaptation [19]
represents the individual transformation steps as so called workflow adaptation oper-
ators. They are denoted in a STRIPS-like manner, i.e., by specifying a fraction of the
workflow to be deleted and a fraction to be added to the workflow. A learning algorithm
was also developed that allows to automatically acquire adaptation operators from pairs
of similar cases from the workflow repository.

In addition, we developed a method for compositional and hierarchical adaptation.
It is based on the idea that each workflow can be decomposed into meaningful sub-
workflows called workflow streams [16]. Such workflow streams can be automatically
discovered from the workflow repository. Workflow streams represent valuable adap-
tation knowledge which is used as “chunks” that can be inserted or used as replace-
ment during compositional adaptation. Compositional adaptation is also implemented
as a search process, but it replaces larger portions of a workflow than the transforma-
tional adaptation approaches. In addition, workflow streams provide a means for ab-
straction. An abstracted workflow, is a structurally simplified workflow, i.e., containing
fewer nodes or edges. Abstraction is achieved by replacing each discovered workflow
stream in a case by a single abstract task. As further background knowledge for abstrac-
tion, domain-specific abstraction rules have been introduced, describing how to map a
sub-workflow to a domain-specific abstract task linked with an appropriate semantic
description from the domain ontology. The abstraction rules consist of elementary ab-
stractions such as sequential abstraction, block abstraction, and elimination. Abstraction
can be performed hierarchically, i.e., a rule can abstract also non-primitive tasks. During
problem solving, abstract cases (which are also stored in the workflow repository) can
be retrieved and reused by refining the occurring abstract tasks, e.g. by using workflow
streams as refinement operators, best suited to the current query.

Finally, generalization and specialization was investigated as a third adaptation ap-
proach [18]. A generalized workflow is structurally identical to the base workflow but
the semantic descriptions of task and data items are generalized. We generalize a work-
flow by considering a set of similar workflows as training samples and employ the
ontology as generalization hierarchy from which generalized semantic descriptions are
selected. The computed generalized cases are added to the workflow repository. Dur-
ing problem solving, adaptation is performed by specializing a previously generalized
workflow in a manner, best suited to the current query.

The adaptation methods just described have also been integrated [17] as shown in
Fig. 3. In particular adaptation cases and adaptation operators can be learned not only
from the available concrete-level cases, but also from cases resulting from abstraction
or generalization. Also, case generalization can be performed on top of abstraction. As
a consequence, a large spectrum of possible ways arise for learning adaptation knowl-
edge. As a result of the integrated learning process, the workflow repository R consists
of four type of cases: 1. the available concrete cases, 2. generalized cases, 3. abstracted
cases, and 4. generalized abstract cases. The adaptation knowledge A consists of adap-
tation operators, adaptation cases, and streams. During problem solving, i.e., when a
new workflow for a given new query must be determined, the most similar (gener-
alized/abstract) workflow from the workflow repository R is retrieved. Then, during
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adaptation the available adaptation knowledge from A is applied in a local search pro-
cess in order to achieve an adapted workflow which is most similar to the query.

The availability of the previously introduced adaptation methods changes the util-
ity of the workflows stored within the repository. A workflow with a lower similarity
value during retrieval might more likely be adaptable to the particular problem situation.
Hence, we developed a novel approach for the adaptation-guided retrieval of workflows
[5], aiming at identifying the workflow which can at best be adapted to the particular
situation during retrieval. The approach basically assesses the adaptability of the work-
flows by performing several example adaptations.

7 Implementation and Experimental Evaluation

The approaches developed throughout the whole project have been continuously inte-
grated in a prototype system called CookingCAKE2 for participation in the Computer
Cooking Contest in 2011 [29], 2012 [3], 2014 [15,28] and 2015 [17]. Using the pre-
viously sketched retrieval and adaptation methods, CookingCAKE demonstrates the
generation of sandwich recipes considering ingredients and preparation steps that are
desired or undesired. A large number of experimental evaluations have been performed
which are reported in the papers describing the individual methods. In the following,
we show some preliminary experimental results of a preparatory study we performed in
the process of the preparation of a more comprehensive systematic trial. In this experi-
ment we used a case base of 60 extracted pasta recipe workflows that have been further
improved manually. In a study with human users of CookingCAKE we elaborated 16
realistic queries representing the user’s desires for cooking. CookingCAKE was used
in various conditions (pure retrieval, use of all adaptation methods in isolation, and the
combined adaptation approach) to produce the desired recipe workflow. We compared
the system (see Fig. 4) in the various conditions a) by assessing the similarity of the
resulting solution workflow to the query and b) by asking the users to assess query
fulfillment and quality of the resulting recipes on a 5-point Likert scale. The indicated
values for workflow quality and query fulfillment are the difference resulting from adap-
tation, compared to pure retrieval, thus indicating the impact of adaptation. These initial
results indicate that the adaptation methods improve the workflow w.r.t. the degree to
which the requirements in the query are fulfilled. On the other hand, workflow quality
is decreased to a certain degree. Overall, the combined approach performs best and in
particular only leads to a minimal reduction of the quality. These results look promis-
ing, but a final assessment and a clear view of the various benefits and shortcomings of
the methods can only become substantiated after the final trial is completed.

8 Future Work

The EVER project is currently in its second funding phase (2017 – 2020). During this
phase, we aim at working on four novel issues.

2 https://www.uni-trier.de/index.php?id=40545
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Lehrstuhl für
Wirtschaftsinformatik II

- 2 -

Adaptation
Approach

Workflow
Quality

Query
Fulfillment

Combined -0.17 +1.14

Stream-based -0.34 +0.25

Operator-based -0.61 +0.92

Generalization -0.11 +1.02

Overall Impact on Workflow Quality 
and Query Fulfillment

Fig. 4. Experimental results: a) similarity comparison, b) user assessment.

– Adaptation Quality: While in our previous research, we developed methods that
enable the automatic adaptation of workflows by using adaptation knowledge au-
tomatically acquired by machine learning methods from workflow repositories, the
quality of the adapted workflows is difficult to control. Therefore, we aim at in-
vestigating new methods for assessing the quality of automatically adapted work-
flows as well as methods to assess the impact of each piece of learned adaptation
knowledge on the resulting workflow quality. This allows to better control which
adaptation knowledge to retain and which to discard.

– Interactivity: The retrieval and adaptation methods developed so far are fully au-
tomatic, i.e., they adapted a retrieved workflow according to a specified change
request (or goal) without further user interaction. However, specifying a workflow
goal or even a change request for an existing workflow in sufficient detail turned out
to be quite difficult. Therefore, we aim at developing new methods for conversa-
tional POCBR [30] that enable fully interactive problem solving involving retrieval
and adaptation of workflows.

– Transfer Learning: The adaptation methods investigated so far require existing
procedural knowledge of significant volume in order to learn enough adaptation
knowledge. This makes it difficult to address small or newly emerging domains
in which procedural knowledge is still sparse. Therefore, we aim at investigating
whether transfer learning methods can be used to improve learning of adaptation
knowledge by transferring knowledge from a different, but related domain with
substantial procedural knowledge [11].

– Exploring New Application Domains: So far, we demonstrated our methods pri-
marily in the domain of cooking workflows. In the second funding period, we aim
at broadening the experimental basis for the whole project by exploring workflow
and business process model repositories available in existing repository collections.
Furthermore, we will expore the field of scientific text mining workflows in more
detail.

Acknowledgements. This work was funded by the German Research Foundation
(DFG), project numbers BE 1373/3-1, BE 1373/3-3, MI 1455/1-1, MI 1455/2-3.
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Abstract. Online behavioural targeting is one of the most popular business strategies 
on the display advertising today. It is based primarily on analysing web user 
behavioural data with the usage of machine learning techniques with the aim to 
optimise web advertising. Being able to identify “unknown” and “first time seen” 
customers is of high importance in online advertising since a successful guess could 
identify “possible prospects” who would be more likely to purchase an 
advertisement’s product. By identifying prospective customers, online advertisers 
may be able to optimise campaign performance, maximise their revenue as well as 
deliver advertisements tailored to a variety of user interests. This work presents a 
hybrid approach benchmarking machine-learning algorithms and attribute pre-
processing techniques in the context of behavioural targeting in process oriented 
environments. The performance of our suggested methodology is evaluated using the 
key performance metric in online advertising which is the predicted conversion rate. 
Our experimental results indicate that the presented process mining framework can 
significantly identify prospect customers in most cases. Our results seem promising, 
indicating that there is a need for further workflow research in online display 
advertising. 

Keywords: Process mining, Process Oriented Workflows, Classification, Online 
Display Advertising. 

1 Introduction 

According to statistics published by the Internet Advertising Bureau online advertisers in 
the UK have spent more than 8.6 billion UK-pounds in 2016 on behavioural targeted 
advertising a figure which grew 16.4% compared to 2015. The estimate represents steady 
growth rates of about 20% from 2010 through 2016 [3]. Behavioural targeting and 
customer prospecting are both promising and challenging aspects in display advertising. 
Promising since the more information of user behavioural activity exists the better targeted 
advertisements could be delivered to end users and challenging since display advertising is 
a rather complex ecosystem which involves multiple interested parties such as end users, 
advertisers, publishers, and ad platforms. The size of data generated and collected from any 
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involved parties is significantly large: Billions of websites requests every day trigger 
millions of advertisements that are finally displayed to millions of users.  
    Digital advertisers attract increasing traffic on their websites aiming for certain user 
marketing actions, more commonly, accomplishing an online purchase. This action is 
recorded as a conversion.  There are two ways for viewing an advert upon arrival on an 
affiliate ad-friendly website. Firstly, by clicking on the advert and immediately buying 
and/or by viewing an advert and waiting for a future return and a possible purchase. The 
journey of a user throughout several websites can be represented as a series of events with 
intermediate temporal durations. This can be interpreted into a “workflow” of variant length 
which may or may not convert at its final stages. Petridis et al. [19] have shown that 
workflow behaviours with such a distinct event-duration coupling can be formalised over a 
general theory of time [20], be graph-represented, monitored [21] and explained [22] 
effectively using Case-based Reasoning techniques [23].  

Our research questions on top of the online marketing business model are twofold – One: 
which metric features in terms of evaluating an online campaign performance are mostly 
important and -Two: based on the set of identified metrics what is the profile of an ad 
viewer who is keen to make a purchase. In such way by analysing and classifying past 
behavioural observations among ad viewers, could allow marketers to identify future 
prospect customers more effectively. 

The work we present in this paper handles a challenging area in the online display 
advertising marketplace, this of customer prospecting. Customer prospecting identifies web 
users who are likely to purchase a product after seeing an advertisement. We developed a 
process mining methodology based on an advertising campaign implemented by an ad 
network provider. We collected and analysed campaign data that contained audience 
demographic information and audience behavioural segments to predict whether a user who 
had no previous seen an advert is likely to convert. The goal of this research was to increase 
an individual advertising campaign performance by augmenting its CPA ratio. 

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the context of search engine 
advertising and its online display landscape, section 3 will describe our adopted process 
mining methodology. Additionally, the imbalanced problem of conversion rate will be 
explained and our approach to the class imbalance problem will be analysed.  Section 4 will 
present a series of empirical experiments for selecting the best performing classification 
algorithm. Finally, a discussion upon our experiment results will be presented in section 5. 

2 Related Work 

2.1 Search Engine Advertising 

The application of statistical algorithms and process mining methodologies is widely 
applied in search engine advertising. Its outcomes could be observed from user-relevant 
textual advertisements placed next to search results as they come from several search 
engines. Choosing the most relevant ad for a user query and the optimal place in which it is 
displayed could affect significantly the probability for a user to click on that chosen ad. 
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For any adverts with already known Click-Through Rate (CTR) historical information, 
CTR could be estimated empirically by dividing the number of impressions over clicks. In 
any other case when a new ad, with no historical information, is going to be displayed to a 
random user; a major challenge emerges: This is mainly in terms of identifying a suitable 
advert where a user would be “tempted to click”. Richardson et al. [9] answer this challenge 
by predicting the CTR for a new ad with no prior historical information. Based on ad text 
information only (title, body, search keywords, display URL, impressions, clicks, landing 
URL) logistic regression can produce an accurate model ad CTR prediction. Research in 
the area has shown that decision rules [7] can be produced for predicting the CTR for 
unseen ads, from data that contain information regarding advertisements, query terms and 
URLs. Clustering techniques could also be used to improve the keywords CTR for rare or 
new keywords [8] based on generation of clusters of related keywords. This can be applied 
by if different search keywords have a different likelihood of receiving a user click [8].  

2.2 Online display advertising landscape 

 Online Display Advertising is a highly congested and convoluted environment involving 
an extended range of vendors, services and high volumes of transactions.  Its landscape 
mainly comprises workflows of advertisers, ad agencies, web-users and publishers. 
Advertisers set up product or service workflows in publisher web sites, also known as 
inventories, with the aim to attract as many web-users as possible. This is achieved by 
providing rich and engaging ad-context to the most receptive online audience. In return the 
end users will click on the ad and will be redirected on the advertiser website to purchase 
potential product(s).   

The complexity of achieving such desired actions has led to the development of new 
display parties, these of Ad-exchanges and Ad-networks. Both could perform better on 
accessing and controlling inventories. Ad-exchanges are online auction marketplaces (like 
e-bay) trading in advertisements as their “products”. Ad-exchanges could provide three 
main services: adverts allocation, prices determination, traffic control [1]. Ad networks 
provide a variety of excluded services to advertisers such as ad serving, privacy 
verification, targeting the most suitable audience and advertising campaign reporting. Ad 
networks could access publishers directly as well as ad exchanges for identifying 
inventories. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Key stakeholders of an online-advertising workflow 

Measuring the revenue and the effectiveness of online display advertising campaigns is 
achieved through three prevalent pricing models. These are: Cost per impression (CPM), 
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Cost per click (CPC) and Cost per action (CPA). CPM ratio is popularly used for brand 
recognition campaigns where a fixed cost is charged to advertisers based on the number of 
displays of advertisements. CPC ratio was introduced to build the advertisers confidence 
upon their return on investment(s). Advertisers pay publishers when a web user clicks on an 
advertisement without considering the number of impression displays. However, since most 
advertisers are retailers the actual advertising benefit derives from the commercial 
transaction within their websites [2]. CPA metrics is used to serve this purpose.  According 
to the Interactive Advertising Bureau report (2016) in the US market, 65% of online 
advertising transactions share was attributed on the customer performance models (CPC, 
CPA), while the second on the list was the CPM model with 33%. Hybrids of impression 
and performance models reside in 2% of online advertising transactions [3].   

According to Lewis and Reiley (2014) [16] the effect of online advertising on sales is 
not fully associated with CTR.  Their collaboration with Yahoo!Research and an eminent 
retailer had reported that 78% of the lift in retailer sales was originated from users who had 
viewed ads but had not clicked them, while only 22% was attributed to those who had 
clicked.  In our research work we found that the online advertising campaign had 
substantial impact on the users who merely viewed the ads. Based on thorough analysis we 
identified that impressions are more strongly correlated to conversions than clicks. Most 
interestingly, clicks had a very trivial correlation (correlation = 0.00000115) with 
conversion. These findings suggest that the most meaningful metric for evaluating 
campaign performance is conversions instead of clicks. 

3 Methodology 

Customer prospecting is related with predictive modelling in process mining terms. 
Predictive modelling, also referred as supervised data mining, aims to predict the probable 
future event based on previous historical knowledge [10]. The appropriate selection of data 
samples is important for effective analysis and prediction based on underlying patterns [13]. 
In this work decision trees and kNN were preferred over the commonly used logistic 
regression and collaborative filtering classification methods. Decision trees have been 
shown as effective in building profiles for the web users who have converted in the past and 
then predict whether a new web-user is likely to convert [17]. Decision trees although 
powerful in expressing continuous and categorical inputs, they seem to fall out when there 
is a mixture of continuation and categorical type data. Thus, kNN has seemed more 
appropriate since it performs better with continuous data [18]. For predictive modelling 
decision trees seem most powerful and prevalent tools [15] compared to logistic regression 
and collaborative filtering since: 

-Logistic regression could be used to examine the model's exponentials of the 
coefficients to explore which user attributes affect the likelihood of conversion. In such 
way, we would be able to explore the necessary coefficients but be unable to explore the 
underlying ruleset which could indicate and predict online “target” users willing to convert. 

-Collaborative Filtering was also considered since it has been proven effective in finding 
prospect customers based on past customer behaviours (training samples) [14]. In such 
way, a successful model would be retrained on a regular basis to include recent user activity 
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information. However, in our investigated dataset such information was not available and 
this research was not able benefit from “live ad-feeds” including: Ad ids, ad-width, ad-
height, visibility time viewed, format, etc. 

Therefore, based on the limitations of the dataset and the model target audience, our 
selection methodology was based on data-mined patterns for ruleset generation to 
understand and predict successful (or not) online user-conversions. 

3.1 The Data 

The dataset used in this work was retrieved from real advertising campaigns as conducted 
by a UK-based advertising company. The company was using a No-SQL distributed 
database management system (DDMS) based on Apache Hadoop. Any marketing data was 
extracted from DDMS and stored in tab separated files (tsv) textual format for further 
processing and analysis.  During a one-week campaign 20 million impressions were 
displayed to web users approximately, a figure which was increased exponentially over 
more campaigns and longer campaign times or series of campaigns.   

The used dataset comprised three distinct types of ad-logs, described as: impressions, 
clicks, and conversions. Any available log data were organised and aggregated based on the 
user id feature on a row-per-record basis. A sample of the feature description and example 
for each column of the ad log data are presented in Table 1. Each record contained three 
information types: (i) Behavioural data (columns 1,2,6,7,8,9) (ii) Interest profiles (columns 
1,2,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,12) and (iii) Intent profiles (columns 1,2,3,6,7,8,9). 
Column  Description Example 
1 User id 156780d5128b4c1cb1bc5652ebcadd2d 
2 Location data UK, London 
3 Interest profiles shopping 
4 Intent profiles home and garden 
5 Previous browsing 

activity 
https://www.gumtree.com/p/dinnerware-crockery/tea-
set/1183263978 

6 Device tablet 
7 Browser mobile safari 
8 Operating system android2 
9 Language English 
10 Impressions 19 
11 Clicks 1 
12 Conversions 1 

Table 1: Sample of a data ad-log format. 

The dataset used in this experiment was gathered as a day-campaign and it consisted of 
3,425,119 impressions that were displayed on 3,407,293 users. Among them 8,082 users 
clicked on the displayed advert (click response rate 0.24%) and 913 converted (convert 
response rate 0.03%). Due to the very sparse number of response rate both for click and 
conversion the data were highly skewed. To overcome this limitation of imbalanced data a 
sampling technique was adopted and will be discussed in the next section. The size of the 
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data set had 3,407,293 observations.  Each observation characterised a web user and was 
described by 46 independent features and 1 dependent feature (sample of log data are 
shown in Table 1). The independent features were both categorical and nominal. These 
features were related to a user’s browsing history (URLs that user has visited in the past). 
The dependent feature was a nominal one-named conversion rate which illustrated whether 
a user had made a purchase in the past. 

3.2 Our Approach 

The process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) was adopted as 
methodological approach on this case study, where process mining was the gist in the 
overall process [11]. The experiment went through all the steps of KDD. The data were 
extracted from the DDMS based on the process mining project specifications to ensure 
consistency and completeness. In the data transformation phase, categorical values where 
transformed on numerical ones to adhere to the algorithm specifications. Additionally, since 
the response rate for conversion was a small number, only 0.03% of the total dataset, a 
method that modified data values and derived new fields from response rate for conversion 
was adopted. A new field was created which contained two values for the conversion field: 
zero (indicated that a user did not convert) and one (indicated a successful user conversion). 
However, this new field did not overcome the very low percentage of conversion rate. This 
was regarded a challenge since a high-performance classifier was required to have an 
accurate model. In such: training data should be evenly distributed between conversion and 
no-conversion values. In any other case the classifier could be biased since it would try to 
achieve the overall classification accuracy by identifying mostly the majority class 
(conversions) and would overlook the minority one (no-conversion). This would offer little 
contribution to the model accuracy [4]. Our approach in balancing the classifier will be 
described in section 4.2. 

4 Experiments and Evaluation   

4.1 Modelling and imbalanced data sets 

For this work, IBM SPSS Modeler 18.0 was used for all experiments. Different algorithms 
were assessed to benchmark the most appropriate and accurate dataset for classification and 
prediction. The data set was separated into training and testing set to build and evaluate our 
decision tree model with a 70 - 30 split rate respectively. In the training phase, the model 
was processed by using the training set and then tested to evaluate our model’s accuracy 

To overcome the problem of heavily imbalanced data two approaches were considered: 
a) using over-sampling and b) using under-sampling. In the over-sampling approach, the 
training set was populated with replicated data that belonged to the minority class until the 
training set was balanced [6]. The information remains the same but the misclassification 
cost of the minority class is increased. 
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In the under-sampling approach data from the majority class were removed to balance 
the training set [5]. For our experiments, the under-sampling approach was used where 
cases from the dependent feature conversion rate were randomly eliminated. 

4.2 Comparing the performance of different algorithms 

Different decision tree algorithms have been selected for searching patterns in data as 
well as kNN with k =3 for more accurate classification of continuous data attributes. This 
process included deciding which algorithm provided the lowest average classification error. 
The selected algorithms were: classification and regression tree (C&RT), Chi-squared 
automatic interaction detector (CHAID), C5.0 and 3NN. The performance results of these 
algorithms as applied on the test set are shown in Graph 1.   

Graph 1: Summary of results 

  C&RT Chaid C5.0 3NN 

Converter True Positives (Hit) Rate 93.36% 96.48% 99.02% 91.23% 

Non-Converter True Positives (Hit) Rate 88.24% 89.34% 90.62% 89.32% 

Accuracy 88.25% 89.34% 90.63% 89.14% 

Sensitivity 93.36% 96.48% 99.02% 90.15% 

Specificity 88.24% 89.34% 90.62% 88.14% 
Table 2: Accuracy Measures and Alternatives 

Table 2 illustrates a higher likelihood (90.63%) for C5.0 to predict the event for someone 
converting on an advertisement compared to the other baselines (88.25% for C&RT, 
89.34% for CHAID and 89.14% for 3NN). In Table 2 C5.0 is showing 99.02% sensitivity 
(the portion of users that were correctly predicted to convert) and 90.62% specificity (the 
portion of users that did not convert and were successfully predicted) which accounts for 
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the overall accuracy of 90.63%. The sensitivity and specificity measures are used to 
ascertain the model validity and accuracy [12]. 

4.3 Comparing the performance of the different data sets 

Typically, the performance of machine learning algorithms is evaluated using predictive 
accuracy. The evaluation and interpretation of the mined patterns in terms of reliability and 
accuracy of the derived rules have taken place in the evaluation phase. 

We performed our experiments using 10-fold cross validation. The original dataset was 
randomly divided into ten (10) subsets. Each time, one of the 10 subsets was used as the 
test set and the other 9 subsets were combined to form the training set. For the conversion 
field, there were two classes, the positive class, assigned as 1, that comprised “converted” 
users and the negative class consisted of “no converters”, assigned as 0. 

Partition Training Set Percentage 
Training Set 

Testing Set Percentage 
Testing Set 

Correct 1,482 93.09% 3,088,032 90.67% 
Wrong 110 6.91% 317,669 9.33% 
Total 1,592  3,405,701  

Table 3: Model Accuracy 

Table 3 illustrates the correct and wrong prediction of our model.. The rows defined by 
actual values and columns defined by predicted values, with the number of records having 
that pattern in each cell. 

4.4 Evaluating the model performance with bootstrap aggregation 

The data for building decision trees with C5.0 algorithm models were re-sampled using a 
bootstrap aggregation technique to form several pairs of training and testing data sets. A 
decision tree model was developed for each pair of training and testing data sets. 
Predictions from any individual decision trees were merged via a voting system which led 
to the highest possible accuracy for the final model (ensemble) predictions. It was observed 
that similar models were generated throughout ensemble learning. This was evidence that 
the chosen algorithm was stable throughout the dataset. 

5 Conclusions 

In this paper, we demonstrated process mining as an effective tool for direct marketing 
which can improve online marketing campaigns. Most the existing research in this area so 
far focuses on computational and theoretical aspects of direct marketing though little efforts 
have been put on technological aspects of applying process mining in the process of direct 
marketing. The complexity of process mining models makes it difficult for marketers to use 
it, hence we outlined a simplified framework to guide marketers and managers in making 
use of process mining methods and focus their advertising and promotion on those 
categories of people to reduce time and costs. We explained the steps and tasks that are 
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carried out at each stage of the process mining framework and showed some examples of 
the type of predictive efficiency that can be achieved using the proposed approach. This has 
shown that substantial gains can be achieved by adopting this pragmatic and exploratory 
approach to predict user behaviour in on-line advertising. 

This work has shown capable of dealing with the uncertainty underlying within 
behavioural data as on-line advertising experts have noted that user behaviours can vary 
significantly. Our suggested approach seems capable of dealing with more complex online 
advertising models and thus our future directions will focus on more complex, variant and 
fuzzy attributes. 

The results obtained so far, are promising and encourage us to continue experimentation 
with more sophisticated models or other algorithms to further improve the performance of 
the system. It seems sensible to experiment with the following settings in future work: 

– introducing the temporal dimension to our model to apply time series analysis 
techniques to build the model 

– combining the model with content-based approach 
– additional category-based and continuous-based attributes specifying the times 

spent on each of the categories, with possible division into work-days and week-days, for 
example a different choice of categories. 

As future work, we will incorporate more user and publisher information obtained from 
third party media providers into data hierarchies to improve model prediction. 
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Abstract: In this paper, a case-based reasoner uses International Classification of 

Functioning, Disability, and Health framework of WHO (ICF codes) and medical 

expressions to create keyword association profiles. Dementia Case-based Learning 

Assistant System (DePicT Dementia CLASS) finds significant references and 

learning materials by utilizing the profile of word association strengths according 

to the problem description. The purpose of this research is to develop a CBR 

system for recommending the related references by using the information retrieved 

from dementia books based on the ICF framework of WHO. Case-based learning 

assistant system helps users to find their answers in dealing with their problems. It 

also used their feedback to update cases and for improvement of references. This 

research proposes a combination of references with the highest value keyword 

association strengths and collaborative recommendation based on the ranked 

references by the user’s feedback.  
 

Keywords: case-based reasoning, dementia, ICF, palliative care, vocational 

educational training, adaptation 

1. Introduction 

A CBR methodology is an approach for the recommendation process in medical 

applications, and especially in medical assistant systems [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. CBR applied in 

various problem-solving domains, and it is appropriate in medicine to integrate the 

system and for explicit experience, cognitive adequateness, a duality of 

objective/subjective knowledge, and to extract subjective knowledge [6].  

“Dementia encompasses a range of neurological disorders characterized by memory 

loss and cognitive impairment. In 2015, almost 47 million people worldwide were 

estimated to be affected by dementia, and the numbers are expected to reach 75 million 

by 2030, and 131 million by 2050, with the greatest increase expected in low-income 

and middle-income countries [7].” Therefore, the World Health Organization (WHO) 

in 2012 and 2015, presented reports that Alzheimer's Disease (AD) and other dementias 

should be regarded as a global public health priority [7]. International Classification of 

Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) [8] is utilized and developed in different 

projects for disabilities and health problems. “This was believed necessary due to the 
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complexity of using a large number of ICF codes needed clinically to classify a person's 

functioning. Indeed, the maximum number of codes per person can be 34 at the one 

digit level (eight body functions, eight body structures, nine performance and nine 

capacity codes). At the second level the number of codes is 362; and, at more detailed 

levels, these codes total up to 1,424 items  [8], [9].”  ICF framework is also applied in 

dementia for matching older adults with dementia and technology. To illustrate the use 

of the ICF in the clinical management of individuals with dementia  [10]. To analyze 

the communication disorders in Alzheimer  [11], and to analyze the prevalence of 

functional impairments, activity limitations and participation restrictions [12].   

Textual case-based reasoning (TCBR) is “a subfield of CBR concerned with research 

and implementation on case-based reasoners where some or all of the knowledge 

sources are available in the textual format [13]”. It aims to use the textual knowledge 

with an automated/semi-automated approach for problem-solving. Over the years, there 

has been significant progress addressing the way of bringing textual knowledge sources 

into the structured case bases [14], [15], [16]. Bousbahi and Chor proposed a system 

which is called MOOCs-Rec that recommends appropriate courses of Massive Open 

Online Courses (MOOCs) from different providers in response to a specific request of 

the learner [17]. 

The main objective of DePicT Dementia CLASS is to develop DePicT CLASS concept 

by enrichment of cases with dementia learning materials (e.g. reference images and 

textbooks). DePicT CLASS is a case-based learning assistant system to detect and 

predict disease using image classification and text information [18]. DePicT Dementia 

CLASS is used and updated by caregivers and domain experts. It enables caregivers 

and patients’ relatives to find their learning materials and references which address the 

problems that they are looking for. Therefore, searching and finding the appropriate 

learning materials is significantly requested. Although the increasing prevalence of 

dementia poses a major challenge for global health at multiple levels [19], CBR is 

applied in the care of AD patients from 2001 [20].  

In this paper, we have another objective to help caregivers and patients' relatives by 

facilitating the finding of dementia references and learning materials with using a 

DePicT CLASS’s retrieval mechanism based on the word association profile of the 

request. This research has addressed these questions in the paper; how to create 

structured case representations from texts and how to evaluate the similarity between 

textual cases.  

This paper is structured as follows. Section 1 presents the introduction and related 

works. Section 2 explains the DePicT CLASS as a preliminary concept. Section 3 

presents the case representation of our system based on the ICF parameters. Section 4, 

first explains the DePicT Profile Matrix and then makes specification on our case 

retrieval. Finally, section 5 provides conclusions and future work.  

 

2. DePicT CLASS: Preliminary Concept  

This section focused on DePicT CLASS and how graphical and textual information is 

used as the feature to find appropriate references and learning materials within the CBR 

case matching, selection and adaptation procedure. DePicT CLASS [18] is a complete 

cyclic CBR system and integrated process of solving a problem, revising the similar 

solutions and learning from retained experiences which illustrated in Fig. 1. DePicT 
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Profile Matrix (1) enriched the knowledge base of DePicT CLASS and in the following, 

DePicT CLASS procedure system explained that how these features are used as 

attributes. Afterward, how the requested information of the user request is utilized in 

the case matching, retrieval, and selection process. Finally, the solutions are adapted 

based on similar cases for the recommendation which are ranked based on the values 

of keywords. 

 

Figure 1: DePicT CLASS Concept [18] 

In DePicT CLASS, references and learning materials which are related to the problem 

and solution are attached to the case as a case description and a case recommendation. 

Reference images have the word association profile based on the impact factors which 

are defined by domain experts and tagged to the images. Moreover, DePicT CLASS 

utilizes collaborative recommendation with tagged keywords, references and learning 

materials which are ranked by users. The following sections described these principal 

components of DePicT Dementia CLASS.  

3. Case representation based on ICF  

Case formation identifies the requested keywords and assigning their values based on 

DePicT Profile Matrix. This section explained the characterizes a case base and 

ascertains how incoming cases are refined for retrieving.  
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Since ICF is inherently a health and health-related classification, it is used as a clinical 

tool in needs assessment, matched treatments with specific conditions, vocational 

assessment, rehabilitation and outcome evaluation. It also used as an educational tool 

in curriculum design and to raise awareness and undertake social action [9]. The 

structure of ICF is illustrated in Fig. 2 [8].  

Scherer et. al. developed ICF codes (111) for dementia with an integrating evidence 

gathered from preliminary studies that included focus groups of health professionals, a 

systematic review of the literature, and empirical data collected from patients and 

caregivers [9]. In this paper, these 111 parameters are utilized as case features. Case 

representation contains the vectors of ICF word association strengths and ranked 

common keywords. As shown in Fig 3. case structure includes the identified keywords, 

problem description, and solution recommendation.  

 

Figure 2: ICF Structure 
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Figure 3: Case Representation 

These parameters are searched in dementia, and caregiving books and handbooks e. g. 

[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] to create the large document as a reference of DePicT Profile 

Matrix. It is filled based on the ICF words association strength explained in the 

following section.  

4. DePicT Profile Matrix and Case Retrieval  

Each case has a word association profile of the main keywords which are defined based 

on ICF codes and are extracted from case description and case references. The 

CIMAWA values of the Word Association Strength (WAS) between the case title and 

case features (identified keywords) are combined in the DePicT Profile Matrix [18].  

[
WAS(1,1)         WAS(1,2)     …           WAS(1,n)
    ⋮                                  ⋱                                  ⋮         

WAS(j(t,i),1)  WAS(j(t,i),2)   …    WAS(j(t,i),n) 
]                                                                       (1) 

WAS(j(t,i),i) is the numeric value of CIMAWA [28] between the title phrase of the case 

i and jth identified keyword of the tth reference from references and learning materials 

of case i. The case title phrase is a combination of title’s keywords as a text string. 

𝑊𝐴𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐶𝐼𝑀𝐴𝑊𝐴𝑤𝑠
𝜁

(𝑥(𝑦)) =
𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑤𝑠(𝑥,𝑦)

(𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑦))𝛼 + 𝜁
𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑤𝑠(𝑥,𝑦)

(𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑥))𝛼                      (2) 

The composite character of (2) makes it possible to measure symmetric and asymmetric 

word associations with a damping factor ζ larger than 0. Co-occurrences (Coocws) of 

two words x and y in a defined text window size ws are measured in a large document 

corpus. These damping factors and window size are changed based on the domain. In 

this research, to have normalized word association strength (between 0 and 1), best 

results are achieved with utilizing 2 and 0,5 for α and ζ, respectively and text window 

size is also ten with five words on the right and five words on the left side of selected 

keyword. This method considers the identified ICF parameters and its synonyms. The 

word association strength is also calculated based on 37 surveyed dementia books. 

To the list of the ICF identified keywords, the word association strength between 

Alzheimer and memory loss which is the b144 Memory functions from the ICF second 

level qualifier is calculated based on the description from Alzheimer's Association [29]: 

 “Alzheimer's is the most common form of dementia, a general term for memory loss 

and other cognitive abilities serious enough to interfere with daily life. Alzheimer's 

disease accounts for 60 to 80 percent of dementia cases. Alzheimer's is a progressive 

disease, where dementia symptoms gradually worsen over a number of years. People 

with memory loss or other possible signs of Alzheimer’s may find it hard to recognize 

they have a problem.” 

Request

•Problem-text

•Common keywords

Case Structure

• Identified keywords
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•Recommendation

•References-text/image
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According to the equation (1) and (2), the frequency, co-occurrence and WAS of these 

words are calculated as follows: 

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝐴𝑙𝑧ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟) = 4                                                                                     (3) 

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦(𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠) = 2                                                                                 (4) 

𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑐10(𝐴𝑙𝑧ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟, 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠) =  1                                                                   (5) 

WAS(𝐴𝑙𝑧ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑟, 𝑚𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠) =
1

22 + 0,5
1

42 = 0,28125                                     (6) 

 

For an implementation of this formula, first, the library of pdf box [30] is used. The 

large text which is created based on ICF parameters for each dementia-related diseases 

defined as a long string, and it is the string array. 

In the second step the frequency of keywords and co-occurrence of them in the ten 

words (five right and five left) window size is calculated. Therefore, the WAS values 

are calculated for all keywords in each case as cells of DePicT Profile Matrix(was). 

Each reference has a word association vector with all relevant keywords of the 

reference. DePicT CLASS checks the similarity of this vector with the new vector 

(incoming) which is created with the selected input keywords of a user request. We 

have also DePicT Profile Matrix(wi) and DePicT Profile Matrix(wt) for defining the 

weights in each case and each reference, respectively. 

[
w11 ⋯ w1j ⋯ 𝑤1𝑘

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
wi1 ⋯ wij ⋯ wnk

]                    (7)          [
w11 ⋯ w1j ⋯ 𝑤1𝑘

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
wtj ⋯ wtj ⋯ wqk

]                   (8) 

Where wij = 
fij

N
 is the weight of identified keyword j in the case i and fij is the frequency 

of word j in the case i and N are the total number of identified keywords including their 

frequencies in case i. Moreover, where wtj = 
ftj

Q
 is the weight of identified keyword j in 

the reference t and is expressed as follows: 

I) ftj is the frequency of word j in reference t and Q is the total number of common 

keywords between reference t and IC.  

II) Moreover, for the reference image t, ftj is the impact factor of word j in the reference 

t and Q is the sum of impact factors of all common keywords between a reference image 

and incoming image. 

The similarity measurement for comparison of target case or incoming case (IC) and 

references in DePicT Dementia CLASS is expressed with the following [18]: 

SIM (IC, Rt,i) =  ∑ ∑ ∑
wtj.wij (Rt,i.IC)

𝑞

𝑞
𝑡=0

𝑘
𝑗=1

𝑛
𝑖=1                                                               (9) 

where Rt,i is the word association profile vector of tth reference from case i.  

Rt,i = (WAS1;0;i; :::WASj;t;i:::;WASr;q;i)                                                                         (10) 

Where WASj,t,i is the feature value of the word association strength of word j of tth 

reference in case i. r is the total number of words in the tth reference of case i, and q is 

the total number of references in case i. 

DePicT Dementia CLASS user interface as shown in Fig 4. consists of a query as a free 

text, list of selected keywords, result and feedback interfaces. The result part contains 
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the three most similar cases, adapted references, diagram of DePicT Profile of ICF 

parameters and ranked references.  

 

Figure 4: DePicT Dementia CLASS-Case Retrieval:User View 

In order to refine the incoming case, IC vector should be created. As an example of the  

“Requested problem”, user request based on the [29] could be as follows: 

“It leads to increasingly severe symptoms, including disorientation, mood and behavior 

changes; unfounded suspicions about family, more serious memory loss and behavior 

changes; and difficulty speaking, swallowing and walking.” Each term is as one 

element in the list of tokens and the example is represented as follows: [It] [ leads ][to] 

[increasingly] [severe] [symptoms] [including] [disorientation] [mood] [and] 

[behavior] [changes] [deepening] [confusion] [about] [events] [time] [and] [place] 

[unfounded] [suspicions] [about] [family] [friends] [and] [professional] [caregivers]  

[more] [serious] [memory loss] [and] [behavior] [changes] [and] [difficulty] [speaking] 

[swallowing] [and] [walking]. Therefore, based on the ICF identified keywords, 

common keywords from the requested problem are recognized and IC vector is: 

IC = [0; disorientation; 0; memory loss; 0; …;0; speaking; swallowing; 0; walking]              (11) 

     = [0; 1; 0; 1; 0; …; 0; 1; 1; 0; 1]                                                                                 (12) 

 

After defining the IC, by utilizing similarity measurement (9), the similarity between 

IC and each case with its references for these five common keywords is calculated. 

Similarity degrees of all cases are sorted, and the most similar cases are obtained. 

However, based on the retrieval only approach, each case which has highest similarity 

degree selected and its solution should be recommended to the user, in DePicT 

Dementia CLASS, the highest value references and learning materials of the most 
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similar cases (the three highest ones) are selected for the recommendation. Therefore, 

the DePicT CLASS adaptation mechanism has a combination of value comparison 

based on the requested word association profiles and manual adaptation based on user 

collaborative recommendation e.g. learner can rank the best references and learning 

materials based on their understanding and requirements. 

  

5. Conclusion and Future Work 

Developing the DePicT Dementia CLASS is the main contribution of this research. It 

is a case-based system which uses DePicT Profile Matrix of the association strength 

between title phrase and identified keywords of cases which are dementia related 

diseases and ICF parameters, respectively. In this analysis, the dementia references and 

learning materials with high valued keywords in word association profiles from the 

most similar cases are recommended. The comparison of word association profiles of 

selected references including image and text recommends high valued associated 

references to the problem description of an incoming case. Also, the synonyms of word 

association profiles are created for each case, based on identified keywords as 

attributes. During the time of using the system, the learning material is ranked and also 

updated by caregivers and domain experts.The word association strength of keywords 

is calculated based on the medical document repositories containing thirty-seven 

dementia books. In future, the other parameters of caregiving e.g. their challenges and 

task's difficulties will be considered in the features list. Moreover, for evaluation phase, 

it will be tested with caregivers instead of test problems  from Alzheimer and dementia 

forums and homepages. This research will be extended to the other aspects of this field 

to supplement domain expert's knowledge on new, complex and unusual cases. 
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Abstract. Recommender systems are becoming very popular as they
are able to predict the preferences of a user. This make recommendation
based on the user profile, past ratings or/and additional knowledge such
as user contextual information. Applied to the health area, they can
take advantage of context information to support health promotion and
disease prevention.
We present a recommender system for the promotion of physical activity
called CoCARE. It recommends videos about physical activity based on a
user profile, his/her context. The main challenge of CoCARE is the small
set of videos to be recommended, because the selection of the videos is
done manually by of health experts. Several health recommender systems
have this same problem. Although today there are a large number of
videos available on the Internet related to physical activity. These could
not be included in the data base of CoCARE; because these do not have
enough information to be categorized and profiled.
This article proposes a CBR system, this assigns a physical activity cat-
egory to new video. In this way the new video will be added to the list
of CoCARE recommendations. In this CBR process, basically consists
on analyzing the description of the new video and compare it with the
cases base of CoCARE, selecting the category of most similar cases.

1 Introduction

Recommender systems in the health area have been proven as useful tools to
help patient-oriented decision making systems, promoting physical activity and
disease prevention, in general, to improve health conditions through healthier
habits. Health recommender systems (HRS) aim to promote health programs, to
provide patients with relevant information, products or services, using knowledge
about his/her personal health record systems [1].

In the literature, we find few systems that recommend health educational
multimedia contents [2–6]. Users get recommendation of exercises (stretching,
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strengthening,etc.), with outdoor or indoor sessions, based on the user informa-
tion taken from mobile devices, activity bracelets, sensors, and his/her personal
health records and risk factors [7].

We have developed “CoCARE” a platform for promotion of healthy lifestyle
on the basis of a context-aware recommendation system designed for mobile
smart devices [8]. Advancements in technology, mobile devices, sensors, and
wearable devices, provide users with self-monitoring dynamically acquired in-
formation of her physical activities. CoCARE recommends multimedia content
of physical activity and healthy diet based on a user-context model. Given a
user profile and a category, the system recommends some videos about conve-
nient physical activities for this user at this moment. Our system relies on an
initial database of activity videos that are labeled with information used dur-
ing the recommendation process. Currently the system has a limited number of
videos that have been manually acquired from experts in the health area.

CoCARE has a database with 80 videos. These have been tagged with its
title, description, category and keywords (see example in Table 1). One video
could be recommended to several users based on a decision model given by
domain expert.

Title Description Category Keywords

Physical
Therapist
Shows
How To
Walk
Correctly

Rehab and Revive Physical Therapy We can and we
will get better together! Orange County Physical Thera-
pist and Certified Functional Manual Therapist, Dr. Lin
talks about how the hip, the legs,and the arms correlate
to proper walking and how it can help you walk more
efficiently. Proper walking helps prevent pain and other
chronic injuries.

Walk advance,
amble,
foot it
advance,
amble,
foot it.

Table 1: Example of CoCARE Videos Description

Concretely, the decision model is built from a dataset of 597 instances (rows),
6 attributes and 1 main class (see Table 2) created by the expert. CoCARE builds
a decision tree using a supervised learning algorithm. Then, the system classifies
the query with information about the user and his/her context and uses the tree
to recommend contents based on the current user situation [9].

In this paper we deal with the problem of video acquisition and tagging.
Internet provides with a huge amount of videos, most of free use, related with
physical activities: dancing, running, fitness, GAP. Our goal is to use these videos
as recommendation items in our system. To do that, we would need to annotate
the videos with information about the potential users that would benefit from
them. We propose a CBR system to automatically classify videos given its textual
description. This CBR system also computes similarity between the CoCARE
user profiles set and the new video categories, to found its categories.

The paper runs as follows. Section 2 describes the recommender system of
CoCARE based on decision model. Section 3 explains the CBR process to auto-
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matically annotate new videos. Section 4 evaluates the CBR system. Section 6
concludes the paper and discusses some lines of future work.

2 CoCARE

CoCARE (see Figure 1) is a context aware recommender system that recom-
mends videos on physical activity (PA) and healthy diet (HD) to patients for
promotion of her healthy habits. CoCARE incorporates a context- adaptable
interface based on decision trees.

Fig. 1: Mobile CoCARE

CoCARE recommends multimedia content of physical activity and healthy
diet based on user and contextual information. The basic user model includes
details on the user personal profile (see Table 2). The system takes advantage
of additional contextual factors to provide with personalized recommendations
of multimedia content. The query includes static information like user profile,
and dynamic features like geo-lacation or indoor location, date (day or season),
daily schedule of the user and it can detect when the user has company. [8].

Although the CoCARE system works well as a prototype, it relies on an
initial video database of 80 videos. That means different problems:

– Users get repeated contents after a while.
– Lack of novelty contents provokes user desertion.
– The task of including new videos is cumbersome.
– New videos were included without expert supervision and they were misclas-

sified and never recommended to the right users.
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We propose a CBR solution to solve these problems and assign tags (video
category, keywords and user profile tags) to new videos based on the comparison
to existing ones.

Attribute Description Value

BMI Represents a previous inference
in the user’s physical condition.
It is a nominal fact type.

Low weight, normal weight,
overweight, obesity.

Life cycle It is a model fact inferred from
their date of birth. Despite be-
ing an integer, is taken as a
nominal value in the relation-
ships table.

Teenagers, adult.

Ethnicity Indicates the racial group a per-
son belongs.

It is a nominal value. Indige-
nous, afro, other.

Trauma It represents a person with dis-
ability. It is a nominal fact.

Mobility, visual, auditory, with-
out trauma.

Preference It is the aim of the system user.
It is a nominal fact.

Health, beauty, sport.

Cardiovascular disease Indicates a user clinical condi-
tion. It is a nominal fact.

Diabetes, hypertension, without
risk.

Category It is the class of dataset. It is a
nominal fact.

Dance, walk, bodily exercises,
stretch, stretch eyes, limbs, per-
sonal hygiene, HIIT, labours,
labours limbs, labours eyes,
LISS, swim, eyes,relaxation,
SCC, jog.

Table 2: User Profile Attributes

3 CBR process

Figure 2 shows the CBR process. To classify new videos, we have implemented
two sequential CBR systems. The first CBR system (CBR1) receives the de-
scription of new video and returns categories from similar videos. The case base
is gathered from the CoCARE video data base and contains 80 instances. Each
case is described by 6 keywords and its solution is a category tag (see categories
in table 2). For example:

– Description = prancing, tapping, dribbling, moving, braiding, waltz.
– Solution = dancing.

This CBR1 module implements a k Nearest Neighbour algorithm to find the
most suitable categories for a given video description. Concretely, we use a
3-NN algorithm with a keyword based similarity measure to select the three
categories with highest similarity values.
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Fig. 2: CBR Process

Once the categories have been retrieved from the first case base, the sec-
ond CBR module(CBR2) estimates the most suitable user profiles for the video
description.

This second module has a case base with 597 instances where every case is
described by several categories and 6 user profile attributes as the solution (see
table 2) . By this way, the solution will be a new user profile UP. The algorithm
compares locally the similarity value for every attribute of the user profile (
see table 2) using majority voting or weighted majority voting to select the fit
attribute to the solution.

CB1 = < C1
1 , C

1
2 , . . . , C

1
m > (1)

C1i = < keywords, categories > (2)

CB2 = < C2
1 , C

2
2 , . . . , C

2
n > (3)

C2i = < categories, UP > (4)

UP = < BMI, age, et, tr, pr,mc, category > (5)

4 Evaluation

We evaluate our system using leave-1-out cross-validation.

We used the video description of each case on CB as a query. We proposed
the category and profile for UPr, that is compared to the stored solution UPq.
We compute the similarity between attributes of UPq and UPr, using a binary
function [0,1]. We compared if the attributes of the retrieved profile UPr are
equal to attributes of test case UPq. So we calculated the α value (see the
equation ec. 6)
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Sim(UPq, UPr) = α

where

a = Sim(BMIq, BMIr)ε[0, 1]

b = Sim(ageq, ager)ε[0, 1]

c = Sim(etq, etr)ε[0, 1]

d = Sim(trq, trr)ε[0, 1]

e = Sim(prq, prr)ε[0, 1]

f = Sim(mcq,mcr)ε[0, 1]

g = Sim(categoryq, categoryr)ε[0, 1]

α = 0.1 ∗ (a+ b+ c+ d+ e+ f) + 0.4 ∗ g (6)

(7)

The table 3 shows an example. Our query in this example is UPq and D=
“Steve and Jackie take you through how to get the most out of power walking
and show you how beneficial it truly is. Yes it is an Olympic sport!”.

First the CBR1 module got 3NN categories as: Walk, Exercises and HIIT.
So the CBR2 module compared the UP associated to these categories and found
the most similarity UPr. Next the system uses cross validation and retrieves
a success solution only if the similarity measure α ≥ 0.7. This process is the
comparison between attributes UPq and UPr. For example the table 3 shows a
test case, we obtained a score of α greater than 0.7, so UPr was added to CB.

Test Case BMI age et tr pr cv V

UPq normal weight Adult other without trauma beauty diabetes Walk

UPr overweight Young Other without trauma beauty diabetes Walk

Test Case a b c d e f g

Test Case 0 0 1 1 1 1 1

Table 3: Example cross validation

In each leave-1-out step, we obtained 3 values: the similarity of the best cases
returned by the CBR1 module (1-NN), the 2 best cases (2-NN) and the 3 best
cases (3-NN). Next we made 2 tests with Majority Voting (MV) and Weighted
Majority Voting (WMV) in CBR2 module. Figure 3 shows results from our
experiment as:

– Case 1, it is represented by the blue bar. We found the user profile with
majority voting (MV) for 1NN, 2NN and 3NN.

– Case 2, it is represented by the red bar. We found the user profile with
weighted majority voting (WMV) only for 2NN and 3NN.
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We conclude that the better result from our CBR system was 3NN with
WMV. In this case, we obtained a value of α greater than 0.85 surpassing the
results achieved of the other tests. Our experiment shows that greater than 90%
of the cases are correctly classified.

Fig. 3: Average of similarity α

5 Related works

The literature to continuation are about design and implementation of CoCARE.
We approached works of health recommendation systems.

Related works such as [3, 4, 6, 10, 11] are mobile context platforms that in-
tegrates sensor technology, cognitive tutoring and evidence-based social design
for health promotion. User selects group activities (jogging, walking, fitness, and
yoga) to make recommendations about stretching exercises, outdoor strengthen-
ing or others, based on gender, age, weight, height, location. Diabeticlink [5], is
a mobile recommender of videos and articles about exercise and healthy diabetic
diet, based on user data and data of sensors. It uses the collaborative filtering
recommendation technique. Finally, it generates progress reports based on the
user blood glucose, his/her lifestyle, body mass index and time of physical activ-
ity. Kalico [12] is a mobile recommender system of healthy food restaurants, the
user suggestion are based in his/her profile, location, budget and preferences. It
provides a list of nearby restaurants in alphabetical order and presents a list of
healthy menus recommendation in each it. Kalico is a system that only promotes
healthy eating and for people who want to eating out.

The previously works mention the use of user models, data modeling and
use of recommendation techniques, but they do not describe the selection of
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recommendation techniques and how performance the validation them. On the
other hand, these works didn‘t make mention about how many recommendations
have their systems, apparently the systems has few contents to recommender.

The next related works relate with CBR topic. [13, 14], these works use a
CBR algorithm to recommend diabetes care videos to adults, however there is
no evidence that their systems can retrieves additional information from the
videos description. There are other systems that retrieve textual information
[10, 15, 16], recover the sentences that are necessary and complete the sentence,
others recover symptoms of some disease with the user profile. However, there
is no evidence a system that finds user profiles with just the description of an
item (video).

Our CBR systems retrieves a user profile from the video description. This
could be useful in others areas such as education, commerce and / or advertising.
For example one recommendation systems could find a user profile fit for learning
content or advertising videos with just the description of item.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

We have described our CoCARE recommender system. CoCARE recommends
videos of physical activity categorized by health experts. But the problem is
that they are very few, to include a new video must be properly categorized
for a user profile. Our CBR allows you to categorize the video and find an
appropriate profile from the description of a video. In this work we proposed a
system composed of 2 CBR system, the first categorizes the new video and the
second delivers the appropriate profile. We have evaluated that the CBR system
delivers a better response if the first CBR is 3NN and CBR2 is with similarity.

Our CBR system uses little input knowledge to get an adequate solution. It
offers a simpler alternative to associate videos to the needs and preferences of
different users.

Our system benefits the user and the health expert, with the possibility of
having new recommendations that help the adherence of the physical activity
program.

The work presented in this paper opens several lines of future work.

When you have very short video descriptions the CBR system loses precision
in finding the right category, although the results we obtained are very promising
we have considered that they can be improved if we extend the description from
synonyms using an ontology of synonyms and algorithms matching of learning.

We plan to take information about the most viewed videos on the Internet
(YouTube) and use their description to classify them, assign to the new video an
appropriate user profile and add to CoCARE case base CB automatically using
collaborative filtering and CBR.
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Preface

The Doctoral Consortium proceedings contains the research summaries that were
presented at the 9th Annual ICCBR 2017 Doctoral Consortium which was held
on Monday June 26th 2017 in Trondheim, Norway. There were 9 accepted sub-
missions consisting of (i) an application cover page, (ii) a research summary, (iii)
a curriculum vitae and (iv) a letter of support from the student’s advisor.

The objectives, progress, plans and references in each research summary were
progressively refined according to feedback from two PC members. Feedback was
organised into three broad areas: general outlook in terms of research hypothesis
and proposed methodology; detailed comments specific to the student’s project;
and finally advice for the talk presentation.

Participants in the Doctoral Consortium were assigned a mentor. A face-
to-face pre-event meeting opportunity, held on June 25th, enabled all student-
mentor pairs to meet in person, and to refine their presentations. The evening
ended with the DC participants and mentors meeting with other conference
participants for dinner.

On June 26th, the formal program started with an invited talk by Dr Odd-
Erik Gundersen from NTNU. The next sessions featured 20-minute talks pre-
sented by the nine doctoral students on their research summary. Mentors had the
responsibility of leading the question and answer session following each mentee
presentation. A final wrap-up session concluded the day. The presentations cov-
ered a wide range of CBR topics including similarity and retrieval, process-
oriented CBR, case-based maintenance, CBR and big data. Healthcare as well
as industrial applications were described.

Many people participated in making the DC event a success. We wish to
thank all our PC members who provided important and useful guidance to DC
students, either as reviewers or as mentors. We are very grateful for the generous
support of the National Science Foundation which helped fund travel costs for
our students from the US.

Finally thank you to all our DC participants. We had a returning PhD stu-
dent participant which was a valuable indicator that the DC at ICCBR is a useful
and beneficial event. We trust that the ICCBR-17 DC enhanced your interest
in studying CBR and that the welcome and support from the CBR community
has reinforced your interest in this field for the future.

June, 2017 Stefania Montani
Jonathan Rubin
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1 Research Summary

Many commercial information systems and enterprise resource planning tools
routinely adopted by organizations and companies worldwide, like those provided
by, e.g., Oracle and SAP, record information about the executed business process
instances in the form of an event log [5]. The event log stores the sequences (traces
henceforth [3]) of actions that have been executed at the organization, typically
together with key execution parameters, such as times, costs and resources.

Event logs constitute a very rich source of information for several business
process management tasks. Indeed, the experiential knowledge embedded in
traces is directly resorted to, e.g., in operational support and in agile workflow

tools, which can take advantage of trace comparison and retrieval. Opera-
tional support [3] assists users while process instances are being executed, by
making predictions about the instance completion, or recommending suitable
actions, resources or routing decisions, on the basis of the comparison to already
completed instances retrieved from the log. The agile workflow technology [10,
8] deals with adaptation and overriding needs in response to expected situations
(e.g., new laws, reengineering e↵orts) as well as to unanticipated exceptions and
problems in the operating environment (e.g., emergencies) [4], even if the default
process schema is already in use by some running instances [9, 2]: in order to
provide an e↵ective and quick adaptation support, many agile workflow systems
share the idea of recalling and reusing concrete examples of changes adopted in
the past, recorded as traces in the event log. The CBR [1] methodology, and in
particular the retrieval step, can therefore be adopted in this context.

In my PhD thesis, I am developing a framework to compare and retrieve
process traces, represented at di↵erent levels of abstraction. The framework
will then be interfaced to operational support or agile workflow tools, as well
as to other analysis mechanisms. In this paper, I describe the methodological
approach behind trace abstraction; the applications mentioned above will be
considered in my future work.
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1.1 Multi-level abstraction mechanism

We are developing a semantic-based, multi-level abstraction mechanism,
able to operate on event log traces. In our approach, actions in the log are
mapped to instances of ground concepts (leaves) in a taxonomy, so that they
can be converted into higher-level concepts by navigating the hierarchy, up to
the desired level, on the basis of the user needs.

The abstraction mechanism has been designed to properly tackle non-
trivial issues that could emerge. Specifically:

– two actions having the same ancestor in the taxonomy (at the chosen ab-
straction level) may be separated in the trace by a delay (i.e., a time interval
where no action takes place), or by actions that descend from a di↵erent
ancestor (interleaved actions henceforth). Our approach allows to deal with
these situations, by creating a single macro-action, i.e., an abstract action
that covers the whole time span of the two actions at hand, and is labeled
as the common ancestor; the macro-action is however built only if the to-
tal delay length, or the total number/length of interleaved actions, do not
overcome proper admissibility thresholds set by the user. The delays and
interleaved actions are quantified and recorded, for possible use in further
analyses. In particular, we have defined a similarity metric where this in-
formation is accounted for as a penalty, and a↵ects the similarity value in
abstract trace comparison;

– abstraction may generate di↵erent types of temporal constraints between
pairs of macro-actions; specifically, given the possible presence of interleaved
actions, we can obtain an abstracted trace with two (or more) overlapping
or concurrent macro-actions. Our approach allows to represent (and exploit)
this information, by properly maintaining both quantitative and qualitative
temporal constraints in abstracted traces. Once again, this temporal infor-
mation can be exploited in further analyses. In particular, the similarity

metric we adopt in trace comparison can deal with all types of temporal
constraints.

Specifically, the procedure to abstract a trace operates as follows:

– for every action i in the trace:
• i is abstracted as its ancestor at the taxonomy level selected by the user;
the macro-action m i, labeled as the identified ancestor, is created;

• for every element j following i in the trace:
⇤ if j is a delay, its length is added to a variable tot�delay, that stores

the total delay duration accumulated so far during the creation of
m i;

⇤ if j is an interleaved action, its length is added to a variable tot �
inter, that stores the total interleaved actions durations accumulated
so far during the creation of m i;

⇤ if j is an action that, according to domain knowledge, abstracts as
the same ancestor as i, m i is extended to include j, provided that
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tot�delay and tot� inter do not exceed domain-defined thresholds.
j is then removed from the actions in the trace that could start a new
macro-action, since it has already been incorporated into an existing
one;

• the macro-action m i is appended to the output abstracted trace which,
in the end, will contain the list of all the macro-actions that have been
created by the procedure.

The variables tot � delay and tot � inter, accumulated during abstraction,
are also provided as an output attribute of each macro-action and they will be
used as a penalty in abstracted trace similarity calculation.

The most significant and original methodological contributions of the work
thus consist in:

1. having defined a proper mechanism for abstracting event log traces,
able to manage non trivial situations (originating from the treatment of in-
terleaving actions or delays between two actions sharing the same ancestor);

2. having provided a trace comparison facility, which resorts to a similar-

ity metric (extending the metric presented in [6]), able to take into account
also the information recorded during the abstraction phase.

In the third year, I will concentrate on experimental work referring to trace
comparison and I will deal with operational support, agile workflow management,
or other activities, including process mining on abstracted traces. As regards
process mining, in particular, we wish to test when abstraction allows to make
clear and more readable process model.

1.2 Current development stage

With the help of an expert physician in stroke patient management, we have
formalized medical domain knowledge in a taxonomy (which has been organized
by goals) by using the Protègè ontology editor [7]. Actions in traces are mapped
to the taxonomy leaves, so navigating the taxonomy it is possibile to abstract
actions by goals. we have worked on a metric for trace comparison that is able
to manage both temporal and non temporal information in traces, and to take
into account information collected during the abstraction process.

The system architecture we have developed, is shown in Figure 1. Rectangles
represent computational modules, while ovals and cylinders represent domain
knowledge sources and the database. The first step to be executed is event log

preparation, that takes in input the available database (DB), and exploits domain
knowledge (the taxonomy); the event log will then undergo abstraction. The
abstracted event log will be given as an input to trace comparison resorting to
the metric we have developed, or to process mining, operational support, or other
activities, that we plan to realize by resorting to ProM.
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Trace
comparison	

Multi-level	
abstraction

Event	log
preparationDB Event	log

Abstracted	
event	log

.RDF
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Process	mining
Operational	support
Agile	workflow	management

Fig. 1. Framework architecture and data flow

1.3 Future work

During my last PhD year, the framework will be tested in the field of stroke
management, where we will adopt multi-level abstraction and trace comparison
to cluster event logs of di↵erent stroke units, in order to highlight correct and
incorrect behaviors, abstracting from details (such as local resource constraints or
local protocols). The goal will be to show that, the application of the abstraction
mechanism allows to obtain more homogeneous and compact clusters (i.e., able to
aggregate closer examples), still making outliers clearly identifiable, and isolated
in the cluster hierarchy. Some first encouraging results are already available.

As regards process mining, the ground processes (process learned on trace at
the same level of taxonomy leaves) are typically ”spaghetti-like”: they presents
an extremely large number of nodes and edges which make it hard to identify
details. Our hypothesis is that models learned on abstracted traces will be much
more compact and it will be possible for medical experts to analyze them. This
topic will be studied during my last year as well.

Finally, we will provide abstracted traces as an input to operational support
or agile workflow management facilities.
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Abstract: Employee experience is a valuable asset for any company. A
system which can store, retrieve and adapt these experiences to meet the re-
quirements of new scenarios can play an important role in corporate knowledge
management. Case-Based Reasoning provides an excellent mechanism for this
because it allows the capture and reuse of past experiences, which in this paper
involves the generation of expert-level support in response to questions raised
by British Telecommunications field engineers. However, experience capture is
hard in dynamic environments involving multi-modal communication and con-
tent. This paper examines the context of this research and details the work
which has been completed thus far, as well as potential next steps.

Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning · Siamese Neural Networks · Knowledge
Management

1 Introduction

This research project is a collaboration between British Telecommunications
(BT) and Robert Gordon University to produce a system which uses experiential
content gathered from users as a case-base to answer new queries. The query
and answer process will take place while engineers are out in the field, giving
them access to the support they require within the dynamic environment of their
jobs. This would facilitate the exchange of knowledge and experience between
employees within the company and assist in the development of a ‘corporate
memory’, which stores the relevant experiences of every engineer in the company,
preventing these assets from being lost if an employee were to leave BT.

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the context
of the project and section 3 describes its contributions. Section 4 discusses
related work and research. The report concludes with a description of the
research which has been completed so far and details future work and next
steps the research could take.
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2 An Overview of the Project

The goals of this project are to develop a means of capturing experiential knowl-
edge from BT engineers and to produce an application which can learn to provide
expert-level support in the field using that information. The system should be
able to support engineers by retrieving relevant results and adapting to new
situations accordingly, producing results which are applicable in the real-world.

In the field, an engineer is only able to access notes (historical task records)
which are part of the current task. These notes are plain text and contain
customer and location information, but rarely indicate what piece of equipment
the fault may relate to (as this may not be known at the time of task allocation),
the context of the task, or similar tasks. An engineer is expected to rely heavily
on past experiences and training in order to diagnose and solve problems, but
this can fail if the task has novel, unusual or specialist elements. Some of these
failures may be avoided if there existed a means of drawing upon the experiences
of engineers who had previously encountered similar problems.

To give a real example, a BT power engineer was called out to a ‘low-voltage’
alarm in a rural exchange. It transpired that the mains power had failed and the
back-up generator had not started, so the exchange was beginning to lose power
and risked the network going down for nearby customers. The engineer was
unsure of what the exact fault with the back-up generator could be and spent
some time attempting to diagnose the problem before calling for help. It was
only when an engineer with more experience arrived that the fault was eventually
diagnosed - the ac/mc contactor within the generator needed replaced. This was
a time-dependent and critical fault which could have had important business
repercussions and was only solved because a more experienced engineer was
able to attend on short notice. If experience and knowledge could be more
effectively transferred between engineers, then we could severly reduce the time
taken to solve these faults, as well as the manpower required to do so and the
risk of failing to complete time-critical faults.

We aim to use the notes and other knowledge assets (including video, photo
and audio content) as the case base for an intelligent system which can reply to
engineer’s queries and propose a solution. This would alleviate pressure upon
engineers by giving them access to a ‘digital expert’ which could draw upon
historical experiences from the entire work force to provide support in the field.

3 Contributions

As this project is a collaboration between a representative of industry and a
university, it is important that the research provides an academic contribution,
but remains viable for use in a commercial setting. There often exists a discon-
nect between the two, fuelled by the exploratory nature of research and the fact
that ’state-of-the-art’ measures may involve expensive procedures or equipment
which do not have commercial viability. Therefore, this project is a case study
of a research project which has both academic importance and good business
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viability and offers contributions in both areas.
The main contribution of this project towards industry will be to improve

information access for engineers in the field and facilitate the exchange of knowl-
edge and expertise by using an intelligent system. By doing so, this system
should ultimately improve an engineer’s ablity to complete a task and, at an
organisational level, increase overall engineer productivity.

The contribution of this project to academia is to develop a dynamic decision
support system which can operate on a large scale across multiple engineer
domains. This project will ultimately showcase a system which can retrieve
relevant results from vast quantities of complex, inter-related multi-media data.

4 Related Works

Due to its very nature of reusing and adapting previous examples, Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR) is the branch of machine learning which most closely reflects
the goals of the project. Using CBR techniques to facilitate knowledge flow
between users is not a new concept, having been pursued with differing levels of
success for a number of years. Of these, many projects have specifically targeted
domain experts within a pre-identified industry niche, including food quality
control [8] and help desk support [5], in order to provide relevant assistance
based upon experts’ and users’ experiences.

In [6] Goker et al developed an adaptive expertise provider dubbed the Price-
waterhouse Cooper (PwC) Connection Machine. The Connection Machine al-
lowed users to enter their queries into a web application and made use of CBR
techniques in order to identify experts who may be able to answer. Use of the
system facilitated the exchange of knowledge and experience between users and
provided a singular forum for accessing all experts within the company. The
biggest disadvantage of the system was that it relied upon experts to actively
answer queries. Drawing upon this idea, our project aims to allow users to
access the sum of all experience of BT engineers in a single place, but remove
the need for human experts to explicitly answer queries. The system will return
relevant answers based upon its knowledge gained from the input task notes.

A Case Retrieval Net (CRN) is a CBR framework which facilitates the return
of a small number of cases in a large case base. CRNs use a memory structure
that stores both the contents of the case base and similarity knowledge between
cases [9] using Information Entities (IEs). An IE is any specific piece of informa-
tion pertaining to a case (such as an attribute-value pair). Results are returned
using ‘spreading activation’; the most relevant IE to a query is activated and
nearby IEs receive diminishing activation the less similar they are to the identi-
fied IE. The case nodes associated with the activated IEs are then collected and
returned. CRNs have demonstrated promising results in reuse of textual cases
within large medical databases [1]. The return of a small number of relevant
results from a massive case base and the use of similarity knowledge to facili-
tate case adaptation are both vital components of the project. However, this
requires a method of generating the extensive similarity knowledge required for
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spreading activation of the net. This may be achieved using the object-to-object
similarity generated by a Siamese Neural Network.

A Siamese Neural Network (SNN) architecture consists of two neural net-
works that share identical weights and are joined at one or more layers. Intro-
duced in [2] as a method of signature verification, SNNs are trained and tested
on pairs of examples to develop similarity knowledge at a case-to-case level.
Desirable pairs are dubbed as ‘genuine’ during training, while undesirable pairs
are ‘impostors’, so that the network develops vectors representative of case fea-
tures. At test time, the SNN measures the distance between the queried vectors
to determine whether they are ‘genuine’ or ‘impostor’ based on a threshold.

Recent research has demonstrated that SNNs are able to generate object-to-
object similarities after being trained with relatively few examples or in datasets
where a vast number of classes exist [7]. This could be particularly useful in the
current project, where the broad domain could mean that there are a massive
number of classes within the case base. SNNs have been applied with success
in areas like sketch-based retrieval [10], and speaker recognition [3]. In [4], an
SNN is applied to the task of similar question retrieval, and outperforms the
state-of-the-art. In the same way, this project would aim to return similar cases
to the situation described in the query, but unlike in the examples above it
would also attempt to adapt these cases to better suit the described situation.

5 Current and Future Work

Much of our recent work has been gathering data to determine the industrial and
academic context of this project. In particular, we reviewed literature featuring
industry examples of experience capture and knowledge transfer systems to see
how others have dealt with similar problems. In addition, we gathered data
from within BT to establish the specific business context of the project. This
involved determining the available information sources for use by engineers, how
they are used on specifc tasks and in what areas they are lacking.

One of the key aspects of this project is the development of a large and
dynamic case base which can be used and updated in real-time throughout the
day. Often, retrieval from a huge case base can be extremely costly. We are
examining methods of reducing this cost without sacrificing case base coverage
or retrieval accuracy through similarity-based retrieval in a CRN, but learning
similarity knowledge in a huge system can be expensive. To this end we are per-
forming experiments to learn similarity between cases in a quick and inexpensive
manner. Recently we have examined generating case-to-case similarity knowl-
edge by using an SNN and have demonstrated that this is capable of developing
case-to-case similarity knowledge suitable for similarity-based retrieval.

In future work, we would like to experiment with training SNN on limited
data to ascertain whether they can successfully learn similarity knowledge. Also,
we would like to examine populating the IEs of a CRN using the values developed
by the output of an SNN to see whether we can return improved results with
spreading activation.
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1 Introduction

The growth of intensive data-driven decision-making is now being recognized
broadly. Big data systems are mainstream and the demand for building sys-
tems that able to process data streams is growing. Yet many decision support
systems act like ”black boxes”, providing little or no transparency in the ratio-
nale of their processes [1]. The ”black box” methodologies are not acceptable
in crucial domains like health care, aviation, and maintenance. Experts prefer
to reason the decisions. Current big data strategies tend to process in-motion
data and o↵er many potential scenarios to work with. The big data term refers
to dynamic, large, structured and unstructured volumes of data generated from
di↵erent sources with di↵erent formats [2]. Therefore, it is a must for CBR sys-
tems that tends to process the in-motion data to manage their sub-tasks, such
as collecting and formatting data, case base maintenance, cases retrieval, cases
adaptation and retaining new cases [3]. In my research I will describe the idea of
spanning the gap between CBR and Big Data based on the SEASALT architec-
ture [4] [5]. SEASALT is an application independent architecture to work with
heterogeneous data repositories and modularizing knowledge. It was proposed
based on the CoMES approach to develop collaborative multi-expert systems
and provides an application-independent architecture that features knowledge
acquisition from a Web community, knowledge modularization, and agent-based
knowledge maintenance. Its first research prototype was developed for the travel
medicine application [4]. SEASALT aims to provide a coherent multi-agent CBR
architecture that can define the outlines and interactions to develop multi-agent
CBR systems.

2 CBR & Big Data

When CBR research has addressed increased data sizes, the primary focus has
been compression of existing data rather than scale-up. Considerable CBR re-
search has focused on the e�ciency issues arising from case-base growth. As the
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case base grows, the swamping utility problem can adversely a↵ect case retrieval
times, degrading system performance [6]. CBR and Big Data collaboration is an
emerging topic, some researches have been carried out focusing mainly on case
base maintenance methods, aiming to reduce the case base size while preserving
competence [8][7]. Few CBR projects have considered scales up to a million of
cases [10][9]. The ability of case-based reasoning to reason from individual ex-
amples and its inertia-free learning makes it appear a natural approach to be
applied to big-data problems such as predicting from very large example sets [6].
Likewise, if CBR systems had the capability to handle very large data sets, such
a capability could facilitate CBR research on very large data sources already
identified as interesting to CBR, such as cases harvested from the Experience
Web [11], cases resulting from large-scale real-time capture of case data from
instrumented systems [12], or cases arising from case capture in trace-based rea-
soning [13].

3 Research Focus

In my thesis I am going to concentrate on building a multi-agent CBR system
that extends the SEASALT architecture. The proposed approach is designed
to semi-automate the building of cases based on chunks of data coming from
di↵erent streams, and being able to work with big number of historical cases
stored in our case base. A real use case to elaborate the main goal of my model
would be in manufacturing [14]. In manufacturing processes data comes from
di↵erent machines and sensors. We need to detect any pattern that has led to
a disqualified end product, and give a proactive solution to avoid or mitigate
the e↵ect of these kinds of patterns [15]. Hence, from the Big Data 4V’s, I will
mainly focus on velocity and volume with lower exposure to variety. I need to
collect data from di↵erent sources and be able to detect patterns that match
our old cases in real time. To achieve the aforementioned goals, the following
objectives have to be fulfilled:

1. Extend the original SEASALT architecture with a new layer ”Knowledge
Stream Management”

2. Correlate and synchronize between the chunks of data that come from dif-
ferent sources

3. Collect su�cient knowledge from domain experts that help in achieving point
2

4. Develop a methodology to apply the new approach to existing multi-agent
systems as well as integrating it into the development of new multi-agent
systems

5. Evaluate the new approach and the methodology within an industrial use
case

6. Compare performance and accuracy with other existing techniques and sys-
tems

The proposed approach is roughly described in details in the following sec-
tions.
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4 The Knowledge Stream Management

The original idea of the SEASALT architecture comes from Altho↵, Bach and
Reichle [5]. SEASALT consists mainly of five main layers, Knowledge Source,
Knowledge Formalization, Knowledge Representation, Knowledge Provision, and
Individualized Knowledge. Every layer contains several software agents desig-
nated for several tasks. Through my work, a new layer will be added: ”Knowl-
edge Stream Management” (See Figure 1). The new layer has two main tasks,
the first is processing the streams of data coming from Knowledge Sources in
real time, and the second is to give real time analysis to data patterns found
within the streams. The Knowledge Stream Management layer will contain soft-
ware agents designated for the prescribed tasks. System nodes 3 would be the
available processing power. The Knowledge Provision layer will be distributed
across several nodes, and hence each node contains Knowledge Provision agents.
The Coordination Agent will act as the system manager who is aware of all
the system nodes and responsible for the whole system control. He will be the
data tap that uses the underlying framework to distribute the incoming requests
across the system nodes. Normally, there are two kinds of nodes, one for Queries
processing to retrieve results and the second for New Cases processing. It is pos-
sible to have up to N nodes in the system according to the volume of data that
should be processed in real time. According to Big Data system architecture and
sizing best practices provided from Hortonworks 4, for sustained throughput of
50MB/sec and thousands of events per second, we need 1-2 nodes and 8+ cores
per node (more is better), 6+ disks per node (SSD or Spinning) and 2 GB of
memory per node and 1GB bonded. In every node, there would be a Classifi-
cation Agent to classify the received data chunks and assign it to the intended
Topic Agent. Each Classification Agent is aware of the knowledge map gathered
from knowledge sources and classify the incoming data according to predefined
classes (collected before from domain experts). Then, the Classification Agent
assigns the request to the intended Topic Agent(s). The Topic Agent is perform-
ing queries to retrieve the most similar cases. Since distributed nodes are being
used in the hardware cluster, the Case Base will be replicated to avoid data
integrity problems using replication channels to replicate data between all Case
Base instances. The Case Factory agents will be centralized, and hence the Case
Factory will have only one instance that performs case maintenance on a single
Case Base. Afterwards, the results will be distributed to the whole system nodes
using the replication channels.

We assume that solving big data problems will require also manual knowl-
edge modelling. CBR - standing with one foot in the area of Machine Learn-
ing [automated knowledge generation] and with the other foot in the area of
Knowledge-Based Systems [manual and semi-automatic knowledge modelling] -

3 Every single node is a processing power
4 Hortonworks is one of the biggest big data software companies founded in
June 2011 as an independent company based in Santa Clara, California.
http://www.hortonworks.com
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Fig. 1. Big Data Oriented SEASALT Architecture

is a natural candidate for finding a domain-and task-specific approach of inte-
grating automated knowledge generation [using machine learning] with manual
knowledge modeling [using knowledge-intensive CBR].

4.1 Potential Applications

1. Internet of Things (IoT) applications.

2. Ticketing systems and customer support applications.

3. Server logs anomaly detection applications.

4. Condition monitoring applications.

5 Current Progress & Future Directions

Currently I am shaping my PhD goals and approach. I intend to implement
our approach and compare accuracy and speed performance with other case
base maintenance methods. I am currently working to learn the big data system
architectures and tools, that will help in the implementation phase. In the mean-
while, I am trying to find a suitable industrial use case to apply the proposed
approach.
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1. Introduction 

In the last decades, many medical assistance systems have been developed, and the interest 
in computer-aided problem-solving in medical and healthcare is constantly growing. Most 
of the software systems in this domain focus on decision support and recommendation of 
effective medication for patients. The combination of statistical analysis and case-based 
reasoning can facilitate a better medical diagnosis [1] [2] [3]. Within the case comparison 
mechanism of CBR, feature selection, similarity measurement, and adaptation methods 
play an important role to retrieve and revise cases. In this research, DePicT (Detect and 
Predict diseases using image classification and Text Information from patient health 
records) uses image interpretation and word associations for feature selection and 
recommendation of medical solutions [4]. All gathered patient records are stored in 
relational databases as structured or closed-format (e.g. parameters and statistics), or 
unstructured or open-format e.g. texts and images. For example, images of affected areas 
of a melanoma skin cancer can contribute and support early stage diagnosis. Also, further 
information on answering questions or writing a statement about the patient's health 
condition is added to the knowledge base. Domain Experts can validate and verify the 
collected information and also update the case-base to correct the data records of patients. 
In the other hand, more over than assisting for detecting and predict the disease, the 
Vocational Educational Training (VET) and Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) [5] is 
a research field which is investigated continuously. DePicT CLASS (Detect and Predict 
diseases using image classification and Text information in Case-based Learning 
Assistant System) is a CBR system by enrichment of cases with learning materials (e.g. 
reference images and textbook) [6]. It is utilized smart (knowledge-based) and accessible 
systems to provide vocational educational learning opportunities and achieving higher 
education. CBR is applied in various problem-solving domains, and it is appropriate in 
medicine to integrate the system and for explicit experience, cognitive adequateness, the 
duality of objective/subjective knowledge, and to extract subjective knowledge [7]. Design 
and development of the DePicT and DePicT CLASS are the main contributions of this 
investigation. It is a case-based system which uses DePicT Profile Matrix of the 
association strength between title phrase and identified keywords of cases. Making 
experiments to validate the research and this recommender system lead us to do it in the 
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skin and brain diseases as patient assistance system-DePicT CBMelanom and caregiver 
learning assistant system-DePicT Dementia CLASS, respectively. 
 
2. Research Questions and Aims 

This section presents the research questions which have been reached by my doctoral 
thesis: 

1. How can we extract knowledge from healthcare processes and stakeholders to find 
the gap in the current system to create the desired system with considering requested 
a change? 

2. How is it possible to establish an assistant system and utilizing data from the network 
communication between patients, caregivers and doctors contributing to a better 
understanding of their challenges? 

3. How can we improve user experience with using Case-based systems?  
4. How to evaluate the adaptation mechanism? 

a. A new proposal that word association profile can follow adaptation on the 
most similar cases. The practicalities of this will be discussed. 

b. A system is learned which guides manual adaptation of similar references 
retrieved from the case base. (e.g. learner can rank the best references) 

c. In the context of adaptation, it is compared with the: 
i. Information extraction using domain expert & stakeholders 

ii. Information extraction using references. 
iii. Statistical approaches (e.g. value), 
iv. Statistical approaches enhanced by learned knowledge. (e.g. grade 

of ranking)  

The approaches to addressing the research questions and the explanation of how the 
remaining aspects of these research questions are going to be investigated are described in 
the next sections. 

3. Proposed Plan of Research  

This research divided to a preliminary concept which is DePicT and the educational 
concept which is DePicT CLASS recommender procedure. In these concepts, we focus on 
the combination of the textual and structural case based reasoning and utilizes word 
association method which is called CIMAWA [8] to find the word association strength 
between case title and case features which identified keywords. 
DePicT [4] is a conception of a knowledge-based system for the identification and 
diagnosis of diseases. It utilizes the graphical and textual similarity measurements of non-
image and image information which are Tverskey's similarity measure [9], Frucci et al.'s 
image dissimilarity measure [10]. So, DePicT CLASS [6] is able to search for references 
based on the comparison of word association profiles of identified keywords to find the 
best similar ones with the request. DePicT CLASS is a Case-based Learning Assistant 
System which is the application of the DePicT concept. To answer the research questions 
which are explained in the previous section, two use cases are investigated. The prototype 
of DePicT CBMelanom is developed which is briefly explained in the next section and 
DePicT Dementia CLASS is fully implemented based on the retrieval and adaptation 
mechanism of DePicT CLASS [6] and evaluated based on the test problems from 
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Alzheimer and dementia forums and homepages [11]. This research proposes a new 
adaptation method for dementia vocational educational training which uses the WHO 
Framework for the International Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health 
(ICF) [12] word association strength of the DePicT Profile Matrix [6], [11]. It is utilized 
abstraction adaptation to characterize each case by an identified keywords list which is 
associated with each dementia disease and compositional adaptation to computing a value 
for each reference from the most similar cases. Based on the definition of Kolodner [13], 
DePicT CLASS adaptation is also categorized as a particular type, while it is considered 
the collaborative recommendation of users by ranking the references, adding the images 
tags, suggesting images impact factors, sending the feedback to contribute to the reference 
collection. Therefore, the DePicT CLASS adaptation mechanism has a combination of 
value comparison based on the requested word association profiles and manual adaptation 
based on user collaborative recommendation e.g. learner can rank the best references and 
learning materials based on their understanding and requirements. In future, the other 
parameters of caregiving e.g. their challenges and task’s difficulties will be considered. 
Moreover, for completing the evaluation phase, it will be tested with a domain of informal 
caregivers. For further development of an application of the DePicT concept, DePicT 
CBMealnom will be developed based on the 7-point checklist (7PCL) which has been 
recommended by NICE (2005) and the case base is modifying based on the Melanoma 
Datasets. The future work is addressing the fourth research question in this use case.  
 

4. Description of Progress to Date 

DePicT CBMelanom is utilized by patients who has skin problems. While a user can not 
necessarily be able to formulate the question in a machine-readable form which is ready 
for the CBR system, Conversational Case-Based Reasoning provides a question dialog to 
guide users to describe their problem incrementally through an answering procedure [14, 
15]. Its prototype utilizes myCBR tool [16] to create the CBR system for early detection 
of skin cancer. Based on the report of American cancer society’s cancer facts and figures 
2016 [10], “Melanoma accounts for only 1% of all skin cancer cases, but the vast majority 
of skin cancer deaths. In 2016, an estimated 10,130 deaths from melanoma and 3,520 
deaths from other types of skin cancer (not including KC) will occur.” Therefore, early 
detection is crucial in this kind of cancers and “the best way to detect it early is to recognize 
new or changing skin growths, particularly those that look different from other moles 
[10].” Even after treatment, it is imperative that patients keep their medical history and 
records [11]. Therefore, DePicT Case-based Melanom (DePicT CBMelanom) illustrates 
how Melanoma is detected and predicted utilizing conversational case-based reasoning.  

DePicT CLASS of Dementia is used and updated by caregivers and domain experts. It 
enables caregivers and patients’ relatives to find their learning materials and references 
which address the problems that they are looking for. Although the increasing prevalence 
of dementia poses a major challenge for global health at multiple levels [17], CBR is 
applied in the care of Alzheimer’s disease patients from 2001 [18]. “Dementia 
encompasses a range of neurological disorders characterized by memory loss and 
cognitive impairment. In 2015, almost 47 million people worldwide were estimated to be 
affected by dementia, and the numbers are expected to reach 75 million by 2030, and 131 
million by 2050, with the greatest increase expected in low-income and middle-income 
countries [19]. Since the development of ICF [12], several projects for specific health 
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conditions and disabilities are defined to develop core sets of ICF codes. DePicT CLASS 
uses DePicT Profile Matrix weights of the association strength between title phrase and 
identified keywords of cases (including references) which are dementia related diseases 
and ICF parameters, respectively. In this analysis, the references and learning materials 
with high valued keywords in word association profiles from the most similar cases are 
recommended to the selected case. This research proposes a new abstraction, 
compositional and collaborative adaptation method for medical vocational educational 
training which uses the calculated word association strength of the DePicT Profile Matrix 
[6]. DePicT Dementia CLASS is used and updated by caregivers and domain experts. It 
enables caregivers and patient’s relatives to find their learning materials and references 
which address the problems that they are looking for. Case formation identifies the 
requested keywords and assigning their values based on DePicT Profile Matrix. These 111 
ICF parameters are searched in 40 dementia and caregiving books and handbooks to create 
the large document as a reference of DePicT Profile Matrix. DePicT Dementia CLASS 
experimentally evaluated adapted references compared to the retrieval only references 
using its similarity measurement [6]. We have used two rates to investigate the hypothesis 
which is DePicT Dementia CLASS is able to select cases (three most similar ones) which 
can be adapted more related to the user request in comparison with the retrieval only 
references. The attract rate is defined based on the ratio of the value of references to their 
rank. In this way, DePicT CLASS compares reference ranking which is enhanced by 
learned knowledge of users. Besides the attract rate, for evaluating the adaptation results, 
the adaptation rate (adapt rate) is defined based on the ratio of retrieval only references to 
the total number of associated references. Thus, the recommendation of selected case is 
arranged based on the combination of high-value and ranked references. 
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1 Introduction

Currently, cancer remains one of the main causes of death. To assist in the
fight against this disease, cancer registries are being used. A cancer registry
is a systematic, continuous, exhaustive and non redundant collection of data
about cancers diagnosed and/or treated in a country or region. The collected
data is defined in international standards with common terminologies (e.g., the
International Classification of Diseases, commonly abbreviated as ICD [7]) and
associated to best medical coding practices. Unfortunately, these practices and
standards are very complex, making it di�cult for operators, i.e. medical sta↵
in charge of collecting and coding the data, and coding experts to apply them
e�ciently and consistently.

The aim of this research is to tackle this complexity, by assisting both oper-
ators and coding experts in the interpretation of best medical coding practices.

For the Luxembourg National Cancer Registry (NCR), a ticketing system
has been implemented for operators. When they encounter a di�cult coding
problem, they can ask questions through this system and coding experts pro-
vide individual answers. Interesting questions are later presented and discussed
in regular training sessions for operators. Coding experts rely on their medical
knowledge and their understanding of the coding standards and best medical
coding practices to answer the questions. However, it is crucial for cancer reg-
istries to have a consistent coding of the data, meaning that two similar patients
should be coded similarly. Thus, two similar coding questions should have sim-
ilar answers. For that reason, the coding experts must also take into account
previous questions to answer new questions.

Section 2 presents the research plan, followed by a review of the current
progress in section 3. Finally, section 4 outlines the remaining work.
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2 Research plan

The research plan contains the following main work packages: an analysis of
the questions answering approach and design of a coding solving method and a
question management tool, an implementation of the tool and an evaluation of
the impact of the proposed tool.

The analysis and design package contains the following areas of work:

– a literature review for case-based reasoning and the combination with other
methods, e.g., rule-based reasoning, belief merging or formal argumentation;

– a state of the art for coding assistants and decision support systems;
– a analysis of the questions asked by operators of the NCR and the answers

provided by experts, as well as their solving process;
– functional design of a question management tool and technical choices for

the implementation.

With the results of the analysis, a implementation of the designed software
will be provided, starting with a prototype for a limited test usage before tran-
sitioning to a more general usage.

Lastly, an evaluation of the impact of the implemented assistant, notably to
assess the evolution of the expert and operator workloads, is planned.

3 Current progress

The first step of this research is to analyze the coding process and the question
solving process. Therefore, a dozen tricky questions and several easier questions
have been discussed with the coding experts of the NCR. Given the similarities
in the solving process of the experts and case-based reasoning, the proposed
approach is adapted from the 4-R cycle presented in [1] and the knowledge con-
tainers presented in [6]. Other approaches have been considered (e.g., automatic
coding [5]), but are not being pursued at the moment.

The approach proposed by this research uses arguments for the solving pro-
cess. Indeed, when answering a case, experts often point out which arguments
(pros and/or cons) have been identified and which solution they support. This
is very helpful for operators, as it gives them insights into the reasoning pro-
cess and allows them to learn more quickly. In order to incorporate this user
guidance and solution explanation into our approach, the retrieval step uses the
arguments of a source case to find the best match for the given target problem.
The approach has been described in more detail in a paper submitted to ICCBR
2017. A prototype developed for the paper (shown in figures 1 and 2) focuses
on structured questions asked by operators and the solutions provided by the
system.

Arguments have already been used in CBR, but not to identify similar cases.
For example, in [3] and [4] arguments are generated and used to explain the
inferred solution of the target problem.
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Fig. 1. Form used for the question asked by operators and to describe the target
problem.

To facilitate the handling of the operators’ questions, it was decided to struc-
ture the questions rather than apply natural language processing methods. Fig-
ure 1 shows an example of a structured question. Still, there are plenty of items
that can be relevant for the various questions, making it very di�cult to define
every possible data item. Thus, only the most important subject are completely
structured, i.e. the data asked of the operator is almost exhaustively defined.
The assistant proposed by this research project will only handle structured ques-
tions. The remaining unstructured questions, i.e. questions where the operators
describes his problem using free text, will continue to be answered by the coding
experts, with little change to the current situation.

4 Future work

Once the prototype has been tested, a first version of the ticketing system for
the coding questions will be developed. By the end of the year, this first version
should be tested by the operators of the NCR. This version will be evaluated,
notably to determine the impact of the system. Several types of criteria can be
measured (e.g., quality of the coded data, workload of the coding experts). The
final list of criteria will be determined during the implementation of the ticketing
system. Alongside, other avenues are considered:
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Fig. 2. Summary of the described target problem and the proposed solution. The
retrieved source case is shown similarly to the target problem.

– increasing the e�ciency of the solving algorithm (e.g., combining arguments
using logic operators like and, reusing arguments from several source cases);

– adding a conversational approach where the system can ask for additional
information about a given patient (to reduce the amount of information
asked to only relevant data);

The following problems, though interesting, will probably not be researched
in depth during this project:

– adding a confidence indication of the given result to help operators and cod-
ing experts distinguish between tentative solutions and validated solutions;

– taking into account the evolution of the coding standards [2].
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1 Introduction

This document presents the main research problems addressed during my PhD
studies. All these researches are led inside the two teams DBWeb in Télécom Paris-
Tech and LInK (Learning and Integration of Knowledge) in AgroParisTech, both
located in Paris, and supervised by Pr. Jean-Louis Dessalles and Pr. Antoine
Cornuéjols.

My researches focus on learning theory both in the perspective of symbolic
machine learning and of learning in continuous domains. I aim at finding an
information-theoretic principle guiding information transfer in learning.

The start point of these researches is the idea that most machine learning
takes a strong stationary hypothesis for granted. The general framework of sta-
tistical learning (mainly supervised and semi-supervised learning) considers two
data sets: a learning data set (from which the concepts have to be learned) and a
test data set (on which quality of the learned concepts is evaluated). The key idea
of current learning methods and theories is to assume that training data and test
data are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). However this strong hy-
pothesis does not hold in many cases: either the data generation process evolves
over time (aging effect, trending effect...) or the data belong to a different do-
main. Because similar questions of transfer and domain adaptation had already
been addressed in analogical reasoning, we proposed to use an approach based
on Kolmogorov complexity instead of probabilities. Kolmogorov complexity is a
measure of the information contained inside an object. The use of Kolmogorov
complexity in machine learning is accepted by the community, but mainly in
a stationary point of view (when the key concept does not vary); we proposed
to extend its use to non-stationary environments, in the same way as done in
analogical reasoning. A presentation of these issues is given in section 2.

The strong similarity between transfer learning and analogical reasoning led
me to consider this issue in my researches. Analogical reasoning consists in situa-
tions of the form “‘b’ is to ‘a’ as ‘d’ is to ‘c’”. Because its value has already been
demonstrated, I focus on Hofstadter’s micro-world, made up of strings of alpha-
betical characters that can be described with simple concepts like ‘predecessor’,
‘successor’ or ‘repetition’. The use of Kolmogorov complexity for analogical rea-
soning had already been considered, but our approach is slightly different. We
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developed a small descriptive language for Hofstadter’s problems and convert it
into a binary code, the length of which corresponds to Kolmogorov complexity.
Our work on analogy is presented in section 3. Finally, because of its very global
perspective, our research topic leads naturally to collaborations on various topics
related to learning. This side aspect of my research is presented in section 4.

2 A global approach of learning

Statistical machine learning in its current form is often considered to be based
mainly on three inductive principles: Empirical Risk Minimization (ERM), Bayesian-
ism and Minimum Description Length (MDL). The validity of ERM has been
demonstrated under the strong i.i.d. assumption using several frameworks, all
inspired by the Probably Approximately Correct learning framework. Besides
strong links have been stated between Bayesianism and MDL.

When the i.i.d. hypothesis is not verified, these three principles are not valid
anymore and have to be replaced by new principles. Exploring this direction, we
considered the most straightforward transfer learning problem and the classifi-
cation problem, the purpose of which is to associate data to labels. Given source
data XS associated to their classes YS and a target data XT , we aim at finding
the corresponding classes YT . The idea is to find a classification function βS such
that βS(XS) = YS and to transfer this function into a classification function βT
available on the target data XT . Because this problem is the same as analogical
reasoning, we used a simplification of the general MDL principle in the context
of analogy [2].

The mathematical tool used to measure the description length in MDL is Kol-
mogorov complexity [4]. Kolmogorov complexity (also called algorithmic com-
plexity) of an object x is an information theoretic measure defined as the minimal
length of a program defined on a Universal Turing Machine (UTM) and the out-
put of which is object x. This quantity can be shown to be machine independent,
but non calculable.

The idea we developed is to consider an upper-bound of this complexity
based on a restricted Turing machine. The choice of a restricted Turing ma-
chine corresponds to an inductive bias, inevitable in any inductive reasoning
(see for example the no-free-lunch theorem). This choice also raises the problem
of machine dependency which seems crucial in human learning.

Our first contribution is a direct use of analogical MDL in the context of
transfer learning [5]: I presented a two-part MDL equation based on a data rep-
resentation called model. A model is any object which may be used to compress
data. In transfer learning, our purpose is to infer a source model MS and a target
model MT :

min
MS ,MT

C(MS) +C(XS |MS) +C(YS |MS , XS) +C(MT |MS) +C(XT |MT ) (1)

where C(.) designates Kolmogorov complexity, X the data, YS the source labels
and M the model. This equation applies both for continuous data (X is a matrix,
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the rows of which correspond to a vector data point) and for symbolic data (X is
a sequence of symbols, for example a sequence of letters). The different terms
in the equation present a strong similarity with usual machine learning terms:
C(M) corresponds to a model penalization based on its complexity; C(X|M)
corresponds to a likelihood term, ie. a fitness of the model toward data; and
the term C(Y |M,X) corresponds to an empirical risk. In the paper, we also
proposed experimental validations on two toy data sets with a simple prototype-
based model. They present good results and high performance on these data
sets.

A direct variant of this formula has been proposed for incremental learn-
ing [6]. In incremental learning, the system faces a sequence of questionsX1, X2, . . .
and has to find the solution to each problem one by one. The model used to de-
scribe data can be updated if it is outdated and does not correspond to the
current data anymore. We propose the following simplified MDL objective:

min
M

∑
t

C(Mt|M∆−1
t ({1})) +C(Xt|Mt) +C(βt|Mt, Xt) +C(Yt|Mt, Xt, βt) (2)

where ∆t is a model association function such that ∆t(u) = 1 if model Mt can
be described with model Mu, and ∆t(u) = 0 otherwise. The consistency of our
framework with existing heuristics state-of-the-art methods has been established,
as well as the validity of a naive algorithm based on the same neural model as
presented for transfer learning.

The successful results obtained with MDL so far encourage future research
tracks. Several problems emerge from the developed framework. First, the trans-
fer objective 1 is valid for one target only. In practice, several target problems
may occur, hence a multi-target variant of transfer has to be given. In partic-
ular, i.i.d. hypothesis consists in assuming infinitely-many targets with specific
distributions. I am currently exploring an approach based on Pareto-optimality,
implying a prior over the future and thus a new learning concept: concern for
future question.

Another question of interest is the theoretical validity of such approaches.
Unlike statistical learning which has a clear measure of quality (given by the
risk), an approach based on MDL does not present any natural quality measure.
Such a function has to be found before an equivalent of PAC learning can be
developed. Additionally, incremental learning methods do not have access to the
whole objective function 2 at all steps: only local optimizations are possible.
A measure of the impact of this algorithmic simplification appears as a direct
consequence. Finally, we aim at finding a geometric interpretation of these equa-
tions. An interesting track is offered by the domain of information geometry and
probability distribution manifolds. Under some specific conditions, Kolmogorov
complexity may be associated to a probability distributed, hence considered in
the perspective of information geometry.
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3 Approaches of analogy

Because of its crucial role in my researches on learning, I attach great impor-
tance to studying analogical reasoning. For now on, my researches focused on
Hofstadter’s micro-world [3] which presents highly general characteristics of ana-
logical thought. I will work on this research track with Dr. Laurent Orseau.

Preliminary works have already given insightful results and promising per-
spectives. I chose to work on the development of a small prototype language
generating Hofstadter’s analogies (of the form ABC : ABD :: IJK : IJL,
which has the be read “ABD is to ABC what IJL is to IJK”). Among other
specifications, the proposed language had to be generative, ie. describe a dy-
namic generation rather than a static description (as opposed to the description
in [2] for instance). For example, the string ABC will be generated by the pro-
gram alphabet,sequence,3, which can be read as “Consider the alphabet and
take the sequence of first three letters”. Once such a language is defined, it is
turned into a prefix-delimited binary code, the length of which measures an
upper-bound of Kolmogorov complexity.

A more elaborated and general version of the language has been recently
proposed. This memory-based language offers a flexibility in the management of
prior knowledge of the user and offers a simple way to set priority to operations:
its grammar enables any possible operator, as long as the operator can be put
in long-term memory. The complexity of an element in memory is defined as the
complexity of its depth in memory. A more rigorous presentation of this new
framework including the considerations on memory will be presented at ICCBR
2017 Computational Analogy Workshop [7].

We propose a validation of our approach with a human experiment. In an
online survey, we submitted a few Hofstadter’s problems and asked participants
for their most intuitive solution. We shew that the majority answers correspond
to local minima of Kolmogorov complexity. These results are not yet published.

The proposed approach offers a tool to compare two results of an analogical
problem when the generative instructions are given to the system. A first logical
direction is to provide automatic instruction generation, hence software able to
produce an optimal generative instruction for any complete analogy. Once this
will done, I have to find a solution to an analogical problem (eg. find the best
solution to ABC:ABD::IJK:?): because the space of solutions is infinite, it
cannot be explored naively and research biases have to be found. In order to
address these issues, I am currently working on a Python interpreter for the
developed language.

4 Collaborations and side problems

In the context of my research, I have the opportunity to collaborate on several
projects related to non-stationarity and transfer.

A first project is led jointly with Dr. Jérémie Sublime (ISEP) and Dr. Basarab
Matei (Université Paris 13) and concerns collaborative clustering. Classic clus-
tering consists in associating similar data together in clusters. Collaborative and
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multi-view clustering is a framework in which several clustering algorithms are
involved and try to influence each other. The algorithms do not produce the
same number of clusters, the same underlying model nor the same final solution.
This problem is closely related to transfer because it involves sharing informa-
tion between several different domains. A first contribution has been proposed
using operational research tools to select relevant collaborators in an existing
probabilistic framework [9]. A brand new approach, based on complexity, is be-
ing developed: we expressed the problem of collaborative clustering in terms
of data compression and worked on minimal assumptions to obtain a tractable
model. This new perspective offers a theoretical background for a wide range of
heuristic state-of-the-art approaches and inspires a new algorithm [8].

A new related collaboration has been engaged recently with Dr. Cristina
Manfredotti, Pr. Juliette Dibie (AgroParisTech) and Dr. Fatiha Sais (LRI),
exploring common approaches in transfer learning and structural mappings in
knowledge bases (ontology alignment).

Finally, I am exploring the problem of Transfer Learning using boosting al-
gorithms with Pr. Antoine Cornuéjols and Sema Akkoyunlu. The use of boosting
may offer new perspectives on transfer in general and be beneficial to my under-
standing of transfer mechanisms. A first contribution has been submitted [1].
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PhD project plan - Exploiting data to support operations
of EXPOSED aquaculture installations

Bjørn Magnus Mathisen

No Institute Given

1 Introduction

Aquaculture is an increasingly important industrial sector in Norway. The Norwegian Ministry of
Fishery and Aquaculture states that its a long term goal for aquaculture is a five fold increase in
production by 2050 1. This stands in direct contrast with recent Norwegian news2 which states that
aquaculture in Norway is facing a growing challenge with regards to fish disease and environmental
impact.

To help the industry reach the goal set by the Ministry of Fishery and Aquaculture of a five
fold increase - without increasing the environmental impact - we need to increase the amount of
locations suitable for modern aquaculture development. The SFI project EXPOSED3 is trying to
do this by researching and developing technologies that enable aquaculture to operate at more
exposed (o↵shore and subject to harsh weather) locations.

A part of the technology needed for this is increased level of monitoring and decision sup-
port. Making use of the increasing amount of data gathered on these aquaculture installations
to automate and support personnel would decrease cost and the amount of hours spent on the
installations thus decreasing the risk for the personnel at these more exposed locations. Decision
support systems within aquaculture traditionally employ numerical models (e.g. [7]). With the
increasing amount of data being gathered at these installations, using machine learning to create
models from the data would be a great addition to these models as a part of a decision support
system.

Machine learning is a promising field of research. Most recently shown by the rising field of deep
learning. Deep Learning has been employed for data analysis within di↵erent domains, including,
but not limited to; speech recognition [5, 10], object recognition [4] and text processing [2]. Recently
it has also been tried as methods for improving computer-chess4 and computer-go [12]

Given enough data and targeted at the correct problems (e.g. where learning patterns across
huge amounts of data will lead to a solution) these methods excel. However if the data is sparse
these methods can be hard to utilize. Another missing feature from these types of methods is
explainability.

Methods like deep learning (and other sub-symbolic methods) are not easily explained. It can
be done through analyzing activation patterns in the neural networks etc, but it is undecipherable
to anyone but experts in the field.

Explainability is a key factor in making the human operator trust the decision/operator support
system and other machine learning methods are easier to explain and understand, such as Bayesian
networks[15] or to a lesser degree Evolutionary Algorithms[11, 6].

Case-based reasoning (CBR)[1] is an example of another method that is based on symbols and
knowledge (also known as a knowledge-based reasoning method). As the method is heavily inspired
by cognitive models, the method is more easily explainable. CBR in combination with knowledge
engineering in cooperation with human experts can even achieve high performance without the

1
http://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/naeringsliv/slik-kan-fremtidens-lakseoppdrett-se-ut/

a/23568283/

2
http://www.vg.no/nyheter/innenriks/her-er-kartet-som-faar-ekspertene-til-aa-slaa-laksealarm/

a/23598279/

3
http://exposedaquaculture.no/

4
http://erikbern.com/?p=841
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presence of large data-sets. The method has been tested with success in several domains such as
oil & gas[8] and fish farms [16]. This method is typically less dependent on a large data corpus
than other methods such as neural networks. This property enables us to use CBR as a method
for predicting rare events.

To reach the goals set for the SFI project: improved quality, safety and e�ciency in exposed
fish farming operations - the solution should utilize the strength of all of these methods. E.g. deep
neural networks may be used to detect anomalies which correlates or causes a change in site state
which may be extracted and refined as a case and stored in a case-base. This could then be used
by a CBR system to predict future anomalies with a greater ability to explain how it came to this
conclusion.

Machine learning has already been applied to fisheries and aquaculture through decision sup-
port, examples of this is; Operational support in fish farming through using CBR[16], decision sup-
port model for fisheries management in Hawaii[13], decision support system for fish disease/health
management[17], decision support for sustainability[9]. Our work will build on these results, ap-
plying what has been learned in previous studies. Decision support systems within aquaculture
has been used but a predominant part of the decision support systems described in literature[3, 7]
only employ user input and numerical models. Our system will employ data-based machine learn-
ing methods that build models and tries to predict future states, knowledge based methods that
improves explainability and can support prediction of rare events, all in addition to the traditional
numerical models.

The goals of this PhD project is to contribute to a subset of the main goals set for the SFI-center
as mentioned above -

Goal (G1) : This PhD project will study AI methods aiming for safe and sustainable fish pro-
duction at exposed aquaculture sites through utilization of sensor data as well as human experiences
to develop and test a system for monitoring, prediction, and operational decision support.)

2 Objectives

The work done in this project will contribute to machine learning and artificial intelligence via
testing the applicability and performance of AI/ML methods in the aquaculture domain. On the
other side, the project will advance decision support systems within the aquaculture domain via
testing how ML methods can increase their performance and usefulness. However many of today’s
popular machine learning methods requires large databases of instances to be trained properly, but
many of the events that operators wants to avoid on a installation are rare and as such the data
about them is sparse. More specifically the measurable academic objectives of this PhD project is:

1. Establish the current state of the art in terms of decision support systems within aquaculture
and the role of machine learning in these decision support systems.

2. Create and test machine learning methods that uses data from aquaculture installations and
contributes to a decision support system for such a site. Typically these methods will try predict
future states of a aquaculture installation and this prediction can be used by a decision support
system.

3. Create and test knowledge-based methods such as CBR for detecting and predicting rare
events in the aquaculture domain.

3 State of the PhD project

The EXPOSED SFI project is currently gathering sensor data and operational data from exposed
sites. Table 1 lists some of the data gathered from the pilot sites in the EXPOSED project.
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Environmental

measurements

Installation Production data

Wind (max and avg) Movement (accelleration) Fish mortality
Waves (max and avg) Anchor load Fish grouping
Current (direction and speed
at 3 depths)

Operational status5 Feeding

Temperature - -

Table 1: Table listing some of the data parameters gathered from sites included in the SFI
EXPOSED project.

Not all of this data is gathered for every aquaculture site included in the project. As a result
some sites will have more data parameters gathered than others. In addition the instrumentation
of these sites are a central part of the project as such, and is thus evolving, increasing the amount
data gathered at each site. At this point in the project we are focusing on implementing a pro-
totype framework for automatically importing these data streams. As a part of this framework
we implemented a way to easily test di↵erent machine learning methods w.r.t. using the di↵erent
data parameters to predict future states of a aquaculture site. We have performed two tests in
this regard which we present in the following subsection.

3.1 Predicting installation movement

In this experiment we tried to predict the movement of an aquaculture cage structure based on
wind data gathered from a buoy that is situated close (within 100m) of the cage. To approximate
the level of movement on the cage structure we calculated the variation of the x axis of the
accelerometer mounted on the cage structure over the span of an hour (36000 data points, 10
hz). The prediction was made with a neural network with inputs being Wind Direction, Wind
Gust and Wind Speed. The output of the neural network is the predicted movement. The network
could only see the current time series data (not any history). Figure 1 show the accuracy of this
prediction.

Fig. 1: A graph showing a neural network predicting (blue line) the variation on the x axis of an
accellerometer mounted on the aquaculture cage(shown as “target” or a black line in the graph).

The red line depicts the wind speed.

As one can see from the figure the network predicts the movement quite precisely, however
the wind speed is also highly correlated with the movement of the structure (as can be expected).
Thus the neural networks net gain over wind speed is not relatively big, however it adds precision.

3.2 Predicting anchor load

In this experiment we tried to predict the load on the anchors of an aquaculture cage structure
based on environmental data gathered from a buoy that is situated close (within 100m) of the

5
This is a report of which operations could not be performed that day due to unfavourable conditions
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cage. The target prediction value is the anchor load in newtons. The prediction was made with
a neural network with inputs being 15 data points: current direction and speed at 3 depths,
max wind speed, average wind speed, wind direction, significant wave height, wave direction and
temperature. The output of the neural network is the predicted load. In the previous experiment
the neural network could only see the current data at the current point in the time series. In this
experiment the neural network could see the current data as well as the three previous time series
points, making it a total of 4 ⇤ 15 = 60 inputs to the neural network. Figure 2 show the accuracy
of this prediction.

Fig. 2: A graph showing a neural network predicting the anchor load of a aquaculture cage. The
blue line depicts the prediction. The black line depicts the actual load.

4 Project plan

In addition to the data listed in Table 1 the project has received a dataset describing the movements
of maritime vessels in and out proximity to the aquaculture installations. We have currently
combined this with a dataset describing the level of exposure to the environment for each of these
sites. In addition we have added weather (wind, waves, temperature, precipitation etc) for each
of the events at the relevant sites. The plan is to pick a specific type of boat fishfeed carriers,
and then using the time spent at each location to classify whether or not the fishfeed loading
operation was successful. We can then use the dataset to try to predict wether such a operation
will be successful given the level of exposure and weather forecast. Ideally we would like to use an
automated method (likely a ML method) to extract some archetype cases to add to a case-base.
This case base could then be employed by a CBR as a part of a decision support system that
would be more in line with the type of experience based learning they currently use in the domain.

4.1 Applying CBR

As mentioned earlier we want to apply CBR as the main interface to the user of his DSS. This
is because CBR provides a good analogy for the way that this industry learns (experience based
learning as opposed to formal learning), and also because CBR is well suited for situations where
the data contains instances that are few but have high signal to noise ratio (archetypes); e.g.
“Predicted weather conditions are very similar (90%) to a situations where the planned operation
failed due to weather conditions.” Detecting such these rare instances can most easily be done with
using expert knowledge (for verification) and machine learning (for finding previous situations
where conditions where far from the average) in tandem. These instances can then be formed into
cases where recorded result is shown along with expert input on how to achieve the best result
given the conditions (could also be to abort the operation).
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Maintenance of Case Contents and Adaptation Rules 
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Abstract. This research summary outlines and addresses three problems in case-
based maintenance on case contents and adaptation rules: 1) how to perform 
maintenance on divisible cases with non-uniform sizes, 2) how can adaptation 
knowledge improve the performance of maintenance on structured cases, 3) how 
to determine and use coverage for adaptation rules. Evaluation showed that, for 
suitable cases bases, maintenance strategies that subdivide cases and employ ad-
aptation knowledge can outperform per-case strategies. A planned experiment 
will expand or contract the coverage claimed by adaptation rules and measure the 
effects on problem-solving performance. The conclusion summarizes research 
progress to date and areas for further research. 

Keywords: case-based reasoning, case-base maintenance, flexible feature dele-
tion, adaptation-guided maintenance, adaptation knowledge 

1 Introduction 

Case-based reasoning is a method of machine learning for solving problems involving 
four phases: retrieval, reuse, revision, and retention [1]. Its overall performance de-
pends in no small part on the case base. Even starting with a high-quality case base, the 
passage of time motivates the need for case-base maintenance. Over time, the system 
will solve problems and store their solutions in its case base. As these solutions accu-
mulate, they take up storage space, and they take time to search through. The passage 
of time can also make stored cases in need of revision or obsolete entirely. Over time, 
even the case representation can change as the system learns more about its domain or 
its environment changes. 

2 Flexible Feature Deletion 

My research on flexible feature deletion started by questioning the assumptions for 
case-based maintenance [3]. First, nearly universally, the evaluations of case-based 
maintenance strategies assume a uniform size for cases. Although correct for many rep-
resentations, this assumption does not hold for variable-length feature vectors or more 
complex structured representations. For example, a case base of films could have dif-
ferent sizes depending on their running times or their numbers of actors and actresses. 
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This suggests that maintenance strategies employing deletion should consider not only 
the coverage benefit provided by a case, but also the storage cost of retaining it. 

A second assumption states that cases do not permit subdivision of their contents. 
Normally, a maintenance strategy will either choose to delete or retain an entire case. 
But if contents permit sub-deletion, abstraction [4], or alteration, then the size of a case 
base can change independently from the number of cases in it. For example, a case base 
of medical imagery [5] could delete irrelevant regions or represent them at a lower level 
of detail. 

Dismissing both of these assumptions allows for a classification of different kinds 
of maintenance strategies depending on how they subdivide the case base: case-bun-
dled, feature-bundled, and unbundled. First, case-bundled strategies delete an entire 
case including its component features. Second, feature-bundled strategies delete a sin-
gle feature across all of the cases in the case base. And third, unbundled strategies delete 
individual a case-feature pair independently of the remainder of the case to which it 
belongs or the occurrences of the same feature in other cases. 

Along those lines, I implemented 11 simple maintenance strategies. The strategies 
are named according to what they target for deletion first. For example, the Rarest Fea-
tures strategy deletes features in order from the rarest to the most common. Three hy-
brid strategies combine pairs of strategies with a 50/50 weighting. The following table 
compares each of the maintenance strategies: 

 
Strategy Type of Bundling Hybrid or Non-Hybrid 
Random Case-Features Unbundled Non-Hybrid 
Random Cases Case-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Largest Cases Case-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Least Coverage Case-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Most Reachability Case-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Random Features Feature-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Rarest Features Feature-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Most Common Features Feature-Bundled Non-Hybrid 
Largest Cases / Least 
Coverage 

Case-Bundled Hybrid 

Rarest Features / Least 
Coverage 

Unbundled Hybrid 

Rarest Features / Large 
Cases 

Unbundled Hybrid 

 
I evaluated the strategies on case bases across three different domains: IMDb films, 

Congressional bills, and travel agency packages. As always, there is no such thing as a 
free lunch because of the trade-off between accuracy and size [6]. The question was 
then which strategy could retain the most competence in spite of deletions. The evalu-
ation showed that the best strategy varied depending on the case base, but for some 
cases bases, unbundled and feature-bundled strategies could outperform case-bundled 
strategies. 
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3 Adaptation-Guided Maintenance 

The results for the simple strategies inspired me to ask whether more powerful strate-
gies could achieve a higher level of performance. I looked for sources of knowledge to 
bring to bear, and adaptation knowledge seemed the most promising [7]. The adaptation 
phase revises internal case contents in order to make the retrieved solution more suita-
ble to the given problem. And feature-level maintenance also revises case contents, but 
in this situation, in order to reduce case base size. So, in a sense, both the adaptation 
and maintenance phases perform adaptations (perhaps even from the same set of pos-
sibilities) just with differing goals. 

Therefore, I investigated whether maintenance could tie its deletion decisions di-
rectly to adaptation knowledge in order to improve on flexible feature deletion. Fur-
thermore, the maintenance strategy could prioritize a deletion of a component within a 
case according to its recoverability through further adaptations or chains of adaptations. 
From a different perspective, this approach deletes knowledge overlapping between the 
case and solution transformation containers [8]. 

I evaluated this idea in a path planning domain with the goal of finding the shortest 
path between vertices on a weighted graph representing a route between waypoints on 
a network of roads. The following table shows the maintenance strategies employed: 

 
Maintenance Strategy Lossiness Description 
Shared Component Lossless Extract components shared by the solutions 

of multiple cases into separate cases. Mark 
gaps for completion during recovery. 

Reachability-Based 
Largest Case 

Lossy Delete cases in order from largest to small-
est number of case-features, deleting only 
recoverable cases. 

Largest Case Lossy Delete cases in order from largest to small-
est number of case-features regardless of 
recoverability. 

Recoverability-Based 
Random Vertex 

Lossy Delete randomly-chosen case-features from 
the solutions to cases, deleting only recov-
erable features. 

Random Vertex Lossy Delete randomly-chosen case-features from 
the solutions to cases regardless of recover-
ability. 

 
Evaluation showed that the Shared Component maintenance strategy retained the 

most competence as expected because of its classification as lossless. But its compres-
sion ability maxed out at about 70% of the size of the uncompressed case base when it 
could not find any more shared components. Among the lossy strategies, recoverability-
based largest case performed next best which showed that the recoverability-based ap-
proach can improve competence retention by using adaptation knowledge. 

As mentioned earlier, normally competence always decreases with increased com-
pression. However, the results of this experiment surprised me because occasionally 
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adaptation-guided maintenance slightly improved the competence of the system by sub-
dividing cases to make their components accessible to adaptations of limited power –
– a phenomenon that I referred to as creative destruction. 

4 Adaptation Knowledge Coverage 

For my current research topic, I considered building on the creative destruction idea. I 
think I can show theoretically how a formal system could use the same rewriting rules 
for both adaptation and maintenance, and with suitable rules, creative destruction could 
have a significant effect. Unfortunately, I haven't found an appropriate domain in which 
to apply and evaluate this practically. 

I settled on the topic of adaptation knowledge coverage. Much research on mainte-
nance has highlighted the importance of the coverage of cases [9], but on the other 
hand, our field knows comparatively less about how to determine and use coverage for 
adaptation knowledge. I'm working with a real estate case base consisting of houses for 
sale with features for their prices, number of bedrooms, square feet, etc. I did not find 
off-the-shelf adaptation rules for this domain, so I developed a system for learning the 
rules from pairs of cases (as others have done before me). Together the case base and 
the learned adaptation rules form an oracle. 

Next, I intend to make a copy of the adaptation rules by removing contextual re-
strictions so that they conflict with one another. I'll eagerly apply rules to the cases and 
ask the oracle to judge the quality of the derived cases. This will generate triples of 
case, rule, and quality. From this, I can judge the reliability of the rules and delete the 
least reliable rules. 

Going further, I can look for common features between cases where the same rule 
applies with a high quality and then restrict the rule to those features. Or alternatively, 
common features between cases where the same rule applies with a low quality, and 
then restrict the rule to the negation of those features. The claimed coverage of an ad-
aptation rule could exceed its actual coverage or vice versa. To evaluate this, I'll com-
pare the performance of the oracle, maintained adaptation rules, and unmaintained 
rules. 

5 Further Research 

Maintenance necessarily involves a three-fold trade-off between problem-solving com-
petence, problem-solving time, and storage space. Normally, there is no free lunch be-
cause reductions in size will also reduce competence. But a lossless maintenance strat-
egy can reduce size to a limited extent without competence reduction, and creative de-
struction can occasionally even improve competence. Normally, reductions in size 
mean less cases to search through and therefore reduced retrieval time. But the in-
creased adaptation time to recover a usable solution could cancel out the reduced re-
trieval time. 

Additionally, similarity metrics can involve (perhaps recursively) comparing case 
components either one-to-one or even many-to-many. Deletion of case components 
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could decrease (or in some comparisons, increase) the time taken by the similarity met-
ric. For example, [10] uses feature reduction to balance the trade-off between the ben-
efit of keeping a feature and the cost of similarity comparisons involving it. In future 
research, I'd love to explore the different directions of the competence-time-space trade-
off on flexible feature deletion and its dependence on the properties of different case 
bases. 

In my research, I used different domains for the different experiments to show broad 
applicability. But ultimately, I'd like to tie together all of the strategies into a single 
experiment in order to measure the relative benefit of each separately and together. 

6 Conclusion 

In conclusion, my research focuses on the maintenance phase of the case-based reason-
ing cycle. I dismissed the assumptions of uniform size and indivisibility of cases yield-
ing flexible feature deletion strategies. Then, I incorporated adaptation knowledge into 
these strategies and applied them to structured cases. Next, I intend to continue studying 
adaptation knowledge especially how to determine the limits of its coverage and how 
knowledge of coverage for adaptation rules can improve maintenance strategies. 
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Abstract. Theory of Mind (ToM) is what gives adults the ability to predict oth-

er people’s beliefs, desires, and related actions, and has been heavily studied in 

psychology. When ToM has not yet developed, as in young children, social in-

teraction is difficult. Cognitive systems that interact with people on a regular 

basis would benefit from having a ToM. In this research summary, I propose a 

computational model of ToM, Analogical Theory of Mind (AToM), based on 

Bach’s [2012, 2014] theoretical Structure-Mapping model of ToM. Completed 

work demonstrates how ToM might be learned under this model. Future steps 

include a full implementation and test of AToM. 

Keywords: Analogy, Structure Mapping, Theory of Mind 

1 Introduction 

Humans are inherently social creatures. In fact, it has been suggested that our need for 

social interaction is responsible for our large brains and incredible language abilities 

[e.g. Reader and Laland, 2002]. If artificial intelligence systems are to be integrated 

into our society, then they must share the social capabilities available to us.  

Theory of Mind (ToM) is one example of a capability necessary for social interac-

tion. ToM, sometimes referred to as mind reading, is the ability to predict others’ 

desires, beliefs, and other mental states even when they may be different from our 

own. While some evidence of ToM exists in other highly social animals, such as dol-

phins and apes [e.g. Krupenye et al. 2016], the extent to which we use and rely on 

ToM seems to be uniquely human. 

Several theories of how ToM is developed and used by humans exist. The philoso-

pher Theodore Bach [2011, 2014] proposed one such theory, based in the Structure-

Mapping Theory of analogy [SMT, Gentner, 1983]. This research summary describes 

a computational cognitive model of ToM, Analogical Theory of Mind (AToM), which 

is based on Bach’s theory. Previous work, which shows how processes which play a 

role in ToM development can be used to train AToM, is presented. Finally, future 

directions are discussed. 
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2 Analogical Theory of Mind (AToM) 

AToM is based on the Structure-Mapping Theory of ToM proposed by Bach 

[2011, 2014]. It is built on top of the Structure-Mapping Engine [SME, Forbus et al. 

2016], a computational model of  SMT [Gentner, 1983]; the SAGE model of analogi-

cal generalization [McLure et al. 2010]; and the MAC/FAC model of analogical re-

trieval [Forbus et al. 1995]. AToM assumes a long term memory (LTM) of predicate 

calculus cases that can be retrieved via MAC/FAC. These cases represent memories 

of life experiences. 

When a situation which requires ToM reasoning is encountered, AToM retrieves a 

relevant case from LTM using MAC/FAC (see Fig. 1). If the retrieved case is a gen-

eralized schema, it is applied via analogical mapping as if it were a rule. If the re-

trieved case is a single event, an interim generalization is created in working memory 

[Kandaswamy et al. 2014]. While standard interim generalizations are created via 

SAGE, a slightly different process is involved for AToM’s generalizations. Candidate 

inferences from the retrieved case are projected onto the probe case and, where neces-

sary, portions of the probe case are re-represented. This interim generalization is used 

for ToM reasoning. AToM then asks for feedback in natural language [using EA-

NLU, Tomai and Forbus, 2009]. This is analogous to a person receiving feedback on 

their reasoning by interacting with others. If the reasoning was correct, AToM uses 

SAGE to generalize the original probe with the retrieved case, and stores the new 

generalized case in LTM. Otherwise, it uses MAC/FAC to find a better match (again, 

given the feedback) and generalizes with the new match. In this way, schemas be-

come more and more generalized, and ToM abilities continue to improve. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Process diagram of AToM. Path a shows the process when a generalization is retrieved. 

Path b shows the process when a single example case is retrieved.  

While AToM is based on Bach’s Structure-mapping Theory of ToM [2011, 2014], 

it differs from the theory in several crucial ways. I will discuss the two biggest differ-

ences here. The first major change is to what Bach refers to as the base representa-

tion, or the case from which reasoning occurs. He suggests that the base representa-

tion is formed by re-representing the probe case from the third person into the first 

person, and adding facts that represent mental state, which are generated by a separate 

decision-making system. While the interim generalization generated by AToM is 
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analogous to Bach’s base representation, the re-representation process is based on a 

specific retrieved case. The mental state facts, then, are also projected as candidate 

inferences from the retrieved case, rather than being generated by a separate system. 

Another important difference between AToM and Bach’s theory lies in the integra-

tion of the probe case to LTM. Bach posits that schemas for ToM reasoning are ab-

stracted from simulations. This abstraction happens during construction of the base 

representation and the comparison between it and the original probe. In AToM, the 

schemas are instead formed by generalizing the original probe with the retrieved case. 

In this way AToM builds up its LTM directly from its experiences. 

3 Progress to Date 

I have completed two computational models of processes involved in ToM learning. 

These models were used to simulate psychological studies and show results consistent 

with human data. These results suggest that AToM is a plausible model of ToM rea-

soning. 

 

3.1 Pretense 

Pretend play is ubiquitous throughout childhood. Psychologists believe that it plays a 

large role in social development in general, and ToM development in particular 

[Weisberg, 2015]. The mechanisms by which pretense aids with development, how-

ever, is an open question. We [Rabkina and Forbus, in prep] suggest that pretense is 

an analogical process which drives the development of some aspects of analogical 

reasoning. Because AToM, per Bach, argues that ToM is also analogical, it follows 

that development of analogical processes will aid ToM development. 

Our model of pretense suggests that pretend play relies heavily on analysis of can-

didate inferences. In the model, when a pretend scenario is encountered, a schema of 

its real-life equivalent is retrieved. The two are compared via SME, and candidate 

inferences are projected from the schema to the pretend scenario. Pretend play is suc-

cessful when the child is able to accept the proper candidate inferences and transform 

the pretend scenario accordingly. The model successfully replicates the patterns of 

behavior, including success and failure in pretense, observed in two psychological 

studies [Fein, 1975; Onishi et al. 2007]. 

The process by which interim generalizations are formed in AToM is very similar 

to how they are formed in the pretense model: candidate inferences from the retrieved 

case must be evaluated and applied to the probe. Thus, it is reasonable that practicing 

this skill via pretense would improve ToM abilities. 

3.2 ToM Training Study 

While the pretend play study suggests one mechanism by which ToM might be 

learned in the wild, psychologists have been able to teach children some aspects of 

ToM in short intervention sessions. For example, Hoyos et al. [2015] used the repeti-

tion break paradigm, described below, to teach children false belief tasks.  
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In this study, children heard three vignettes. These vignettes were all of the same 

form: the child is presented with a container (e.g. a crayon box) and asked what they 

believe is inside. The contents of the container are then revealed. In two of the vi-

gnettes, the contents of the box are as expected (e.g. crayons in the crayon box); in the 

third, they are surprising (e.g. grass in the crayon box).This format is referred to as 

repetition-break. After the reveal, a new character is introduced, and the child is asked 

what the character believes is inside the box. In the case where the contents of the box 

are surprising, the child is expected to answer with the false belief (e.g. the character 

thinks there are crayons in the box, even though there is actually grass).  

From just hearing the three vignettes, children improved significantly on several 

false belief tasks. Importantly, children who heard vignettes that were highly aligna-

ble, that is had high structural similarity, outperformed children who heard vignettes 

that did not align [Hoyos et al. 2015].  

While this alone provides evidence for the role of structure-mapping in ToM de-

velopment, AToM provides a mechanism by which it may actually happen. In fact, a 

version of AToM [Rabkina et al. 2017] accurately modeled this task. The model in-

cluded only a simplified version of the learning steps of AToM: retrieval and integra-

tion, along with a reasoning step. Using a simplified-English version of the vignettes 

and tests used by Hoyos et al. [2015], it replicated the pattern of learning achieved by 

the children in the study. That is, the model learned false belief tasks from both sets of 

vignettes, but learned more of them from the vignettes which were highly alignable. 

Furthermore, the model provided several predictions about ToM in humans. 

4 Future Directions 

The experiments described above provide evidence that AToM is a plausible mecha-

nism for ToM. However, ToM covers a broad range of phenomena, and a complete 

model of ToM should be able to model human performance on a variety of tasks. I am 

currently in the process of identifying additional tasks for testing AToM that would 

provide a base of evidence that AToM can explain the breadth of ToM reasoning and 

development in both children and adults. 

There are also several areas in which AToM can be improved as a model. For ex-

ample, the repetition-break study [Hoyos et al. 2015] and our model of it [Rabkina et 

al. 2017] suggest that surprise plays a role in learning ToM. Incorporating a model of 

surprise into AToM is a future goal. Furthermore, candidate inference evaluation is 

important to both AToM and our pretense model [Rabkina and Forbus, in prep]. De-

veloping a cognitively plausible mechanism for these evaluations is also future work. 
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Preface

The Computer Cooking Contest aims to attract people working with AI tech-
nologies such as case-based reasoning, semantic technologies, search, and infor-
mation extraction. Also, cooking is fun, particularly when using a computer to
design the menu. Since everybody knows something about cooking, people will
be curious about how well a computer can cook. Finally, we have all noticed
the public’s increasing interest in cooking, motivated by the growing awareness
that good food is mandatory for good health. Hence, the Computer Cooking
Contest provides an opportunity for researchers to explain the benefits of their
technologies to everyone.

The Computer Cooking Contest (CCC) is an open competition. All individuals
(e.g., students, professionals), research groups, and others are invited to submit
software that creates recipes. The primary knowledge source is a database of
basic recipes from which appropriate recipes can be selected, modified, or even
combined. The queries to the system will include the desired and undesired in-
gredients. For most of the queries there is no single correct or best answer. That
is, many different solutions are possible, depending on the creativity of the soft-
ware. There is no restriction on the technology that may be used; all are welcome.

This year competition offers four challenges:

– the salad challenge on suggesting salad recipes with a limited set of ingredi-
ents and managing the ingredient quantities

– the easy steps challenge on adapting recipes with no restriction on ingredi-
ents, but managing the steps

– the mixology challenge on adapting the ingredients of a cocktail recipes with
a limited set of ingredients

– and the open challenge on novel ideas and positions on computer cooking

The competition received seven submissions from which six papers were se-
lected as finalists. We are happy to present the contributions of the teams that
have been accepted to the Computer Cooking Contest 2017. In ”Cooking made
easy: On a novel approach to complexity-aware recipe generation” Gilbert Mller
and Ralph Bergmann address the easy steps challenge. The approach defines a
new complexity-based criterion to be used to guide CookingCAKE’s retrieval
and adaptation processes that can be tuned as desired against level of query
match.

The Taaable team composed of Emmanuelle Gaillard, Jean Lieber and Em-
manuel Nauer address the mixology, salad and open challenges in their paper
”Adaptation of Taaable to the CCC’2017 Mixology and Salad Challenges, adap-
tation of the cocktail names”. In this adaptation the Taaable as well as the in-
tegrated Tuuurbine CBR system uses RDFS for storing domain specific knowl-
edge, which allows comprehensive reasoning strategies. They present a set of
approaches to address the different challenges. The first is an approach to adap-
tation that is used to address constraints arising from a limited set of available
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ingredients, as well as ingredient quantities, which is applied for the salad and
mixology challenges. The second is an approach to name adaptation for cocktail
recipes that is applied to the open challenge.

Johnathan Pagnutti and Jim Whitehead contribution, Cooking On The Mar-
gins: Probabilistic Soft Logics for Recommending and Adapting Recipes, de-
scribes an approach to recipe recommendation and adaptation based on Proba-
bilistic Soft Logics (PSL) that targets the mixology and open challenges for the
Computer Cooking Contest.

Kari Skjold, Marthe Oynes, Kerstin Bach and Agnar Aamodt introduce an
interactive system in their paper titled ”IntelliMeal - Enhancing Creativity by
Reusing Domain Knowledge in the Adaptation Process” that targets the open
challenge. Their system allows a user to declare desired and undesired ingredients
and retrieve relevant recipes from the database. However, it does not stop there.
It also generates recipes modified according to the user’s declaration. These
adapted versions are mixed with the original recipes, filtered, and then presented
to the user for manual judgment. It will then be added to the original recipe
database if the user judges as appropriate.

In ”A Proposed General Formula to Create and Analyze Baking Recipes”
Michael Ohene presents a mathematical formula for baking recipes that is, as
he argues, capable of identifying unacceptable recipes. The results also pro-
duced logical mathematical groupings of baked good recipes. Through the Ran-
dom Recipe Generator, the author states that it is possible to generate different
recipes from characteristic values via ingredient constants.

Christian Zeyen, Gilbert Mller and Ralph Bergmann propose a recipe re-
trieval method based on Q&A conversations with a user in their paper titled ”
Conversational Retrieval of Cooking Recipes”. The system issues questions to a
user based on the workflow derived from the analysis of a recipe. Abstraction
of ingredients and operations is performed so that the system can start from
asking relatively abstract questions, and then formulating the user’s preference
(desired and undesired) by traversing up and down the abstractness structure.

The 10th Computer Cooking Contest will be held in conjunction with the
2017 International Conference on Case-Based Reasoning in Trondheim, Norway.
A web site with detailed information on the competition and challenges is online
at: http://computercookingcontest.com.

Trondheim, Norway Nadia A Najjar
June 2017 David C Wilson
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Abstract. This paper presents an approach to generate easy-to-prepare cooking
recipes represented as workflows. A novel complexity-aware generation approach
is described that considers various aspects such as preparation time, number of
ingredients, and difficulty of preparation to optimize the complexity of the recipe.
Based on a user query specifying the desired and undesired ingredients or prepa-
ration steps, easy-to-prepare dishes are generated automatically.

Keywords: workflow complexity, workflow adaptation, cooking, process-oriented
case based reasoning

1 Introduction

Nowadays, an increasing amount of amateur chefs become fascinated by the world of
cooking. Traditional cooking websites support these chefs in finding suitable cooking
recipes. However, the recipes need to match several criteria, which sometimes require
recipes to be adapted to the individual demands of the user. These demands include
contained ingredients, required preparation tools, or dietary restrictions. Thus, several
novel approaches have been presented aiming at supporting the user beyond traditional
recipe search (e.g., [5,7,3,6]). In certain situations, amateur chefs may prefer easy-to-
prepare cooking recipes with a short preparation time, low required cooking skills, or a
small amount of ingredients for a variety of reasons.

In this paper we will describe a novel approach that automatically constructs indi-
vidual and easy-to-prepare cooking recipes based on ingredients and preparation steps
specified as desired or undesired. The approach is based on our CookingCAKE frame-
work [10], which will be extended by a new complexity-aware recipe generation. The
remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The next section presents the founda-
tions of the CookingCAKE framework. Then, we introduce a complexity assessment
for cooking recipes represented as workflows, which will be applied during Cook-
ingCAKE’s recipe generation. Finally, we present our prototypical implementation for
competing in the Easy Steps Challenge of the Computer Cooking Contest.
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2 CookingCAKE

CookingCAKE constructs individual cooking recipes represented as workflows by means
of Process-oriented Case-based Reasoning [8]. In a nutshell, CookingCAKE selects the
best matching cooking workflow from the workflow repository (case base) and subse-
quently adapts it according to a query specified by the user.

2.1 Cooking Workflows

In our approach a cooking recipe is represented as a workflow describing the process to
prepare a particular dish [13] (see Fig. 1). A cooking workflow W = (N,E) consists
of nodes N = NT ∪ND and edges E = EC ∪ ED. Nodes of the workflow represent
preparation steps NT (also called tasks) or ingredients ND (also called data nodes).
The execution order of preparation steps is defined by control-flow edges EC ⊆ NT ×
NT and the consumption or production of an ingredient is specified by data-flow edges
ED ⊆ (NT × ND) ∪ (ND × NT ). Furthermore, we enforce that the workflow is
executable, which means here that it consists of a single sequence of tasks such that
each task t ∈ NT consumes (∃d ∈ ND : (d, t) ∈ ED) and produces (i.e., ∃d ∈ ND :
(t, d) ∈ ED) at least one ingredient, respectively. An example cooking workflow for a
sandwich recipe is illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.2 Ingredient and Preparation Step Similarity

To support retrieval and adaptation of workflows, the individual workflow elements
are annotated with ontological information resulting in a semantic workflow [2]. Cook-
ingCAKE uses a taxonomy of ingredients to define the semantics of data items and a
taxonomy of preparation steps to define the semantics of tasks. These taxonomies are
employed for the similarity assessment between tasks and data items. An example in-
gredient taxonomy is given in Figure 2. A taxonomy is ordered by terms that are either
a generalization or a specialization of a specific other term within the taxonomy, i.e., an
inner node represents a generalized term that stands for the set of most specific terms
below it. For example, the generalized term vegetarian in the illustrated taxonomy

mix add spread addgrate sprinkle bake

mayonaise
italian

seasoning mustard sauce

baguette salami

cheese

sandwich
dish

task nodedata nodecontrol-�ow edgedata-�ow edge control-�ow node

layerslice

cucumber

Fig. 1. Example of a block-oriented cooking workflow
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stands for the set {potatoes, rice, noodles, . . .}. Inner nodes in generalized workflows
represent that an arbitrary ingredient from the set of its specializations can be chosen.

ingredients

vegeterian non vegeterian

vegetables liquidsside dish

... ...

seafood meat

...

beef pork chicken turkey

...

potatoes rice noodles

0.01

0.10.1

0.60.70.5 0.6 0.3

Fig. 2. Example of an ingredient taxonomy

In our previous work, we developed a semantic similarity measure for workflows
that enables the similarity assessment of a case workflow Wc w.r.t a query workflow
Wq [2], i.e. sim(Wc,Wq). Each query workflow element xq ∈ Wq is mapped by the
functionm :Wq →Wc to an element of the case workflow xc ∈Wc, i.e., xc = m(xq).
The mapping is used to estimate the similarity between the two workflow elements uti-
lizing the taxonomy, i.e., sim(xq, xc). The similarity of preparation steps or ingredients
reflects the closeness in the taxonomy and further regards the level of the taxonomic el-
ements. In general, the similarity is defined by the attached similarity value of the least
common ancestor, e.g., sim(beef, pork) = 0.6. If a more general query element such
as meat is compared with a specific element below it, such as pork, the similarity value
is 1. This ensures that if the query asks for a recipe containing meat, any recipe work-
flow containing any kind of meat is considered highly similar. All the similarity values
of the mappings are then aggregated to estimate an overall workflow similarity.

2.3 Workflow Query Language

CookingCAKE uses the query language POQL [12] to capture desired and undesired
ingredients or preparation steps of a cooking workflow as query q. The ability to spec-
ify preparation steps is useful as certain tools might not be available or their usage is
desired (e.g., oven). Let qd = {x1, . . . , xn} be a set of desired ingredients or prepa-
ration steps and qu = {y1, . . . , yn} be a set of undesired ingredients or preparation
steps, respectively. A query q is then defined as (x1 ∧ . . . ∧ x2) ∧ ¬y1 ∧ . . . ∧ ¬yn.
POQL further enables the specification of generalized terms, i.e., if a vegetarian dish
is desired, this can be defined by ¬meat. The query q is used to guide retrieval, i.e.,
to search for a workflow which at best contains all desired elements but no undesired
element. Based on the query q the not matching elements can be identified, enabling
to determine the elements to be deleted or added to the retrieved workflow during the
subsequent adaptation stage. The query fulfillment of a workflow W for a query q is
defined as the similarity between the desired ingredients/preparation steps as well as the
workflow W and the number of undesired ingredients/preparation steps not contained
in W according to the workflow similarity (see Sec. 2.2) in relation to the size of the
query (see Formula 1).
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QF (q,W ) =

∑
x∈qd sim(x,m(x)) + |{y ∈ qu|sim(y,m(y)) 6= 1}|

|qd|+ |qu|
(1)

Consequently, similar desired ingredients or preparation steps increase the query
fulfillment, while matching undesired ingredients or preparation steps reduce the query
fulfillment between the POQL query and the workflow.

2.4 Recipe Construction

Based on the defined POQL query, CookingCAKE constructs a workflow automati-
cally by retrieving the best matching workflow from the repository (case base) and
adapting it according to the query fulfilment. Consequently, the adaptation process of
CookingCAKE aims at adding missing desired ingredients/preparation steps and at re-
moving undesired contained ingredients/preparation steps. In a nutshell, the adaptation
process uses three different adaptation methods that are subsequently executed. First,
entire components of the cooking dish such as the sandwich sauce or sandwich topping
are replaced by matching components from other recipes [9]. Next, adaptation is per-
formed by use of operators that define possible and valid modifications on the cooking
workflows. Finally, the cooking recipes are adapted by replacing single ingredients and
preparation steps by means of the specified taxonomy, assuming that similar terms can
most likely be replaced with each other [11]. In all approaches, adaptation of a work-
flow is performed by chaining several adaptation steps W α1→W1

α2→ . . .
αn→Wn =W ′,

which iteratively transforms the retrieved workflow W towards an adapted workflow
W ′. This process solves an optimization problem aiming at maximizing the specified
criterion, which is so far implemented by the query fulfillment. Thus, the recipe con-
struction is a search process with the goal to achieve an adapted workflow with the
highest query fulfillment possible. The overall recipe construction process ensures the
syntactical correctness of the workflows, i.e., that the workflows are executable. More
detailed information on the construction process of CookingCAKE can be found in the
corresponding publication [10].

In the next section, we introduce a new criterion for the retrieval and adaptation
process that considers the complexity of workflows. Thus, retrieval as well as the adap-
tation become complexity-aware and aim at optimizing the constructed workflow with
regard to the new defined criterion during recipe construction.

3 Complexity Assessment

In the literature various approaches to asses the complexity of workflows exist (see
[4]). In this approach, we rather focus on a domain-specific complexity measure for
cooking workflows. During recipe construction, this complexity criterion is considered
to generate easy-to-prepare recipes automatically. We assume that the complexity of a
recipe is less focused on one single feature, but is composed by several criteria. Thus,
we deploy a complexity measure that covers five different indicators for determining
the complexity of the recipe (see Table 1).
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Table 1. complexity criteria

critera description criteria measure

number of ingredients |ND|
max{|ND

1 |,...,|ND
n |}

number of preparation steps |NT |
max{|NT

1 |,...,|NT
n |}

complexity of ingredient processing 1− 2·|NT |
|ED|

complexity of preparation steps

∑
t∈NT

taskComplexity(t)

|NT |

duration of preparation preparationTime(W )
max{preparationTime(W1),...,preparationTime(Wn)}

The first two criteria measure basic complexity properties, i.e., the number of prepa-
ration steps as well as the number of ingredients in the particular cooking workflow
W = (N,E). Both measures are normalized by the highest amount of ingredients
or preparation steps contained in the workflows from the workflow repository. Conse-
quently, cooking workflows with more ingredients or more preparation steps are as-
sumed to be more complex. Furthermore, the complexity of preparation steps as well
as the complexity of ingredient processing represent two additional complexity crite-
ria. The complexity measure for ingredient processing considers the average amount
of ingredients consumed and produced by the preparation steps, which assigns a high
complexity value to those workflows in which the preparation steps NT consume and
produce a large amount of ingredients1 ED. In contrast, for computing the complexity of
preparation steps each task t in the taxonomy (see Sec. 2.2) is annotated by an estimated
task complexity value taskComplexity(t) ∈ [0, 1]. As an example, the preparation
step blanche is considered to be more complex than the preparation step mix. The crite-
rion is then defined as the average complexity of the preparation steps in the workflow
W . Finally, the duration for preparing a particular dish is also a factor affecting the com-
plexity. Therefor, also approximated execution times taskPreparationT ime(t) ∈ N
are annotated to each task t in the taxonomy. Here, for example, baking is annotated
by a long execution time, while season is considered as a rather short preparation step.
The duration of preparation for a workflow W is then heuristically measured by ag-
gregating the execution times of the preparation steps, i.e., preparationT ime(W ) =∑
t∈NT taskPreparationT ime(t). To assess the corresponding complexity, this value

is normalized in relation to the workflows from the repository as defined in Table 1.
Each of these five complexity measures determines a complexity value within the

interval [0, 1]. Based on these measures, we constructed an overall complexity measure
complexity(W ) → [0, 5] which adds up all complexity criteria to a single value. The

1 Please note that each task in a workflow consumes and produces at least one ingredient, re-
spectively (see Sec. 2.1)
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overall complexity measure specifies the corresponding difficulty level of the recipe
preparation and distinguishes between very easy ([0, 1[), easy ([1, 2[), medium ([2, 3[),
difficult ([3, 4[) and very difficult ([4, 5]).

QFcomplexity(q,W ) = α ·QF (q,W ) + (1− α) · (1− complexity(W )/5) (2)

Based on this overall complexity measure, we defined a new complexity-aware
query fulfilment measure QFcomplexity(q,W ) → [0, 1] (see Eq. 2) for the retrieval and
adaptation process. It replaces the query fulfillment measure specified in formula 1,
thus considering complexity as well. Both criteria may be weighted by a parameter
α ∈ [0, 1]. The workflow construction process of CookingCAKE as described in Sec-
tion 2.4 then aims at optimizing the constructed workflow with regard to this new crite-
rion. Please note that this is a multi-objective optimization problem and thus the adap-
tation may not be able to maximize the query fulfillment and to reduce the complexity
of the workflow at the same time.

4 Computer Cooking Contest: Easy steps challenge

We created a new user interface for the CookingCAKE system in order to address the
Easy Steps Challenge of the Computer Cooking Contest, which applies the previously
described complexity assessment. A running prototype of the implementation is avail-
able under (http://cookingCAKE.wi2.uni-trier.de/complexity), which uses a workflow
repository of 61 sandwich recipes manually modelled from various Internet sources
(e.g., sandwich recipes on WikiTaaable [1]2). The employed taxonomies of preparation
steps and ingredients (see Sec. 2.2) are based on the WikiTaaable ontology and were
manually annotated with similarity, preparation time, and task complexity values.

The query of CookingCAKE involves desired and undesired ingredients as well as
desired and undesired preparation steps. An example query ( http://cookingCAKE.wi2.

uni-trier.de/complexity?d=cherry%20tomato|salmon&u=cheese), generates a salmon and
cherry tomato recipe without using any kind of cheese. CookingCAKE then selects
the best matching workflow from the repository and subsequently adapts it according to
the novel criterion QFcomplexity(q,W ). Thus, the system tries to maximize the query
fulfilment on the one hand and on the other hand aims at reducing the complexity of the
workflow to generate an appropriate easy-to-prepare recipe for an amateur chef. The
result page of the novel CookingCAKE interface also displays the estimated difficulty
of preparation, the computed duration time as well as the single complexity values (see
Sec. 3) for the constructed recipe.

To evaluate our new complexity-aware approach for recipe construction, we gener-
ated 61 queries automatically. More precisely, for each workflow W , a corresponding
query was constructed by selecting the most similar workflow W ′ from the repository
and by determining the difference between the two workflows. The constructed query
considers workflow elements as desired that are only contained in the workflow W
while the elements only contained in workflow W ′ are considered as undesired. At

2 http://wikitaaable.loria.fr
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most 4 randomly selected ingredients and 2 preparation steps are determined as desired
or undesired respectively. For each of the queries we performed a leave-one-out test,
i.e., the corresponding workflow was removed from the repository. Then, we executed
the recipe generation process with the standard approach as well as the complexity-
aware approach. For the complexity-aware recipe construction we chose the parameter
α = 0.5 to consider the query fulfillment and the complexity in equal shares. For
both approaches, we measured the query fulfillment, the complexity, and the combined
complexity-aware criterion of the retrieved as well as of the adapted workflow.

Table 2. evaluation results

query fulfillment complexity combined computation time
standard retrieval 0.83 0.43 0.70 1.15 s
standard adaption 0.92 0.48 0.72 18.73 s
complexity-aware retrieval 0.75 0.28 0.74 1.42 s
complexity-aware adaption 0.87 0.29 0.79 9.49 s

The evaluation results illustrated in Table 2 clearly show that already during com-
plexity-aware retrieval, a less complex workflow is selected. Furthermore, the compu-
tation time of the subsequent adaptation stage is significantly decreased3. The most im-
portant observation, however, is that with the new complexity-aware approach, the final
complexity is significantly reduced (-40%), while the query fulfillment is only slightly
decreased (-5%). Altogether it can be concluded that the complexity-aware approach
presented in this paper enables the individual construction of easy-to-prepare cooking
recipes with a low preparation complexity.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a new approach to generate easy-to-prepare cooking recipes based
on cooking workflows. The new approach considers a query specified by the user to
automatically generate a cooking workflow matching the users demands and further
considers the complexity of the cooking workflow as an additional criterion. The com-
plexity measure is composed of several criteria including the number of ingredients, the
preparation time and the complexity of preparation steps.

In future work we aim at providing an interface for choosing the desired recipe
complexity. Furthermore, the complexity assessment will be improved and evaluated
by comparing various complexity measures. Finally, we will investigate several other
factors that could be considered during the construction of recipes such as nutritions
and dietary restrictions.

3 The adaptation time depends on the size of the workflow, which is usually smaller, if the
workflow is less complex.
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Abstract. This paper presents a new approach for exploring a collection of cook-
ing recipes represented as cooking workflows by means of a conversation. Users
are guided through the search process by answering posed questions. Thus, they
are not required to formulate queries and they do not need to browse a recipe col-
lection by hand. Questions involve ingredients and cooking activities contained
in the workflows. The approach is implemented in our CookingCAKE system,
extending it with a dialog component.

Keywords: Recipe Retrieval, Conversational Retrieval, Workflows

1 Introduction

Nowadays, numerous cooking recipes are available online and various search engines
support users in finding suitable recipes. Beside providing a keyword-based search,
some engines also support an ingredient-based search by asking the user to specify de-
sired and undesired ingredients. However, in practice, amateur chefs may only have a
vague idea of their desired dish or they lack detailed knowledge about required ingredi-
ents and thus have difficulties in providing a precise query. In 2010, Yummly1 launched
the first semantic search platform for food and recipes. By capturing the semantics of
recipe descriptions and ingredients, Yummly is able to handle more vague queries such
as general terms in a keyword-based search. For example, if the user starts a search with
the keyword meat, Yummly initiates a dialog asking the user which kind of meat she
would like. Then, further questions are posed concerning various properties such as the
desired type of dish, preparation time, nutritional preferences, and additional ingredi-
ents.

This paper follows a similar approach and provides a method to conduct a conver-
sation with the user to find desired cooking recipes. We focus on structural features of
recipes thus representing them as workflows. More precisely, in addition to considering
the occurance of ingredients and preparation steps, we also analyze their dependen-
cies. Based on this information, questions concerning the further processing of desired
ingredients can be posed. Thus, the ingredient-based search capabilities provided in
typical search engines for recipes are extended by this approach. Moreover, we investi-
gate how such features can be constructed automatically from the underlying workflow

1 www.yummly.com
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repository and we propose a respective question selection strategy for the conversa-
tion. We consider a recipe search as a problem solving process in which the problem
description specifies the user’s preferences of a desired dish and a possible solution is
a recipe describing its preparation. We apply the methodology of conversational case-
based reasoning (CCBR) [1,2], which particularly focuses on the interactive nature of
problem solving. CCBR approaches include methods which incrementally elicit the
relevant features of the target problem in an interactive dialog, often with the aim of
minimizing the communication effort for the user. The basic assumption behind CCBR
is that guided question answering requires less domain expertise than providing detailed
queries from scratch. To apply CCBR with cooking workflows, we combine CCBR with
process-oriented case-based reasoning (POCBR) [5], which usually deals with cases as
workflows or process descriptions expressing procedural experiential knowledge. Con-
sequently, we propose a new conversational POCBR approach [10], called C-POCBR,
for the retrieval of cooking workflows. We implemented the approach in our Cooking-
CAKE system [6], which is part of the CAKE framework2, extending it with a dialog
component. CookingCAKE is a POCBR system for retrieving and adapting3 cooking
workflows based on a user-defined query specifying desired and undesired ingredients
and preparation steps.

In the following, section 2 briefly introduces the representation and querying of
cooking workflows before section 3 describes our C-POCBR approach. Section 4 con-
cludes the paper and briefly discusses future work.

2 Cooking Workflows

In our approach a cooking recipe is represented as a workflow describing the process to
prepare a particular dish [9,3] (see Fig. 1). Cooking workflows consist of a set of prepa-
ration steps (also called task nodes) and a set of ingredients (also called data nodes)
shared between its tasks. Task nodes are linked by control-flow edges defining the ex-
ecution order. This forms the control-flow. Task nodes, data nodes, and relationships
(represented by data-flow edges) between the two of them form the data-flow. To each

Fig. 1. Example of a Cooking Workflow

2 See cake.wi2.uni-trier.de
3 However, the dialog component does not yet consider the available adaptation methods.
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node a semantic label is assigned, which is structured hierarchically in a data taxon-
omy of ingredients or a task taxonomy of cooking steps. Thereby, workflows can be
generalized regarding their semantic labels [7]. Generalized workflows provide a more
general description and thus stand for a set of more specific workflows. For example,
the workflow in Figure 1 can be generalized by generalizing the ingredient american
cheese to the more general ingredient cheese from the data taxonomy.

In order to retrieve cooking workflows with case-based reasoning, the user’s prefer-
ences must be specified in a query, which in turn must be evaluated against the available
workflows. For this purpose, we proposed a process-oriented query language (POQL)
[8] and a similarity measure [10] to determine the best-matching workflows for a given
POQL query. In a nutshell, POQL consists of two parts. In a query part, the user can
specify workflow fragments representing properties the searched recipe should fulfill.
In an additional restriction part, the user can define undesired situations, e.g., unwanted
ingredients, which should be avoided.

3 A Conversational Retrieval Approach

To facilitate the elaboration of a POQL query for workflow retrieval, our approach
guides the user through the query process with a sequence of questions about her prefer-
ences. The more questions are answered, the more knowledge about desired and unde-
sired properties is available, which is stored in an internal POQL query. A major focus
is put on the automatic creation of questions to avoid that they need to be specified man-
ually. For this purpose, we consider workflow fragments as characteristic properties of
a workflow, which we refer to as features. The basic idea is to extract features from
the workflows stored in the repository (case base) automatically, which are then used
as the subject of questions. In order to conduct efficient conversations, we rank features
by their ability to distinguish workflows from one another. Furthermore, identified re-
lations between features enable to generate coherent follow-up questions and to infer
irrelevant features based on already answered questions.

3.1 Features of a Cooking Workflow

In principle, a feature can be any fragment of a cooking workflow. In a workflow, the
smallest possible feature consists of a single workflow item. This can be a single node
such as a data or a task node. More complex features can be created by extracting
partial workflows. To derive questions on a more general level of detail, we apply a
generalization algorithm [7], which generalizes semantic labels based on the task and
data taxonomies. The generalization produces a generalized workflow W ∗ from the
original workflow W , from which more general features can be extracted. We extract
and annotate two different kinds of features for each workflow W in the case base:

– specific feature nodes and generalized feature nodes, i.e., single nodes from W and
single nodes for all generalizations within the taxonomy up to the respective node
in the generalized workflow W ∗

– specific feature workflows and generalized feature workflows, i.e., partial workflows
(consisting of more than one node) from W and W ∗, respectively
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A feature workflow Wd describes structural properties of a workflow W regarding
a particular data item d from W . It consists of all (and at least one) tasks connected to d
and which are connected by control-flow edges. Moreover, Wd additionally comprises
all data items that are connected to those tasks. For instance, regarding the cooking
workflow depicted in Figure 1, a feature workflow constructed for the ingredient white
bread contains the associated processing steps toast and spread. It further comprises
the ingredient butter, which is required for the task spread.

Fig. 2. Examples of a Workflow’s Features

Figure 2 exemplifies all features (see dotted rectangles) extracted from the cooking
workflow depicted in Figure 1 . The specific workflow is depicted in the middle of the
figure. Related features (such as specific and generalized features) are arranged near
one another. For instance, the specific feature node pepper is related to the generalized
feature node flavoring. Based on the taxonomy, an additional generalized feature node
spice laying inbetween those two is extracted as well.

With respect to the cooking domain, we applied some domain-specific restrictions.
For the feature extraction, we omit single task nodes as they are mostly of no relevance
when considered on their own. In addition, to obtain easy-to-understand feature work-
flows, we exclude tasks (marked with “∗”) that produce new data by consuming other
data.

In a second step all extracted features are sorted in descending order by their ability
to distinguish workflows from one another. By this means, we reduce the length of a
conversation. We adopt the simVar measure by Kohlmaier et al. [4], which utilizes the
similarity variance as a ranking criterion. It estimates the variance of the similarity of
the most similar workflows assuming that the value of the respective feature in the query
is known (see [10] for more details).

In the next step, relations between features are analyzed. For each feature f all re-
lated features are determined. The set of related features of a feature f contains those
features g that share a common partial workflow with f which is either a generaliza-
tion of f or g. Related features can be differentiated by their number of nodes and by
their generality of nodes. A feature may have related features that are larger, equally
large, or smaller as well as related features which are more specific, equally specific,
or more general. For example, for the feature workflow f1 = {slice, ham}, the re-
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lated feature g1 = {cut, meat} is more general and equally large while the feature
g2 = {parma-ham} is more specific and smaller.

3.2 Questioning Strategy

In order to obtain the user’s preferences most suitable to determine the best matching
cooking workflows, i.e., the candidate workflows, a respective questioning strategy is
required. The dialog component iteratively creates and displays questions until the user
selects a desired workflow. With each question answered by the user, the set of candidate
workflows, which encompasses the whole case base at the beginning of a conversation,
is reduced. The dialog starts with an empty query and the set of candidate features, i.e.,
relevant features to be asked in a question, comprises the full set of features.

In the main loop, the dialog component selects a question based on the candidate
features. The selection process considers the previously answered questions as well
as the ranking and relationships of features. Each question involves one or in certain
cases several candidate features. We provide three major types of questions, which are
depicted in Table 1. Based on the ranking of the candidate features, the subject matter
of a question is determined. If the user answers that the suggested feature is desired,
specific follow-up questions are selected in the subsequent iterations. Those follow-
up questions are derived from related features and aim at further refining the previous
question asked. An example is given in Table 1, which presents a sequence of three
questions (Q) including the possible answers (A) and the user-selected answers (marked
with a box).

Table 1. Question Sequence in a Conversation

Order Question Type Subject Matter Example

1. initial feature highest ranked Q: Is {meat} a desired feature?
question (FQ) feature A: desired , undesired, irrelevant

2. follow-up more specific Q: Is there a suitable specialization for {meat}?
specialization feature(s) {poultry}, {ham}, {chicken} , . . .

question (SQ) A: apply , select undesired feature(s), irrelevant
3. follow-up larger Q: Is there a suitable enlargement for {chicken}?

enlargement feature(s) {shred, chicken} , {chop, chicken} , . . .

question (EQ) A: apply, select undesired feature(s) , irrelevant

At the beginning of a conversation the highest ranked feature from the candidate
features is suggested in a feature question (FQ). This type of question is not related
to previously suggested features and it will be asked as long as the user selects the
suggested feature as irrelevant or undesired. In the example, the feature meat is the
subject matter of the first question and it is selected as desired by the user.

If a feature in a FQ is selected as desired, a first follow-up question, i.e., a special-
ization question (SQ), is posed suggesting one or (if available) several equally large but
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more specific features. The user can choose a specialization, select specializations as
undesired, or mark all specializations as irrelevant. This type of question is repeated as
long as further specializations exist and are desired by the user. In the example, the user
chooses chicken as her desired type of meat.

Following the SQs, an enlargement question (EQ) is displayed to the user that
suggests, if available, larger features than the previously selected and/or specialized
feature. Just as in SQ , the user has three different options: choose an enlargement,
select enlargements as undesired, or mark all enlargements as irrelevant. In the given
example, we assume that the user does not like shredded or chopped chicken and thus
selects those features as undesired. If no more EQs are available, the next initial FQ is
selected, addressing a new and potentially unrelated subject matter.

When the set of candidate features is updated due to an ignored or answered ques-
tion, irrelevant features are inferred based on the relations between features. If a ques-
tion is marked as irrelevant, all the related features (e.g., more specific and larger fea-
tures) are marked as irrelevant, too. If suggested features are selected as undesired, they
are added to the restriction part of the current query and related irrelevant features are no
longer considered as candidate features, to prevent the system from repetitively asking
the user what she does not like. If a feature is marked as desired, also related features
such as more general features are removed from the set of candidate features. If a user
chooses a specialization or an enlargement, the target feature that is already present in
the query is replaced with the new feature.

3.3 Conversation with CookingCAKE

Based on the extracted features and the questioning strategy, the conversation is con-
ducted in the dialog component of CookingCAKE4. The graphical user interface is
illustrated in Figure 3. It consists of three displays suggesting the best matching work-
flow (upper part of figure), showing a question (middle of figure), and summarizing the
current query (lower part of figure). Figure 3 presents a progressed state in a conver-
sation in which some preferences are already obtained from the user and specified in
the internal query by the system. In the given example, the current query contains firm
cheese as desired and meat as undesired. The question displayed is a follow-up ques-
tion targeting the further refinement of the current query. In the example, the question
suggests alternative processing steps for firm cheese. The user has two options to react:

1. Ignore the question: In this case, the features being subject of the question as well
as related features are ignored and the next best question is displayed.

2. Answer the question: Causes the system to extend the query and to perform a
similarity-based retrieval on the current set of candidate workflows. The workflow
with the highest similarity is displayed to the user.

In the upper part of the user interface, a solution workflow best fulfilling the current
query is suggested to the user. With respect to this suggestion, the user has two addi-
tional options to react:

4 Online demo available at cookingcake.wi2.uni-trier.de/conversation
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1. Ignore the suggestion: The user can actively ignore the suggested workflow, which
causes the system to exclude it from the solution candidates and to trigger a new
retrieval for the next best workflow.

2. Select the suggestion: In this event, the conversation terminates successfully.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Dialog Component of CookingCake
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an approach to retrieve cooking workflows by means of an interactive dia-
log with users. To save effort for defining suitable questions, a method for the automatic
creation of questions based on extracted features was described. We recently showed in
an experimental evaluation that those features are meaningful subjects of questions and
that they are suitable to distinguish workflows from one another [10]. Furthermore, our
results indicate that the conversational approach has the potential to reduce the retrieval
time and thus is able to reduce the communication effort for users.

In future work we plan to extend the presentation and explanation of workflows
and features. For the sake of simplicity, we used a simplistic representation of cooking
recipes and considered basic features, which could be extended in the future. Also,
future work should investigate how adaptability of workflows can be considered during
a conversation. By this means, interactive retrieval could be combined with interactive
adaptation to provide more diverse and customized cooking workflows for users.

Acknowledgments. This work was funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG),
project number BE 1373/3-3.
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Abstract. A mathematical formula for characterizing baking recipes
is presented as part of the 2017 Computer Cooking Contest Open Chal-
lenge. The formula produces three characteristic values, which along with
common knowledge rules and classification, form the basis of two com-
puter applications: Random Recipe Generator, which creates recipes, and
Recipe Report Card, which analyzes recipes.

Keywords: recipe analysis, recipe creation, recipe classification

1 Introduction

The mystery of baking recipes has existed for many years despite many attempts
to discover a formula or set of rules to describe them [1], [2]. The discovery of
a universal formula or set of rules would, at least, form a basis for answering
key questions governing baking. Of particular interests are the abilities to create
custom recipes and to discover new uses for ingredients in baking. In lieu of a
universal formula, creating new recipes by adaptation remains popular, however,
this approach results in recipes limited by their reference recipe.

Adaptation has been formalized in research communities, where it involves
creating new recipes by the introduction of substitute ingredients [6], primarily in
a like-for-like relationship, and adaptation rules. The methods for substituting
ingredients have involved evaluating the validity of substitutions by a scoring
procedure [3] and by ingredient generalization through a cooking ontology [7].

This paper outlines an extended, generalized substitution process where any
ingredient is a candidate for substitution. The only restrictions are common
knowledge rules placed on baked good recipes (e.g., ”Cobbler must not contain
water”, ”Pie crust must contain water”). To avoid the tedious work alluded to
in [7], the scope of this procedure shall be limited to baked goods.

1.1 What is a Baking Recipe?

A baking recipe provides a list of ingredients and measurements, which includes
instructions for combining the ingredients. Each ingredient may be considered
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2 Michael Ohene

either a wet ingredient, a dry ingredient, or semi-wet ingredient. In the following
procedure, first detailed in [5], wet and semi-wet ingredients are given constant
values (see Table 1), while flavorings, leavenings (e.g., baking powder, baking
soda, yeast, etc.), seasonings (e.g., salt), and food pieces (e.g., shredded coconut,
walnut pieces, sesame seeds, etc.) are ignored. The constant values are multiplied
by their respective measurements (usually in cups) to yield a numerical product.
The products are summed and finally divided by the dry ingredient product(s),
obtained from values in Table 1, to yield solutions called the moistness, fat, and
egg value [5]. These characteristic values (i.e., the moistness value, the fat value,
and the egg value) complete the characterization of baked good recipes.

Ingredients Value per Cup

Wet Ingredients

Water/Juice/Water/Milk 1

Butter/Oil 0.50

Banana 0.375

*Large egg (50 grams) 0.167, 1

Honey/Molasses 0.70

Dry Ingredients

Flour (all-purpose, cocoa powder, whole-wheat) 1

Old-fashioned rolled oats 0.50

Semi-wet Ingredients

Ground nuts (almond, pecans, walnuts) 0.33
Table 1. Constants for common wet, dry, and semi-wet ingredients. The large egg
constant does not use a per cup value. *Large eggs each have a value of 0.167 in
the moistness calculation and 1 in the egg calculation. Constants for common dry
ingredients.

Ingredients Measure Wet Value Dry Value

All-purpose flour, Cups(g) 21/2, (352g) — 2.50

Butter, Tbsp(g) 16, (224g) 0.50 —

Egg, #(g) 1, (50g) 0.167 —

Confectioner’s sugar, Cups(g) 11/2, (120g) — —

Vanilla extract, tsp(g) 1, (4g) — —

Almond extract, tsp(g) 1/2, (2g) — —

Salt, tsp(g) 1/2, (3g) — —

Baking soda, tsp(g) 1, (5g) — —

Cream of Tartar, tsp(g) 1, (5g) — —

Table 2. Mary’s Sugar Cookie recipe with moistness values. [12]
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16Tbsp ∗ 1Cup
16Tbsp ∗ 1

2 + 1 ∗ 1
6

2.50 ∗ 1
= 0.27 (1)

Equation (1) shows the wet-over-dry ingredient equation used to calculate
the moistness value from Mary’s Sugar Cookie recipe in Table 2. A similar equa-
tion is used to calculate the fat value in equation (2), only using ingredients
that are considered fats. The egg value requires a number-of-eggs-per-cup-of-
dry-ingredients calculation shown in equation (3).

16Tbsp ∗ 1Cup
16Tbsp ∗ 1

2

2.50 ∗ 1
= 0.20 (2)

1

2.50 ∗ 1
= 0.4 (3)

The general linear equation

(
1

qn+1in+1
)(q1i1 + q2i2 + ...qnin) =

[
y, y
]

(4)

defines baked goods through the use of characteristic values, where i is the
ingredient constant, q is the quantity, and n is the nth ingredient. The term

[
y, y
]

refers to the numerical range in moistness, fat, or egg value of a baked good.
y represents the lower limit and y represents the upper limit of the numerical
range.

1.2 Knowledge Acquisition

To accurately define the numerical ranges corresponding to baked goods, the
acceptability of recipes and recipe reviews were considered. Instead of analyzing
the reliability of users as in [3], the sheer number of reviews and the selec-
tion of recipe-focused review sites - as opposed to blogger-focused review sites -
served to minimize unreliable reviews. The recipe review ratings and the ”make
it again” ratings served to define ”acceptability”. From this point the acceptable
linear equations were constructed from equation (4) to determine the unknown
constants.

From the collection of recipes, acceptable recipes tended fall within the pre-
defined numerical ranges, thereby satisfying equation (4). Unacceptable recipes
tended to fall outside the predefined numerical ranges of the baked goods. Ex-
ample deviations from these generalized numerical ranges for cakes are presented
in bold text in Table 3. By generalized, it is meant that the numerical range used
for cakes in Table 3 are aggregations of several independent numerical ranges
representing a variety of cakes (e.g., the egg value for pound cake only occupies
a portion of the 1.00-3.50 egg range).
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Recipes
Characteristic Values Comments,
Moistness Fat Egg (Exceptions)

Cakes 0.68-1.15 0.13-0.34 1.00-3.50

Basic 1-2-3-4 Layer 0.72 0.17 1.3

Devil’s Food 0.83 0.18 1.1

Glazed Lemon-Thyme 1.86 0.67 2.7

Glazed Lemon-Thyme (corrected) 0.8 0.27 1

Confetti 1.29 0.38 2.5 Possible bad recipe

Pineapple Curry 0.7 0.13 1

Classic Pound 0.87 0.29 2.3

Blueberry Cornmeal 1.05 0.16 1.3

German Chocolate 0.64 0.07 0.2 Possible bad recipe

Nejla’s Yogurt 0.6 0 1.5 (Sponge cake)

Italian Cream 0.75 0.21 1.6

Champagne 0.62 0.18 0.5 (Wedding cake)

Tasted Just Like Wedding 0.59 0.17 0.3 (Wedding cake)

Angel Bean Food 0.27 0 1.6 (Angel food cake)

Old-Fashioned Coconut 0.81 0.17 1.3

Peanut Butter and Chocolate Swirl 0.88 0.25 1.5

Pecan Crumble 0.89 0.13 1

Guinness Stout 1.00 0.1 0.9 Possible bad recipe

Vanilla Bean Angel Food 0.97 0 2 (Angel food cake)

Strawberry and Cream 0.81 0.25 1.3

Caramel 0.72 0.17 1.3

Meyer Lemon 0.98 0.21 1.1

Old-Fashioned Red Velvet 1.01 0.2 1.6

Spiced Crumb 0.96 0.17 1.3

Blood Orange 1.3 0.17 2

Blood Orange (corrected) 1.13 0.17 2

Hummingbird 0.77 0.17 1

Strawberry Buttermilk 1.01 0.13 1.3

Tres Leches 1.06 0.2 1.3

Rum-Soaked 0.86 0.22 3

Upside Down Chocolate 0.97 0.2 1.5

Cardamom Flourless 1.60 0.6 6 Possible bad recipe

Carrot 0.91 0.17 1.3

Pear Almond 0.52 0.25 1.5

Pear Almond (corrected) 0.67 0.25 1.5 Possible bad recipe
Table 3. Characteristic values from the 2016 bakeFromScratch Special Edition. The
bold values are the values that fall outside the numerical range for (cakes). Some
recipes, labeled (corrected), were corrected in the online edition of the magazine after
receiving reader feedback. (Moistness) corresponds to the thinness of the batter. [10]
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2 Random Recipe Generator

Random Recipe Generator uses characteristic values to provide users with unique,
randomly generated recipes. The program simply converts characteristics values
to recipes.

The Random Recipe Generator functions using a clickable photo grid of baked
goods and two pull-down menus. The two pull-down menus allow users to choose
their ”Fat Level” and ”Sweetness”, by choosing between ”Low Fat”, ”Regular
Fat”, or ”High Fat” and ”Not too Sweet”, ”Sweet”, or ”Really Sweet”, respec-
tively [4].

2.1 Choosing Characteristic Values

The steps for choosing a random recipe are as follows:
1) A click by the user selects the numerical ranges that define a baked good.
2) From the user’s choice for fat level, the numerical range for fat, x2, is chosen.
3) Once the numerical range for fat, x2 = [x2, x2], is chosen, a random fat value,
x2, is chosen and the other two values, the moistness value, x1, and the egg
value, x3, are chosen according to the value x2. Specifically,

a second value, x3, in the numerical range for eggs, x3 = [x3, x3], is randomly
chosen, which in turn automatically sets the third value, x1

or
a second value, x3, in the numerical range for eggs, x3 = [x3, x3], is randomly

chosen, then a constant value is chosen such that a third value, x1, lies within
[x1, x1].

2.2 Converting the Characteristic Values into a Recipe

After the process of choosing characteristic values based on the user input occurs,
a base ingredient, i.e., an initial guess, is chosen, and the remaining ingredients
are then substituted into equation (4). The possible measurements for the in-
gredients are defined by values in the Random Recipe Generator’s database. In
addition to measurement limits, the database also contains predefined, ingre-
dient combinations. When equation (4)’s variables are replaced by quantities
and ingredient constants, there exists some distance/error between the original
random recipe’s characteristic value vector, x, and the substitution attempt’s
(adaptation’s) characteristic value vector, si, which can be calculated as the
Euclidean distance, equation (5).

d(x, si) =
√

(x1 − si,1)2 + (x2 − si,2)2 + (x3 − si,3)2. (5)

There are 1410 iterations, i, of the ingredient substitution process, producing
the distance values d(x, s1), ..., d(x, s1410). The ingredient substitution attempt
(adaptation) with the shortest distance, arg min d(x, si), is selected and pre-
sented to the user.
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2.3 Discovering New Ingredient Uses

Case-based reasoning differs from Random Recipe Generator’s procedure, but it
would be erroneous to say the current procedure did not utilize a case base. In
fact, Random Recipe Generator relies upon a numerical abstraction of the recipe
case base mentioned in the Knowledge Acquisition section. This abstraction
helps to eliminate the detailed knowledge usually required to create recipes and
completely eliminates the need for recipe retrieval.

In addition, instead of a more detailed formal concept analysis (FCA) ap-
proach described in [9], the only additional information needed to create a recipe
is a generalized classification structure (e.g., whether an ingredient is a nut, egg,
dairy, dry ingredient, chocolate, etc.). In other words, any ingredient can be
added to the Random Recipe Generator database and incorporated into recipes
as long as its classification and ingredient constant are known. As an exam-
ple, Table 4 shows three recipes for chocolate chip cookies using peanut butter,
ground almonds, and all-purpose wheat flour.

Ingredients
Low Fat

Not Too Sweet Sweet Really Sweet

All-purpose flour, Cups(g) 13/4, (247g) 11/2, (211g) 21/4, (317g)

Ground almonds, Cups(g) 13/4, (210g) — —

Peanut butter, Cups(g) — — 1/2, (129g)

Butter, Tbsp(g) 14, (196g) 8, (112g) 10, (140g)

Egg, #(g) 2, (100g) 1, (50g) 2, (100g)

Egg yolk, #(g) — — —

Brown sugar, Cups(g) 2/3 Tbsp, (147g) 1/2, (110g) 1, (220g)

White sugar, Cups(g) 2/3, (133g) 1/2, (100g) 1, (200g)

Chocolate chips, Cups(g) 13/4, (319g) 1, (182g) 2, (365g)

Vanilla extract, tsp(g) 13/4, (8g) 11/4, (5g) 13/4, (8g)

Salt, tsp(g) 1/2, (3g) 1/4,(2g) 1/2, (3g)

Baking soda, tsp(g) 3/4, (4g) 1/2, (2g) 3/4, (4g)

Table 4. Three chocolate chip cookie recipes. (Not Too Sweet) , (Sweet), and (Really
Sweet) correspond to low, normal, and high sweetness.

3 Recipe Report Card

A logical extension of the work in Table 4 is the development of a recipe analysis
tool. In this role, Recipe Report Card serves to create an alternative to the
traditional recipe review, i.e., to provide accurate, objective feedback for baking
recipes. The use of the Recipe Report Card creates baking recipes which can be
customized and prescreened. In addition, if the recipe’s characteristic values fall
within a predefined numerical range and satisfy common knowledge rules (e.g.,
”Brownie must contain chocolate”), the recipe is labeled and feedback about the
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recipe’s sweetness and flavor is provided to the user. The predefined numerical
ranges are approximated in Table 5.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

A proposed mathematical formula for baking recipes was shown capable of iden-
tifying unacceptable recipes. The results also produced logical mathematical
groupings of baked good recipes. Through the Random Recipe Generator, it
was shown that it is possible to generate different recipes from characteristic
values via ingredient constants.

The next task for both the Recipe Report Card and the Random Recipe Gen-
erator is to produce structured lists of baking recipes. Other areas of investigation
include the discovery of additional ingredient constants and the continued de-
velopment of the current mathematical formula to address dairy-based desserts
(e.g., ice cream, cheesecake, and custards).
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Fat Values

0.00-0.05 0.05-0.10 0.10-0.20 0.20-0.34

Egg Values

0-0.5 0.5-1.0 0-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-2.0 0-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-2.0 0-0.5 0.5-1.0 1.0-2.0 2.0-3.0

Moistness

0.00-0.05

0.05-0.10

0.10-0.15

0.15-0.20 streu

0.20-0.25 gran cook bcook cook

0.25-0.30 angel pnuss bisco cook cook bcook cook

0.30-0.35 bd chal bd bisco bisco cook cook bcook cook

0.35-0.40 bd chal bd bri bisco pie ging cook

0.40-0.45 cia chal sco king king cobb pie

0.45-0.50 nokn sco dane bri brown

0.50-0.55 biscu cobb bri croiss brown

0.55-0.60 cobb muff croiss

0.60-0.65 baba muff kuge

0.65-0.70 muff b.bd coff lbs

0.70-0.75 sav eng muff coffee lbs lbs

0.75-0.80 muff coffee lbs

0.80-0.85 cake tea lbs

0.85-0.90 cake apl lbs

0.90-0.95 cake ct

0.95-1.00 cake ct

1.00-1.05 cake ct

1.05-1.10

1.10-1.15

Table 5. Distribution of baked good characteristic values. The following abbreviations
were used. (angel) - angel food cake; (apl) - apple cake; (baba) - baba al rhum; (b.bd) -
banana bread; (bisco) - biscotti; (biscu) - biscuit; (bd) - bread; (bri) - brioche; (chal) -
challah; (cia) - ciabatta; (ct) - carrot cake; (coff ) - coffee cake; (dane) - danish; (cobb)
- cobbler; (ging) - gingerbread; (gran) - granola; (king) - king cake; (kuge) - kugelhof ;
(muff ) - muffin; (nokn) - no knead bread; (eng) - Old English cake; (pie) - pie crust;
(pnuss) - pfeffernuesse; (lbs) - pound cake; (sav) -savarin; (sco) - scone; (streu) -
streusel; (tea) - tea cake; (bcook) signifies pate brisee, butter cookies, Mexican wedding
cookies, k’ak, nuhood al-adhraa, and other eggless cookies. (cook) signifies chocolate
chip cookies, oatmeal cookies, snickerdoodles, and other cookies that contain eggs.
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Adaptation of TAAABLE to the CCC’2017
Mixology and Salad Challenges,
adaptation of the cocktail names

Emmanuelle Gaillard, Jean Lieber, and Emmanuel Nauer

UL, CNRS, Inria, Loria, F-54000 Nancy, firstname.lastname@loria.fr

Abstract. This paper presents the submission of the TAAABLE team to the 2017
Computer Cooking Contest. All challenges except the sandwich challenge are
addressed. Online systems have been developed for the salad and mixology chal-
lenges by adapting previous successful CCC TAAABLE systems to the require-
ments of the 2017 challenges. However, this paper presents two main contribu-
tions. The first contribution is a new approach based on adaptation rules for man-
aging the ingredients available for adapting salad recipes, and the second con-
tribution is a work on cocktail name adaptation which is submitted to the open
challenge. The cocktail name adaptation takes into account the name of the recipe
which has to be adapted, knowledge about the name of the recipe and about the
substituted and substituting ingredients. The naming process uses the problem-
solution dependency to the context of the target problem, exploiting knowledge
encoded in RDFS, a semantic Web representation language. This approach in the
framework of the representation language RDFS is a general approach and can
be applied in other problem solving contexts.
Keywords: case-based reasoning, adaptation, cooking, RDFS.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the participation of the TAAABLE team to the 2017 Computer Cook-
ing Contest. TAAABLE addresses all the challenges except the sandwich challenge.
Online systems have been developed for the salad and mixology challenges, respec-
tively available on http://tuuurbine.loria.fr/taaableCCC2017/salad.php

and http://tuuurbine.loria.fr/taaableCCC2017/cocktail.php. For these
two challenges, previous successful CCC TAAABLE systems have been adapted to ful-
fill the requirements of the 2017 challenges. The management of a limited set of in-
gredients (called the fridge in the following) uses, for the mixology challenge, the pro-
cess that has been presented at the CCC 2015 contest. Once the basic retrieval process
of TAAABLE returns a recipe to adapt, this process based on formal concept analysis
searches the more accurate available food which has to be used to substitute for a non
available one. A first contribution of this paper concerns the salad challenge, for which
we propose a new approach to manage the fridge, using adaptation rules. The second
main contribution of this year concerns the open challenge for which we present a work
about cocktail name adaptation. The cocktail name adaptation takes into account the
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R cocktailDish

?x

?y

Vodka

MintLiquor

4.

2.

dishType

ing

type

vol

ing

type

vol

The “Green Russian” recipe is identified by
the resource R. Its ingredients are 4 cl of
vodka and 2 cl of mint liquor. The prepara-
tion is not represented. ing relates a recipe
to one of its ingredients. type (abbreviation
of rdf:type) is an RDF property relating a
class to its instance (for example, the triple
〈?x type vodka〉 means that ?x is an in-
stance of vodka. The variables are existen-
tially quantified (there exist ?x and ?y such
that. . . ). The property vol relates an ingre-
dient to its volume in centilitres.

Fig. 1. An RDF graph representing the “Green Russian” cocktail recipe.

name of the recipe which has been adapted, knowledge about the name of the recipe
and about the substituted and substituting ingredients. The naming process uses the
problem-solution dependency to the context of the target problem, exploiting knowl-
edge encoded in RDFS, a semantic Web representation language. This approach in the
framework of the representation language RDFS is a general approach and can be ap-
plied in other problem solving contexts.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the core of the
TAAABLE system. Sections 3, 4 and 5 present the TAAABLE systems which adress re-
spectively the mixology, the salad and the open challenges.

2 The TAAABLE system

The challenges, proposed by the CCC since its first edition consists in proposing, ac-
cording to a set of initial recipes, one or more recipes matching a user query com-
posed of a set of wanted ingredients and a set of unwanted ingredients. Since 2015, the
TAAABLE systems are built using TUUURBINE [1] (http://tuuurbine.loria.fr),
a generic case-based reasoning (CBR ) system over RDFS which allows reasoning with
knowledge stored in a RDF store, as the one provided by the contest. TUUURBINE im-
plements a generic CBR mechanism in which adaptation consists in retrieving similar
cases and in replacing some features of these cases in order to adapt them as a solution
to a query.

2.1 RDFS

RDF (Resource Description Framework) represents data as triples of resources
〈subject predicate object〉, where the resource predicate is a property. A resource is
either a constant or a variable (generally called identified resource and blank node, re-
spectively). By naming convention, variables start with the symbol ? whereas constants
do not. Fig. 1 illustrates a recipe represented using RDF triples.
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RDFS gives some semantics—and thus, inference possibilities—to RDF by the mean
of inference rules associated to some resources. Only a few rules are used in this paper:

〈a type C〉 〈C subc D〉
〈a type D〉

r1
〈a p b〉 〈p subp q〉

〈a q b〉
r2

〈A subc B〉 〈B subc C〉
〈A subc C〉

r3
〈p subc q〉 〈q subc r〉

〈p subc r〉
r4

type, subc and subp are abbreviations for rdf:type, rdfs:subClassOf and
rdfs:subPropertyOf. type is the membership relation between an instance and a
class. subc (resp., subp) is the relation between a class and a superclass (resp., a prop-
erty and a superproperty). r1 means that if a is an instance of a class it is also an instance
of its superclasses. r2 means that if a and b are related by a property, they are also re-
lated by any of its superproperties. r3 and r4 state that subc and subp are transitive.
For example, the following inference can be drawn:{

〈?x type Vodka〉,
〈vodka subc Alcohol〉

}
` 〈?x type Alcohol〉

RDFS does not include negation, thus only positive facts can be entailed. However,
an inference with closed world assumption (CWA) can be drawn, stating that if B 6` t
then t is considered to be false (given the RDFS base B), denoted by B `cwa ¬t.

SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) enables to write queries to
RDF or RDFS bases. If a SPARQL engine uses RDFS entailment, this means that the
query is done on the RDF base completed by RDFS entailment. For example, the fol-
lowing SPARQL query addressed to a base describing recipes such as the one of figure 1
returns the set of recipes ?r containing some alcohol, taking into account the domain
knowledge, in particular the subclass relations of the food hierarchy presented in Fig. 2.
The CWA is assumed: if it cannot be entailed that a recipe contains some alcohol, then
it is concluded that it does not.

Qalcohol = SELECT ?r WHERE {?r ing ?a . ?a type Alcohol} (1)

Given a SPARQL query Q and an RDFS base B, the result of the execution of Q on B is
denoted by exec`(Q,B).

2.2 TUUURBINE founding principles

TUUURBINE is a generic CBR system over RDFS .
The domain knowledge is represented by an RDFS base DK consisting of a set of

triples of the form 〈C subc D〉 where C and D are classes which belong to a same
hierarchy (e.g, the food hierachy). Fig. 2 represents the domain knowledge for the run-
ning examples by a hierarchy whose edges C x−→ D represent the triples 〈C subc D〉
with x, the retrieval knowledge encoded by a cost function cost(〈C subc D〉) = x.
This cost can be understood intuitively as the measure of “the generalization effort”
from C to D. How this cost is computed is detailed in [2].
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Liquid

FruitJuice

OrangeJuice AppleJuice

Alcohol

Liquor Vodka Tequila

Curacao MintLiquor

Syrup

StrawberrySyrup Grenadine

0.13 0.10

0.17 0.19

0.15 0.01 0.010.10 0.14

0.60 0.62 0.68

Fig. 2. The hierarchy forming the domain knowledge used in the running example with the gen-
eralization costs used as retrieval knowledge.

A TUUURBINE case case is described by a set of triples of the form
〈URIcase prop val〉, where URIcase is the URI of case, val is either a resource
representing a class of the ontology or a value and prop is an RDF property linking
case to a hierarchy class or to the value.

For simplification, in this paper, we represent a case by a conjunction of expressions
only of the form prop : val. For example, the “Green Russian” recipe is represented
by the following index R, which means that “Green Russian” is a cocktail recipe made
from vodka and mint liquor (ing stands for ingredient).

R = dishType : CocktailDish ∧ ing : Vodka ∧ ing : MintLiquor (2)

For instance, the first conjunct of this expression means that the triple
〈URIR dishType CocktailDish〉 belongs to the knowledge base.

2.3 TUUURBINE query

A TUUURBINE query is a conjunction of expressions of the form sign prop : val
where sign ∈ {ε,+, !,−}, val is a resource representing a class of the ontology and
prop is an RDF property belonging to the set of properties used to represent cases. For
example,

Q = +dishType : CocktailDish ∧ ing : Vodka ∧ !ing : Grenadine (3)

is a query to search “a cocktail with vodka but without grenadine”.
The signs ε (empty sign) and + are “positive signs”: they prefix features that

the requested case must have. + indicates that this feature must also occur in the
source case whereas ε indicates that the source case may not have this feature, thus
the adaptation step has to make it appear in the final case. For example, the term
+dishTypeCocktailDish means that TUUURBINE will only retrieve cases which
are cocktail recipes.

The signs ! and − are “negative signs”: they prefix features that the requested case
must not have. − indicates that this feature must not occur in the source case whereas !
indicates that the source case may have this feature, and, if so, that the adaptation step
has to remove it.
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2.4 TUUURBINE retrieval process
The retrieval process consists in searching for cases that best match the query. If an
exact match exists, the corresponding cases are returned. For the query Q given in (3),
the “Green Russian” recipe is retrieved without adaptation. Otherwise, the query is
relaxed using a generalization function composed of one-step generalizations, which
transforms Q (with a minimal cost) until at least one recipe of the case base matches
Γ (Q). A one step-generalization is denoted by γ = prop : A prop : B, where A and
B are classes belonging to the same hierarchy with A v B, and prop is a property used
in the case definition. This one step-generalization can be applied only if A is prefixed
by ε or ! in Q. If A is prefixed by !, thus B is necessarily the top class of the hierarchy.
For example, the generalization of !ing : Grenadine is εing : Food, meaning that if
grenadine is not wanted, it has to be replaced by some other food or to be removed.
Classes of the query prefixed by + and − cannot be generalized.

Each one-step generalization is associated with a cost denoted by cost(A  B).
The generalization Γ of Q is a composition of one-step generalizations γ1, . . .γn: Γ =
γn ◦ . . . ◦ γ1, with cost(Γ ) =

∑n
i=1 cost(γi). For example, for:

Q = +dishType : CocktailDish

∧ ing : Vodka ∧ ing : Curacao ∧ !ing : Grenadine
(4)

Curacao is relaxed to Liquor according to the domain knowledge of Fig. 2. At
this first step of generalization, Γ (Q) = dishType : CocktailDish ∧ ing : Vodka ∧
ing : Liquor ∧ !ing : Grenadine, which matches the recipe described in (1), indexed
by MintLiquor, which is a Liquor.

2.5 TUUURBINE adaptation process
When the initial query does not match existing cases, the cases retrieved after general-
ization have to be adapted. The adaptation consists of a specialization of the generalized
query produced by the retrieval step. According to Γ (Q), to R, and to DK, the ingredient
MintLiquor is replaced by the ingredient Curacao in R because Liquor of Γ (Q) sub-
sumes both MintLiquor and Curacao. So, the adaptation consists in replacing curacao
by mint liquor.

TUUURBINE implements also an adaptation based on rules where a rule states that
in a given context C, some ingredients F can be replaced by other ingredients B. C,
F and B are the contexts, the “from part” (premise) and the “by part” (conclusion)
of the adaptation rule [3]. For example, the piece of knowledge stating that, in cock-
tail recipes, orange juice and strawberry syrup can be replaced with pineapple juice
and grenadine, can be represented by an adaptation rule with C = CocktailDish,
F = OrangeJuice ∧ StrawberrySyrup and B = PineappleJuice ∧ Grenadine.
Such an adaptation rule can be encoded by a substitution σ = C ∧ F  C ∧ B. In the
example: CocktailDish ∧ OrangeJuice ∧ StrawberrySyrup CocktailDish ∧
PineappleJuice ∧ Grenadine. This rule-based adaptation is directly integrated in
the retrieval process by searching cases indexed by the substituted ingredients for
a query about the replacing ingredients, for example by searching recipes contain-
ing OrangeJuice and StrawberrySyrup for a query about PineappleJuice and
Grenadine.
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2.6 TAAABLE as a TUUURBINE instantiation

The TAAABLE knowledge base is WIKITAAABLE (http://wikitaaable.loria.
fr/); WIKITAAABLE is composed of the four classical knowledge containers: (1) the
domain knowledge contains an ontology of the cooking domain which includes several
hierarchies (about food, dish types, etc.), (2) the case base contains recipes described by
their titles, the dish type they produce, the ingredients that are required, the preparation
steps, etc., (3) the adaptation knowledge takes the form of adaptation rules as introduced
previously, and (4) the retrieval knowledge, which is stored as cost values on subclass-of
relations and adaptation rules.

In WIKITAAABLE , all the knowledge (cases, domain knowledge, costs, adapta-
tion rules) is stored into a triple store. So, plugging TUUURBINE over the WIKI-
TAAABLE requires only configuring TUUURBINE by giving the case base root URI,
the ontology root URI and the set of properties on which reasoning may be applied.

3 Mixology challenge

The mixology challenge consists in retrieving a cocktail that matches a user query ac-
cording to a set of available foods given by the CCC organizers. For this challenge, the
successful TAAABLE system which won the jury and public prizes in 2015 has been
adapted to take into account the new list of available foods (vodka, gin, rum, tequila,
sake, champagne, tomato juice, apple juice, sparkling water, grenadine syrup, lemon
juice, lime, mint, ice cube, brown sugar, salt, pepper). The principles remain the same
as the ones used in the 2015 system. TUUURBINE is used to perform the retrieval step
which takes into account the available foods (section 3.1). A specific adaptation step
based on formal concepts is used when some ingredients of the source recipe are not
available, to search the best way to replace them, or in some cases, to remove them (see
Section 3.2).

3.1 Managing a fridge with TUUURBINE

TUUURBINE is able to manage a fridge directly through a query modification us-
ing the ε and ! prefixes. Indeed, if answers must only contain the available foods,
the initial user query can be modified by adding the minimal set of classes of the
food hierarchy that subsume the set of foods which are not available, each class
being negatively prefixed by !. For example, let us assume that OrangeJuice and
AppleJuice are the available fruit juices, that Vodka and Tequila are the only avail-
able alcohols, that Grenadine is the only available syrup, and that the user wants
a cocktail recipe with Vodka but without Grenadine. The initial user query will be
Q = +dishType : CocktailDish ∧ εing : Vodka ∧ !ing : Grenadine. According to
Fig. 2, Liquor and StrawberrySyrup will be added to this initial query with a ! for
expressing that the result cannot contain one of these non available classes of food. The
extended query EQ submitted to TUUURBINE will be:

EQ = Q ∧ !ing : Liquor ∧ !ing : StrawberrySyrup
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Fig. 3. Part of the concept lattice built from recipes using Vodka.

For this example, TUUURBINE retrieves the “Green Russian” recipe with the adap-
tation “replace MintLiquor with Food”. In order to replace MintLiquor by some-
thing more specific than Food, a FCA approach which exploits ingredient combination
in cocktail recipes is used.

3.2 Using FCA to search the best ingredient combination

FCA is a classification method allowing object grouping according to the properties
they share [4] and so, is able to find regularities in a set of objects. When the objects
are cocktail recipes and the properties are the ingredients the cocktail recipes use, FCA
computes ingredient combination. FCA produces formal concepts as output. A formal
concept is a pair (I, E) where I is a set of properties, E is a set of objects, respectively
called the intent and the extent of the formal concept, such that (1) I is the set of all
properties shared by the objects ofE and (2)E is the set of all objects sharing properties
in I . The formal concepts can be ordered by extent inclusion, also called specialisation
between concepts, into what is called a concept lattice. Fig. 3 illustrates a part of the
lattice resulting from recipes with Vodka (the only required ingredient in Q). On this
figure, the extents E are given through a reduced form (noted Er): the objects appear in
the most specific concepts, the complete extent can be computed by the union of objects
belonging to the subconcepts. For example, the concept #3 is related to cocktail recipes
using vodka and orange juice. These recipes are R1 and R3 which do not contain other
ingredient, and the recipes of the extents of concept #3 more specific concepts (e.g.
concept #8) which contain additional ingredients. This lattice can be used to adapt the
“Green Russian” recipe R, returned for query Q, with the substitution of MintLiquor
with another food because MintLiquor is not in the set of available foods.

To search a replacing ingredient in a given recipe or in a recipe according to pieces
of food that will be kept, the idea is to exploit the lattice which captures concept sim-
ilarities and organization. Adapting a cocktail is based on the closeness between con-
cepts. For example, when a replacing ingredient is searched for MintLiquor in R (con-
cept #6), some similar concepts (i.e. sharing a same super-concept) can be used. In the
lattice given in example, concept #6 can be generalized into concept number #2, which
extent contains cocktails with vodka and liquor. The cocktail in the extent of concept #7
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is similar to the one of concept #2, because they share the Vodka and the Liquor prop-
erties. When removing MintLiquor from the “Green Russian” recipe, a possible in-
gredient for substitution, given by the lattice, could be Curacao. However, as Curacao
is not an available food, concept #7 cannot be used to complete the substitution.

Let CR be the formal concept such that Er(CR) = {R}. A formal concept C close
to CR is searched according to the following procedure. C is such that its intent I(C)
does not contain the removed ingredient (MintLiquor in the example) and maximizes
|Er(C)|. First, C is searched in the ascendants of CR, then in the descendants of the
ascendants satisfying the available food constraints. The ingredient to be substituted is
replaced by I(C) \ I(CR).

Applying this procedure, the most similar ingredient combinations which includes
Vodka that can be used to replace MintLiquor are given by concepts #3, #4 and #5 and
their descendants. However, concept #4 and its descendants cannot be used to produce
a substitution because its intent contains PineappleJuice which is not an available
food. Concept #5 intent contains AppleJuice, an available food, but concept #3 is
closer to concept #6 than concept #5 is, according to the selection procedure based on
the maximal number of objects of Er. The cocktail system will suggest replacing the
mint liquor with orange juice.

To implement our approach, data about ingredient combinations in cocktail recipes
has been collected. For this, we queried Yummly (http://www.yummly.com/) with
query composed of one ingredient (one available food from the CCC 2017 new food
list). More details about the FCA based approach can be found in [5].

4 Salad challenge: a new approach for managing the fridge and
for adapting quantities

The adaptation challenge requires managing a limited set of available food (like in the
cocktail challenge) and adapting the ingredient quantities.

4.1 Salad ingredient adaptation with a fridge

The approach for managing a limited set of ingredients is rather different in the salad
challenge context than in the cocktail one. Indeed, there are many important differences
between the knowledge involved to solve a recipe adaptation for the mixology challenge
and the knowledge involved to solve a recipe adaptation for the salad challenge. First,
there are less salad recipes than cocktails recipes: 70 against 108. Second, the salad
recipes use 266 different ingredients of whom 245 are not available in the fridge. For
the cocktail recipes, only 139 ingredients (among the 156 different ingredients) are
not in the fridge. Third, the minimal, maximal and average of ingredients per recipe is
4, 18 and 10 for the salad recipes and only 2, 10 and 5 for the cocktail recipes. The
second and third points directly impact the number of ingredient substitutions required
to adapt a recipe to fit the fridge constraint. Adapting a salad recipe requires at least
3 substitutions and in average 8 substitutions (the maximal number of substitutions is
17). For the cocktail recipes, to take into account the fridge, the maximal number of
substitutions is only 7, 10 recipes require only 1 ingredient substitution and, in average,
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the number of substitutions is 3. Fifth, the ingredients involved in the salad recipes
are more distributed over the food hierarchy: 13 top categories of the food hierarchy
are concerned (Vegetable, Fruit, Meat, Seafood, Legume, Diary, Liquid, Oil,
. . . ), whereas only 3 top categories are concerned for cocktail recipes (Liquid, Fruit,
and Flavoring). All these facts drastically increase the adaptation effort for the salad
challenge comparing to the cocktail challenge: more ingredients to substitute in order
to adapt a recipe, more unavailable foods implied and a larger distribution of this foods
in the food hierarchy. So, it is not appropriate to generalize an unavailable food to Food

because too many food classes will be generalized into Food: 8 in average. With the
approach presented for adapting cocktail recipes, it requires searching for each of these
8 ingredients which ingredients of the fridge can be used as substituting ingredients.
That is why we propose a new approach using adaptation rules, in order to better control
the adaptation. The idea is to define, for each available food f , which ingredients can be
replaced by f . About 50 adaptation rules have been added to manage the foods available
to cook a salad. For example, the four following adaptation rules:

σ1 = (SaladDish ∧ Diary SaladDish ∧ Yogurt)
σ2 = (SaladDish ∧ CitrusFruit SaladDish ∧ Orange)

σ3 = (SaladDish ∧ Egg SaladDish ∧ Salmon)
σ4 = (SaladDish ∧ StoneFruit SaladDish ∧ Strawberry)

state that, in salad recipes, dairy may be replaced by yogurt, citrus fruit may be re-
placed by orange, egg may be replaced by salmon, and stone fruit may be replaced by
strawberry.

Let F be the set of available foods. The adaptation rules we defined are all of the
form σ = (SaladDish∧ A SaladDish∧ B), with B ∈ F. However, we can consider
3 types of rules relying on the relation between A and B:

– If B v A and A 6v B and @C ∈ F such that B 6= C and C v A, the adaptation
rule allows to substitute all the foods more specific than A with B. For example,
σ = (SaladDish ∧ Diary  SaladDish ∧ Yogurt) will allow to replace a
dairy (e.g. Creme) appearing in a case base recipe by some yogurt. The constraint
“@C ∈ F such as B 6= C and C v A” guarantees that there is no food in the
fridge more specific than A other than B. For example, suppose that some Cheese
(e.g. Cheddar) is available in the fridge, σ1 will be split in more specific adap-
tatation rules, e.g. if Cheese and Creme are the only direct subclasses of Diary:
(SaladDish ∧ Creme  SaladDish ∧ Yogurt), and (SaladDish ∧ Cheese  
SaladDish ∧ Cheddar).

– If B 6v A and A 6v B, the adaptation rule implies two foods which do not belong to
a same category in the food hierarchy. This type of rule allows to take into account
that two foods A and B play the same role in a salad dish and so, that they are
substitutable. For example, σ3 has been created because Egg and Salmon play the
same role: they are proteins. This type of rule allows also to fix a food B as the
closest available food of A. For example, σ4 has been created because there is no
stone fruit in the fridge and in this case, when StoneFruit appears in a source case
recipe, the best way to substitute it with an available food is with Strawberry,
StoneFruit and Strawberry being fruits.
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– If B = Food, the rules state that there is no way to substitute A (e.g. Tea) appearing
in a recipe of the case base with something available in the fridge. In this case, A is
generalized into Food and an adaptation procedure is triggered to remove all the A
which have been generalized into Food.

The impact of such rules in TUUURBINE is that new recipes are virtually created,
because a recipe containing for example some grapefruit (which is a citrus fruit) will be
retrieved as if this recipe contains some orange. So, the TUUURBINE retrieval process
will be able to return recipes whose adaptation effort will be less costly because more
controlled (the adaptation process remaining the same).

Let Q = +dishType : SaladDish∧ing : Salmon∧ing : Cucumber∧ !Lemon : , be
an example query meaning that the user wants a salad recipe with salmon and cucumber
but without lemon. Consider the recipe named “Cucumber salad with hard-boiled egg
and fromage blanc” which index is idx(R) = Egg ∧ FromageBlanc ∧ Cabbage ∧
Lemon ∧ Salt ∧ Pepper.

According to the fridge and to the food hierarchy, the unavailable foods are added
to this initial query Q with a !. For example, FromageBlanc and Egg are unavailable
classes of food. The extended query EQ submitted to TUUURBINE will be :

EQ = Q ∧ !ing : FromageBlanc ∧ !ing : Egg ∧ ...

For simplification, we present only the two classes of EQ which represent unavailable
foods that will be taken into account by the adaptation rules. The first generaliza-
tion which returns results is Γ = Cucumber  Vegetable producing the general-
ized query: Γ (EQ) = dishType : SaladDish ∧ ing : Salmon ∧ ing : Vegetable ∧
!ing : Lemon∧ !ing : FromageBlanc∧ !ing : Egg. With the use of the three adaptation
rules σ1, σ2 and σ3, R matches Γ (EQ) because σ1 transforms the FromageBlanc, a
Diary of R, into Yogurt, σ2 transforms the Lemon, a CitrusFruit of R, into Orange,
σ3 transforms the Egg of R into Salmon, and Cabbage is a Vegetable according to
the food hierarchy. The answer returned by TUUURBINE for adapting R to Q consists
in replacing Cabbage by Cucumber, Egg by Salmon, FromageBlanc by Yogurt and
Lemon by Orange. The first subsitution comes from the basic retrieval/adaptation pro-
cesses of TUUURBINE , while the three last ones come from the adaptation rules.

4.2 Adaptation of quantities for the salad challenge

The ontology-based substitution procedure extended by adaptation rules of
TAAABLE favors the substitution of ingredients of the same type (a sauce by a sauce, a
vegetable by a vegetable, etc.). So, ingredient quantities can, in most cases, be reused
without adaptation. For example, 3 cups of Pasta can be replaced by 3 cups of
Couscous, 1 tsp of Oregano by 1 tsp of Cumin, etc. However, there are some kinds
of adaptations (coming from the adaptation rules) which require some quantity adjuste-
ments. An approach for the adaptation of ingredient quantities based on mixed linear
optimization was proposed in [6] and has been used to compute sugar, alcohol and
mass compensation when replacing some ingredients by others in the context of cock-
tail adaptations [5]. This complexity is not required to adapt salads, especially because
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the substitution procedure is guided by adaptation rules. So, we only define a simple
heuristic to provide realistic quantities to the user. This heuristic is the following. Each
food available in the fridge is associated with a preferred unit and to a set of possible
units coming from the recipes of the case base. For example, the set of possible units
for Carrot is {unit, g, oz} and the preferred unit is unit. For the quantity adaptation,
if the replaced ingredient unit is a mass (e.g. g) or a volume (e.g. cl, tsp, tblsp) in
the source case, and if this unit is a possible unit for the replacing ingredient, neither
quantity adaptation nor unit adaptation is done. If not, conversion knowledge coming
from WIKITAAABLE is used. First, the quantity of the replaced ingredient is converted
into its mass, in grams. For example, if the source recipe uses 2 lettuces, the conversion
knowledge stating that the mass of 1 lettuce is 360 g is used to computed the total mass
of lettuce: 2 × 360 g = 720 g). Secondly, conversion knowledge associates to each
possible replacing ingredient (a food of the fridge) its preferred unit and the correspon-
dance from this unit to a mass in grams. For example, the preferred unit of Carrot is
unit and the mass of 1 unit of carrot is 70 g. This allows computing the adapted quan-
tity in the preferred unit of the replacing ingredient, by divided the mass (in grams) of
the replaced ingredient by the mass (in grams) corresponding to the preferred unit of
the replacing ingredient. In the running example, if Lettuce is replaced by Carrot,
and the original quantity of Lettuce is 2 units then 720/70 ≈ 10 units of Carrot
have to be used (the result is rounded).

5 Open Challenge: cocktail name adaptation

This section presents the TAAABLE team submission to the open challenge. The issue
is, when TAAABLE returns an adapted recipe, how to name it according to its original
name and to the substitution. For example, what name could be assigned to the recipe
obtained from the “Green Russian” recipe after having substituted the mint liquor with
curacao.

This issue of adapting recipe names has been suggested by the jury of the 2014
edition of the CCC and the CookingCAKE system [7] has addressed this challenge
for the CCC-2015, using a few rules. For instance, the adjective "cheesy" is added
to the recipe name if the adapted recipe of a sandwich contains some cheese. The
TAAABLE team has addressed this issue more formally in [8], using an approach based
on RDFS. In this application, a problem pb is a representation of a cocktail recipe by an
RDFS graph. For the first version of this application, only ingredient types are consid-
ered, neither the quantities, nor the preparation steps. Therefore, a problem is an RDFS
base pb =

⋃n
k=1{〈id ing ?vk〉, 〈?vk type fk〉} where id is a constant (a resource

identifying the recipe), ?v1, . . . , ?vn are n variables, and f1, . . . , fn are food classes.
A solution sol(pb) of pb is a literal of type string that gives a name to pb. It is as-

sumed to be in lower case for the sake of simplicity, e.g., sol(pb) = "green russian"

solves the problem pb represented in figure 1. The following operations on strings are
used: concatenation (denoted by +, e.g., "ab"+ "cd" = "abcd"), substring checking
(denoted by subStringOf, e.g., subStringOf("bc", "abcd") = true), and string
replacement (e.g., replace("ab", "cd", "bababa") = "bcdcda").
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A dependency βpb between pb and sol(pb) is an RDFS base. Usually, at least one
food class fk of pb and the literal sol(pb) occurs in βpb: when it is not the case, βpb
does not relate pb to sol(pb) (which is possible, e.g., when βpb = ∅, i.e., there is no
known dependency between pb and sol(pb)). For each case (srce, sol(srce)), βsrce
is assumed to be given.

A matching αpb from srce to tgt is either simple or complex. A simple matching
has the form f  g where f is a food class of srce and g is a food class of tgt; it
represents the substitution of f by g. The removal of a food class f will be denoted by
f  ∅. A complex matching is a composition αpb = αqpb ◦ α

q−1
pb ◦ . . . ◦ α1

pb of simple
matchings. αpb is built during the adaptation of ingredients process of TAAABLE .

The matching αβ from βsrce to βtgt is built during the cocktail name adaptation.
It consists of a set of ordered pairs (d, d′) where d is a descriptor of βsrce and d′ is
a descriptor of βtgt, a descriptor being either a resource (that can be a property) or a
literal.

We present in the next sections five adaptation strategies: the two first strategies
(§5.1 and §5.2) are application-dependent, whereas the last ones should be adaptable
to other applications. Strategies presented in sections 5.3 and 5.4 are designed for sim-
ple matchings whereas the strategy of section 5.5 combines strategies for dealing with
complex matchings.

5.1 Strategy “Alcohol abuse is dangerous for health”

Consider a cocktail recipe containing some alcohol, for which the adaptation consists
in removing the ingredients which are alcohol or in substituting them by ingredients
which are not alcohol. In this case, the new cocktail name may be computed by adding
“virgin” to the original recipe name. For example, let sol(srce) = "mojito" be the
name of the “Mojito” recipe, let αpb = rhum  ∅ be the adaptation consisting in
removing the unique alcohol of srce, then sol(tgt) = "virgin mojito" will be the
adapted cocktail name. Note that the test about alcohol can be performed by executing
the SPARQL query Qalcohol (cf. equation (1)) twice:

– “srce contains some alcohol” is encoded by exec`(Qalcohol, DK ∪ srce) 6= ∅ and
– “tgt contains no alcohol” is encoded by exec`(Qalcohol, DK ∪ tgt) = ∅.

5.2 Default strategy

The default strategy is applied when all other strategies fail, this time by adding “the
new ” to the original recipe name (e.g. “the new bloody mary”).

5.3 Strategy “Turn constants into variables”

This section models the adaptation example presented in Section 2, where the “Green
Russian” recipe is adapted by replacing mint liquor by curacao.
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Fig. 4. Example of an RDFS based cocktail name adaptation using the “Turn constants into vari-
ables” strategy.

A partial explanation of the name sol(srce) = "green russian" is that the color
of mint liquor is green, which can be modeled by:

βsrce = {〈MintLiquor color green〉, 〈green inEnglish "green"〉,
〈"green" subStringOf "green russian"〉}

These triples are represented on the left-hand part of the graph of Fig. 4.
Since αpb = MintLiquor  Curaçao, in order to build βtgt, the idea is to apply

αpb on βsrce and then to make some modifications on the resources and literals to make
it consistent with DK. This consistency test must be considered wrt CWA because there
is no way to have 〈MintLiquor color blue〉 inconsistent with DK in the classical
semantics. It is assumed that DK `cwa ¬〈MintLiquor color blue〉, thus the mere
substitution αpb on βsrce gives an inconsistent result wrt DK under CWA. So, the idea
is to relax this triple. One way to do it is to replace green with a variable ?x. More
generally, the strategy consists in replacing the descriptors of βsrce by variables, with
the exception of the predicates (that are higher order resources) and of the descriptors
occurring in tgt. The variable that replaces sol(srce) is ?solTgt: solving tgt con-
sists in giving a value sol(tgt) to this variable. This gives the following dependency
(obtained by applying αpb and turning some constants into variables):

βgen = {〈Curacao color ?x〉, 〈?x inEnglish ?y〉,
〈?y subStringOf ?solTgt〉}

βgen is so-called, since it generalizes αpb(βsrce) (in the sense αpb(βsrce) ` βgen), where
αpb(βsrce) is the result of applying the substitution αpb on βsrce.

Now, in order to get βtgt, the idea is to unify the variables ?x and ?y with some
constants, using the domain knowledge. Therefore DK is interrogated with the following
SPARQL query: SELECT ?x ?y WHERE {Curacao color ?x . ?x inEnglish ?y}.
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Assuming the only result is the pair {?x← blue, ?y← "blue"}, it comes:

βtgt = {〈Curacao color blue〉, 〈blue inEnglish "blue"〉,
〈"blue" subStringOf ?solTgt〉}

and αβ = {(MintLiquor, Curacao), (green, blue), ("green", "blue")}

Therefore, βtgt involves that sol(tgt) has to respect the following constraint:

sol(tgt) ∈ {s : string | "blue" is a substring of s} (5)

Now, sol(srce) must be modified using αβ into sol(tgt) that respects (5). Here, a
domain-dependent choice is made: it concerns the way the solution space is structured,
i.e., how can modifications be applied on solutions. It is assumed that in this application,
the only modification operation is based on the replace operation on the set of strings
(which is the solution space). Hence, since ("green", "blue") ∈ αβ , the following
cocktail name that is consistent with (5) is proposed:

sol(tgt) = replace("green", "blue", sol(srce)) = "blue russian"

5.4 Strategy “Generalization-specialization of dependencies”

Now, consider the example of the adaptation of sol(srce) = "green russian"

when αβ = MintLiquor  IndianTonic with the same βsrce as in section 5.3
and assuming that DK gives no color to Indian tonic (i.e., there is no triple of the form
t = 〈IndianTonic color c〉 such that DK ` t), the adaptation strategy of section 5.3
fails. However, it is assumed that

DK `

 〈IndianTonic taste bitter〉, 〈IndianTonic texture sparkling〉,
〈bitter inEnglish "bitter"〉, 〈sparkling inEnglish "sparkling"〉,

〈color subp hOP〉, 〈taste subp hOP〉, 〈texture subp hOP〉


meaning that Indian tonic is bitter and sparkling, and that color, taste and texture
are organoleptic properties (hOP is an abbreviation for hasOrganolepticProperty).
Therefore, the adaptation strategy described in section 5.3 can be applied with a slight
modification: it is sufficient to replace in βgen the triple 〈IndianTonic color ?x〉 by
〈IndianTonic hOP ?x〉, which is more general according to DK.

One way to address this problem is to search in the domain knowledge for triples for
building βgen that are similar to αβ(βsrce). This can be likened to the retrieval issue in
CBR, which can be implemented by a least generalization of the query (see, e.g., [9]).
A similar idea is proposed here. It consists in making a best-first search in a space of
dependencies β such that:

– The initial state β0 corresponds to the βgen as it is computed in the strategy of
section 5.3.

– The successors of a state consists in making a generalization of one of its triples.
The following generalization operators can be considered: replace a class (resp.,
a property) by a direct superclass (resp., direct superproperty) in DK, replace a re-
source or a literal by a variable, etc. A cost function must be associated to general-
ization operators, in order to choose the least costly generalization.
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– A final state β is such that the SPARQL query associated with it gives a nonempty
set of results.

Once a final state β is found, the rest of the approach of Section 5.3 can be applied with
βgen = β.

Back to the example, it comes:

β0 = {〈IndianTonic color ?x〉, 〈?x inEnglish ?y〉,
〈?y subStringOf ?solTgt〉}

In the first triple, color can be generalized into hOP (since DK ` 〈color subp hOP〉),
giving

β = {〈IndianTonic hOP ?x〉, 〈?x inEnglish ?y〉,
〈?y subStringOf ?solTgt〉}

β is a final state since exec`(Q, DK) 6= ∅ for

Q = SELECT ?x ?y WHERE {IndianTonic hOP ?x . ?x inEnglish ?y}

Indeed, exec`(Q, DK) = {A1, A2} where A1 = {?x ← bitter, ?y ← "bitter"}
and A2 = {?x ← sparkling, ?y ← "sparkling"}, leading to the two expected
solutions: "bitter russian" and "sparkling russian".

Therefore this strategy consists in finding the minimal generalization β of the initial
dependency β0 and then in specializing β into βtgt’s thanks to SPARQL querying on
DK, hence the name of the strategy.

5.5 Composing strategies when the matching is complex

When the matching αpb is complex, it can be written αpb = αqpb ◦ α
q−1
pb ◦ . . . ◦ α1

pb,
with q ≥ 2. The idea is then to apply in sequence the strategies associated with simple
matchings. For example, for sol(srce) = "green russian", α1

pb = mintLiquor 
curacao, α2

pb = vodka  tequila, the strategy of Section 5.3 can be applied twice
to give the name sol(tgt) = "blue mexican". This adaptation is an application of
the adaptation based on reformulations and similarity paths (see e.g. [10]).

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented the systems developed by the TAAABLE team for its participa-
tion to the 2017 CCC. The two systems presented for the salad and mixology challenges
are based on the successful 2015 version of TAAABLE , extended for salad challenge
with a new approach to manage the fridge. A new approach has also been presented
for adapting the cocktail names from the ingredient adaptation. Several name adapta-
tion strategies have been presented and, if some proposed strategies are application-
dependent, it is claimed that other ones can be applied—or adapted—to a larger frame-
work. Indeed, they match the principles described in some related work about analogical
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transfer (e.g., [11] and [12]) while proposing an approach benefitting from the standard
RDFS and associated tools (RDFS SPARQL engines, RDF stores). A first prototype
implementing the three first strategies has already been developed, but the adaptation
strategy based on generalization-specialization of dependencies is under development.
However, there is an important workload for acquiring dependencies βsrce, which is
currently done manually and for acquiring triples in the domain knowledge. A possi-
bility to address these issues is to query the Linked Open Data (LOD), a huge cloud of
RDF and RDFS bases freely accessible on the Web. This knowledge acquisition task is
the main future work.
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Abstract. This paper introduces InclinedChef1, for the mixology and
open challenges as part of the Computer Cooking Competition. Inclined-
Chef uses Probabilistic Soft Logics (PSLs), a logic formalism that relaxes
boolean logic operations to probabilities. PSLs have had good success in
recommendation engines, but have yet to be applied to the Case Based
Reasoning (CBR) domain. They show a lot of promise for their ability
to handle contradictory information, multiple data sources and shifting
user constraints.

1 Introduction

When it comes to cooking with computers, one of the core challenges is deal-
ing with user preferences. The decision to decide to prepare a certain meal over
another one is multifaceted, with often competing preferences. The Eating Mo-
tivation Survey contains a comprehensive model of what motivates eating and
food selection, comprised of 78 individual motivations collected into 15 general
clusters[10]. In this study, top food selection motivations include liking a food
(taste), habits, health, convenience, and pleasure. Other research confirms taste,
convenience and price as being at least as important as healthiness when people
pick food choices[11].

This leads to a set of hurdles when it comes to recommending and adapt-
ing recipes for users. Information about each of these motivations often is lo-
cated in separate ontologies, databases, or websites. Each of these ontologies
may have contradictory information, for example: a ‘snack’ in the What We
Eat In America (WWEIA) survey is different from what a ‘snack’ is in the wiki-
Taaable ontology[1,3]. To complicate the problem even further, these preferences
do not often line up: a healthy meal choice may be the least convenient option.
Simple rule based formulations and single-heuristic optimizations cannot capture
the fuzziness of the recipe domain.

We propose to use Probabilistic Soft Logics (PSLs)[2] to encode ontology
information and a PSL solver to recommend and adapt recipes. A PSL program is
a set of logical implications, written in a Prolog-like first-order logic syntax. This
1 http://tinyai.net/cocktails
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paper will introduce InclinedChef, a system that uses PSLs for recommending
and adapting recipes. We will provide a short introduction into PSLs, how to
encode ontology information as PSL atoms and predicates, using a PSL solver
to find highly probable results for a query and highly probable adaptations for
those results. We will conclude by looking at future potential applications and
improvements.

2 Related Work

The use of first order logic to represent Case Based Reasoning (CBR) tasks
is not novel. Delgrande added the ‘default’ operator to a classical first-order
logic to help handle common-sense reasoning tasks[4]. CHEF[7], something of
the grandaddy of CBR cooking systems, had rules that could be represented as
first-order logic statements (both CHEF’s rule-based simulations of cooking and
its adaptation reasoning could be expressed as a implications). Nearly every CBR
system in the computer cooking competition has used rule-based formalisms to
some degree, with implication (a implies b) being a core component.

Other computer cooking systems have used bottom-up learning approaches,
which at their core, are inferring likely ingredient substitutions from datasets of
recipes. PIERRE[9] uses a neural net to learn a regression model to find highly
rated combinations of ingredients. It then uses the regression model along with
a genetic algorithm to come up with new recipes.

PSLs express facts, relationships and implications using first-order logic, but
with the twist that all facts and relationships have an associated probability of
being true, and implications have associated weights. PSL programs are inter-
nally converted into hinge-loss Markov random fields, which are evaluated as a
kind of convex optimization problem. PSLs have been used to combine several
evaluation metrics for recommending restaurants and songs[8], and for learning
weights on implication rules from data for textual sentiment[5].

3 Probabilistic Soft Logics

Probabilistic soft logics are composed of two parts, a set of predicates that de-
scribe potential facts about the world, and a set of logical implications that relate
these predicates together. PSLs are different from other logic based programming
paradigms in that:

1. Logical predicates are soft. Instead of predicates returning if an atom is true
or false, they return the probability that an atom being true or false.

2. PSLs require that all potential atoms be represented, even those that are
impossible. Therefore, PSL formulations of problems tend to be space inef-
ficient.

3. Going along with soft predicates, implications have weights. These weights
can be learned based on ground truth, or they can be used to infer the
probability of new predicates given a current set. InclinedChef uses hand-
tuned implication weights to infer the probability of new predicates.
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For more detail on how InclinedChef works, see System Overview (section 4).
A PSL solver converts weighted implication rules and predicates to a Hinge-

Loss Markov Random Field (HL-MRF). To discuss how, we need to first look at
a PSL predicate.

Friends(“Jon”, “Delilah”) = 0.7

Friends(“Delilah”, “Philip”)

The first atom states that Jon and Delilah are friends (they’re arguments to
the Friends predicate) with a probability of 70%. The second line states that
Delilah and Philip are friends, but we don’t yet know how likely that predicate
is. Any atoms that are given a probability before the solver runs are treated
as hard constraints. The probability is held fixed while finding the probability
of the remaining predicates. This allows PSLs to pull in knowledge. Using an
example from InclinedChef:

IngGeneralizes(“Game”, “Meat”) = 0.748

This states that we can generalize “game" as a “meat" with fairly high con-
fidence. This value comes from the wikiTaaaable ontology (namely, Generaliza-
tion_costs). More information is in System Overview (section 4).

Because we’d like to discuss atoms without needing to write out their argu-
ments, we’ll use the convention Friends/2, which states that the Friends predicate
takes two atoms as arguments. Lets look at a PSL implication rule. For example:

3 : Friends(X,Y ) ∧ Friends(Y,Z) =⇒ Friends(X,Z)

This rule states that friendship is transitive: if Jon is friends with Delilah and
Delilah is friends with Philip, it’s likely that Jon is also friends with Philip. We
also have a weight on this rule, which is how important it is in relation to other
rules. Rules can also be hard constraints that must be upheld when inferring
the probability of unknown atoms; hard constraints follow a slightly different
syntax, using another example from an older version InclinedChef:

MustContain(I) =⇒ TargetIngredients(I).

This rule states that all MustContain/1 predicates must also be TargetIngre-
dient/1 predicates. InclinedChef uses these constraints to insure that certain
ingredients are present or not present in the adapted recipes, with more infor-
mation in System Overview (section 4).

Given a set of predicates and implications, the PSL solver relaxes the boolean
logic operators to continuous variables. For example, to the PSL solver, a =⇒ b
is relaxed to max(a−b, 0) and a∧b is relaxed to max(a+b−1, 0). This converts
the logic operators and predicates to a set of continuous valued variables, which
allows the solver to define an HL-MRF over the set of unknown Y variables
conditioned on the known X variables, such that the probability of Y given
X is related to a hinge-loss potential function, which the solver solves using
convex optimization. Due to the nature of the problem, this is parallelizable and
decently fast.
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4 System Overview

The system work can be divided into two parts—offline conversion and online
recommendation and adaptation. Because PSL programs need to be in their own
syntax, information from datasets and ontologies needs to be converted to atoms
and rules. After this step, the solver can use the rules to perform recommendation
and adaptation.

Fig. 1. Diagram of ImpliedChef. Dashed lines are offline, solid lines are online. Us-
ing conversion scripts and hand authoring, the XML case library and RDF ontology
snapshot are converted to PSL atoms and rules. A user query is converted to a set of
PSL atoms as well. This is passed to the solver, which returns as PSL atoms a set of
likely good cases and likely good adaptations. These are used for case retrieval and
case adaptation, which are then passed back as an answer to the query.

Figure 4 shows a boxes and arrows diagram of ImpliedChef. Offline (before
any user queries are processed), we use a set of conversion scripts and hand
authoring to get a set of PSL atoms, predicates and rules from the wikiTaaable
ontology and Computer Cooking Competition case library. Online, a user query
is converted to a set of PSL atoms that interact with PSL logic rules. All of this
is passed to the PSL solver, which is given two important targets: a set of atoms
that represent each case in the case library and a set of atoms that represent
recipe adaptations. These are not the only atoms that the solver is inferring
probabilities for, but are used in the next steps.

The case atoms are used to select a case from the library. The adaptation
atoms are used to figure out how to tweak the case to fit the constraints pro-
vided by the user query as well as the the challenge at hand. Finally, these
are wrapped up as a XML document that follows the cccSystemOutput XML
Schema definition for the competition.

4.1 Offline Components

These parts of ImpliedChef are performed only once, and are done before any
user queries are ever fielded by the system. The first few of these convert recipes
into sets of ingredient atoms, as shown in figure 4.1.

We specify that the IngInRecipe/2 predicate is closed, which means the solver
should treat all predicates of that type as observed, true data, and furthermore,
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Fig. 2. Converting CCC XML case libraries into PSL atoms. We focused on ingredients
for ImpliedChef

should not attempt to infer probabilities on them. IngInRecipe/2 simply encodes
which recipes contain which ingredients. We discuss, under Future Work, how
PSL might consider the amounts of each ingredient in its solving steps. We also
use a set of scripts that converts information from the RDF snapshot of the
wikiTaaable ontology to PSL atoms, for the IngGeneralizes/2 predicate. A few
examples are:

IngGeneralizes(Pork_side_cuts, Pork) = 0.968

IngGeneralizes(Red_martini,Martini) = 0.500

IngGeneralizes(Fresh_bean, V egetable) = 0.422

These atoms are calculated by subtracting the Generalization_cost of an ingre-
dient or ingredient class by 1. These Generalization_costs are retrieved from
the RDF snapshot. However, not all ingredients have Generalization_costs in
the wikiTaaable ontology. For those that do not, we use the subclassOf feature
and assign only a probability of 0.5 to this being a correct way to generalize
about an ingredient.

The result is that, as the Generalization_cost decreases, the more the solver
considers a generalization as likely. Greater generalization costs (representing
ingredient classes further away from each other) are less and less likely. The
RDF snapshot only provides costs for ingredients next to each other, but it can
be useful for retrieval and adaptation to consider generalizations further away,
such as IngGeneralizes(Rye_whiskey, Alcohol) or IngGeneralizes(Veal_leg_cut,
Meat). We append these case generalizations without providing probabilities,
and use the following rule to let the solver figure out how likely each of these
cases should be:
IngGeneralizes(C1, C2)∧IngGeneralizes(C2, C3) =⇒ IngGeneralizes(C1, C3)

4.2 Online Components

After a user query is parsed, it is turned into two sets of atoms for the predicates
MustContain/1 and MustNotContain/1. These contain the ingredients specified
by the user query about ingredients they want and do not want in a resultant
recipe. For retrieval, these are considered soft constraints, as we can adapt any
ill-fitting recipes, but for adaptation, they are hard constraints. In addition, to
fit with the cocktail challenge, we added the reduced list of ingredients as a set
of MustContain/1 atoms.
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For retrieval, we’d like to consider each recipe in terms of the classes that its
ingredients generalize to. We capture this with a few rules:

IngInRecipe(R, I) ∧ IngGeneralizes(I, C) =⇒ RecipeClasses(R,C)

RecipeClasses(R,C1) ∧ IngGeneralizes(C1, C2) =⇒ RecipeClasses(R,C2)

MustContain(I) ∧ IngInRecipe(R, I) =⇒ RecommendTarget(R)

MustContain(I) ∧ IngGeneralizes(I, C)∧
RecipeClasses(R,C) =⇒ RecommendTarget(R)

MustNotContain(I) ∧ IngInRecipe(R, I) =⇒ ¬RecommendTarget(R)

MustNotContain(I) ∧ IngGeneralizes(I, C)∧
RecipeClasses(R,C) =⇒ ¬RecommendTarget(R)

The first two rules let us consider a recipe based on the ingredient classes that
it’s composed of. The next set of rules let us use that information. We want to
make recipes that contain ingredients in a user’s query more likely. Furthermore,
we also want to establish that any recipes that have ingredients that generalize
to the same classes as an ingredient a user wants are more likely. The inverse
goes for ingredients that a user does not want.

For adapting a retrieved case, we need to be a little creative. Because PSLs
require all atoms implied by their predicates, we can’t simply derive a probability
for any two potential ingredients to swap. Considering only the 155 ingredients
used in the CCC cocktail case library, we would need to infer probabilities on
155! predicates.

To get around this bottleneck, we consider two rules of thumb. It’s best to
perform the bare minimum number of swaps to satisfy a query and we only need
to either swap in or out ingredients that are part of the user’s query

Therefore, we inspect a user’s query and generate the atoms in the Swap/2
predicate for each query. Each atom in Swap/2 contains a ingredient that the
user has specified they wish to have or not have in the resultant recipe. We
perform swaps with the following rules:

MustContain(I1) ∧RecommendTarget(R) ∧ IngGeneralizes(I1, C)∧
IngGeneralizes(I2, C) ∧ IngInRecipe(R, I2) =⇒ Swap(I1, I2)

MustNotContain(I1) ∧RecommendTarget(R) ∧ IngGeneralizes(I1, C)∧
IngGeneralizes(I2, C) ∧ IngInRecipe(R, I2) =⇒ Swap(I2, I1)

Swaps are always read the same way, the first atom in the predicate is re-
placing the second. Due to the fact that the Swap/2 predicate is built on the
fly, we don’t need to specify a hard constraints that an element must be present.
Probabilities are only inferred on the atoms present in the Swap/2 data files,
and all of those atoms are related to a user’s query. We then build the answer
XML file based on the RecommendTarget/1 and Swap/2 predicates, as shown
in figure 4.2.

The recommendation rules give us a set of probabilities on the Recommend-
Target/1 predicates, however, unless the user was very, very specific with a query,
several atoms are equally likely to fit. We take the set of the highest probable
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Fig. 3. Some example values of a query looking for a cocktail containing Apple juce

atoms and chose one between them. We then retrieve that case from the CCC
case library and use it as part of the retrieve half.

The adaptation rules give us a set of probabilities on potential swaps. We
scan the Swap/2 predicate for the highest probability swaps that involve both
the user’s query and the retrieved recipe. We adapt the recipe by keeping swap
quantity units and amounts the same, but changing the resultant ingredients.

5 Conclusion

We hope that ImpliedChef shows how PSLs can be used for CBR tasks like
retrieval and adaptation. However, there are many extensions possible while
using PSL as a framework.

The overview of PSL (and the rules that ImpliedChef uses) have kept to
logical, boolean operations. PSL also supports arithmetic operations, such as
sum constraints (the values of atoms need to sum to a particular value). PSL
even affords substituting an arbitrary number of atoms as part of a logical rule
with sum-augmented predicates, which work like placeholders for the sum of
an arbitrary number of atoms. Select-statements restrict which atoms can be
swapped in for sum-augmentation, so one can imagine encoding the amount of
each ingredient in a recipe as a percentage, then using sum-augmentation and
selection to be sensitive to ingredient amounts when adapting recipes.

In addition, PSL supports the use of arbitrary functions as part of implication
rules, as long as those functions can take in string arguments and return a real
value from [0, 1].

Name(P1, N1) ∧Name(P2, N2) ∧ Similar(N1, N2) =⇒ Same(P1, P2)

The above rule, for example, relates two people atoms (P ) by their names
(N). Similar/2 is a functional predicate, an external function that takes in two
names and returns how similar they are from [0, 1]. This sort of technique allows
for the unification of many ways to measure similarity, from WordNet compar-
isons to similarity metrics built from Long-Short Term Memory networks. More
importantly, though, using several different rules with a variety of recommen-
dation heuristics, we can tune the weights on the rules to fit a variety of user
preferences.
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In the current iteration of ImpliedChef, all of its atoms and rules come from
the wikiTaaaable ontology. Other food ontologies exist that also have entities
with labelings, such as the Foodon ontology [6]. Converting the relevant parts
of other ontologies and integrating them into ImpliedChef is currently ongoing
work.

Reflecting back on the opening problems, we can see that ImpliedChef shows
how PSLs provide approaches for solving them. Recipe data and ontology infor-
mation can be converted into PSL rules and predicates, and PSLs can be used
for retrieval and adaptation CBR tasks. Furthermore, PSLs are able to reason
over ingredient amounts, able to combine conflicting heuristic scores and able to
pull in reasoning from multiple ontologies. They seem to be a powerful, general
framework for tackling the semantically rich space of recipe generation.
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Abstract. This paper presents IntelliMeal, a case-based reasoning (CBR)
system for recommending recipes. The main focus of the system is cus-
tomizing recipes to a given user query re-using the domain knowledge
of a CBR system within adaptation rules. In this work we implement a
CBR system that works with a limited case base (21 recipes) and increase
the amount of recipe recommendations by adapting these recipes using
addition, creation, substitution, suitability and title name customization
rules.

Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning, Rule Engine, Computational Cre-
ativity, Adaptation, Recipe Recommendation

1 Introduction

This paper presents IntelliMeal1, a case-based recipe recommendation system
addressing the open challenge of the 2017 Computer Cooking Contest (CCC).
Since its initialization in 2008, the competition has been running almost every
year with minor adjustments. Several research groups have contributed to the
CCC over the years using information retrieval, information extraction and se-
mantic technologies along with Case-Based Reasoning when developing recipe
recommendation systems. The researchers have contributed with various ap-
proaches to the task. Four of the more influential systems are Taaable [2,4,6],
CookingCAKE [5,9,10], JaDaCook [7,3], and CookIIS [8,11]. The Taaable re-
searchers built their system around a collaborative, semantic Wiki, which also
serves as the main knowledge base. The CookIIS researchers focused on the
pre-processing of data to make the substitution of ingredients fluent and more
realistic. CookingCAKE targets the preparation instructions by implementing
cooking workflows, and lastly, the JaDaWeb researchers focused on the imple-
mentation of natural language understanding.

IntelliMeal is a knowledge engineering heavy system utilizing Case-Based
Reasoning (CBR)[1]. The system aims to customize recipes for a given query
consisting of desired and undesired ingredients. The main focus of the system

1 www.intellimeal.no
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is enhancing creativity in the adaptation process. The underlying goal of this
paper is to investigate whether it is possible to build a CBR system that adapts
recipes in a way that they satisfy a user’s desires and expectations.

The case base consists of twenty-one sandwich recipe cases, hierarchical tax-
onomies and a set of adaptation rules. The taxonomies are separated into nine
attributes or ingredient categories. Each taxonomy defines similarities between
a restricted set of ingredients that belong to the given ingredient category. The
taxonomies are extended versions of the taxonomies used in CookIIS [8,11], an
earlier participant of the CCC. The attributes/ingredient categories are also used
to construct each case and the ingredients included in the recipe.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains an adapted version of
the CBR cycle [1], section 3 presents the evaluation of the systems in terms of
similarity computation after adaptation and user evaluations of adapted recipes.
In the final section we discuss our results and summarize our work.

2 Methodology and implementation

IntelliMeal implements all steps of the CBR cycle, but it includes a second
retrieval phase after an ephemeral case base including temporarily adapted cases
as been created. This allows IntelliMeal to assess the similarity of cases that have
been modified based on desired and undesired ingredients specified in the query.

Figure 1 shows an overview of our implemented version of the cycle.

Step 1 The problem presented is the user query, which consists of desired
and undesired ingredients. As figure 1 illustrates, the query is split in two: One
undesired query containing the undesired ingredients and one desired query con-
taining the desired ingredient.

Step 2 Our modified version of the CBR cycle involves two retrieval steps. The
first process is the case base retrieval. It involves retrieving the cases from the
case base with the highest similarity score to the user query. Hence, cases with
the best starting point to end up in successful recipe recommendations. As the
retrieval method employed in IntelliMeal is an important feature of the system, it
is explained more detailed in section 2.1. The retrieved cases are further copied.
The retrieved original cases are kept for later use while considering the copied
versions in the reuse step.

Step 3 The reuse step is the most comprehensive step of the cycle. It is also
the main focus of IntelliMeal. Hence, it is explained more detailed in section
2.3. The goal is to customize cases (i.e. recipes) so that they better fit the user
query. However, with restrictions to avoid distasteful recipe results. As figure 1
illustrates, domain knowledge, rules, and the queries are used in the adaptation
process. The result from the reuse step is adapted versions of the cases in the
case base, further referred to as adapted instances.
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Fig. 1. Modified version of the CBR cycle

Step 4 The strategies used to set up an ephemeral case base mainly concerns
using the undesired query to discard cases that are not satisfactorily. As figure 1
illustrates, both original cases from the case base as well as the adapted instances
resulting from the reuse step takes part in the setup. The result is an ephemeral
case base containing a selection of both types.

Step 5 The ephemeral case base retrieval involves comparing the cases in the
ephemeral case base to the desired query. The result is a mixture of original
cases and adapted instances, together with their resulting similarity score.

Step 6 The revision step involves getting feedback on recommendations. More
specifically, the user gets the opportunity to confirm that adapted recipe recom-
mendations are tasty.

Step 7 Only when an adapted recipe is confirmed tasty, the recipe instance will
be added as a case to the case base together with the original cases. This refers
to the retain step of the cycle.
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2.1 Retrieval

Our retrieval method compares one query instance to all cases in a case base.
The method considers one case at a time. It iterates through every attribute in
the query and ignores attributes that are undefined. The rest of the attributes
are considered valid and takes part in the similarity calculation.

For each valid attribute, the similarity between the query attribute and the
corresponding case attribute is calculated by using the taxonomies. Then, they
are weighted with a configured attribute weight. When calculating the total
similarity between the query and a case, the attribute similarities are summed
up and divided by the number of valid attributes. The retrieval method returns
all cases ordered by their retrieved similarity score.

2.2 Rule engine

A rule engine was created for this specific system as a set of adaptation rules.
There are two rule formats: Simple Rule and Substitution Rule.

If one rule were to specifically target only one ingredient, many rules would
have to be written. Therefore, the rule engine is also able to consider all children
of the ingredient. The children are fetched from the taxonomies. This enables
one single rule to apply to hundreds of ingredients. For example, consider a rule
saying any type of meat can substitute for any type of fish. These ingredients
have 191 and 74 ingredients, respectively. Hence, this one rule will form 14 134
various combinations.

However, the functionality to ignore the children of a specific ingredients was
also implemented. This can be used by writing a * after the ingredient. With
this, a rule containing meat* and fish* would only form one combination.

Rule requirements refer to the ingredients in the recipe that have to be present
for the rule to be valid. There can be zero or as many requirements as desired
for a rule to fire. One requirement is satisfied if the recipe considered contains
either the stated ingredient requirement or one of its children. A rule is valid
when all requirements are satisfied.

Simple rules are the most basic rule type used in IntelliMeal. Based on given
set of conditions (requirements req) an action is taken. For this rule type, all
requirements have to be satisfied, before the rule can be applied.

req1, ..., reqn → ingredient (1)

This rule type is used to create addition rules, deletion rules, suitable rules
and title rules.

Substitution rules are more complex since they take both requirements and
the ingredient to be substituted into account. Rules described by equation (2)
takes the user requirement together with an ingredient to be substituted and the
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action describes which new ingredient can be included given a conditions, e.g.
the existence or non-existence of other ingredients.

req1, ..., reqn + ingredientold → ingredientnew + condition (2)

An example for this rule is if the recipe contains tuna, any type of undesired
supplements can be substituted out in favor for mayonnaise.

Furthermore, equation (3) shows a bidirectional rule that allows forward and
backward substitutions:

req1, ..., reqn + ingredientold ←→ ingredientnew (3)

2.3 Reuse

In general, the reuse step involves three steps illustrated in figure 2: 1) Adap-
tation with the undesired query. 2) adaptation with the desired query and 3)
suitable adaptation. The overall goal with the two first adaptation processes is
to customize the retrieved recipes to better fit the user query. Suitable adap-
tation considers the modifications applied in the two first processes, examining
whether more substitutions are necessary with the goal of making the recipe as
a whole successful.

Fig. 2. Reuse process

Adaptation with the undesired query involves getting rid of undesired ingre-
dients, while the goal with adaptation with the desired query is to add desired
ingredients to recipes. These two adaptation processes are very similar. The
difference is their opposite goals. Both processes loops through undesired/de-
sired ingredients, respectively. For each ingredient, three substitution methods
are considered: 1) Simple deletion/addition, respectively, 2) substitutions, and
3) similarity substitutions.

Deletion and addition rules are written in the simple rule format. When
given requirements are satisfied, an ingredient may be deleted from/added to
the recipe. Adaptation with the undesired query is carried out by deletion rules,
while the adaptation with the desired query uses the addition rules.

Substitution rules are written in the substitution rule format. When some
requirements are satisfied, a modification may be done to a recipe ingredient.
That means, one ingredient is removed from the recipe and one ingredient is
added. For adaptation with the undesired query, an undesired ingredient is re-
moved and a substitution alternative is found. For adaptation with the desired
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query, a desired ingredient is added and a substitution offer within the recipe is
found.

Similarity substitutions are the last type of substitutions considered. These
substitutions are based on taxonomies. The system fetches ingredients that are
similar to the ingredient that is considered. For adaptation with the desired
query, the goal is to find an ingredient that is similar within the recipe, then
remove this and add the desired ingredient. For adaptation with the undesired
query, a similar alternative is added, and the undesired ingredient is removed.
However, the substitution only goes through if an adaptation threshold is sat-
isfied. A threshold is set for each ingredient category. It defines how similar
the substitution alternative and the considered ingredient needs to be for the
substitution to go through.

After the undesired and desired adaptation process, the style of the recipe
may have changed. The idea with suitable adaptation is to make the new ingredi-
ents fit the recipe better. The process starts by iterating all modifications of the
recipe instance. For every new ingredient, the system checks whether a so-called
suitable rule applies. Suitable rules are of the type Simple Rule, which means
that there may be requirements for the rule to be valid. Both addition rules,
substitution rules, and similarity substitutions are considered in the process. If
several suitable ingredients are found, a random one among them is chosen.

Suitable adaptation also involves modifying titles. When ingredients are re-
placed by new ingredients in a recipe, the recipe title may be out of context. Two
types of adaptation methods were implemented to rename the title to better fit
the new recipe. First, the system considers pre-defined rules. For the record, the
rules are called title rules and are of the type Simple Rule. The rule may have
requirements to be valid. If no specific rules on ingredients apply, a different
approach is considered. The method focuses on the previous title, and apply to
titles containing ingredients. The system aims to match the content of the title
with the substitutions that are carried out. If substituted ingredients are found
in the title, the same substitutions are carried out in the title.

3 Evaluation

Several evaluation methods were assessed to conduct the system’s evaluation
and three evaluation goals were set: 1) evaluate the calculated similarity score,
and hence, the order of the suggested recipes, 2) show that adapted recipes
better match the user query, and 3) evaluate whether the user can distinguish
the computer created recipes from the human created recipes.

For the first goal, we compared the system’s ranking of recipes with ten test
subjects ranking of recipes, for three given queries. The difference was measured
by calculating the difference between each recipes ranking by the system and
its ranking by the test subject. Per query, this resulted in a score from 0 to 25,
where 0 represents equal ranking, and 25 represents the opposite order between
the system and the test subject’s ranking. On average, the result of this process
showed that the discrepancy in ranking between the test subject’s and the system
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was 5.52 out of 25. Also, the test subject’s and the system shared 3.57 out of 5
recipes as their top 5.

Fig. 3. Adaptation (green) changing
the original similarity score (yellow)

Fig. 4. Bot or not user predictions vs.
actual recipe creations

For the second goal, a three step process were conducted: 1) doing a set of
queries with the adaptation process turned off and note the similarity scores
achieved for the top five results, 2) doing the same set of queries with the adap-
tation process turned on, and 3) compare the similarity scores. The evaluation
results showed that the average similarity score increases for all the test queries.
Figure 3 illustrates the evaluation results. In the figure, the yellow bars show
the average similarity score for the top five results with no adaptation, while the
green bars show the average increment for the top five results with adaptation
on. On average, the mean similarity score for the top five recipes suggested per
query increased with 0.32.

For the third goal, an online quiz was implemented2. The quiz displayed
one recipe at a time for the user, and the user was to guess whether the recipe
was human or computer created. The quiz ran for seven days (168 hours) and
gathered in total 3414 responses distributed over 42 recipes. Figure 4 shows a
confusion matrix of the quiz feedback. To clarify, true refers to an adapted recipe.
Results showed that people guessed that a human had created the computer
adapted recipes in 53.43% of the cases. Also, people recognized the original
cases as created by a computer in 50.09% of the cases. This result reveals that
most users are not able to distinguish the recipes from one another.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

Earlier participants in the CCC have chosen various approaches for their sys-
tems. All four systems presented involve a hierarchical taxonomy. Some systems
generate substitution rules from their taxonomy or cooking communities, while
JaDaWeb has a table of ingredients that can substitute each other across cat-
egories. However, none explicitly define removal, addition or suitable rules like

2 www.intellimeal.no/botornot
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implemented in IntelliMeal. The rules and the similarity substitutions comple-
ment each other’s weaknesses. Together, the components result in comprehensive
adaptation of recipes. The rules employed in IntelliMeal have the ability to serve
both specific and general purposes. Incorporating taxonomies into the rule engine
has enabled this. Also, rules may be specified for ingredients across attributes.
The result is more radical modifications of recipes, where the general style of a
recipe may change completely.

In conclusion, IntelliMeal, extends the traditional CBR cycle by adding a
second retrieval from an ephemeral case base populated with cases from a multi-
layer rule engine. The adaptation mechanism gets creative in the way that it
exploits domain knowledge defined in taxonomies to adjust similarity and to
expand recipe case base. Therewith, we were able to achieve overall satisfying
results with a limited case base. The measurable outcome of this project pre-
sented in section 3 is exceedingly satisfying. Adaptation of cases increased simi-
larity scores for a given user query in all test cases, and humans had difficulties
distinguish computer and human created recipes from one another.
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